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ABSTRACT 
The present thesis explores the development of the Greek short story 
(&W77jia) during the period 1880 - 1920, when it was the prevalent genre in 
mainstream prose fiction. The perspective adopted is twofold, hence the 
structure is divided accordingly. The first part focuses on the attitude of 
criticism towards &77, yi7ya and follows its shift from generic ambiguity to 
generic awareness. The research has been based on influential periodicals of 
the time such as Estia (1876 - 1895), Rambagas (1878 - 1889), Panathinaia (1900 - 
1915) and Noumas (1903 - 1917), while the views of the most authoritative 
critical voices of the period, Palamas and Xenopoulos, are analytically 
discussed. This part examines the factors that determine the perception of the 
genre as well as terminological issues. However, the emphasis is placed on 
the features and narrative modes attributed to 6t7jy77ya and on aspects of 
generic definition, which are often accompanied by comparisons with other 
literary and art forms. 
The second part centres on the poetics of four short story writers, who 
are viewed as contrasting pairs (Eftaliotis in relation to Vizyinos, Xenopoulos 
in relation to Voutyras). Their stories reveal the versatility of the genre, which 
is thus approached from antithetical and at the same time complementary 
perspectives. The conclusions reached in the previous part are applied to the 
short stories of these authors and are also compared with the new and 
sometimes contradictory elements emerging from them. The techniques they 
employed to organise the narrative economy associated with the genre and to 
respond to its "formal recalcitrance" are analysed and the way that key- 
aspects in the historical and generic development of &q`y77ya were reflected 
in their texts is explored. Through the examination of these representative 
cases this thesis aims to offer insights into the critical perception and the 
narrative practice of the short story during this period and thus to illuminate 
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indicated). 
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When a work is analytically discussed, references to it are in brackets 
in the main text. 
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INTRODUCTION 
a. Towards a definition of the short story 
the short story can be anything the author decides it shall be; 
from the static sketch without plot to the swiftly moving 
machine of bold action and climax, from the prose poem, painted 
rather than written, to the piece of straight reportage in which style, 
colour, and elaboration have no place, from the piece which catches 
like a cobweb the light subtle iridescence of emotions that can never 
be really captured or measured to the solid tale in which all 
emotion, all action, all reaction is measured [ ... ] and finished, like a 
well-built house [ ... ]. In that infinite flexibility, indeed, lies the 
reason why the short story has never been adequately defined. "l 
This excerpt by H. E. Bates, a short story writer himself, vividly portrays the 
fluidity of the genre and its twofold interest. The author has absolute freedom 
in his choice of subject matter and technique, while the critic faces a major 
problem in trying to construct a precise definition. Although the passage was 
written in the 1940s, it sums up the entire history of the genre. Perhaps one of 
the few common points on which critics agree is the difficulty or even the 
impossibility of reaching an exhaustive definition. 2 Thus, in approaching the 
generic character of the short story, we should bear in mind its inherent 
flexibility and, instead of searching for an absolute canon,, turn to a more 
elastic concept. 3 
In fact, the history of short story criticism shows that the fluidity of the 
genre, instead of constituting a basis for definition, often leads to unstable 
and occasionally conflicting views on issues of terminology and historical 
continuity and on its interrelation with other literary forms. In contemporary 
criticism two distinct approaches may be roughly distinguished. The first is 
built on the assumption that the genre is intrinsically different from the novel; 
therefore it is orientated towards distinct subject matter and adopts divergent 
poetics in its treatment. The second projects brevity as the most essential 
characteristic, and considers it as the cause of any difference that arises. 
1 H. E. Bates, The Modern Short Story: a Critical Survey, London, Edinburgh, Paris, Nelson 1945 
(first pub. 1941), 15-16. 
2 See, for instance, Mary Rohrberger, "The Short Story: a Proposed Definition", Short Story 
Theories, ed. Charles E. May, Athens, Ohio University Press 1976,80-81, Austin M. Wright, 
"On Defining the Short Story: the Genre Question", Short Story Theory at a Crossroads, ed. 
Susan Lohafer and Jo Ellyn Clarey, Baton Rouge and London, Louisiana State University 
Press 1989,47. 
3 Cf. James Cooper Lawrence, "A Theory of the Short Story", Short Story Theories, 63, Walter 
Allen, The Short Story in English, Oxford, Clarendon Press 1981,8. 
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The critics who follow the first tendency argue that the short story is 
brief, because of the kind of experience it encapsulates. 41f the novel alludes to 
a temporal and logically organised reality, then the short story focuses on an 
eternal reality, intuitively approached. This means that behind the novel we 
discern the social world, while behind the short story we find a lonely 
individual, undergoing intense moments of spiritual experience. 5The short 
story form, therefore, displays a highly symbolic structure, and is capable of 
revealing the hidden meaning of external reality. 6 This definition is too 
restrictive, as it refers mainly to a specific category of stories, which originate 
in the symbolist and modernist tradition. 7The generic distinction it proposes, 
instead of being all-inclusive, excludes a great deal of nineteenth-century 
stories, as well as the ancient and medieval predecessors of the genre. Thus, 
its historical boundaries are blurred and its antiquity overlooked, since it 
emerges as "the newest of literary genres". 8 One way of tackling such 
difficulties is to invent a second generic term such as "simple narrative", 
which has been coined for stories "brief, closely wrought, and unified" that 
"do not have the depth or complexity provided by a symbolic structure". 9 Yet 
such subdivisions, instead of clarifying what we attempt to define, add 
further complications. 
The second approach takes an opposite route: it starts from the 
inherent criterion of brevity, which offers a more solid, general basis for 
generic delineation. An influential article is Friedman's "What Makes a Short 
Story Short? " (1958), which sets out to explore the consequences of brevity in 
the form. 10 Friedman argues that the differences between the short story and 
the novel are quantitative rather than qualitative and that two basic reasons 
account for its shortness. The first lies in the "object of representation" which 
may be "of small compass"; the second refers to the manner of representation,, 
suggesting that, even if the subject is of a certain magnitude, it may be 
4 Charles E. May, "The Nature of Knowledge in Short Fiction", The New Short Story Theories, 
ed. Charles E. May, Athens, Ohio University Press 1994,132-133. 
5 ibid., 133,139. Cf. Charles E. May, "A Survey of Short Story Criticism in America", Short 
Story Theories, 10-12, Frank 0' Connor, The Lonely Voice: a Study of the Short Story, London, 
Macmillan 1963,20-21. 
6 Rohrberger, 81 and "Between Shadow and Act: Where Do We Go from Here? ", Short Story 
Theory at a Crossroads, 43. 
7 On a criticism of this approach, see Norman Friedman, "Recent Short Story Theories: 
Problems in Definition", Short Story Theory at a Crossroads, 18-24. 
8 Rohrberger, "The Short Story... ", 80. Cf. Elizabeth Bowen, "The Faber Book of Modem Short 
Stories", Short Story Theories, 152: "The short story is a young art: as we know it, it is the child 
of this century". 
9 Rohrberger, "The Short Story... ", 81. 
10 Norman Friedman, "What Makes a Short Story Short? ", Short Story Theories, 131-146. 
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compressed for artistic reasons. 11 Friedman proceeds to interesting 
conclusions - for instance., that stories tend to be more episode - centred than 
scene or plot - centred and makes useful distinctions between static and 
dynamic structures and between stories with minor or major changes. 
Nevertheless, the quotation from Aristotle's Poetics at the beginning of the 
article reveals his perspective, which is based on the assumption that every 
short narrative is a mathematically organised complete microcosm. Stories 
contradicting this fall outside his scope. 
Of a different nature are the problems emerging from another 
significant article that promotes the criterion of brevity. Unlike Friedman, 
Pratt does not believe that the relation between the novel and the short story 
is one of equals, but sees it as "asymmetrical", with the short story dependent 
on the superior genre of the novel. 12 If we compare the two genres with this 
in mind, it is easier to apprehend the generic character of the short story. 
Although this approach gives rise to interesting elements, they are not 
adequate for an exhaustive definition (something that Pratt herself admits). It 
also devalues the genre, by casting doubt on its literary autonomy. 13 The 
contrast with the novel is not the only way to determine the nature of the 
short story; a comparison with other genres (the lyric for instance), with 
which it shares affinities, may play a similar role. Perhaps it is only by 
gathering together the conclusions of all these comparisons that we may gain 
a more complete picture. 
This overview of theories on the definition of the genre leads to two 
useful observations. First, all the theories illustrate a particular aspect, but 
none represents an all-embracing approach. Since the fluidity of the genre 
makes this difficult, what we may search for is a more general perspective, 
which sticks to a few essential elements and leaves room for further 
possibilities or contradictions. Secondly, brevity emerges as the most solid 
basis for a proper definition. Some more recent articles place great emphasis 
on the above parameters; Friedman, who returned to the issue in 1989, has 
concluded that the short story is "a short fictional narrative in prose" and that 
the critic's task is to explore the "possible causes" of brevity. 14 Similarly, 
11 ibid., 132-133. 
12 Mary Louise Pratt, "The Short Story: the Long and the Short of it". The New Short Story 
Theories, 96. 
13 Thomas A. Gullason, "The Short Story: an Underrated Art", Short Story Theories, 13-31. This 
older article (1964) serves as a useful contrast to Pratt's views. The starting point is common - 
the relation of the short story to the novel; however Gullason regards this as the main reason 
for the underestimation of the short story and argues that one must depart from it to 
Jýpreciate 
its value. a 
Friedman, "Recent Short Story Theories... ", 29. 
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Wright (1989) and Pasco (1991) agree that this is as far as we can go regarding 
the "differentia specifica" of the short story. 15 
This represents the most appropriate starting point for an approach to 
the theory of the genre. The proposed definition does not restrict its inherent 
fluidity and is flexible enough to embrace its historical continuity. Hence the 
label short story may be attributed not only to nineteenth or twentieth- 
century samples, but also to those dating back to older periods, which have 
been rightly considered as significant for the origins and for some specific 
features of the form. 16Having established this firm ground, we may explore 
generic tendencies, which may not be valid for all the stories covered by the 
definition. 17Then we may discern clusters of characteristics associated with 
specific periods, whose comparison will throw light on the evolution of the 
genre. 
Yet one point remains obscure in this definition: how long can a story 
be? This issue is of terminological and generic significance, since it determines 
the dividing line between the short story, the novella and the novel. 
According to Poe, a short story must be read "at one sitting". 18 Modern critics 
use more concrete and material criteria, from numbers of pages to numbers of 
words. The lower limit is calculated at about 500 words, 19 while the upper 
limit ranges from 10,000-15,00020 to 30,000 wordS21 or from fifty to seventy 
five pages. 22 
If the distinction between the short story and the novel is easier, given 
that a greater distance distinguishes the longer from the shorter form, the 
boundaries between the short story and a prose piece of medium size - the 
novella - are easily confused. In German and French literature different terms 
15 Wright, 46-53, Allan H. Pasco, "On Defining Short Stories", The New Short Story Theories, 
114-130. Cf. the similar definition articulated by Cooper Lawrence, 61, in 1917: "a brief tale 
which can be told or read at one sitting". 
16 For the affinity of nineteenth and twentieth-century stories with their ancestors, see ibid., 
66-70, Warren S. Walker, "From Raconteur to Writer: Oral Roots and Printed Leaves of Short 
Fiction", The Teller and the Tale: Aspects of the Short Story, ed. Wendell M. Aycock, Lubbock 
Texas, Texas Tech Press 1982,13-24. 
17 Wright, 49. 
18 Edgar Allan Poe, "Nathaniel Hawthorne", The Works of Edgar Allan Poe, 4 vols., ed. John H. 
Ingram, London, A. & C. Black 1901, IV, 214-215. 
19 Gullason, 20, Wright, 51. 
20 ibid., T. 0. Beachcroft, The Modest Art: a Survey of the Short Story in English, London, New 
York, Oxford University Press 1968 (first pub. Longmans, Green and Co 1964,2 vols), 2. Cf. 
Wright, 50-51, where as a normal upper length is defined that of Joyce's "The Dead". 
21 Harold Orel, The Victorian Short Story: Development and Triumph of a Literary Genre, 
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press 1986,2. 
22 Friedman, "Recent Short Story Theories... ", 24. 
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have been formulated. 23 In German we have Kurzgeschichte for short stories 
and Novelle for longer ones. In French the terms conte and nouvelle, along with 
various thematic differences. 24 tend to denote a brief and a longer story 
respectively. However, in English literature the terminology has ranged from 
"tale" to "short novel". "long story" or even "long short story", while only 
recently the term "novella" has become more commonly accepted. 25Again, 
we could use quantitative criteria; the novella is supposed to extend roughly 
from 15,000 to 50,000 words. 26But, as we indicated above, the length from 
15,000 to 30,000 has been also claimed for the short story. 
If we look at qualitative criteria, the novella is defined as the form 
which manages to combine intensity with expansion. 27Yet criticism tends to 
admit that there is a convergence between the poetics of the short story and 
the novella. 28 and one critic has even proposed using the term novella for 
short fiction in general. 29The strongest argument is historical: Renaissance 
predecessors of the short story, such as Boccaccio's Decameron and Cervantes' 
Novelas Ejemplares, were referred to as collections of novelles or novelas 
respectively. Similarly, the cultivation of the German Novelle during the 
Romantic period and of the French nouvelle later in the nineteenth-century, 
with lengths varying between that of a long short story or a novella, 
contributed to the formation of the short story. In Greek literature of the 
period under examination, 8t7jp7pa, apart from its occasional misuse instead 
of the term yv0t(Tr6p77ya, denotes either short stories or longer stories and 
novellas. Therefore, no absolute distinctions will be imposed; rather we will 
consider the length variables outlined above, combine them with qualitative 
criteria and take into account the author's views and the contribution of his 
work to the formation of 6t 777i7pa. 
23 Graham Good, "Notes on the Novella", The New Short Story Theories, 148-149, Ian Reid, The 
Short Story, London, Routledge 1991 (first pub. Methuen 1977), 12-13. 
24 Cf. Chapter One, section a. 
25 Good, 148. Cf. the influential article of Gerald Gillespie, "Novella, Nouvelle, Novelle, Short 
Novel? - A Review of Terms", Neophilologus 51 (1967), 117-127,225-230. 26 Good, 149-150. For Bennet a Novelle extends from 20,000 to 40,000 words, E. K. Bennet, A 
History of the German Novelle, rev. and con. H. M. Waidson, Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Press 1961 (first pub. 1934), 241. 
27 Judith Leibowitz, Narrative Purpose in the Novella, The Hague, Mouton 1974,20. 
28 Gillespie, 126, Good, 160. 
29 ibid., 150-151,160-161. 
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b. The development of the short story in an international context 
An overview of the origins and history of the short story is useful for 
two reasons. First, as we noted earlier, the short story as a modern form often 
displays striking similarities to its ancestors. 30 Secondly, significant short 
story writers have shaped the poetics of the genre and in that sense history 
goes hand in hand with theory. However, because of the extent of the field we 
will confine ourselves to indicative references and will be more analytical 
only in particularly influential cases. 
Going back to antiquity, the stories or parables in the Old and New 
Testament may be regarded as early types of stories, which shows the 
connection between the genre and religious or moral issues. 31 Aesop's fables, 
characterised by didacticism and narrative compression, are also significant 
short story predecessors. 32Moreover, interesting prototypes are apparent in 
the ancient mime. In particular, some of Theocritus' Idylls (third century BQ 
come close to our modern concept of the genre with their narrative economy 
and reflection of everyday reality. 330n the other hand, the stories known as 
Milesian Tales, attributed to Aristides of Miletus (second century BQ, 
displayed an erotic and scandalous content and were widely diffused in 
antiquity. 34Some were preserved in later works such as Petronius' Satyricon 
(c. 65 AD) and Apuleius' Metamorphoses (mid or late second century AD), 35 
which, due to their episodic structure, incorporated brief entertaining 
narratives that resembled short stories. 36Additionally, the work of the sophist 
Dio Chrysostom, Euboicus (late first century AD), if we exclude its 
philosophical epilogue, was an artfully constructed narrative, matching the 
short story form. 37 
Folk oral genres, such as ballads, fairy-tales and traditions, are also 
related to the origins of the short story and, therefore, when they were 
30 Walker, 15: "in some ways the development of the genre has a steady progression away 
from its oral matrix, in other ways the tale has never wandered far from home". 
31 Reid, 15, Beachcroft, 11-12, Bates, 13. 
32 Reid, 16,37, Y. Valetas, To vEoEIýi7vvco &77y77ya, 77 Oe(qpta icat 77 luropia Tot), rev. 
edn., (DtXt7c7c0, M; 1983,32. 
33 Beachcroft, 17-19. 
34 Reid, 16-17. Cf. Aristotelis P. Kourtidis, "11 F, ýWýt; Tol, ) &117ijýtccTo; K(Xt ýLi, )OtaTop7jýmTo; 
ýtp-Xpt rq; F-Tcccv(x(YrdaF-a); ic(xt o AXF, 4CCV5P0; Ný0; P(X7KCCP'q; (0; 811171WCV107P(X'00; " 
Hapvaaaoý 14 (1972), (first pub. [n. pub. ] 1921), 383. 
35 Henri Tonnet, Histoire du roman grecque des 6rigines d 1960, Paris, L' Harmattan 1996,22, 
Margaret Anne Doody, The True Story of the Novel, London, Fontana Press 1998 (first pub. 
Rudgers University Press 19%), 110-111, Tomas Hdag, The Novel in Antiquity, Oxford, 
Blackwell 1983,166,172-173,186. 
36 Beachcroft, 13, Reid, 16-17. 
37 Kourtidis, 384, Valetas, 38-42. For the date of this work, see Hdag, 40. 
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collected and printed, had a decisive influence on its rise and formation. 38The 
focus on dramatic incidents, narrative economy, the extensive exploitation of 
images and a constant effort to hold the interest of the audience are elements 
that these genres share with the modem short story. 390f great importance for 
the history of the genre is the cycle of tales from the Middle East, known as 
The Arabian Nights (c. 9th century AD). They were connected by a narrative 
frame, in which Scheherazade makes up stories to entertain the king and save 
her life. 40 Both the use of a narrative frame and the entertaining quality of 
story-telling are features the short story inherited from such predecessors. 
In the Middle Ages thefabliaux, comic tales in verse about improbable 
events, 41 and the lais, also written in verse and displaying folk thematology. 42 
are considered as early types of stories. However, the decisive steps for the 
evolution of the genre came with Boccaccio's Decameron (1348-1353), 
Chaucer's Canterbury Tales (c. 1387-1400) and Cervantes' Novelas Ejemplares 
(1613). As in The Arabian Nights, a narrative frame connected the individual 
tales of the two first collections. Decameron consists of one hundred tales, 
narrated among a group of people who have fled the plague in Florence. 
Their content departs from didacticism and is titillating and amusing. 43 
Boccaccio's contribution to the history of the genre lies in both subject matter 
and technique. The subject matter is "middle-class, domestic and 
contemporary", 44and therefore differed from the fantasy world the audience 
had been accustomed to. As for their technique, it strongly anticipates that of 
a classic short story: we have narrative economy, emphasis on plot and often 
unexpected endings. 45 Boccaccio's mode of story-telling became highly 
influential during the Renaissance; Heptameron (1558) by Marguerite de 
Navarre is a typical example. 46 
Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, mostly written in verse,, were less widely 
diffused, albeit important. The book contains twenty-four stories (some 
incomplete), told by a group of pilgrims on their journey to Canterbury. The 
interest of the collection lies in the antithesis between the narrative frame and 
38 Beachcroft, 13-14, Cooper Lawrence, 64-66. Cf. Chapter One, section a. 
39 Valetas, 35,45, Beachcroft, 13-14. 
40 yiojos Kechayioylou, "Xt'XtF-q KOU gt'CC Vl')XTE;: (YT(XOgOt (TTtq TIUXE; TOI) EPYOU 'K(Xt 71 
ýtuccopmyij rou K w, r(x Tpticoy/%i6ij",. Atq#aý(O 33 (1980), 43-44. 
41 Walker, 20-21, Reid, 19. 
42 Alfred G. Engstrom, "The Formal Short Story in France and its Development Before 1850", 
Studies in Philology 42 (1945), 632. 
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the tales. Whilst the latter chiefly belonged to an imaginary realm, the 
situations in the external frame were linked to the reality of their age. it is in 
this respect that Chaucer's work marked the development of the short story. 47 
Moreover, the characters of the pilgrims were rendered successfully, as 
Chaucer used little narrative in their presentation and let their speech and 
acts reveal their personality. This authorial detachment anticipated a 
technique favoured by modern short story writers. 48 
Cervantes' Novelas Ejemplares represent an alternative model to that 
introduced by Boccaccio. 49The frame is absent, while the texts are longer than 
those of the Decameron and more fully developed. Interestingly, plot does not 
emerge as particularly important; the focus is on the recreation of a milieu 
and on human behaviour and psychology. 50 
The models provided by Boccaccio and Cervantes gave rise to the 
German Novelle around the turn of the nineteenth-century. 51 Aware that they 
were cultivating a specific genre, the Germans attempted to form a theory 
around it. Following Boccaccio's example, Goethe inaugurated the new path 
with a collection of stories, Unterhaltungen deutscher Ausgewanderten (1795), 
while Schlegel became the first theoretician of the Novelle with a treatise based 
on the Decameron (1801). He attributed three chief characteristics to the form: 
novelty of plot, orality and independence from social and historical factorS. 52 
Goethe, on the other hand, argued that it should revolve around a 
characteristic "unheard-of" event, which, however might occur in reality. 53 
Heyse added his own perspective in the Novellentheorie, by maintaining that 
the Novelle should exploit a "single unifying symbol". 54 The genre flourished 
during the Romantic period in Germany as a short form achieving 
compression through the use of concrete detail. 55 In this light, it represented 
the first step in the nineteenth-century towards the formation of the short 
story. 
Turning to the circumstances that saw the emergence of the short story 
as a modern form, we observe that, although the situation in each country 
was different, the factors contributing to the rise of the genre were in essence 
47 Beachcroft, 33. 
48 ibid., 35,42-43. 
49 Good, 151-152. 
50 ibid., May,... The Reality of Artifice, 3, Reid, 22. 
51 Gillespie, 122-124. 
52 Good, 154. 
53 ibid., 154-155, Gillespie, 123. 
54 Good, 155, Gillespie, 124. Heyse's theory is again based on the Decameron and, more 
sýecifically, on the symbol of the falcon, used in the Ninth Tale of the Fifth Day. 
5 Gillespie, 124. 
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the same. First, specific social or economic conditions, related to the ascent of 
an urban class, created the appropriate milieu. Secondly, the rise of the press 
and a growing reading public played a significant role. Thirdly, writers were 
increasingly aware that they were cultivating a distinct form. Lastly, the 
critical interest in the character of the genre revealed that it was in a period of 
development. All the above aspects led to the gradual emergence of the 
modern short story in America, France, Russia, around the second quarter of 
the nineteenth - century. In England it was later, around 1880, since before 
this, short fiction was largely overshadowed by the lengthy novel. 56 
The best place to search for signs pointing to a crystallisation of a 
modern short story is America, where the first and most influential short 
story theories saw the light. Between 1820-1850 four significant authors 
appeared: Washington Irving (1783-1859), Nathaniel Hawthorne (1804-1864), 
Edgar Allan Poe (1809-1849), and Herman Melville (1819-1891). 57 If Irving, 
Hawthorne and Melville contributed to the formation of the genre through 
their stories, Poe's role was twofoldthat of both a writer and a theorist. He 
laid the foundation for the poetics of the short story and his theory became a 
point of reference for everyone afterwards. His ideas are succinctly presented 
in his review of Hawthorne's Twice-Told Tales (1842), however their traces are 
scattered throughout his whole critical work. 58 
Poe's theory is based on what he calls "unity of effect or impression". 
This, for him, is an ideal, which may be achieved in a prose tale, because its 
brevity allows the author to control "the soul of the reader". In this respect, 
the tale comes close to the lyric poem, the genre which exemplifies par 
excellence the concept of the unified effect. By contrast, the novel lacks the 
effect of "totality" because of its length, therefore it is inferior both to lyric 
poetry and the tale. 59 After these illuminating comparisons, which were to 
become recurrent motifs in future discussions, Poe explains how the author 
may exploit the potentiality of the genre for unity of impression to the full. 
Before starting the composition of his tale, he must have in mind a "single 
effect", and then invent appropriate incidents to accommodate it and not vice 
versa. Consequently, everything must be mathematically organised, so as to 
suggest this "preconceived effect", which thus becomes the unifying backbone 
56 See Wendell V. Harris, "English Short Fiction in the 19th Century", Studies in Short Fiction 5 
(1968), 1,6-7, Orel, 1-2. 
57 May,... The Reality of Artifice, 6-9. 
58 Poe, 213-227. For excerpts from Poe's critical work, related to his short story theory, see 
"Poe on Short Fiction", The New Short Story Theories, 64-72. 
59 Poe, "Nathaniel Hawthorne", 214-216. 
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of the tale. 60 Poe's views undoubtedly bestowed prestige upon the genre and 
provided the theoretical background it needed at a comparatively early stage 
of its modern history. 
After Poe the short story flourished in America. 61 In the second half of 
the nineteenth-century,, the appearance of important writers, such as Bret 
Harte (1836-1902), Ambrose Bierce (1842-1914), Henry James (1843-1916), 
Stephen Crane (1871-1900) further shaped the American short story. Then a 
second theoretical back-up was offered by Matthews, who in his highly 
influential The Philosophy of the Short-Story (1901) tried to elucidate and 
expand Poe's poetic speculations, on the basis of the tradition formulated 
primarily in America, but also in France, Russia and England. 62 For 
Matthews, the "short-story", spelled with a hyphen, because it is something 
more than a story which is short, is one of the few clearly defined genres. 63 
After asserting even more polemically than Poe its supremacy over the novel 
and the "novelet" (novella) on the grounds of its unity of impression, 64 he 
delineates the characteristics of a proper short story: compression, ingenuity, 
originality, and optionally "a touch of fantasy". 65 However, above all, a good 
short story writer must have a "sense of form", since the genre demands a 
logically organised, harmonious construction. 66 Furthermore, it requires a 
subject and a plot ("a short-story in which nothing happens is an 
impossibility"), and presupposes completeness. 67 In this respect, apart from 
Poe's, we discern Aristotle's influence in Matthews' rigid approach. 
Poe's and Matthews' theoretical viewpoints were complemented by the 
Russian formalist Ejxenbaum in 1925, who used as a starting point the short 
stories of the popular American author 0. Henry (1862-1910). Ejxenbaum 
stressed that the short story must be based on some sort of contradiction and 
must have a plot. Furthermore, particular emphasis must be placed on its 
ending, in which everything that has preceded should be concentrated ("plot 
impact" ending). 68 Matthews and Ejxenbaum, who underlined the formal 
properties of the genre and the importance of plot, pointed to a classic type of 
60 ibid., 216. 
61 Robert F. Marler, "From Tale to Short Story: the Emergence of a New Genre in the 1850s", 
The New Short Story Theories, 165-178. 
62 Brander Matthews, The Philosophy of the Short-Story, New York, Longmans, Green and Co., 
1901. The text was first published in a compressed form in 1884. 
63 ibid., 24-25,73. 
64 ibid., 15. 
65 ibid., 22-23. 
66 ibid., 30-31. 
67 ibid., 32,35. 
68 B. M. Ejxenbaum, 0. Henry and the Theory of the Short Story, trans. 1. R. Titunic, Michigan, 
Ann Arbor 1968,1 
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short story, which flourished chiefly during the nineteenth-century. However, 
their firm theories concealed a mechanical formula, which often led to stories 
with shallow content. 69 
If in America the genre owed its emergence to critics and writers alike, 
in France it was more related to practice than to theory. The turning point 
came around 1830, when there was a sudden increase in both the demand 
and production of stories. Moreover, there was a new sense of awareness of 
the nature and potential of the genre. 70Prosper Merimee s (1803-1870) "Mateo 
Falcone" (1829) is commonly accepted as the landmark for the turn to the 
short story; 71 the unity of place and action, the element of compression and 
the emphasis on realistic detail had never before been organised 
systematically, so as to give rise to a form distinct from the novel-72Theophile 
Gautier (1811-1872) and Honore de Balzac (1799-1850) followed the path 
opened by Merimee and contributed to the status of the French short story 
between 1830-1850.73Balzac, in particular, elaborated on Merimee's discovery 
of the importance of a single subject, by adding "intensity" and "philosophical 
implication". 74 Later, with Alphonse Daudet's (1840-1897) Lettres des mon 
moulin (1869), the genre became immensely popular. Daudet renovated the 
role of the narrator, by making his tone personal rather than objective, while 
he projected the aspect of orality. 75After Daudet, Flaubert's (1821-1880) Trois 
contes (1877) brought the short story to a state of aesthetic perfection. 76 
However, the author who marked the development of the French short 
story and of the genre in general was Guy de Maupassant (1850-1893). 
Maupassant exemplified through his stories aspects of the tale proper that 
Poe and his followers had prescribed. 77He believed that the short story 
69 Gullason, 20-21. For instance, 0. Henry's stories are often said to lack depth, see Bates, 58- 
65. 
70 Engstrom, 627. For the social and economical conditions, leading to the emergence of the 
French short story, see The French Short Story in the Nineteen th- Cen tu ry: a Critical Anthology, ed. 
Murray Sachs, New York, London, Toronto, Oxford University Press 1969,5-9. Cf. Modern 
French Short Fiction, ed. johnie Grafton - Brigitte Le juez, Manchester and New York, 
Manchester University Press 1994,5. 
71 Horatio E. Smith, "The Development of Brief Narrative in Modern French Literature: a 
Statement of the Problem", PMLA 32 (1917), 591, Engstrom, 634, The French Short Story in the 
Nineteen th-Cen tury..., 9-10 and Murray Sachs, "The Emergence of a Poetics", The French Short 
Story, ed. Philip Crant, Columbia S. C., University of South Carolina 1975,139-140. 
72 Sachs, 140-142, Engstrom, 634-636. 
73 ibid., 636-638, Smith, 590-593. 
74 Sachs, 142-143. 
75 ibid., 144. 
76 ibid. / 145. 77 See Matthews, 67-68. Matthews regarded Maupassant's stories as "masterpieces of the art 
of story-telling, because he had a Greek sense of form, a Latin power of construction and a 
French felicity of style" (67). 
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should concentrate on a single subject, which must reveal something 
significant about human nature or society. 78Particular emphasis was usually 
placed on the endings of his stories, where their central point became clear. 79 
His method was realistic and straightforward, driving the reader step by step 
through the logical organisation of the narration towards the preconceived 
effect. 80 Indeed, the reader's soul is precisely, as Poe wished, "at the writer's 
control". Maupassant made the most out of the brevity of the form, by using 
compression and implication, to portray vividly and economically situations 
that might have demanded analysis in a novel. 81 
Not only in France did the short story reach a high artistic level, but 
also in Russia, where it emerged at about the same period (1830). Soon a 
notable and distinct tradition was created, reaching its peak at the turn of the 
twentieth-century. Alexander Pushkin (1799-1837) first cultivated the genre in 
the 1830s; however, it was Nikolai Gogol's (1809-1852) stories, which mainly 
focused on rural life and brought the form back to its folk-tale roots, that 
consolidated the Russian short story as a modern genre. 82 Ivan Turgenev's 
(1818-1883) A Sportsman's Notebook (1852) introduced a different model of 
short story from the American and the French. His stories were lyric sketches, 
chiefly plotless, that centred on the depiction of human characters in rural 
settings. 83 
Anton Chekhov (1860-1904), the third key-figure in short story history 
after Poe and Maupassant, elaborated on Turgenev's alternative model and 
crystallised it. 84 If Maupassant was the master of the rationally organised 
plotted tale, Chekhov cultivated a plotless and formally incomplete short 
story. His texts enclosed slices of life, which revealed the inner reality of 
individuals. In order to convey this realistically, Chekhov used the method of 
"subjective objectivism": selected details of external objective reality became 
the exclusive means for the presentation of the characters' subjectivity. Thus, 
the language of image and suggestion dominated in the narrative and the 
action and speed, linked with a conventional short story, were replaced by 
78 Edward D. Sullivan, Maupassant: The Short Stories, London, Arnold 1962,9-10, Sachs, 147. 
79 ibid., 147-148. 
80 Bates, 73. 
81 ibid., 91-92, Sachs, 148. 
82 Reid, 24, Bates, 26-27. Indicative of Gogol's influence is a phrase at times attributed to 
Turgenev, Gorky or Dostoevsky, which refers to Gogol's most famous story: "we have all 
stepped from Gogol's "Overcoat", ibid. 
83 Eileen Baldeshwiler, "The Lyric Short Story: The Sketch of a History", The New Short Story 
Theories, 232, The Russian Short Story: a Critical History, ed. Charles A. Moser, Boston, Twayne 
1986,46-49. 
84 Baldeshwiller, 232. 
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inactivity and retardation. It became the role of the reader to decipher the 
symbols with minimal help from the author, whose presence remained 
unobtrusive. 85 Unlike Maupassant and Poe, Chekhov did not wish to control 
the reader, but to leave him free to make his own interpretations, which 
might be as contradictory and vague as life itself - Chekhov's renovation of the short story as a form appropriate for the 
representation of the fragmented nature of human experience had an impact 
on English modernist writers. 86 Of course, from 1880 on, an English short 
story tradition had been already forged by authors such as Robert Louis 
Stevenson (1850-1894), Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936) and later H. G. Wells 
(1866-1946), Saki (1870-1916) and Somerset Maugham (1874-1965), all of 
whom followed the trend of the classic short story. 87 However, the 
modernists rejected the formally complete tale with its misleading notion of a 
completely comprehensible external reality. 88 James Joyce (1882-1941) in 
Dubliners (1914) experimented with the model established by Chekhov and 
created plotless texts by deleting elements of conventional story plots. Yet his 
main contribution was the crystallisation of the use of epiphany as a decisive 
feature for this type of story. What Joyce called epiphany was an instant of 
sudden revelation - awareness of one's inner self - an element which became 
the structural equivalent of the denouement of the traditional story. 89 Apart 
from Joyce, Viginia Woolf (1882-1941), Katherine Mansfield (1888-1923), and 
Elizabeth Bowen (1899-1973) composed plotless stories, exploiting the 
epiphany concept, along with Chekhov's objective authorial style and 
maximum dependence on poetic devices. 90 
The above overview shows that a fundamental division underlies the 
history of the genre, represented by two distinct short story models. The first 
originated in the interpretations generated by Poe's approach and affected the 
formation of the genre in America and France. It largely operated under the 
85 For subjective objectivism, see H. Peter Stowell, Literary Impressionism: James and Chekhov, 
Athens, University of Georgia Press 1980,59-68, and Chekhov's own comments in Anton 
Chekhov, "The short story", The New Short Story Theories, 195-197. Cf. The Russian Short 
Story..., 111, Charles E. May, "Chekhov and the Modern Short Story", The New Short Story 
Theories, 200-203. 
86 Beachcroft, 164,177,179, Bowen, 154. 
87 Clare Hanson, Short Stories and Short Fictions, 1880-1980, London, Macmillan 1985,34. 
88 ibid., 55. 
89 ibid., Suzanne C. Ferguson, "Defining the Short Story: Impressionism and Form", The New 
Short Story Theories, 222-223,224-225. Epiphany originated in Wordsworth's poetry; Joyce 
developed an aesthetic theory around it in Stephen Hero, an early draft of his later novel, The 
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (1916), see Irene Hendry, "Joyce's Epiphanies", Sewanee 
Review 54 (1946), 449-467. 
90 Beachcroft, 161-162, Hanson, 55-81,112-126. 
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constraints of realism, and its most representative author was Maupassant. 
The second was moulded later (end of 19th, beginning of 20th century) under 
the influence of literary trends such as poetic realism, symbolism, 
impressionism and eventually modernism. Its roots can be traced in the 
Russian short story and, in particular, in Chekhov's poetics. 
To delineate the divergent characteristics of these models, we may 
argue that the first emphasises the elements of plot and form. It presents the 
short story as a closed unified construction, using the devices of compression 
and implication. It also leads the reader smoothly to a moment of culmination 
(placed towards or at the end), which discloses something significant for the 
plot or for the deeper meaning of the events in the story. The second model 
plays down the element of plot and focuses on the representation of 
subjectivity and mood. It rejects the formal properties of the traditional model 
and proposes an alternative open form, displaying a unity of atmosphere and 
exploiting symbols and suggestion. There are no turning points or plot 
reversals; only "epiphanic" moments, in which the characters perceive a truth 
about themselves or trivial reality. 
Short story critics (early and recent) have recognised this distinction in 
the history of the short story and have repeatedly used it as a starting point? l 
Since it emerges as the most solid and illuminating approach to the genre, this 
thesis will also adopt it. Our aim is not to draw clear-cut distinctions in the 
history of the modern Greek short story. It is first to explore the stance and 
familiarity of Greek short story criticism in relation to these models and, 
secondly, to examine how representative short story writers appropriated, or 
mingled elements of this twofold tradition. Moreover, in our discussion of the 
divergent poetics of each model we will pinpoint the inherent characteristics 
of the genre and highlight their changes. 
A variety of terms have been used to denote the difference between the 
two models; the first is called plotted, formal,, anecdotal, traditional or classic, 
while the second is plotless, formless, impressionistic, epiphanic or modern. 
In this thesis the terms traditional and "modern" (by contrast with modern 
which in the Introduction refers to the emergence of the genre as a modern 
form) will generally be used, because they are less restrictive. Other terms 
91 Gullason, 21-22,28, Good, 160, Friedman, "Recent Short Story Theories... ", 20, Walker, 17, 
Bates, 73, Bowen, 152, Ferguson, 219-220, Walter Evans, "Nineteenth-Century American 
Theory of the Short Story: the Dual Tradition", Orbis Litterarum 34 (1979), 314-330, Thomas M. 
Leitch, "The Debunking Rhythm of the American Short Story", Short Story Theory at a 
Crossroads, 130-131. 
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will occasionally be invoked, particularly when their meaning fits the context 
of our discussion. 
c. The Greek short story prior to 1880: a historical survey 
The examination of the origins of the Greek short story brings to light 
interesting parallels with the international history of the genre. We have seen 
that some of its ancestors sprang from the ancient Greek world; others were 
successfully diffused in Greek literature, while common themes and 
techniques characterised both foreign and early Greek short story tradition. 
Even when there are differences, especially during the Greek Romantic 
period, when the genre made its first steps in the literature of the newly 
founded nation, the general circumstances that eventually favoured its 
emergence were similar to those in other countries. 
Having discussed the origins of the genre in Greek antiquity in the 
previous section, we may directly proceed to the Byzantine period. Apart 
from Aety06vag by loannis Moschos (7th century), which consists of brief 
stories on life in monasteries and may be regarded as an early short story 
collection, 92 the most significant works of this period come from the Eastern 
world. The novels Barlaam and joasaph, Stephanites and khnelates and Syntipas, 
which, became known to Byzantium between the seventh and the eleventh 
centuries. 93employ the frame device that permits the incorporation of shorter 
narratives. All three were very popular with Greek readers, and continuously 
printed and circulated almost up to the twentieth-century. 94 
In the period of the Greek Enlightenment, there were significant 
translations such as that of The Arabian Nights, whose publication took place 
in two phases: first, in three volumes under the title Apapvcov pVOOXO'Y1KO'V 
(Venice, 1757- 1762) and secondly in four volumes as Ma XaXtya' (Vienna, 
1791-1794). 95 Although Greek readers were already familiar with some of the 
myths through oral tradition, they finally had one of the most wide-spread 
92 Valetas, 36-37. 
93 George KehayiOglou, "Translations of Eastern 'Novels' and their Influence on Late 
Byzantine and Modern Greek Fiction", The Greek Novel, AD 1-1985, ed. Roderick Beaton, 
London, Croom Helm 1988,156. 
94 ibid., 156-161, Tonnet, 22-28, Hans Georg Beck, Iorwpla v7g Pvýamv77ý 3171,109'bový 
, ýoyo, r, v 'ag, trans. 
Niki Eideneier, M. I. E. T. 1989,86-87,92, Yiorjos Kechayioylou, "Bapkad'ýi 
, 
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collections of stories in book form. Its success is indicated by the fact that it 
was republished several times during the nineteenth-century and influenced 
some of the earliest modern Greek short stories. 96 A second important 
translation was a collection of stories from Boccaccio's Decameron by Spyridon 
Vlantis (1797). Interestingly, this represented, if not the first, one of the 
earliest occasions the term 6t7jpjya was used for the genre. 97 Finally, the 
third short story prototype brought to light in the years in question was 
Aesop. The fables were published by Korais, an intellectual sensitive to the 
needs of his time, under the title WO(ov Ataoxwiwv avvayW77 (1810). 98 The 
significance of all the above publications lies in the fact that in a relatively 
short period (1757-1810) they made classic works in the history of the genre 
accessible to Greek readers. 
However, the decisive steps in the evolution of the Greek short story 
came with editions of short story collections, introducing the genre in the 
form cultivated in Europe at the time. Rigas' EXollEiov mw vzellucarow 
J . cpaaTO)v (1790) contained a selection of stories from Retif de la Bretonne's Les 
Contemporaines: (1780). 99 These were freely adapted from the original, since 
Rigas added various elements to bring the texts closer to Greek 
conventions. 100 The success of this work indicates that the ""K(xr(x' Tqv 
Eupd)xqv Tj8ovtKE',; ccv(xyv6)(: Tet; " Rigas hoped to make known to Greeks, as 
he explicitly stated in his prologue, 101 dovetailed with the literary needs of 
the period. Moreover, the ability of the genre to combine edification with 
pleasure became evident in this book. The stories were all centred on love, but 
Rigas also touched on moral issues and even managed to suggest his liberal 
ideas. 102 This double potentiality undoubtedly contributed to the positive 
reception of the EXoAdov and became later one of the channels through 
which the genre fought for its establishment. 
96 Kechayioylou, "MiXtEg Mxt gtioc Vl')Xn-g... ", 50-59, "Translations of Eastern 'Novels'... ", 162- 
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The path opened by Rigas was followed by "Epaxroý airorEllgagam 
(1792) and EvAAoy4 irouctll? 7ý yi)Otawpiag (1807). 103 The former, signed by 
the initials 1. K., which have been recently identified with Ioannis Karatzas, 104 
shared similarities with EXollEiov. It contained three love stories, whose 
narrative, as in Rigas' book, was interspersed with poems, and kept the 
principle of combining edification with pleasure. But it was innovative in that 
the stories were original and set in a Greek environment-105The collection 
was reprinted and republished several times in a short time-span, 106 a proof 
that the reading public was eager for such stories. DAAoy7i irouct, ýi7g 
yvOta-ropiag consisted mainly of translations of foreign love stories, signed 
and edited by loannis Kaskambas. 107 Interestingly, it included a text, 
"Zo)OpO'vtgoý", with the subtitle "&Ilyijutý F-/XXTjvt'KT1", which represented an 
effort at a composition of an original Greek short story. 108The terminology 
used in both"Epa)Tog AiroTEllio-paTa and Ei)/1Aoy4 irotict"A77g YVOICYTopiag is 
noteworthy. In the first the term taTopta is employed, as in Rigas' 
EXollEiov. 109 In the second we have the words yvOtaTopia in the title and 
6t4y'q(Ttg in the subtitle of the original story. This diversity anticipated the 
terminological confusion which accompanied the genre in later periods. 
Turning to the era of Greek Romanticism (1830-1880), our aim will be 
first., to trace the progress accomplished in relation to the previous decades, 
and secondly, to explore the differences with the following period, 
traditionally linked to the heyday of the short story. Now that recent research 
has brought to light neglected or unknown works and altered long 
established ideas, 110 a re-evaluation of the position of 6t'dynya in the 
literature of the time and of the fixed notion that it only emerged in the 1880s 
becomes more possible. 111 An exhaustive exploration of the short story 
103 Cf. Valetas, 63. 
104 Hans Eideneier, "0 (Tu77p(xO&c; rou'Ep(orog a7rorellicyara ", 077cappicyara 24 (1994), 
282-285. 
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1792, ed. Mario Vitti, 08wT(YE'(X; 1988,14,24. Cf. Valetas, 57, Tonnet, 72. 
106 Vitti, 18-19. 
107 Valetas, 63. 
108 ibid., 65-69. 
109 ibid., 57,66. 
110 The ideas proved erroneous are mainly related to the prevalence of the historical novel 
and the absence of realistic intentions in the prose fiction of the period; see, 
for instance, 
Sophia Denissi, "Ftoc n; (xpXF'-; vj; nF, ýoyp(xoti(x; g(x; ", 0 I7o/It, r? 7g 109 (1990), 55-63, Nasos 
Vayenas, "Ot (XpXE'-; 'r7j; nF, ýoyp(x0ti(x; rou 0ý1i1vtKou' xpcicro-L); ", H ap(owicn yA(9'aaa, 
ITtyRII 1994,187-198. 
Palamas' dictum OXt nkE', OV OCV(X'YEVVIj(Yt;, (XXX(X Tj YEVV710t; TOU EkkllVtKO1, ) 
5tTj'YTWOrrO; e'rexkTO11, VOýttiýet;, F-nt' T(ov il"pow qýuov" (1892) epitomises the standpoint of 
his generation towards the short story of the previous period, Kostis Palamas, Airavra IE', 
MIEt'p, q; [n. d. ], 161. 
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writing and criticism of the Romantic period, which would presuppose an 
examination of original sources (periodicals, reviews, published short stories), 
is outside the province of this thesis. Yet the general research conducted in 
the field, if approached from the perspective of 6i7J`yi7ya, may lead to safe 
conclusions. 
Before examining the state of &4yrlya from 1830 to 1880, we should 
underscore two parameters which, although not directly related to it, affect its 
perception. The first has to do with the status of prose fiction during those 
years. Poetry was the supreme literary expression; prose was usually 
regarded as "F-. XW0p(X' otkAo-Itia", a type of literature lacking the ideological 
potential of poetry. 112Hence prose authors did not take their work seriously, 
and such a mentality did not favour the conscious cultivation of either the 
novel or the short story. 
Secondly, during the whole period translations of foreign works 
exceeded the number of original Greek prose fiction-113 The novel, 
particularly the French novel, dominated, not necessarily in quantity, but 
certainly in terms of impact and commercial success. This was also reflected 
in critical discourse; discussions about the novel, its influence on Greek 
morals and the need for or the superfluity of an "EfttKo go0turopligull were 
abundant. 114Consequently, the criticism of the decades 1830-1880 focused 
more on the novel than on the short story. This can be interpreted two ways: 
either &77, y77ya was not differentiated from the novel, or it was passed over in 
silence as a less commercial and, therefore, less ambitious and less 
"dangerous" genre. Of the two types of prose fiction, the novel was 
considered superior to the short story, just as poetry was superior to prose. 
Thus, the claim that the novel was the predominant genre in the years 1830-80 
is valid; 115 regardless of numerical criteria, the emphasis that was paid to it 
gives it priority. 
Having clarified the position of the short story in the literary hierarchy, 
it is now time to examine its character. The publication of certain periodicals 
112 Moullas, "Etuccycoy7j", H ira, ýatOrEpij iwýoypaota gag..., 89-93, Litsa Chatzopoulou, 
AAýýav3pog Piýog Paymplig, papmpla Myov, EX)a1vuccc FpCC[týjCCCOC 19992 (first pub. 1999), 
37-42. 
113 Sophia Denissi, Meraopao"Etg yvOterrop77yaraw icat 3n7y av 1830-188a i ay IC 77Y TO) (T am 77 
Yý4, r? 7 ical lcaraypao7l, HEptinkou; 1995,13. 
114 Apostolos Sachinis, Om)pia icat ayvo)crT77 taTopta rov yvelu'rop7j`ga'rog avy Exxa6a 
1760-1870, Kccp8oc ivyu, ý 1992,39-88. Rt 
115 Pan. Moullas, P4ýEtg icat uvVOXVEg. - yEAkreg yta rov 19o ata)va, YuKokil; 1993,87 and 
Itt "Etaocywyll ,H 7caXat6, rEpj7 7wýoypaota gag..., 164, 
Alkis Angelou, "To po[mwcýo Tou 
vF-OF, kkllVt'KOA)' gl()OI(Y'rOP%LCCTO; ", Fp77YOPtog HaXatoXOyog, 0 noXwraO77g, ed. Alkis 
Angelou, Ep9ll; 1989,148, Kostas Steryiopoulos, "H nptio8o; 1880-1900 (FTilv ccollyllýLOCTmq 
nEýoypccotcc gcc; ", H 7rallatorEp77 7wýoypaoia yag... ET'(1880-1900), lo-Kok7l; 1997,12. 
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was a sign of progress, since they represent an appropriate medium for the 
promotion of the genre. 116Three periodicals were particularly linked to its 
cultivation in the Romantic period: `Iptý (1836), EvTEpirT1 (1847-1855) and 
Hav6CO"Pa (1850-1872). The first was less important, as it was short-lived; 
however, it saw the publication of Rangavis', Pop's and Deliyiannis' first 
stories. 117 Einepir77, edited by the Kambouroglou brothers, played a more 
vital role, since it systematically fostered the genre by publishing mostly 
original stories until 1850, and translations until it folded. Its most prominent 
short story contributors were those mentioned above in relation to"Iplý. 118 
17av86pa, edited by N. Dragoumis, A. R. Rangavis and K. Paparrigopoulos 
for the first five years, and afterwards only by Dragoumis, was one of the 
most long-lived Greek periodicals and the most successful of its time. Its 
editors, aware that they exercised a formative role in the taste of the Greek 
readers, 119 included novels and stories by well-known authors such as 
Rangavis, Ramfos, N. Dragoumis, Pop, and Vlachos in its contents. 120 
However, just as in Evrepirq, the number of translations from foreign 
literature., especially from French, exceeded original works in Greek. 121 
The short story writers of the time were mainly those named above as 
contributors. Their attitude towards the genre displayed common elements, 
which highlight its perception from the perspective of this period. Some 
treated &77p7ya as a prose category which could house dissimilar types of 
narrative. A typical case was Deliyiannis who, although not influential, 
marked the history of the genre as the first author to publish stories with the 
title Av7y7lyara (1845) in an autonomous edition. The volume contained two 
original stories, two translated from the French, and a text focusing on an 
incident in Pushkin's biography. 122This diversity in the contents indicates 
that the title did not define them generically, but instead depicted their 
miscellaneous character. Similarly, Nikolaos Dragoumis, as the editor of 
116 Moullas, "To vFoF-, XX1jVtKo &TJYTJýtcc... ", ic; ', Martha Karpozilou, Ta E. ýA? 7vtica 
ot icoyeva a ica OtAoXoytyca )ropto6tica (1847-1900), Ioannina, r1ccvF-7ct(Tr1Wto l(j)(Xvvtv(OV 
1991,175. 
117 Valetas, 77. 
118 Kostis Danopoulos-Litsa Chatzopoulou, H EvTFP7rj7 (1847-1855), Thessaloniki, University 
Studio Press 1997,18-20. According to the authors, the decrease in the original stories after 
1850 was due to Rangavis' departure and the appearance of Hav&6pa. 
119 Sophia Denissi, "The image of Britain in the literary magazine Pandora", Kambos 5 (1997), 
24-25. 
120 Apostolos Sachinis, Evypo.; L (opag Kai ra)v iraAtaiv 77 UT77V tUTOPM T779 HaV6 J 
7r, cpto6wo)Jv, 1FI(xncc8oyt(XVv'qg 1964,68-70. 
121 Cf. Karpozilou's remark that during 1850-1880 the number of translated stories exceeded 
original works in the literary family periodicals, Karpozilou, 187. 
122 Litsa Chatzopoulou, "ImcmIg AF-Xtyt(x'vvqg", H iraAaiarep77 7wýoypaoia gag... F- (1830- 
1880), loxokfl; 1996,284, Valetas, 80-81. 
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Ilav86pq, contributed, as he did to Evzepm7, travelogues and short stories to 
it. His 6t77, y77`yara, which were well-received and later regarded as 
representative of the short story of this era, 123 were of various types: from 
historical, autobiographical and humorous texts to pieces with political and 
philosophical dimensions. 124 
Another tendency of the time is the conception of 6tily77ya as primarily 
the means for the projection of extra-literary aims and secondarily as an 
aesthetic creation. Ainian's stories, most of which were published in his 
periodical BtPXto077ic77 Tov Aaov', mainly concentrated on the reality of their 
era and chose the rural world as their frame of reference. Although the 
majority were characterised as 8t77y7Jyara, their literary element is weak 
compared with their aim of instructing the rural population and thus 
assuming a social and political role. 125 Inevitably, such an attitude 
undermined the literary autonomy of the genre. A parallel notion is detected 
in Ramfos' stories, which may be divided into distinct categories. The first is 
represented by texts with patriotic content and nationalistic intentions, 
whereas the second contains stories centred on the history of the Ottoman 
Empire, which were treated as scientific essays by the author. Although he 
wrote prologues to some of his texts, he did not present his literary ideas, but 
speculated generally on politics and ethics. 126 This indifference to literary 
issues along with the mixed character of his stories suggests that Ramfos did 
not view the task of the short story writer as something independent, but as 
subsidiary to other more "serious" activities. 
Authors of the Romantic period, whose views on the genre came close 
to the standpoint of the following generation of the 1880s, yet never entirely 
dispensed with the misconceptions of their era, were Pop and Vlachos. Pop's 
stories,, set either in earlier times (Byzantine period, the Greek war of 
Independence), or in the urban reality of their own time, displayed realistic 
123 He was of the few authors of the period whose work was represented in Skokos' short 
story anthology (1920), see Sophia Denissi, "Nucok(m; Aperyou'gil; ", H xa. ýatoTEP77 
ir, -ýoypaola yaý... F'(1830-1880), 409-410. 
124 ibid., 412-413 and Sophia Denissi, "0 NtKok(xo; Ap(xyo'v')gTj; (o; Tmýoypd'oo; ", Airo rov 
AEav6po arov AovwT7 Adpa: y&ýý, wg yta rqv 7wýoypaoia n7g xEpto"6ov 1830-1880, ed. 
Nasos Vayenas, Irakho, IIEK 1997,237. 
125 Takis Kayialis, "Aljýtlyrptoý Atvt(x'v", H 7rallato', rEp77 irEý6, yp(x0ti(x g(x;... A' (1830-1880), 
týLEWX (XI)T(X 6EV yOKOX, q; 1996,124,126-127,129. According to Kayialis, KF' 
I 
YP6xOovvxt (K(xt 8Ev &46ýovvxt) gE 60POU; (XICFOIj'CIICý; (XILYTOTýXEM; * (XV'rIk'T(I); ' 
I 
EVT 
'TE-PO 7E(xt8F-l)TIKO' 'K(Xt TEOXITUCO' 7tPO-1p%týICC (130). (X(TCYOV'ToCt (Y EVCC F-I)PI) 
126 Henri Tonnet, "K(ov(Yr(xv'rt'vo; PCC900; ", H xallatompi7 7wýoypaola pag... A'(1830-1880), 
286,288-289. 
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intentions. 127 Interestingly, he employed subtitles such as "EkkilviKov 
81T1'y'9R(x 11 or "pkkflVt-Kjj EjjCO)V11,128 foreshadowing the vocabulary used for the 
genre from 1880 on. His persistence in these terms suggests that he 
consciously worked towards the cultivation of a national short story. 
Vlachos viewed the short story as a means to instruct his readers, by 
touching, often satirically or ironically, on the negative aspects of Greek social 
life. His focus on everyday reality and his effort to faithfully depict urban 
mores distanced him from the Romantic mentality and brought him closer 
than any other writer of his time to the literary ideals of the subsequent 
generation. 129 Yet not all of Vlachos' stories may be conceived as 6t? 7yij'Pa'ra 
in the classic sense of the term. The boundaries between fact and fiction are 
not always clear and some stories approach the genre of ZpovoypdO77Pa. 130 
The expressions NotwovtK i F-tK6veq'1, "(xv(xgv / it M0 TIGEN", F-VV07r(O(YFtq", used to 
describe their content, also attest to their generic divergence. 131 
The "par excellence" short story writer of the Romantic period, who 
cultivated the genre more systematically than anybody else, was Rangavis. 
Although commonly accepted as the "father" of the modern Greek &W77/ta, 
criticism has not been particularly favourable towards his stories. The 
objections chiefly originated in two factors: first, he was accused of not taking 
prose fiction seriously; secondly, the subjects of his stories, which usually had 
a foreign setting, were alien to the Greek way of life and echoed an old- 
fashioned Romantic sQbjecL-ma-aer. 132 Yet recent criticism has approached his 
stories withfewer prejudices and refuted these allegations. As regards the 
former, it has been already mentioned that this is the general attitude of the 
writers of the period towards prose fiction. 133 The latter is not of particular 
value from a modern critical perspective, since a work of art cannot be 
condemned exclusively in terms of setting and theme. Besides, it has been 
127 Stesi Athini, "K(ov(yr(xv'rt'vo; f1con", I-I iraWto, repq 7wýoypaota gag... A' (1830-1880), 83, 
88. 
128 ibid., Valetas, 94-96. 
129 Georgia Gotsi, "'Ayyeko; Bk(x'Xo; ", H irakatorEp7l iwýoypaola gag.. E' (1830-1880), 
foiwk% 1997,197-198. Cf. Pantelis Voutouris, "0 'Ayye?, og Bk(xXog Kat To cavIpc Toij 
peccktugoi')", Airo Tov AEav(5po urov Aoi)107 Adpa..., 291-298. 
130 Gotsi, 201-202. 
131 For these terms and their relation to & 17' y77ya in the following period, see Chapter One, 
section a. 
132 See, for instance, Kourtidis, 392-395. 
133 Chatzopoulou, AýLiýav8pog Piýog Paywafl4g..., 42, Dimitris Tziovas, "Etuay(0711", 
A)Li4avi5pOg PiOg PaYM9719, Atqp7yara A', , l8puýw Kco(yr(x -K(xt Ekývfl; Oupu'vij 1999, 
57. 
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argued that some of Rangavis' stories may be also read as allegorical 
comments on his time. 134 
The re-examination of Rangavis' texts has revealed an author who 
carefully organised his narratives; their structure is tight, they follow the 
principle of verisimilitude and, above all, imply some knowledge of the 
poetics of 6til, plya. The aspects of ring composition and unified plot, the 
cause and effect sequence of events and the exploitation of "twist" endings 
lead us to this conclusion. 1351n this respect, Rangavis came close to the efforts 
of the short story writers of the next generation and in some cases he was 
ahead of them. In fact, as Tziovas observes, due to their different 
cosmopolitan orientation, his stories represented a model that conflicted with 
the overtly nationalistic approach of the 1880S. 1360f course we also detect 
signs, indicating that we are still at an early phase in the formation of the 
genre. Thus, several of them were characterised as "(xpOpov npe), wroicov" and 
not as &4, p7pa. 137This allusion to journalism means that the texts partook of 
both fact and fiction and shows that even for Rangavis the genre did not yet 
display a crystallised character. 
To sum up, in the Romantic period the short story was not 
systematically cultivated and had not developed a distinct generic identity. A 
number of authors dealt with it, yet, with a few exceptions, in a sporadic and 
even unconscious way. It was a hybrid form, which combined a fictional core 
with journalistic, historical, scientific and other informative elements., often to 
serve aims that were primarily educational, political, ideological. The critical 
idiom around it was undeveloped, since criticism concentrated almost 
exclusively on the novel. Moreover, the use of the term bt 77p7ya did not 
promote the generic differentiation of the short story, 138and therefore several 
other terms were evoked. In the literature of Greek Romanticism, 6177"p7pa, 
f It deriving from the verb "&Tlyo-ogoct", was equivalent afhe- wiodem woofnarrative 
In this light the course of the short story after 1880, as we shall 
analytically see in Chapter One, emerges as different. The shift in its 
perception would not have taken place without the contribution of some 
134 ibid., 60-62, Cf. Takis Kayialis, JI(xrPt5oYV(0(Yt'(x, 4F-VO'rPont'(x Kca t(Yroptim K(xXXtyoc; Mxt 
PorymxPli; ", Alro' rov AE'aV45PO (Yrov Aowcll AaPa..., 127-132. 
135 Tziovas, 20-22. 
136 ibid., 123. 
137 ibid., 14. 
138 Cf. Michalis Chryssanthopoulos, "Anticipating Modernism: "Constructing a Genre, a Past 
and a Place", Greek Modernism and Beyond, ed. Dimitris Tziovas, Lanham, Rowman and 
Littlefield 1997,62. Cf. Tziovas' observations in relation to Rangavis' use of the term, 
- EtCFCcy(, )y 1) 11 14 and Denissi, "NiKokccog Ap(xyo 412. 
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external factors which triggered its cultivation from 1880 on. The last third of 
the nineteenth-century was marked by sweeping social and economical 
changes, such as industrialisation and the rise of a Greek urban class. 139ThiS 
led to the press being expanded; 140 not only were there more periodicals and 
newspapers than during the Romantic period, but the reading public had 
changed. If the Greek readers of the years 1830-1880 had to deal with the 
upheavals of a nation coming out of a war, those of the subsequent period 
had different needs. They were more open to developments in Europe and to 
a prose which could reflect a rapidly changing world or capture aspects of a 
more stable (rural) way of life. The relation of 3n7p7pa with everyday reality 
and its speedy narrative mode showed that it was in line with the new 
literary values. 141Moreover, its affinity to folk genres, whose significance was 
stressed because of the increasing interest in the study of Greek folklore, 142 
added to its establishment-143 
Thus, not only did the short story become a rising genre, but it 
overshadowed the novel in mainstream prose fiction-144 This is striking 
because the circumstances that helped promote the short story certainly did 
not obstruct the parallel cultivation of the novel. Although some scholars 
have stressed that in the 1880s the demand for the Greek short story 
superseded that for the Greek novel, they have not attempted to explain the 
phenomenon-145 Such a sudden reverse in the hierarchy of Greek prose fiction 
is puzzling; an exploration of the issue will further illuminate the perception 
of &JV77ya during the Romantic perýoc6 the role it is called to play in the 1880s 
and the terms that defined its transition from one period to the other. 
If we look back at the critical discourse of Greek Romanticism on the 
novel, we see two tendencies which may be correlated with the later 
139 Chryssanthopoulos, 60. 
140 ibid., 58-59, Y. Paganos, H vEoEAA77vvc77 iwýqypaota, OE(opla )Cat xpdý77., K(0511C(X; 1983, 
30, Moullas, P44&ý Kat avVFXEtEg..., 86. 
141 ibid., 87, Moullas, "To vF_oF_?, kflvt-Ko 8vqyflga... ", ?, P' and "Etmxy(Opf, H 7raAmOTEP77 
7r-cOypaoia 167. Cf. Chryssanthopoulos, 60. For the shift in the attitude of the 
eriodicals towards the short story from 1880 on, see Karpozilou, 191. 
42 Nikolaos Politis' MEAET77 Eirt' rov Piov T(ov martpwv EAA77wov (1871) marked the 
establishment of the science of Greek folklore, see Alki Kyriakidou - Nestoros, H OEO)pta rW 
-, AA77vt v7g Aaoypaoiag. icpirt ici7 avdAva? 7, 
Ec(xtpF-t'(x Dcol)86)v 19863 (first pub. 1978), 9 1. 
However, the interest in folk culture had started earlier in the nineteenth-century. Collections 
of Greek folk songs were published by Fauriel (1824) and Passow (1860). Greek fairy tales 
were edited by Sakellarios (1868), N. Politis (1870), jean Pio (1879), Schidmt (1877), Legrand 
(1881), see Valetas, 46. 
143 Moullas, "Etaocywy7l", H 7raAat6, rEpj7 xEýoypaoia pag ..... 
167. 
144 Because of the ongoing research in the field of the nineteenth-century 7rqpaOtAoAoyi a we 
cannot be certain about the hierarchical position of the short story in the whole corpus of 
rose fiction published in the period. V415MOujbý, 
164,167, Steryiopoulos, 15, Denissi, MEMOPaCTEIg YlAcrrop77yamv..., 23. 
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promotion of the short story. The first has to do with the plethora of 
translated novels which reached its peak in the 1840s and provoked serious 
objections to the quality of the translated works and their negative influence 
on Greek readers. 146 The attacks became more and more frequent in the 
1860S147 and this endowed the genre of the novel with a negative aura. The 
second parameter, which came from intellectuals more positively disposed 
towards the novel, was a demand for an"F-OVI'KO ývoOtarop'qg(x" to replace the 
harmful foreign works. 148A closer look at this demand shows similarities 
with the conditions that determined the outset of the short story in the 1880s. 
More specifically, the call for subjects taken from Greek history, or from the 
way of life of Greek people was later echoed by the objectives set out in the 
first Estia competition (1883). 149 
Given the displacement of the novel by the short story, this must not 
be interpreted as a coincidence. The promotion of the short story as a national 
genre from 1880 on should be linked to the anti-novel polemics of the 
previous decades. Greek prose fiction had to rid itself of the immoral 
implications of the novel and be reborn by the means of another genre, that 
was more in accordance with modern needs. Evidence from the Romantic 
period, in which yvOtaTopi7ya was contrasted with 3tijy77ya, will serve to 
illustrate this: 
(XYV(O(Ylq T(OV Ruolaropljýwcwv RPE"Tccl voc Occopljo 'I ()Cv 
, Tp-0011- 86V 81)'VOCVT(XI 8F- V(X TPA)0(6(51Vý OGOt (3TF-pO'L)VT(Xt 'T(OV 
(XV(XY'K(Xt(I)V. E(x'v 8F- noTE'- E'-XO(O[tF-v i(oct Elý 
" 
TCF-Pt(T'T(X(Ttv Voc 
'r -L) XOPTj7Tj(T(0gF-V 'K(XI TOtOlL)TOV REGOV 81(X(YKF-8(XCFF-()); El; 0 
I (xv(xyv(O, (T, r(x; TJR(oV, OE, -Xo[tF-V 
8(j)(Tel 710tlc(x, TIVCE 8171, YAROC'M 
I(YTOPI'K(X' TFg(X'XI(X, TEF-1101KIXRF-VoC gF- TCEpUEETROC; 'TIV(X;, KOR ýtC 
XOYO-L);, (F-L)VTF-IVOVT(X; Et; 'TO V(X 510CýtEMOCTIV FA)KOXOTEPOV El; TTIV 
III yV(t)(YT(j)V, 11 F-1; TO V(X PFX'TIOV(OCYI "V IlOtKTIV gvTlgllv T(ov ava 
FV(J)V El; Tllv ()CPET 'V [ ... 
]150 816C 7EP6ý6M 'K(Xt XO'Y(OV, (T'TljptýOR` 11 
ROVOV CYK07COV TCPOCOF-ýITjV V(X 8167UPCO Ctý TOC; NI'OX(X; tK(XV(J)V 
va yp(xw(t)cyt Tt 'rFXF-tOTFPOV, TOV TCOOOV V(X (XOIICYO)(Yt T(Xý 
II 
ge-Taopaaetq ro)v 4ivo)v p-o0toropilgo'crow (X'rlV(X CICY(X7OlO(Tl Ftq 
146 Moullas, "Etaocy(oyij", H ira. ýatd', rEp77 iwýoypaota yaý... -, 
98-99,116. The most notable 
reaction was that of the newspaper A077va to the translated novels published in Hav&bpa 
(1856), see Angelou, 153-154, Sachinis, OE(opla icat aywoar77 terropta.... 69-70, Denissi, 
Meraopaaaý yvOtcrrop77yar(ov ..., 
16-18. 
147 ibid., 18. 
148 Sachinis, empta icat ayvwcT77 terropta..., 68,71,78. 
149 See, for instance, Vlachos' remarks in his review of Ramfos' novel 0 Xa.; Lgr EO'v ' TT19 
(1867-1868), ibid., 78 and Zanetakis Stefanopoulos' comments in "IIF-Pt' TOU Y(XkktKOI') 
[I't)Ot(T'1OPTjýt(XTO; K(Xt T71; EMPPOIN auroi') ent' r(x Ev Ekka& TIOYI", Hav&bpa 
K' (1869- 
1870), 72-76,81-86. 
150 Reprinted in H iraAatampn irEýoypaoia gag... A', 278. 
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T71V Kotv(ovt(XV Ra; 'loll 4VU 'K(Xt OXO); (XVTt'OF-'r(X T(OV TIRETEp(I)V, 
Kat va 7rF-ptyp(xNf(o(Tt &'IlOtlco)v 8tTjfTjRarcov r(x (xyv(x' iloil Kca ýOlga 'TTI; TECCTpi8o; 71R(Ov [ ... ]151 
In the first excerpt (1852), taken from Ainian's periodical BtpAtoO77107 
Tou Aaoi), the novel is dismissed as an entertaining but superficial genre. 
A171777ya is juxtaposed with the luxurious and light novel as a more serious 
narrative that could clearly play an edifying role. 152 In the second quotation, 
extracted from Nikolaos Votyras' prologue to his novel To v7roTtOEJ1EVOV 
OavTacya (1860), &77, p7ya also has moral connotations. What is added is the 
connection with the indigenous and the potential of the genre to stimulate the 
growth of a national literature, in opposition to yvOtorTop? 7ya which alludes 
to a type of prose alien to the Greek way of life. 
The difference between yvOtaTOP77ya and & i7p7ya was not necessarily 
one of size (characteristically Votyras' remarks were made in a novel), but of 
kind. 153 MbOtaTo"pi7ya stood for an outlandish genre with a dangerous moral 
content and unrealistic dimensions. Atijp7ya was by nature less ambitious 
and more flexible; this was implied by the very term, in contrast to the 
compound word yi)OtorTopj7yoý which suggested complexity. Atijp7ya was a 
down - to - earth genre, ideal for the exploitation of indigenous themes and 
in this sense able to exercise a "moral" influence over the Greeks. Although 
these views were articulated much earlier than 1880, they justified and at the 
same time anticipated the transition from the novel to the short story. 
d. Critical approaches after 1920 
Although the short story thrived in modern Greek literature and 
became the main channel for the development of prose fiction between 1880 
and 1920, extremely few things have been written on its generic formation 
and poetics as well as on the critical perspective of the time towards such 
issues. Moreover, an overall approach to the historical evolution of the form 
during the whole period is completely missing, as the few extant critical 
works mainly focus on the time-span between 1880-1900. 
151 Quoted in Sachinis, Ompla icat ayvo)cr? 7 taropia..., 68. 
152 Cf. the following remark from Ilav6ojpa: "Avrl' 5F, ývjOtacopfl'ýIOVUO;, OE'-XOPF-V KOIVOTEOtF-l 
F--KCC(Y, ro, rF- rF-p7EVOV (XXV110ticov 8tTjyijg(x", Hav(56pa Z' (1856-1857), 350. 
153 Tziovas reaches a similar conclusion in "Et(mywyll", 65: 'Milne); o opo; [81117TJýmj 
e4e'op(xýe r6, rF, oxt poc nto mmopj (xO7jy7jp(xTuc7j OopýL(x o(To Kdcn 7[to TCpo(TyEt(0gEvo IC(Xl 
(XIETO GE UXEMI ge TOV 7EX(X(TTO KO(TgO 'TO)V [t1)Ot(T'rOpTjp(XTO)V; " 
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Among older works, Kourtidis' H cýE'Ajýjg rol) 6t7jyi7'yaTog ical 
YVO1U, rOP77`ya, rog yEXpt v7g vravaamcrmý icat o A. ýEýav8pog Piýog 
Payicap7j'g (og 6t77y77yaroypaOog (1921) and Farmakis' To veocAAj7viicO' 
6t77`777/_ta icat aAleg YEAE'r-cg (1962), 154 partly deal with generic aspects of 
& Jy77ya. Kourtidis' essay promises an account of the development of the 
genre, albeit in a period earlier than that of our concern. It provides useful 
evidence for the ancient and Byzantine origins of 6tifyi7ya and attempts to 
distinguish it from the novel. According to Kourtidis, they differ only in 
terms of length and plot, the novel being longer and more complex, while 
their technique and aims are identical. 155 This is as far as he goes in his 
examination of the genre; his work is rather an outline of the development of 
Greek prose fiction in general, as the coexistence of 6iq`p7pa with 
jivOtaTO'Pi7ya in the title indicates. 
Farmakis' book, despite the presence of the word 61 77p7ya in its title, 
also contains general speculations on prose fiction, while almost half of it is 
devoted to Xenopoulos' life and work. Interestingly, Farmakis aspires to draw 
the demarcating lines between the short story, the novella and the novel. 
Based on Aristotle's definition of tragedy, he tries to adapt it to the character 
of each genre. Thus, the short story is viewed as suitable for the imitation of 
fix I ()CjptOcq O(x(yjjq Tcpa'ýTjq (trogucTN", by contrast with the novella which 
focuses on family life and the novel which is appropriate for the 
representation of social life. 156 However, the adoption of Aristotle's model is 
out-of-date and pointless, as it does not highlight the specific features of each 
genre. Moreover, Farmakis' distinctions are arbitrary and SiMpliStiC, 157 
particularly if we bear in mind that length is dismissed as a generic criterion. 
Valetas' monograph, To cAA77mco 6tiryllya, 77 0-ccopia Icat 17 tuTopta 
, rov (1983), 158 promises a more exhaustive account of the theory and history 
of the Greek short story and thus comes closer to the aims of this thesis. It 
offers valuable and sometimes unknown information about terminological 
and historical aspects, particularly for the period 1780-1880. Valetas refers to 
most of the foreign writers who influenced the formation of the short story 
(e. g. Poe, Maupassant, Chekhov). 159 He is also aware of Xenopoulos' 
154 Frangiskos Farmakis, To veoEU77vtK6' (5tily7lya Kai 6AAEý YEAkrEg, [n. pub. ] 1962. 
155 Kourtidis, 383. 
156 Farmakis, 50-51. 
157 Cf. Moullasremarks on Farmakis' approach in "To veoFWjvtKo 5tijyqýw ...... ýLy' 
(note I). 
158 An earlier draft of this book is published as an introduction to Nýa avOoXoyta ro-v 
E, 11177vtwoV &77y " arog (air6 n7v cyo I a" a, 1850-1969), ed. Y. Valetas, 17Y avICT77 TOV Y-, XP 77y-, P 
rIF-ýOq A070; [1969 (? )], 1-45. 
159 Valetas, To VEOEXA77VIKO 6177y779a, 18-20. 
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contribution to the theory of 6v7'y'qyq, although he mentions only his latest 
texts. 160 Furthermore, Valetas makes a distinction between stories of plot and 
stories of atmosphere, 161 which is similar to that followed in this thesis in 
relation to the two main short story models. 
Nevertheless, a sense of imbalance characterises this book: its main 
part focuses on the origins of the genre and its history in the Romantic period, 
while the years of its heyday, placed by Valetas between 1883 and 1895,162are 
cursorily examined. It is noteworthy that the space devoted to major authors 
such as Vizyinos, Papadiamantis and Karkavitsas is one page altogether, 163 
the same as that given to unknown earlier writers, for instance, G. Milisis-164 
Furthermore, Valetas' marxist and nationalist perspective is often openly 
expressed and this undermines his methodology. Thus, he places emphasis 
on the ethographic short story on the grounds of its national orientation and 
refers only briefly to other types of stories (symbolic, social,, aestheticist), also 
important for the history of the genre. Yet the greatest fault of Valetas' 
monograph is its lack of organisation. We detect many digressions, 
sometimes the discussion turns to other narrative genres (novels, travelogues 
165 or, Zpovo, ypaO7Jya, ra), the same subject may be analysed at different points, 
while the repetitions about which is exactly the first modern Greek short story 
or short story collection are abundant. 166Thus, the clarity of his argument is 
lost in a plethora of disorganised and not properly evaluated information. 
The most recent critic to deal with the issue is Moullas. 167 His 
standpoint is characterised by perspicacity and he brings to the study of 
6illy? 7ya the organised and penetrating perspective lacking in Valetas. 
However, his views are not systematised in a single monograph, but scattered 
at various points of his critical work. In his introductions to Papadiamantis' 
(1974) and Vizyinos' stories (1980) and more recently in his prologue to 
+ht Sokoh'5 anthology, H iraWt " ta yaý (1999), he vividly OT-OP17 'r-COrpao" 
portrays the circumstances contributing to the cultivation of &7TY77ya in the 
1880s. 168Moreover, in his introduction to Vizyinos' stories, Moullas makes 
160 ibid, 20-21. 
161 ibid, 29. 
162 See the prologue to the second edition, ibid., 8. 
163 ibid., 113-114. 
164 ibid., 108-109. 
165 See, for instance, his discussion on "8ijýLon-KO (xO1Wjg(x", ibid., 42-44,47. 
166 ibid., 53-54,62,63. 
167 Paganos, 30-32, devotes two and a half pages to the character of 6illyi7ya in a general 
study of Greek prose fiction. Although he mentions significant historical and generic 
arameters, his discussion is too concise. 
Pan. Moullas, "To 8t 't (XV avri7q '97711t(x, (XIL)TOPtOYPOCOX Tol) rl(x7E(x8mg ' 'UTI", A. Halra3tay '* 
av, roPtoypaOot')P-Fvoq, ed. Pan. Moullas, Epýtll; 1991 (first pub. 1974), u-'-ýE% "To 
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illuminating observations on the definition and theory of the genre, draws 
parallels with its foreign history and enriches his approach with references to 
foreign theoretical texts. Nevertheless, his account is brief, while he becomes 
analytical in aspects which constitute historical rather than generic 
"differentia" (memory and observation, autobiography). 169 In addition, in his 
introduction totKeSckok. 5 anthology of interwar prose fiction (1993), he briefly 
examines the situation of &77y77ya in the transitional period of the 1920s. 
Taking as a starting point the antagonism with the rising yvOtu'ropi7ga, he 
offers insights into the generic perception of both forms from the point of 
view of this decade. 170 
Moullas' contribution opens the path for future research rather than 
covers it, while Valetas does not deal with the formation of the genre between 
1880-1920 in his sketchy and partial approach (in terms of ideological 
orientation and chronological limitation). The present thesis comes to fill the 
gap, by aiming to give an overall account of the development of &77p7ya 
during the whole period with a double focus on theory and practice. The year 
1920 is chosen as an end-limit, first, because it is a turning point in short story 
criticism (discussions on "7rpoPkijg(x Bou'Ti)p6") and, secondly, because it 
represents a transitional stage, leading to the rise of the novel in the 1930s. 
The first part explores the construction of the critical idiom around 
"however, we also 6t77, yi7ya. The emphasis is placed on its generic formation, 
touch on ideological and aesthetic issues, particularly when they interact with 
generic aspects. In the second part the views resulting from the critical 
perspectives on the genre are applied to short stories of the period, and 
compared with the new and sometimes contradictory elements emerging 
from them. The foreign theory and history of the short story, as outlined in 
this Introduction, will be our constant point of reference, since the Greek 
short story cannot be viewed as an isolated phenomenon. By contrast, not 
only do we trace similarities with a foreign theoretical background, but also 
the latter often elucidates aspects that seem inexplicable/ if we restrict 
ourselves to a Greek-centred approach. 
However, the exhaustive examination of the criticism and of the vast 
amount of stories written between 1880-1920 exceeds the scope of a single 
thesis. We have to confine ourselves to an indicative selection of periodicals, 
vF, oF, X?, ilvtxo Myliga... ", tý'-pk; ', and "Etacquyil", H iraAai6, rEp77 iwýoypaota yaý...., 
17- 
223. 
169 Moullas, "To vF-oF-Xkilvtico &ijyqgoc ...... Icy'-vp'. 170 Moullas, "EtaccyMfl", H yEuoiro. 4ptw77 7wýoypaoiq, airo' rov irpwiro (Oq rov 3EVrEpo 
gayKO"upto ir6AEyo (1914-1939) A', YoKo'kTl; 1993,109-124. 
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critics, and writers. What interests us is what is regarded as significant 
according to the criteria of that era and not necessarily what we view as such from our modern point of view. Thus, we mainly focus on conflicting cases, 
as this enables us to approach 81 Jp7pa from antithetical and at the same time 77 
complementary perspectives, and on samples that illustrate key-aspects of the 
character of the genre. 
The first chapter contrasts the "conservative" Estia with the 
"innovative" Rambagas. As in the 1880s biqp7pa was not yet crystallised, we 
explore the factors that determined its construction and the often 
contradictory parameters that constituted its character, and, then, follow its 
course towards a more concrete generic identity from the 1890s on. The 
second chapter concentrates on the decades 1900-1920, which were more 
mature in the perception of the genre, and juxtaposes the cosmopolitan 
perspective of Panathinaia with the ethnocentricist perspective of Noumas. The 
third chapter complements the two preceding ones, by examining the 
individual approaches of the most important critics of the whole period, 
Palamas and Xenopoulos. 
In the fourth chapter Vizyinos' short stories, a landmark in the history 
of the genre, are compared with Eftaliotis'ethographic stories. Here we must 
justify the omission of an author of the status of Papadiamantis. Apart from 
the fact that his narrative technique has been discussed in detail by Farinou - 
Malamatari, 171we needed a simpler, conventional ethographic writer as a 
counter-model to Vizyinos' innovative contribution, and Eftaliotis' stories also 
exemplified the demoticist viewpoint. Besides, Papadiamantis' challenging 
approach to & 77p7ya presents common elements, as we shall see, with that of 
Voutyras, whose texts are discussed in the fifth chapter in comparison with 
Xenopoulos' classic short story technique. Through the examination of the 
above representative cases, this thesis aims to offer insights into the critical 
perception and the narrative practice of the short story and, thus, to 
illuminate a highly neglected, albeit extremely important, chapter of modern 
Greek criticism and prose fiction. 
171 Yeoryia Farinou-Malamatari, Aoi7y77yamcEg rEXvtic, -g crov Ilaira6tajuavr7l 1887-1910, 
Ke'8po; 1987. 
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PART A: CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES 
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1. The establishment of a genre (1880-c-1900) and the role of 
Estia 
... ]Eic ro-o"co-o npoTIkOov 61ý O(Oý XCCPIE-'(Y'rCCr(X 8jjj'yTjg(XTCCy 
'YVII(71(x; EXXIIVIKTI; ERTcVEI, )CFE(O;, el; (X 0-08cgliav E, -(Yxov P07111V al 
F-V(Xt 'YP(XRROCToko7t(xt. ... 
]Avili-cEt 8e F-t; vIv Ecyrtav il rtgil, oTt 
EVF-O(X'PPI)VF- TIJV OPRIJV 'EOC'O'rllV 'K(Xt TCEPtE-'OOCkNfF-V 'r Ot 
I 7rp(j), r6o4t(x (XI-CPOCtOV(O; F-OVtK J; TFý-XVIJ; ' 8tO'Tt 7rW(YT(X Irp(l)'rOTI)7r(X 11 
8t7j'y7jg(XTOC F-8Tj[LO(TtFI)'07j(T(XV EV Til EcTia .... 
1 
AC X67CEI, (TI)VCiR(X, 'K(XI To mmikkijko 6p7(xvo Tcou O(x PofloTi cya 
'rTjV EICK64cWij rou výoo 8tfl7flgcvro;: etv(xt ro Tcepto8tK6 Tco^o 
871go(TiclVe 'Tov AOI)ic77 Aapa, 71 Earia. "0, 'Ut (Y71g(XVTtK6 Kat 
7rpO(T8tOpt(TTt'K6 ýXct vcc Tcapoumciact (yr(x Tcp6), r(X ril; Pilgam ii 
F-XX. ilvtKil 8tijyijg(xroypocOi(x, Oa 8F-t ro ow; gkya (x7u6 rt; (yrfl4; 
, ro-O EP8og(X8t(Xjo-O (X-Oroý) FVrý)jro-0.2 
Although a chronological gap of almost a century separates the above 
quotations, they both link the rise of the short story as a modern genre with 
the efforts of the periodical Estia (1876-1895). Indeed, this view recurs in 
critical texts dealing with Greek prose fiction of the period 1880-1900.3 In this 
respect, Estia emerges as the central and most representative source for 
exploring the formation of 3ti7'p7pa in the years 1880-1900, which almost 
coincide with its publication and the heyday of the genre in Greek literature. 
There are critical works that discuss Estia in this roleý however, they 
focus almost exclusively on its initiative in organising short story 
competitions, and on the thematic and ideological connotations that these 
bestow upon the genre. 4 The part played by the competitions in the definition 
of 5177, y7lya and the periodical's overall contribution to its generic formation is 
ff 
"Kptfut; icept 'T71; 'E(YTt(x; ' " 1888 A, 338. 
2 Moullas, "To 8tflf pjýw, avcoptoypocoia... ",, lcoc'. 
3 Kostis Palamas, `Azavra B', 155, Grigorios Xenopoulos, "0 'Aoljic '; A 'poc; ' " 1892 B', 369, 
Moullas, "To 5tijyijR(x, wwroptoypaýtkx... ", K(x' and "To vF-oF-XkTlvtico 8tqy7jg(x... ", kp'-g, 
I F- Mario Vitti, I3EoAoyvc7l AevrovpYla r779 EAArivivig 77007pao"ag, 3rd exp. edn., K 8poý 1991, 
63, Steryiopoulos, 18. 
4 Yiannis Papakostas, To irEpto3tico Euva icat To 3ilip7pa, Eicn(xt6F-, jrljptcc K(o(ycE-'(X- 
IFF-t', cov(x 1982 and To irEpto3tico Edria (1876-1895) icat ro dtllp7ya. Mia 09c77 icai pla 
T, 0E 'EllEyXog icpicmg, K S&mxq 1985, Eleni Politou-Marmarinou, "To nF-pto8uc6 av U77.1 co 0 
E(y, rt'cc (1876-1895) Kal 'ro 817177190C. Mm mu'OF-all lc(Yt gm OE-'(TTI" I7ap0VULa, EA17 
J 0j, ýouo0jw? 7g EXoA77g HaVEMan7plov Ai9i7va)v F (1985), 123-152, Moullas, "To 5t 117TW(XI 
(xlyroptoypaotia... ", iccC-, X' and "TO VEOF-XkllVt]CO 
kp'-ýC, Vitti, I&O), opKI7 
AEuroppYl'a..., 63-75, P. D. Mastrodiinitris, 0 ýqrtaVog -rov KapKaptTera, Kap8apirau 1980, 
16-19, Pantelis Voutouris, f2g Eig m0pbrv7v... HporacEig icat wro0gaug yta n7v EAAT7vticT7' 
x, cýb, ypao "a rov l9ov at 
J a, NFO'Xil 1995,205-210, Tonnet, Histoire..., 121-124. I ON E 
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largely ignored. 5 Even Papakostas I book, whose title, To irEptooRICO Ea " Tia 
icat ro 6tijy77ya, promises an extensive analysis of the relation between Estia 
and the genre, consists of a central section devoted to the competitions, while 
the rest offers useful, if superficial and descriptive, comments, as well as 
information about the editors., contributors and circulation. Thus, this chapter 
is an attempt to fill a gap in the perception of bti7yi7pa, as mirrored in the 
pages of Estia. 
My aim is to examine the attitude of the periodical towards 3t77"y77, Ua as 
a distinct narrative form and how this attitude is developed throughout the 
twenty years of its publication. What are the precise characteristics of the 
", yp(xRR(xToXo, ytxov F-t'8o; vE, ov" that Estia emphatically promoted? How 
conscious were the writers or the editors that the short story represented a 
special type of fiction? Under what circumstances was the term &77"Y77ya used 
and what other terms were applied to denote the genre or define its content? 
All these questions will function as a spectrum which will help us to 
understand better the concept of &4y77ya in the last quarter of the nineteenth- 
century. 
a. Generic nuances and deviations 
Because of Estia's longevity and of the fact that it changed editors five 
times., its character did not remain stable for the whole period of its 
circulation, hence its stance on the short story was not uniforM. 6 By bearing 
this in mind, we may avoid generalising and misleading conclusions and 
better follow the alterations and occasional contradictions in its perception of 
the genre. In fact, we may discern three periods in the history of the 
periodical, each corresponding to a certain stage in the development of 
&77, yi7ya. 
The first period (1876-1880), marked by the presence of Estia's founder 
and first editor, Pavlos Diomidis, was characterised by conservatism. 
7 The 
number of translations exceeded original works in Greek and the state of the 
genre strongly echoed that we outlined in relation to the Romantic period. 
These years represented a preliminary stage in the evolution of 
6v7', y77yq, as 
we trace signs of its future course. As early as 1876, a note, accompanying 
the 
5 Moullas is a notable exception, "To veoF-XXflvticO 8tfly%wc... ", 
However, his 
P erspicacious remarks are brief. 
Such an assumption dictates Politou-Marmarinou's view of 
Estia; she appears to believe that 
its conservative policy under Diomidis 
lasted until its demise, with the exception of the last 
few months of Xenopoulos' editorship, see 
Politou-Marmarinou, 124-130. 
7 Cf. Papakostas, To ireptobtico Edrva..., 35. 
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translation of a Christmas story, expressed the view that Greece lacked a 
Dickens who could draw on fairy-tales and traditions to create "F_18oý 
, ypaggccToko, yjKov viov" (1876 A', 135). This anticipated Esiiau later 
preoccupation with the ethographic short story, and explained the novelty of 
such a genre in terms of its association with folk culture. 8Nevertheless, the 
real landmark in the history of 8t? 7', y7jya came with the publication of Vikelas' 
Aouiclig Ad'paý. 9 Although rather long to be considered as a short story, this 
work marked the shift to shorter narrative forms and became commonly 
accepted as the starting point for the development of the genre from 1880 
on. 10 
The above sporadic tendencies prepared the ground for Estia's second 
editor (1881-1888), Yeoryios Kasdonis, who indeed contributed to its turn to 
the short story. Three short story competitions took place under his 
editorship; already in the year of the first competition (1883) we had a 
considerable increase in the number of stories published. This period 
corresponded to a phase of organisation, since it introduced the conscious 
exploitation of the genre, which resulted in a number of texts of varying 
artistic quality. In the final period (1889-1895), Nikolaos Politis (until 1891), 
Yeoryios Drosinis (until 1894) and for half a year Grigorios Xenopoulos 
undertook the editorship. The last years indicated a process towards 
maturity, as a greater awareness surrounded the concept of the genre, and a 
more critical stand was taken on both former and current production. There 
was an increase in original short stories and a reduction in translations, while 
after 1890, each volume included on the contents page a special column for 
&77p7pa, in which original stories were listed separately from translations. 
From 1892 the short story column came first, implying that the genre 
represented the best and most popular material in the periodical. 
After this brief overview of the course of 8t j7p7pa in Estia 11 we may 
turn to an analysis of the specific elements we deduce from the periodical in 
relation to the character of the genre. Since we are at an early stage of its 
conscious formation, the critical interest was focused more on the stimulation 
of an original production and on its thematic and ideological orientation than 
8 Under this light we should also see the publication of "0 Xpqago; vq; AOtyy(xvt'8o; " (1878 
B', 456-460) by 1. Papadiamantopoulos (jean Moreas), which was accompanied by the subtitle 
X(optICOv bt jy77ya. Cf. Moullas, "To veoF-XX7jvtiCo 5t7jY%1(X---", 4'. 77 
9 Published in ten instalments from 1879 A', 5. In the context of Estia it was often 
characterised as &77y77ya or ErrEv-, g 6LW77yaand rarely as a yvOtaTopilya. 
10 Palamas, "Airavra B', 155, Xenopoulos, 368-369, Yeoryios Drosinis, Dcopma 01AAa T77g 
ý(o 'g yov, 1t8E-'p7j; 1940,233, Moullas, "To &'t 77 71Y71g(X, (XA)'roPtoYP(XO, (X---", 
Steryiopoulos, 15.1 
EcTTL For a more detailed account, see Papakostas, To ixpiobtKO a..., 
35-58. 
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on the delineation of technical conventions. Besides, the inherent fluidity of 
the short story makes this a difficult task, which means that the picture we get 
is neither rich nor consistent. The term 6tj7'p7ya complicated the situation 
further for reasons outlined in the Introduction. Its use in different cases and 
various contexts indicates that it did not always correspond to the notion of 
the short story. 12 Such a terminological confusion was not solely a Greek 
phenomenon; similar problems occurred, for instance, during the rise of the 
modern English short story,, which took place at about the same period. 13 
However, in this atmosphere of ambiguity we may detect clues, 
highlighting Estia's perception of &71p7ya. In the correspondence column of 
the crucial year 1883, we come across an observation, aiming to instruct 
someone about the composition of a short story. Since this was a period close 
to the first competition, such remarks help us understand the ideas 
surrounding the genre and Estia's expectations from the competition: 
tvE (x7[(xp()ctTilTov, 11 EVOTTlý EV Til avanvoýF-t (X-OTOL)* 1:, v offlg ü` 
f (xnxll G-OV(XpgoX6Y11(: itý CYKIJV(J)v 5F-v n2, ilpoi Touý opol)ý Toloý 
(xn(xtTo-o"vo, ug öt(x co ötT1-yilg(x (nouvelle). 14 
This comment illustrates both the generic character of 6i7jp7pa and its 
poetics. "Evorgg" recalls Poe Is unified effect, which was used as a basic 
criterion for the distinction of the genre from other prose forms in foreign 
theoretical texts. 15 A linear or episodic structure, in which the separate parts 
do not constitute an organic whole, was incompatible with the notion of a 
proper short story. We are not in a position to check if the contributor who 
wrote this was familiar with the foreign theory of the genre. However, we 
suspect that, more than Poe's unified effect, Aristotle's principle of unity is 
concealed behind this remark. 16 Besides, Poe's theory and the classic short 
story both owed a lot to Aristotelian theory. 17 On the other hand, during the 
Greek nineteenth-century Poetics was a work of reference in the criticism of 
both poetry and prose. 
12 For instance, Jules Verne's novel Ktvtýov 7raOilyaTa Ev Kiva and Xenopoulos' 
Mapyapt, ra Ereoa were classified as & 4y77yara in the contents of the volumes 1880 A' and 
1893 B' respectively. 
13 Orel, 3: "distinctions among such terms as "sketch", "tale", 11story", or even "novel" mean 
more to us in this century than they ever did in Victorian England". 
14 Ae, ýTjov T77g Eatag 12/6/1883,3. 
15 Poe, "Nathaniel Hawthorne", 215-216, Matthews, 15. Before them and as early as 1776, the 
French Marmontel singled out unity as the trait, distinguishing conte from roman, see Smith, 
586. 
16 Aristotle, Poetics, ed. D. W. Lucas, Oxford, Clarendon Press 1998 (first pub. 1968), 1450b, 21 
- 1451a, 35. 17 Engstrom, 628. 
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Interestingly, one reader, Anastasios Zakas, seized on the use of the 
term nouvelle in the passage quoted to make a few observations, referring 
mainly to issues of terminology, but also offering insight into the character of 
the genre: 
86V TCPOTI'06g(Xt V(X 'K(XT(XKPtV(I) TTIV IMO rqg "Ecynag I it YtYV09F-VIIV XPTI(TtV T119 "8tTjYIjR()C'r09 F-Ig RF-'rCC0PCCCTtV r'qg 
nouvelle [ ... 
]. AXX 'oTt icat il yF-vtKil K(xt (xopt(yrog Xýýtg 8tilyi1ga 
8F, V F-t'vF- npocyouijg, (xtcyO(xvF-, r(xt Kat il Tania"'q (xvocyKocýogE'-vIj 
wx Tcpo(Typ(xyil (x-orq imt r'qv F-v'qv nouvelle -K(xt 'u7cogtgvfl(YK(t) 
T010g F-7r(XtOV'rOCg TCF-pt TOW TMOVUOV CVO(X&-ý 0rt Ot n(Xk(XtOt 
Fmotourro XPTI(Ytv rflg XE-'ýaog (XtVo-0 7rpog 710cp(xcyr(x(ytv Tllg 
I it 'TOt(X-O'r'qg 8t'qyIj(TF-(0g, Wg 'K(Xt EK T(OV EV TO) "011(T(Xl)pco TWO 
Eppt'Ko-o IrE0(xvo'u u7capp-oam cT'qg(x(Tt(bv rflg Xýýuog 'rcc-0'rIjg 
aocotg KaOtiavrroct. Tflg 8F- (xk'qOF-t'(xg Xccptv irpo(yrt'OTlgt, 6TI Kat 
F, v uvt r(ov nocp(x8o(TF-o)v rou rflg AetWia; ic(xOqyilroo Ribbeck 
ilKo-oaa, on o (xtvog oauý (xvrtaTotXF-t rij vF-(orF-p(x Novelle, 
II F-YF, VETO (77UF-PR(X TIjg VF-(OTF-P(xg M., XTIVtK 'g guotcnoptiag 1ITtg -07EO 
COE 'Oq. 18 'r(ov A4ý(xv8ptwbv P(XKEIO 
This recalls the discussions in the first half of the nineteenth-century on the 
appropriate terminology for the novel. 19 In this respect, the remarks were a 
sign of progress towards critical interest in the short story, which was lacking 
in the previous period. Zakas' observations, no matter how pedantic they 
might appear, 20 showed that there were people conscious of the 
terminological confusion provoked by the usage of the word 8177' yl7pa, 21 and 
aware of it as a distinct genre in need of a corresponding denomination. 
His suggestion of the term atvoý as a solution to the problem, revealed 
his effort to link a genre under formation with a respectable ancient 
predecessor and, thus, to enhance it. Leaving aside Zakas'personal aims, the 
word alvoý also highlights the perception of &77y77ya from the perspective of 
this era. According to the Liddell cind ýcoff5 Lexicon, aivogmeans a tale and is 
often used for stories with a moral, or fables. Just as in the Romantic period, 
the moral element was a continuous plea for the fiction of the 1880s and 
influenced the concept of the short story. Besides, as we argued in the 
Introduction., the moral aura of &77y77ya, as opposed to the immorality of 
18 AEX J Ttovv7ý Eartag 3/7/1883,2. 
19 Sachinis, Oecopla icat ayvo)arz7 taropt I a..., 17-61. 
20 Moullas in "To vF-oF-, XXijvtKo 8tTjy, %tcc... ", quotes both the extract from the 
correspondence column and Zakas' observations, which however are characterised as 
if I (TXoXoCCrrtICF, -; mpocT71P11(yaq E"ýo) =0 r(x npCCWccr(x" and are not used 
for the deduction of 
elements alluding to the definition of the genre. 
21 Characteristically, Zakas proposed the use of the term bt 7'yi7ya for the novel at the end of 
his letter (not quoted). 
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puOuTTOP77ya, became one of the chief channels for the transition from the 
one genre to the other. The demand for morality is reflected in the didactic 
tone of the competition announcements and in several notes, accompanying 
the publication of foreign stories, and praising them for their instructive 
power. 22 On the other hand, the connection of aivoý with fable anticipates the 
convergence between the short story and fairy-tale. Thus, these observations, 
although they come from the individual perspective of an unknown reader, 
introduce us to the climate that gave rise to the competitions of Kasdonis' 
period. 
Moreover, an investigation into the meaning of the term nouvelle, 
which appeared both in Zakas' letter and in the correspondence of the 
periodical, is useful, since it is directly related to the concept of &77plya- In 
French literature two terms were used to denote short prose narratives: 
nouvelle and conte. Although they were often interchangeable, particularly 
from 1830 on, a semantic distinction accompanied them. Conte referred to 
briefer stories, which often gave the illusion of being oral, and usually 
focused on a single episode, which might include unreal or supernatural 
elements. By contrast, nouvelle was a more composite, yet tightly constructed, 
narrative, which consisted of a sequence of scenes and usually dealt with real 
events. 23 In the definition of the French nouvelle we must single out first, that 
it was not a particularly brief form, 24 secondly, that it required more than a 
single episode, and thirdly, that it matched the demand of this period for 
realism. These elements meet the standards of Estia's first competition, since 
the length defined, as we shall see later, was not particularly brief, and the 
objective representation of reality was an inviolate rule for the poetics of the 
submitted stories. The reference in the correspondence column to 
it oyllail (Yxflv v" also contradicts singularity and once again (T-OvaPROX, (0 
concurs with the definition of nouvelle. Alongside nouvelle, Zakas used the 
German term Novelle, which similarly denoted a genre of longer length than a 
brief story. 25 
R y77ya promoted by Estia during this period If the notion of 61 ' 
corresponded to the French nouvelle, this does not mean that the category of 
conte was excluded from the more general meaning of the term, as brief short 
22 See, for instance, 1876 A', 135, AeXTIov T77g EaTiag 27/5/1884,2. 
23 Reid, 12, Smith, 594, Engstrom, 629-630, Modem French Short Fiction, 13-14, The French Short 
Story in the Nineteen th-Century..., 12-13. 
24 ibid., 13: "The longer the story, the less likely a Frenchman is to think of calling it a conte, 
and the more likely he is to prefer nouvelle or recit ". 
25 For the usual length of the Novellen, see Introduction, section a. Cf. Smith's parallelism of 
conte with the American short story and of nouvelle with the German novelle, 
Smith, 594. 
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stories were also published. In fact, this tendency became more apparent in 
the last period of Estia, when such texts often appeared in its pages, indicating 
a shift in its attitude towards the genre. 26Yet, in the years just before the first 
competition and prior to the flourishing of the genre, 6nfp7pa, as envisaged 
by Estia, came closer to the French nouvelle. 
The perception of 6v7, yqya as a short but not extremely brief narrative 
sheds light on the usage of the terms Eicwveý or yaicpov 6ti7iy77ya and 
6n7y77yanov. The expressionaaEvEg or yaicpov & i7yi7ya corresponded more 
to the genre of the novella, as we may infer from works characterised as such. 
Thus, Vikelas' Aomc77g Adpag (1892 B', 368) and Drosinis' AyapvAAtý 
(AEA-riov v7g EaTiag 4/8/1885,2) were at times referred to as Paicpa" 
6ti7p7gaTa. By contrast,, shorter texts such as "At Ho (xgvy8(xkocV (AEATiov 
T77g EaTiag 1/3/1887,1), a story two and half pages long written by 
Drosinis, 27 or Way&xkilvil" by Palamas (AEATI"OV T77g EaTiag 27/11/1888,1), 
which covered four and a half pages in Estia, 28 were characterised as 
6t17, y17yaT1a. 29 The word 6ti7p7pavoy, at least in terms of length, was the 
equivalent of the French conte. Consequently, 6tr7"p7pa represented the 
narrative category that fell between yaicp6`v &ifyrlya and 6ti7yi7paTtov, 
which corroborates the conclusion reached above. Nevertheless, given the 
general confusion of these years over the word &77', p7pa, we must not see 
these terminological distinctions as definite, since there were also cases that 
did not conform. Instead, we should think of them as an attempt to trace 
some general trends which may help us approach the notion of &1 77777ya. 
* 
The subtitles of the published stories also provide useful information 
about the character of &U77ya. These external indicators had an explanatory 
function as regards the subject of the text, sometimes they contained elements 
alluding to its poetics, and occasionally attempted to define its exact generic 
type. When examining Estia from this angle, we see at once that Politis' 
announcement for the first competition, 30 where tradition and Greek history 
were defined as sources of inspiration, had a direct impact on the subject 
matter of the stories published. 
26 See page 59. 
27 Published in 1884 B', 662-665. 
28 1885 B', 859-864. 
29 See also 1883 B', 615,1886 A', 191. 
30 The text of the announcement was attributed to Politis, see Stilpon P. Kyriakidis, 
"AwypOCOW IK(XI 8ijgoruct(Tgo; ", Ma Earna 309 (1939), 1486 and "0 t8pA)TII; T71; F-Xk7jvIKjj; 
?, (xoypccOt'cc; ", Nga Edna 643 (1954), 501-502. 
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History though was used significantly less, perhaps because it required 
more effort and scientific knowledge. For stories set in a historical context the 
subtitle tarop77ya was employed. Characteristically, Kleon Rangavis' 
"X(xp(X'X8oq o Tjyep)v r(ov B(xpt6vy(_t)v", which won the prize in the third 
competition, was published with the subtitle Pvýavnvov tcropqya (1889 A, 
4). 31 In this case the term taropj7ya indicated a hybrid form, something 
between a historical scientific treatise and a fictional narrative. 32 
Greek tradition, on the other hand, proved a rich vein for the short 
story. Subtitles such as Opauicov &qp7ya (1887 B', 438) or yaicE6ovt1C71' 
irapa8oatý (1888 A', 244)33 suggested that the respective stories had a rural 
setting and referred to the way of life or traditions of a small community. The 
fact that even foreign stories were accompanied by characterisations such as, 
for instance, 8t7jp7pa ovyypticov (1885 B', 541) showed to what extent the 
concept of the short story was interwoven with the notion of local colour. 
To the same framework belonged stories that drew on folk songs or 
fairy-tales. With fairy-tales the connection was not only thematic, but also 
terminological, since the word irapayiJOt often appeared in titles or subtitles. 
This tendency was stronger in the last period of Estia; for example, under the 
heading Ilapayi)'Ota v7g ayain7g, Drosinis published stories which took a 
fairy-tale as their subject / 34while Eftaliotis prefixed his texts with the titles 
Hapayi)'Ota rov Xwpto05or Hapayi)Ota ge Atya Aoyla. 36 Although the 
relation between Drosinis' texts and fairy-tale was apparent, in Eftaliotis' case 
zapayv"Ot did not bear any generic nuance, but was employed alternatively 
instead of &77"p7ya. It defined more precisely than the vague word &77777Ya 
the type of story Eftaliotis cultivated: a brief narrative, posing as a genuine 
folk tale in terms of both language and content. 37 
Moreover, in a note found in the first volume of Estia, during a 
preliminary stage in the formation of the genre, irapayV'Ot and &77p7ya were 
31 See also 1886 A', 282 and the self-referential comments in S. N. Karavitis' historical short 
story "0 ncm 'Av(xcYrcxTijq" (1887 B', 579-580), where tarop77ya was again used. 
32 Cf. page 53. 
33 See also aypov rat & 77y Iceig 1889 A', 425,441; v77atO)'TI ro bt jy77ya 1890 A', 193,1890 B', 77 77 
33,97; atuOtic I irapdboutg 1891 B', 156; icEpicvpaDc I 7rapd3ocig 1893 B, 142. 77 77 
34 1890 A', 13-14,76-77. See also Andreas Karkavitsas, "H ýLCW(x" 1890 A', 22-23; Mitsos 
Chatzopoulos, "H Ppi')(Tij vj; Kopil; " 1893 A', 4; Konstantinos Manos, "H P(x(Ttko7ioiAcc K(xt 
o mxp(x?, uro; " 1893 A', 3-4; Miltiadis Oikonomakis, "0 K(xOpF'-TcrTl; " 1894,430-431. 
35 1891 B', 224-226,318-319,361-365. 
36 1893 A', 380-381; 1893 B', 163,212-213,238-239,248-250,308,325-326,350,372-373,389-396, 
410-411; 1894,21-22,75,165-166; 1895,83. 
37 For a more analytical discussion of Eftahotis' use of the term, see Chapter Four, section b in 
Eftaliotis' subchapter. Cf. Yerasimia Melissaratou, "H Xpil(YTI rou opou 'irCcp(xgi')OI' X(XI Tj 
)XI1 TOU I"K(X')'XIPEP GTOV T'L)X'Pfl", MoAvP6owvbvAox0xic77, r "ý 1 (1989), 87-89. , rl' (X 77 
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used as equivalent terms to denote the short story (1876 A', 135). In a similar 
fashion, Roidis selected the word irapayvOt over &qyrlya to refer to his short 
stories. 38Undoubtedly, the inherent affinity between the short story and 
fairy-tale favoured such an identification. 39Given Estia's efforts to shape the 
short story in terms of a new genre through the channel of the indigenous, we 
comprehend that a nominal or substantial connection with a folk and highly 
acclaimed form was a natural consequence. At this point we may recall Zakas' 
preference for atvoý, which was dictated by a similar notion: the creation of a 
historical context which would contribute to the establishment of the genre. 
The link developed between &77y77ya and its folk predecessors was 
significant for one further reason: it accounted for several of its narrative 
tendencies. Stories drawing on traditions, fairy-tales or folk songs displayed 
specific characteristics, which indicates that their subject influenced their 
poetics. More specifically, the device of embedded narration., traceable in 
most of them, provided the authors with a handy model for the insertion of 
folk material. 40 The external frame (cadre) often functioned as a preamble, 
while the main part was covered by a story, usually narrated by a folk 
character. Of course this trend was not a Greek phenomenon, but may be 
detected in many foreign stories with a similar indigenous orientation. 41 Its 
purpose was twofold; first, it preserved the principle of verisimilitude, which 
was particularly significant in the fiction of the time. 42The author actually 
pretended to be recording the tradition or tale narrated to him. Secondly, 
such a recording allowed oral discourse to enter the text and this 
strengthened the link with the predecessors of the genre. Moreover, such folk 
narratives were usually completed in Poe's words "at one sitting", and this 
affected the whole length of the story, as cadres are generally brief. The above 
features - orality, presence of a cadre and brevity - alluded to the category of 
38 Emmanouil Roidis, "I(Yropt(x Evo; Toi)OF-Kia[toý)", Airarra E' (1894-1904), ed. Alkis 
Angelou, Ep[til; 1978,162: "nFpt(optiaOijýLEv (x7co tic(m)v Er(ov vcc Xý7(0"v F-t; 'co-0; 
'0M nEp' IK 11L) (XV(XYV(O(YT(X; g(X; MXP%tU t 'Y(XTCOV, (YK1)X0)V, (XXOY(OV, POCOV (Xt Pt(XV(0V 
(YijýI'Yycov". Roidis also uses 7rapapt)'Ot in relation to Poe's tales in "E8, y(X'p8o; 1-10ou", A7ravra 
B' (1868-79), 234. 
39 See Introduction, section b. 
40 Characteristic were the stories contained in Eftaliotis' Nqui6viaeg ta-ropteg (1894) and 
Karkavitsas' Ta Aoyta v7g 7rAcqp77g (1899), most of which first appeared in Estia. For other 
examples, see Kostis Palamas, "To rE-'ko; rou (xvegogiAou" 1887 B', 697-701,713-718, 
Yeoryios Drosinis, "0 0PK0q T71; (Xy(X'TCII; " 1889 A', 425-428, Andreas Karkavitsas, "H [t(X'Vcc" 
1890 A, 22-23. Of course this mode was not restricted to ethographic stories, but was also 
used in texts with a different thematic orientation, see, for instance, Yeoryios Drosinis, 
"A5Ek0(Xt"' 1889 B', 161-164. 
41 Valerie Shaw, The Short Story: a Critical Introduction, London, Longman 1983,82-109. 
42 For Estia's stance on this issue, see Moullas, "To vF-oF-kkqvtKo 8vjyijýw ...... ýtý'-vp'- 
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conte. 43This suggests that, despite Estia's initial intention in the competitions 
of Kasdonis' period to turn the authors towards longer, more ambitious 
stories, the infusion of folk culture into the genre eventually gave rise to a 
shorter, simpler form. 
Apart from subtitles that denoted the interaction between i5i7ly77ya and 
folk culture, other subtitles such as (T1C17V4'44 p11C "A, 45 and crictaypao "a46 0) 1 
pointed in a different direction in subject matter and poetics. 47They reflected 
foreign editing practices and implied that the texts, apart from their fictional 
dimension which varied, also carried a journalistic nuance. 48 Interestingly, 
they occurred since the first period of Estia, before the systematic promotion 
of 6t77, y77yq, and to a certain extent, seemed to have replaced it in the contents. 
Some of these terms and, more specifically, EucovEg, were also traced in the 
Romantic era. In this light, these narratives were a continuation and 
development of the hybrid type of story of the previous period. 49Yet in the 
context of realism the terms mcr1v4,. etw6v, mctaypaoia or 770oypaoldO 
enhanced the objectivity of the texts, by enclosing the idea of the depiction of 
reality. This self-referential aspect goes even further, if we consider that most 
of these words suggested an imitation of reality through art. 
Their significance also lies in the fact that they bore a generic nuance. 
Eictaypaota and Evco)"v almost represented a separate genre, which was 
however so close to the short story that it was sometimes difficult to find the 
dividing line. 51 Their chief difference was that they did not display a tightly 
constructed plot52 and were more static than a proper short story. The 
connection with journalism suggested that they were written not only for 
artistic purposes, but also in obedience to editing policies. Therefore, the 
43 According to Sullivan, 56, Maupassant used cadre almost exclusively in his contes. 
44 omoyEvaaw7' awqv4,1876 A', 149,1879 A', 68; mc77v7' Tov a077vaDcotJ fliov, 1884 A', 395; 
U107V77 EIC T719 POWW77g iaropiag, 1887 B', 452. 
45 1881 A', 187,408. See also ot icoyem aic77' et Kd)v 1881 B', 820; Et ico)Jv Eic rov aei7vat Ycov giov 
1885 B', 606; icot vcovt w? 7' Et iccov 1889 B', 11; arpaTt om Kai Et OvEg 1894,33. 
46 1884 B', 589. 
47 Here I exclude the frequent subtitle avapv77mg, since it was not directly related with the 
generic character of &4yi7ya, but alluded to the autobiographical conventions of the period 
regarding fiction, see Moullas, "To vF-oFXXTjvtK6 8t7jy1jg(X ...... ", -Vp,. 48 Georgia Gotsi, Experiencing the Urban: Athens in Greek Prose Fiction, 1880-1912, unpublished 
doctoral thesis, King's College London 1996,46-47. 
49 See Introduction, section c. 
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. XapXjajC77 j7Ooypaota, subtitle to 
Drosinis' "At (xvTt Xot" 1887 B', 601. 
51 For an analytical discussion of these terms and their relation to the short story, see Gotsi, 
Experiencing-, 42-51. For etimiv see also Fotis Dimitrakopoulos, " 'Eticow; ' icat npurorwax 
8nj, y11g(x, r(x: 'T(x Offm' rou A44. Mo)pdi1rt'8,9", Haira3tagavviCa TETpa3ta 3 (1995), 27-40: 
it F, EV 000 71 Ena V(X OXF-, rtýovmt ýIE 'TCC (XR'XOA)V , ()C Oki; pliwx (Xn, TO KOCOOCAYE' 81'1jTjgOC[ ... 
I* 
Sketches r(ov Eoprwynicd N Tjpzp(OV" (31). For sketch, see Reid, 30-32. xvTt(T, rotXcc (xyy, %tic(X 
52 Gotsi, Experiencing-, 51. 
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writers adopted a more flexible attitude towards their material and were less 
careful with its organisation. Yet, we might also conceive such 
characterisations as a sign of modesty on the part of the authors: a means to 
protect themselves from the greater expectations which a stricter genre such 
as &W77ya imposed. 
Texts linked to these subtitles were generally not classified in the short 
story column in the contents. 53The problem also lay in their urban content 
and sometimes in their direct connection with current reality, which places 
them on the boundary between the short story and Xpovoypdoilya. If we bear 
in mind that the term &77yi7ya (especially after the 1883 competition) was 
associated with the depiction of rural societies, we may argue that the editors 
or the authors attributed to these texts other characterisations to underscore 
their difference. In this respect, the simplified identification of the prose 
fiction of the last twenty years of the nineteenth-century with texts of rural 
content proves false. 54Even Estia, which, because of the competitions, was 
connected with the promotion of ethographic stories, published urban fiction. 
However, this usually appeared under a different denomination, a fact that 
distorts the objective picture of the fiction published in the periodical. In 
many cases we are dealing with "disguised" short stories, relegated to 
obscurity because of their urban subject, their proximity to XpovoyPaO77ya 
and a technique incompatible with that of a typical short story. 
The reference to ZpovoypaO77ya brings us to another category of 
narratives which might be related to the short story. XpovoypaOnya 
flourished in the press of the time and occasionally presented a fictional 
dimension that brought it close to &77y77ya. 55 Kourtidis was the first who 
published texts of this type in Estia, 56 then came Mitsakis, whose work was 
often classified under the title AOi7vaticat CyEAt6Eg'57 and from 1891 on 
Xenopoulos published Xpovoypa0nyam, usually under the headings 
AOi7vaiicil 77Xa) or H ý(o4 cv A04Vatg. 58 As the word Athens in their titles 
implied, these texts had an urban subject. The author was motivated by a 
53 For instance, in volume 1881 A' "0 npoyro; ýtoij Epwq" (187-189) and "Ot ccvTino&-ý' (408- 
411) were classified in "(DtkoXo '(x, HOoko 'cc, (DIXO(ToOtoc". 7t Yt 
54 This aspect is extensively discussed in Gotsi, Experiencing... 
55 See Skopeteas' comment in 0 Kov&. Wicqý wat ro ZP0v0YPa077Ya A', ed. Stavros 
Skopeteas, B(x(TtKTI BtPkto0ijicTj 33, ZaXaponouko; 1956, tp': "OvivEt GF, Kd'lCoto GljýtEto 
doflýM E7YL -q T71 
&11711GI 11 'K(Xt TO 8tIjYTjg(X Kat 8F-v F-'vF- ki'yoc T(x 7101. ) TO XPOVOYP ýE I 
XPOVOYP(X0IjgC(T(X, nol) F-TCF-pcc(y(xv ýIzmx an; (TAX0YF, -;, am YV aw 
8171Y , ýL(Xvx 
56 1882 B', 615-619,664-666; 1883 B', 736-744; 1885 B', 795-799. 
57 1887 A', 165-169,200-203,277-279; 1889 A', 270-273,313-316,341-343,492-496; 1889 B', 81- 
83,101-103; 1892 B', 321. 
58 1891 B', 329-331; 1892 A', 6-8,85-87,227-229; 1893,12-13,77-78,155-157,221-222,363-364, 
397-399. 
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current event, a picture of everyday life, a human type and set out to describe 
them and sometimes to present his personal speculations. The classification of 
these narratives in miscellaneous columns in the contents indicates that there 
was confusion concerning their precise generic character. 59 
They clifýFp_rq_6 -Frc)m cx- conventional short story of the time in terms 
both of content and poetics. Mitsakis' texts, for instance, did not always have 
a plot or a clear narrative backbone, and this is reminiscent of the case of 
mctaypaota and F_t_KWv. The narrator presented events from his own 
perspective, without trying to render a complete and objective picture of 
reality. However, the autobiographical basis of the narrative, in the sense that 
it reconstructed a personal experience, created the illusion that the narrator 
was an eye-witness, who spoke about real facts; thus the convention of 
plausibility was served. Although the generic character of Mitsakis' texts has 
puzzled criticiSM, 60 their proximity to 6t 71'y77ya has been recognised. 61 Indeed 
several of them might be regarded as short stories or as innovative 
experiments in the margins of the genre. 62 
The question, when examining the formation of &77p7ya as a distinct 
genre, is to what extent it is legitimate to discuss borderline cases such as 
,ý 
mctaypaot am7v4, Eixcbv 'a or Xpovoypaoi7ya. Critics have argued that some 
of the features of these narratives, such as the fragmentary character,, the 
absence of plot and the rendering of unconnected impressions anticipate the 
"modern" short story. 63However, if in our present view of the genre some 
qualify as short stories, they did not always do so in the era when they were 
written. To restrict ourselves to a typical, yet significant example, Poe made a 
distinction between proper tales and essays in terms of absence of "effect" and 
"finish". 64Thus, Estia's attempt to dissociate such texts from the genre echoed 
a parallel attitude in foreign literature. Nevertheless, the consideration of 
some of these narratives as pre-modern stories reveals that, alongside the 
mainstream short story tradition shaped in Greece of the 1880s, another form 
of short story writing existed with poetics that hinted at later developments. 
59 Kourtidis' texts were classified in "(Dtkokoyticc, Mokoyti(x, (Dtkoaootia", Mitsakis' in 
"Kotvo)vuc(X', IFIo, %trF-t(xic(X', Dr(xrt(yrticý" and Xenopoulos'in "HOMika". 
60 Gotsi, Experiencing-, 169-171. 
61 Palamas, A7ravTa B', 189. Palamas'views are discussed in Chapter Three, section a. 
62 On the modernity of Mitsakis' "Etq rot'Xo; " (1890 A', 81), see the interesting remarks of 
Chryssanthopoulos, 68-70. When the story was published in Estia, it was classified in 
"Kowowtic(i -Kca rIo), tuF-toXoytK(x", which suggests that it was not regarded as a &i)y77ya 
63 Benjamin Boyce, "English Short Fiction in the Eighteenth Century: a Preliminary View", 
Studies in Short Fiction 5 (1967), 104, Evans, 314-330, Shaw, 187, Good, 159-160, Douglas Hesse, 
"A Boundary Zone: First - Person Stories and Narrative Essays", 
Short Story Theory at a 
Crossroads, 85-105. 
64 Poe, "Nathaniel Hawthorne", 213-214. 
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The generic re-examination of these texts enlarges the category of urban 
stories, gives us a more complex picture of the short fiction of the time, 
and enhances its continuity from the period of romanticism to that of realism 
and modernism. 
To sum up, 8t7j, y7jya acquired a variety of semantic nuances and a 
number of semantic restrictions in the context of Estia. Conceived as a nouvelle 
during the period of Kasdonis' competitions, it gradually approached the 
concept of conte in the years around and after 1890. Its perception as a 'Inew 
genre" and its departure from previous short story tradition lay in its strong 
connection with the indigenous factor. This gave rise to an interaction with 
folk genres, but at times led to the identification of the term (5tijplya with 
rural narratives and to its dissociation from urban fiction. Moreover, 
although, as we shall also see in the next section, the basic generic criterion of 
length was not sufficiently clarified during Estia's publishing life, the demand 
for an action-centred narrative with a unified plot largely determined the 
concept of 61 77y77ya - 
b. Avj", y77ya and the Estia competitions: theory and practice 
Five short story competitions were announced over the twenty years of 
Estia's publication. The first three took place in Kasdonis'period (A-eXrj'ov T77ý 
Eau* 15/5/1883,, 1,4/12/1883,2,6/12/1887,1); the fourth and the fifth 
were announced the last year of the periodical's circulation in Xenopoulos' 
period (1895,40,168). However, the fifth never took place, because Estia 
ceased publication. The first three competitions were characterised by the 
same spirit and shared common aspirations. Besides, the wording of the 
announcements was identical. The fourth competition differed significantly 
from the others in its aims for the genre. Among the reports, the most 
important were those of the first and the fourth competition, since they were 
more detailed and may be viewed as indicative of the periodical's altered 
stance between Kasdonis'and Xenopoulos' period. 
The proclamations and reports of the competitions have been 
extensively discussed. 65so we will focus our analysis on a few crucial points: 
first, those related to Estia's perspective on the definition and poetics of the 
genre and secondly, those affecting the formation of its concept. The 
65 Papakostas, To ngpto& wo Euv*a..., 76-112, Pohtou-Marmarinou, 131-140, Vitti, MwXoyt vi 
XEI, rovp "a..., 63-75, Mastrodimitris, 16-19, Mouflas, "To 8t 't 71 l1riga, (Xljropto7p()(O, cc ...... Ka'-k 
and "To VF-OF-k?, IIVIKO Voutouris, S2g Eig waOpE7rv7v..., 201-209, Tonnet, 
Histoire..., 121-124. 
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proclamation and the introductory part of the report of the first competition66 
(which preceded the comments on the individual texts) contained virtually 
identical ideas, as both were written by politiS; 67 therefore, we will examine 
them together. One of the most interesting aspects of the report had to do 
with the formulation of a definition of &77777ya. 
rIEPt(T'rpF, OORF-VOV Etq E-'KOF-(YtV gt(Xq TCEPUCETCMgý 11 Ftq 
fI WA)XOxoytlc 'v (xv(X, kl)atv evo; (Xt(yollg(XTO;, 71 ct; TCFp TIV EVO; typ(xo 
XCCP(XKTIlpo;, F-tV(Xt 7rPO(TOI)F-(TT(XTOV Et; (xv(x7r(xp(x(yT(X(Ytv 
UTTOPMOV (YKTIVO)V K(Xt F-tKOV(OV TOU KOtV(J)Vt-KOA) PtOlL), Et; 
(xv(xppt7rt(Ttv 'rou Eovticol), OPOVTIR(XTO; K(xt E,, g7rvEl)(Ytv yevv(xto)v 
(Xt(TOTIR(X, T(I)V, anapuiýov aga (XI)TOrF-XE,; IC(XkktrE-, Xvllg(x evTo; 
G, rF-vo)v 8tccYF-, Yp(xRgc, v(ov optow. 
This was the first attempt by the periodical to delineate a theoretical 
frame for the purpose of informing the readers about basic features of the 
short story. The definition combined elements alluding to the theory of the 
genre along with aspects linked to its ideological potential. Its significance lay 
in the fact that., at least on a theoretical basis, it provided evidence that 
8n7y77ya was conceived as a distinct genre which, as we pointed out, was not 
always the case, due to the vagueness enveloping the term. Yet, here Politis 
singled out its most fundamental trait - brevity - in striking contrast with the 
lack of any such reference in the general context of the periodical. The hints at 
68 11 the genre's history (", rou; 7cockoctou; tncko, 6; 8tTjyijg(xroyp(xOoO; ". gokt; 
(X7CO TOU lr(XPF-XOOVTOq (XI(OVOq 1jPXt(FF, Kl)pt(Oq 'K(XXXtEP'yO1OgFVOV, EV FoCWU 
t8jO)q11,69 1) and foreign background at the beginning of the report corroborate 
the fact that Politis perceived it as a separate form. 
Two other characteristics also emerged of the poetics of the short story 
- singularity and autonomy. Politis' idea of the short story as a narrative 
revolving around a single aspect of life echoes old and modem definitions of 
the genre. In particular, it is uncannily close to Matthews' perception of the 
short story as a prose piece focusing on "a single character, a single event, a 
single emotion or a series of emotions called forth by a single situation". 70 
66 Hapaprilya T779 Edmag 1883 B', 1-4. The adjudicators were N. Politis, E. Roidis and S. 
Lambros; in the second competition they were I. Skylitsis, A. Provelembs and S. 
Sakellaropoulos and in the third A. R. Rangavis, E. Roidis and N. Politis. It is worth noticing 
that of the seven persons participating in the committees only Rangavis and Roidis were 
writers. 
67 See note 30. 
68 Here Politis obviously had in mind Boccaccio's Decameron and the tradition preceding it, 
the Italian novellino, see Introduction, section b and for novellino, Gilespie, 121. 
69 Politis had probably in mind stories by Diderot, Lesage, Voltaire, see Engstrom, 633. 
70 Matthews, 16. See also Reid, 54-55, Allen, 7, Valetas, 15-16. 
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Nevertheless, as Matthews' treatise was first published in an abridged form in 
1884, we cannot speak about influence. What accounts for the similarity is 
that both had in mind the traditional short story model. 
The notion of singularity apparently emanated from an attempt to 
trace the demarcating line between the novel and the short story. The novel as 
a longer narrative was intended to represent the multiplicity of life, whereas, 
due to its brief nature,, the short story concentrated on a fragment of life. 71 
However, despite its concern with the partial and fragmentary, 6iq777ya, as 
conceived by Politis, was an autonomous construction. Behind his reference 
to "(X-OrorF-kE'-q K(Xkk1, rE, -XV7JR(X", we detect Aristotle's plea for an imitation of 
it rOxiu; Kon Ok7l; np6ýuo; " in tragedy. 72We already mentioned Aristotle's 
influence on the formation of the classic short story model. Indeed in Greek 
literature of the time the idea of an incomplete form must have seemed 
incompatible with a "serious" genre. It was also on these grounds, after all, 
that texts such as sketches were excluded from the short story. Moreover, the 
aims of the competition for a national genre may be better served in a 
complete narrative, as ideology cannot be promoted through ambiguity. 
Hand in hand with autonomy goes the last feature of the genre, 
brevity, and we may infer that the value of the short story lies in this paradox: 
it may achieve completeness within a brief space. However, although Politis 
spoke of a narrative set within narrow limits, he was not specific about its 
length. This may have been a deliberate omission because, as we shall see, the 
text elsewhere is contradictory on the subject. 
These were the basic characteristics bestowed upon 61 Jp7ya in a 77 
competition promoting it as a narrative genre. The interrelations we outlined 
with the theoretical background of the short story suggest that what Politis 
conceived of as & 77 y77ya was not a text with vague poetics, but a narrative 
situated in the traditional short story model. The question raised is if these 
features were used as criteria for the assessment of texts submitted to the 
competition. Here the fact that the longer part of the definition referred to 
issues irrelevant to short story poetics may function as an implicit answer. 
With regard to singularity and autonomy, we find no evidence linking 
them to the evaluation of a particular story,, nor can we check the actual texts, 
to determine whether they fulfilled these generic conventions. We only 
observe that the majority of stories submitted to all three competitions of 
71 Pratt, 101-102. Cf. Matthews, 17: "The short-story is the single effect, complete and self- 
contained, while the novel is of necessity broken into a series of episodes" 
72 Aristotle, 1450b, 20. 
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Kasdonis' period had titles that revolved around a single person or aCt. 73 
Apparently this is how some authors responded to Politis' premise for 
singularity. However, we may proceed to further observations about brevity, 
since length was clearly defined in the rules of the proclamations. 
The announcements for the first and second competitions called for 
short stories at least ten pages long; by the third competition the limit was 
expanded to at least twenty pages. This contradicted Politis' description of a 
genre "Erro' ; (new6v 8ta-yeypagREMov oplim". Such restrictions were neither 
narrow, given the size of Estia's page and the fact that it contained two 
columns, nor as strictly prescribed as the phrase "(YrF-v(0v 8t(x-1F, 'yp(xg[tE-'v(t)v" 
suggested. If the periodical had wished to give aspiring writers a rough idea 
of the desired length for the genre, it would have defined it in the opposite 
way: in terms of the maximum limit. Thus, the authors would have known to 
what point they could expand their ideas, and any confusion with longer 
narrative categories would have been resolved. However, by stating the 
minimum limit, the competitions reinforced the ambiguity about the generic 
character of 6nJyi7ya. 
The culmination of the inconsistency between 6t'qy77ya as a genre set 
within narrow limits and Estia's real aims came with the third competition. 
Not only was the required length extended, but stories were excluded, 
because they were too brief to meet the standards of the proclamation. 74 
Furthermore, the text that won the prize, Kleon Rangavis' "XccpCCX8o; o 
, 9, yF-[t(Ov ro)v Bapt(iyo)v", was itself a proof of the vagueness surrounding 
&? V77ya at the time. Not only was it too long to be regarded as a true short 
story,, 75but showed an ignorance of the rules of fictional narrative. 76This was 
also pointed out by the adjudicators, who criticised its long 5cholodiq 
quotations as being out of place in a proper short story. 77 Nevertheless, 
although the generic character of Rangavis' text was dubious, its historical 
and patriotic content was praised and this apparently accounted for its 
success in the competition. 
To conclude our remarks on length, despite Politis' initial reference to a 
brief narrative and, perhaps, despite the condition of singularity he set, 
&77'yi7ya was conceived as a long story, close to the notion of the French 
nouvelle in the framework of the first three competitions. This is deduced from 
f 
73 For example,, in the first competition we have: "H X(x'pK(d', "0 ApYI)p1l; ", "To Pdfnnaým". 
74 For the report of this competition,, see AEATiov n7g EaTiag 4/12/1888,, 1. 
75 Published in twenty-four instalments from 1889 A, 4. 
76 Cf. Papakostas, To ixpiobtico' EdrTia..., 93. 
77 The adjudicators spoke of "nF_ptrro; nokuýtccOaoc; OopTog", AEArtov r77g Eanag 
4/12/1888,1. 
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the length prescribed in the proclamations, and the references of both the 
proclamations and the first report to it (wilvat" and "EtKove; ", alluding not to a 
single act, but to a sequence of acts, better suited to a longer story. After all, a 
conception of bulyi7pa, akin to that of the French nouvelle, matched Estia's 
ideological aspirations, since the role of "F-OvtKov 8t'qyij[tcC might be more 
fully expressed in a longer narrative. 
* 
The historical, ideological and thematic context that Kasdonis' 
competitions created for the genre also elucidate its perception and the 
ambiguity surrounding it. Common to the announcement and the report of 
the first competition was a comparison between the Greek short story, which 
was considered as still underdeveloped, and the foreign one, which had 
gained validity from the works of significant writers such as Merimee, Heyse, 
Turgenev, Poe, Harte. 78 This aim of the competitions to place Greek literature 
in a wider European perspective has been misinterpreted by some critics 
who, carried away by the constant references to "OvtKov 8tijy%tu", have 
argued that Estia was trying to detach Greek literature from the foreign 
models. 79 By contrast, through the mention of well-known foreign authors in 
the first report and, above all, through the translation and promotion of 
foreign short stories, 80 Estia hoped to inspire imitations of this specific genre 
that was flourishing in foreign literature at the time. 
If the allusions to foreign short story history were carefully drawn by 
Politis, the Greek historical context he constructed for 8tq'y? 7ya was less 
78 iiapaprtlya T719 E(TTLag 1883 B', 1. For the translations of Merimee in Estia before this 
10 I)v (X competition, see "Mavxio (Dock-K&C 1878 A', 392-398, "To 'Kuavo 6 8(%L inov" 1879 B', 503- 
508. For Poe, see "H rccvrOrq; " 1879 A', 343-345; for Harte, "To Pp'UX(Oýtzvov X(Optiov" 1882, A' 
326-330 and for Turgenev 71o); (xicoOvq'(Y-KowYtv ot P(Oaaot" 1883 A', 257-262, Wtia 
(TuvEV, rFn)4t; " 1883 A', 273-277, "To gowyt-KOV OCI(YOqg(x n(xp(X' rot; P W'(yot; " 1883 B', 493-500, i 
"H opn)4" 1883 B', 615-617. 
79 Papakostas asserts that through its competitions Estia attempted "v '(xno(T7C(x'(YF-t To 
VF, OF, X?, IlVtKO 8t7jYTjg(X (XICO VX 4E'Eva nponnux", To rEpto&wo' Earria..., 91,76,102 and To 
irEpto3tKO' Ealria ... Mia 
Waq Kai pta avrlOeorq, 29. Politou-Marmarinou, 132, draws on 
Papakostas' observation, but turns the whole issue in another direction, by adding that Estia's 
aim was "il (x7cog6cKpA)v(Tij T(ov nEýoyp6co(t)v aw TCC [1((XK(x' 4E'VCCI 7rpoT1J7COC TWO PE(XXIGýtol, 
') 
K(XI Tou vccro-opcc? acFýtoi')". However, nowhere in the proclamations or the reports do we find 
references to these movements. 
80 The insertion of editorial notes, which praised the content and narrative style of foreign 
stories, inspired by customs and traditions of their country, represented a policy of the 
periodical in the years around the first competition. See, for example, the notes 
accompanying Harte's "To PpuXc%tevov X(optiov", 1882 A', 326, and Turgenev's 
"H(O'ý: 
wcoftijkwouatv ot PdJacyot% 1883 A', 257. 
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precise, 81 which attests to the vagueness enveloping the genre, and also 
reveals the priorities determining its perception. Along withA. Rangavis, who 
emerged as the first Greek short story writer. 82 the names of Xenos (only in 
the cLrmouýncf_rne_rR_), , Ramfos and Ainian (only in the report) appeared. Most of 
the works of the above authors, mentioned or implied by Politis, do not 
actually fall into the category of the short story. Perhaps the most accurate 
reference was that to Ainian. His name was linked to stories recreating scenes 
from the Greek revolution; apparently Politis had in mind the texts published 
under the general heading "' HOil icut F_'0tgcc ro)v Ekkil'wov tmt npCCýEtý 
'KCCT(X rIIV En0CV(X(yT(X(yIVII. 83 As one may easily infer, both the depiction of 
customs and the patriotic content of these stories coincided with the aims of 
the competition regarding the subject matter of 6tilp7pa. Ramfos' case is more 
I complicated, because behind his 'TF_XvtKcoTFp(x Tc(oq 8t'q7TIg(x'rCC, the content 
of which is based on the story of Ali Pasha of Yiannena, we discern his novel 
At w/levratat 71yepat rov AAq' Racra (1862). 84 Similarly, in Xenos' case we 
may assume that readers would have been more familiar with his best-known 
novels, although his name in the restricted context of the proclamation was 
not connected with specific texts. 85 As for Rangavis, his novel 0 avOývr7lý 
, rov MopEo_)g (1850) and novella 0 avypollatoypdoog (185 1) were singled 
out as "c'vrEXv(x K(xt (XICP(Xt0V6')q F_XXIJVIKdC". while his actual short stories 
were sweepingly dismissed, because they "(xpipol')(Ttv F_0VIKTJq Xpot(xq" (1). 
Of course this confusion does not reflect Politis' misconception of the 
genre, as we have seen that he was aware of its distinct character. His account 
of the Greek background of the short story indicates that from the angle of the 
competition conforming to the dogma of "F-0vu-cil Xpot6l' was more important 
as a means of classifying a workos a6i Jyi7ya than its actual generic character. 77 
81 Vizyinos' and Vikelas' absence was more accidental than it has been maintained by 
Moullas, "To vF-oF-XXi1vtico 8tilyil4oc-.. ", ýt', and Politou-Marmarinou, 137-139. They must have 
been the authors implied by the reference to promising new short story writers (Hqpqpr7JPa 
, rqý EaTiag 1883 B', 1-2). In keeping with the conservative tone of the report, only a general 
mention was made of authors who had just started writing stories. Besides, the importance of 
Vikelas' Aovw77*g Adpag was repeatedly underlined in Estia (see note 107 below), while 
Vizyinos' "To ccg(x'prqg(x rqý 471, cpo; ýtou" was proudly announced several months before its 
actual publication (Ae.; LTiov v7g Eariag, 26/12/1882,1). For chronological evidence and 
testimonies about Vizyinos' (and Vikelas) friendly relation with the periodical, see 
Papakostas, To irEpto&Ko Eava ... Mia Ogaq icca pta avvOw77,21-29. 82 Cf. the comment accompanying the publication of Rangavis' "Btoyp(xOt'(x rou EpF-XOF-toV' 
1877 B', 483: "Eive yvu)(nov ou ac ro)v Xoyaov ilgcov 46vo; o 1C. Mxylmpll; F-1C(XXxtF'-pyTJCTF- 
'rov 0,68ov rol)', rov T11; otxoxo 'cc; gET , F-ntr1)x1, (x; Yt 
83 Kayialis, "A'qglyupto; Amciv", 122-123. 
84 Tonnet, 'Wcovarownivo; Pd'ýtoo; ", 286. 
85 These novels are H 77pwig v7g EXXilwici7g Eiravac-racEcog (1861) and 0 61apoXog 'Ov 
Toppicia (1862). For Xenos' novels and stories, see Victoria Chatzigeorgiou-Chasloti, 
"XTF'-Oo: vo; EEE'Vo; ", H iraXaw-rEp77 7wýoypaoia gag ... A'(1830-1880), 
382-383. 
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It also shows how fundamental this dogma would become in relation to the 
aesthetic evaluation of the genre. 
Inconsistencies also occurred with regard to the subject matter 
required or*6inyi7pa. The emphasis was placed on tradition and history, since 
an instructive role was attributed to the genre concerning the arousal of 
patriotic feelings and the consolidation of a national identity. 86However, we 
also detect references to social life ("FIKOV(OV TOA) KOIV(OVt]COI') OtO10"), 
psychology ("M/uxoko'ytK71v (mik-outv") and description of characters 
( 117rEprypaollv F-vO; X(XP(XKT7Jpoý') in the definition given in the first report. 
This suggests that the field of urban reality and a more profound treatment of 
subject matter were not incompatible with the aims of the competition, at 
least on a theoretical basis. 87Furthermore, at a particular point in the report, 
the diversity of Greek social reality and the fact that it had not yet acquired a 
definite shape were designated as an interesting ground for the short story 
writer who might wish to approach it with the method of "P(xOcl(x; gFXkT1; " 
(1). 
Although urban reality and psychology remained largely unexplored 
in the first three competitions, one author did send a short story of this type. 88 
Mitsakis' "To P(X'7rrtGg(X1189 won the first commendation in the first 
competition, with the adjudicators observing that it succeeded in making the 
central character "7rt(YrF-, ucov imt O^oaticov". 90 Nevertheless, when the story 
was published in Estia (1883 B', 781-788), it was accompanied by a less 
favourable editorial note. The protagonist was now said to be depicted as a 
if VF-KPO'CV (MOCYPOCOtim": 
H Kocrwn'-pw OcOlipylial; 8EV 70,11poti t'(Y(O; OXOV TOV GKOTCOV, 8t'Ov 
'yp X T(Xt' 86V F-I'V(Xt IC(XO(Xp 'q 8tll-t'qg(X, O)q 86V 
I 
Et'V(Xt 'K(XO(Xp(l'); (" OE (0 
iga I aq monottav 11 ct; 8p(x govov X(xp(xlcrllp. 1181)V(Xro V'(XV(XXOI, 
ic(xt 1181)v(xTo K(xDXt(yr(x va gF-, r(xTcX(x(yOil F-t; img(o8tow. H 
I TUXPOC80ý0; "K(Xt F-lUtpk'tl'rtKII TCPO(5(07ttKO'rq;, 'Tflq OTCOM; VEKPOCV 
(xpg(Ocytv Oct ETCORF-Vat 7p(xgg(xt, (Tict(X'YP(XOt, oCV Tcapowrat va Xx 
'r fl8l)v(xlro V(X gopowoll F-t; E[tAv-oxov -OTEOV -07co TTIV nVOTIV 
86 See the reference of the report: "otwxppint(Ttv TOI) F-OVtKOA)' OPOVTjg(XTO; K(XI Eg7CVF-Ij(TIV 
yF-vv(Xt(ov (xt(YOqg(X', To)V', Hapapv7pa v7g Eartag 1883 B', 1. Cf. the following expressions 
/ if it from the proclamation: "ilOtici1v F-nt'8pcc(TtV', "wEAE(Yet; e0vmd; , F-TEt 'rol) 
Ovticol') 
XCCP(XICV' 0' "" ORGO71g(X T11; Tcpo; Vx IE Tpt(X (XY 
, 71; ". lpo; ", "TIJ; 8toclExcCaeo); 'T(I)V 71 (OV , 'Co 
(X (XTC 
87 Cf. Voutouris, Og Etg icaOpETv7v..., 204-205. 
88 Xenopoulos' "E/%Xijvticob' (xyo)vo; co rptocKo(Tt(X'8p(xXgov EnOXov", submitted to the 
second competition, also had an urban content, inspired by the behind - the - scenes activity 
of the first Estia competition. For the negative criticism it received, see the second report, 
Ae, ýn'ov vIg EaTiag 3/6/1884,1-2. 
89 On the content and ideological orientation of "To P(innag(x", see Moullas, "To 817IyTWcC, 
(X1J'rOPtOYP(XOt'(X... ", KF-'-Ký'. 
90 HapapT77ya v7g Edn'ag 1883 B, 3. 
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f 
gF-'Y(X 001)1(Xq, (t); 11, TO (Xý1(0"rmov OE-, g(x l8tocý0-6a'q; ýLcxklj; 
OpevokO, you (781). 
Interestingly, the disapproval of the story was underpinned by generic 
criteria. The subject Mitsakis selected was too complicated to be treated in a 
mere short story, therefore the more ambitious genres of the drama and the 
epic were evoked. However, this contradicted the reference of the report to 
"PaOeita gekkTf, which suggested that there was potential in the genre for 
the treatment of even complex themes. 
This intermingling of genres in a note covering only a few lines reveals 
that the editor was not so much speculating on generic issues as puzzled by 
Mitsakis' sceptical attitude to the Great Idea. In this respect the initial 
comment that the story did not fulfil its aim becomes illuminating. Since "To 
P67Cnaga" criticised patriotism, it departed from the aims of the competition, 
therefore it had to be stripped of the label &W77ya. Basically, this process was 
antithetical to the classification of longer works in the genre. In these cases the 
presence of "F-Ovu-cll Xpotd" replaced the generic criterion. In Mitsakis' case 
the neglected concept of genre was employed to conceal the real reason for 
the rejection of the story: the absence of a proper national orientation. Once 
more the theoretical premises of the competition, which defined the 
psychological description of a character as a possible subject, run counter to 
its actual intentions: the psychological approach might hide dangerous 
implications for the ideology the competition promotes. 91 
If Mitsakis' story departed from the perception of 6t7l'y77ya, as 
envisaged in the first three competitions, Drosinis' "Xp-0(FoiA(x", which won 
the prize in the first competition, epitomised all the organisers asked for in a 
short story. 92 It covered about fifteen two-column pages in the periodical 
(1883 B1,765-780), and this matched the length of a nouvelle. It was a 
if it XaptuyvxTov ocypoTtKov a8uUtov , which satisfied readers, because of its 
pleasant content, but also instructed them, by pointing out the dangers of 
someone, like the protagonist, trying to leave the simple life of the village. 
The author displayed "scientific" accuracy in his descriptions, as he had 
117rapaTilplITtico, 'vEyy-o; " rural reality. 93 The )T(XT(x (T7Co-08(x(y(x; FK rou (n) 
narration was plausible and smooth and the dialogue vivid and natural. All 
these elements were constantly recalled in the first three reports as a means of 
praising or criticising the short stories submitted, and this is as far as the 
91 Cf. Politou-Marmarinou, 139. 
92 Cf. Vitti, J6EOAOyjc7,, Rxvrovpyia.... 68, Moullas, "To vF-oF-X?, ilvtKo 
93 Hapapv7ya T77g EaTtag 1883 B', 3. 
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adjudicators went in the poetics of &77p7pa. Consequently, the narrative 
features of the genre remained unexplored. What mattered was content, 
ideology and the adoption of simple realist poetics. 
Thus, there was a divergence between the theoretical premises of 
Kasdonis' competitions and their real intentions as reflected in practice. 
Although a definition in the first report suggested that 6tijyi7ya was 
conceived as a distinct genre, following the classic short story model, 
elements extracted from the same text or the more general context of the 
competitions undermined this idea. Furthermore, there were inconsistencies 
as regards the content demanded from the genre. Despite the fact that urban 
themes and psychological approaches were theoretically acceptable, 8ti7fp7pa 
was regarded as more suited to the depiction of rural reality and the 
representation of national themes. These contradictions stemmed from the 
periodical's aspiration to exploit the genre as a vehicle for the creation of a 
genuinely national literature and, by extension, for the promotion of national 
ideology. 941n this respect, there was no need for the discussion of its generic 
character, or for the careful use of the term for narratives of a restricted 
length. The aesthetic principle dominating in its evaluation was "F-OVtXfl 
XI it , po a; whatever narrative displayed this feature could be characterised as a 
6t il'yTly a- 
* 
The competition Xenopoulos organised in 1895 has aroused less critical 
attention than the previous ones. 95 The alterations that stemmed from it are 
indicative of the development of the concept of btijp7pa between 1883 and 
1895. Xenopoulos consciously distinguished this competition from those that 
preceded: he called it the first competition instead of the fourth. The text of 
the proclamation (1895,40) was different in tone and ideological aim from 
that of Politis. Dispensing with a prologue on the need for fostering the genre, 
Xenopoulos defined the rules, the first one stating that the competition would 
be repeated, so that many prize-winning texts would be published. 
The second rule was the most significant, because it may be contrasted 
with the guidelines of previous announcements. Authors would be free in 
their choice of content (whether touching or humorous) and language, the 
94 Some critics have argued that the ideological context of these competitions was the same as 
that used to back up the historical novel in the Romantic period. The difference was that now 
it was linked to another genre, see Vitti, WoXoyiiol IlEurovp 'a..., 75, 
Voutouris, Dý Etý YL 
tcaOpVr, r77v..., 203-204, Gotsi, Experiencing-, 33. 
95 Papakostas, To 7XptO6uc6' Eau'a... 95-100. 
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only condition being that the theme should be Greek. Thus, the only element 
Xenopoulos kept from the earlier competitions was the Greek subject, without 
referring though to its ideological exploitation. His mention of humorous 
stories might have alluded to the prejudice of the previous competitions 
against stories containing satirical elements. 96As a result, the short stories 
submitted were more diverse in character. The majority belonged to urban 
fiction; in the case of a text, whose idyllic setting recalled ethography, the 
adjudicators adopted an ironic attitude ("gerd' rný F-t8, Akto'YP(XO1KT1; 
KOIVOTOTCt'(X; TOW MIITP(J)V, TOW K(08(OV1(Tg(X"TO)V KM TOW PEkWTýW"T(OV", 
208). 97 Behind this comment we discern an aversion to the type of story 
promoted by the competition of 1883, which gave rise to many texts of similar 
content and disputable artistic quality. 
The length defined by Xenopoulos was also much briefer (up to two 
columns) than that in the preceding competitions. This was combined with 
Estia's general policy during its last period, when a concept of 8t7l'y77ya closer 
to the French conte gained ground and several short stories of one or two 
columns were published. 98 In this competition the idea of brevity also 
emerged as significant for the critical perception of the genre. This contrasted 
with the attitude of earlier competitions which, while recognising brevity 
among the chief characteristics of &77p7ya, did not always use it as a criterion 
for generic classification. Indicative of the change was a comment in the 
correspondence column, published around the time of the fourth competition. 
The periodical's answer to someone wishing to submit a &77"p7pa was that the 
briefer the text, the better (1895,48). 
The report of this competition had a lighter tone, reflected in its 
humorous and ironic style. 99 Unlike the first report, in which the belated 
development of the genre in Greece and its ideological potential were 
emphasised, here the interest was focused on the short story as an artistic 
creation. The lack of systematic criticism and, consequently, of appropriate 
criteria for the evaluation of published works was underlined and one of the 
96 Xenopoulos himself had submitted such a story, "Ekki1vtKO15 CC'Y(I')VOq TO 
(XTC TPMKOM65pecXýtov bl(xOkov", to the second competition. Mitsakis' "To Pi Tta[ux" also had a 
satiric nuance; for the negative reception of these stories, see pages 56-57. 
97 The report was published in three instalments in the volume of 1895 and is reprinted in 
Papakostas, To ixpio6wo Edna-, 202-220. My references are based on Papakostas. 
98 See, for instance, Miltiadis Oikonomakis, "H K(ATMX" 1893 A', 126, "0 K(XOPF-'OTq; " 1894, 
430-431 and Eftaliotis' stories (see notes 35 and 36). 
99 The adjudicators were Roidis, Palamas and Kourtidis (reporter of the committee). 
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aims of the competition was to fill this gap-100 The significance of this report 
lies in this realisation; for the first time in the context of Estia the need to 
formulate appropriate criteria and aesthetic rules for the genre was pointed 
out. 
In this light, one would naturally expect that the comments of the 
adjudicators would have centred on the special demands of the short story. 
However, they declared that the low quality of the submitted texts prevented 
such observations. Thus, as in the previous competitions, their remarks did 
not refer to 3t7l'yqya as a distinct genre, but to the general conventions of 
fiction in this era. The poetics of realism with the notion of plausibility and 
the emphasis on the logical representation of facts dominated the criticism of 
the submitted stories. The issue of "F-tpýtOq" was a recurrent requirement for 
all the texts and, in essence, the basic criterion for their evaluation. It is 
noteworthy that every time the adjudicators believed that this principle was 
violated, they proceeded to extensive observations and occasionally to drastic 
interverttio-r-, in the plot of some stories. 101 
This preoccupation with "F-tpgog" conceals an aspect useful to our 
exploration of the character of the genre, even though it was not explicitly 
connected to its features in the report. The principle of the logical 
organisation of facts ("(x1, )(YTT1p(x' O6X/XT]X, 01)Xt'(X TOU (XtTt'01) 'K(Xt TOU 
(x7ro, rF-Xý(Ygcc, roq", 216) alludes to the classic plotted short story model. In 
particular, Poe and later Matthews, argued that everything in a story should 
be mathematically organised to lead step by step to a concrete cause-102Poe 
was also mentioned in this report, because he had managed to be "(W1071q F-V 
, ro) O(xvrcc(TrvKO')" (219). Thus, the expectations of the committee from the 
participants were defined accordingly. Furthermore, the implausible plot of 
"H K(Xký)p(x To-o npo8orif was contrasted (214-215) with that of Merimee's 
"Mateo Falcone", a story with thematic similarities. "Mateo Falcone" is often 
projected as a model text for the traditional short story, on the basis of its 
rigorous compression and unity of effect. 103Hence it may be viewed as the 
story perfectly expressing the standards set for the poetics of the genre by the 
competition. 
100f. 6, OrE F EV O(X "ro 8tokol-) (XVG)OE? x; V(X 'VF-'T(Xt Evt v 'Tot; 8tecyom(7ý10ti; koyoq 7IF-pt 11 Yt 
V%W)v Ttv(Ov K(XXOXOYtKo, )V, V(X KOOPtiýO)VUxt (Xpx(xt, TtVE;, V(X X(XP(X1CTTJPt, 
ý7jvXt EV F-, Pyov, 
V(x K(XT(xr(x(Y(Yqr(xt Etg (T1jyyp(xOFn'); " (204). 
101 See the comments on "Kptivo; K(xt Po8oi'Wx" (208-209), "H K(X?, ý)Pcc Tol) npo8ovj" (212- 
215), "ATc(xpcvr'9pflcov 8p(x'ýux" (216) and "Ovapo RUTOVUKTLou" (219). 
102 Poe, "Nathaniel Hawthorne", 215-217, Matthews, 30-31. 
103 ibid., 65-66, Smith, 591, Engstrom, 634. For the importance of this story, see Introduction, 
section b. 
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The initial promise of the report to formulate a critical discourse on the 
genre boiled down to one remark, which reiterated, albeit in a more 
systematic way, views traced in Estia back in the 1880s. According to the 
adjudicators, "0 8(x'(YK(xko; " (210) was not a short story, but a sketch. The 
distinction was made on the grounds that "(TK1(X7P(XO1(x" had a vaguer 
character and demanded a less organised construction ("(xoptaTov To 
8t(Y_7p%tg(x") than a &Rp7ya. Moreover, a short story focusing on the 
depiction of a specific character might follow two models: that of 
117cpomonoypuOtia" or that of "Ti)'Tcoý'. The former portrayed the idiosyncratic 
characteristics of an individual, while the latter concentrated on the 
presentation of the common characteristics of a group of people through a 
representative person. Although "npo(Yo)no'yp(xOt'(x" and "T'Dno; " were modes 
compatible with the notion of the short story, "CFK1(X7P(XOJ'(X" was viewed as a 
different genre. Such tenuous distinctions did not indicate a significant 
evolution in the perception of &i7plya. Behind them we detect, first, an 
interesting association with painting and photographic techniques, a result of 
the relation of these arts with the poetics of realism; 104 secondly, a bias 
towards a less plot-oriented short story, a stable aspect in the perception of 
the genre during these years. 
In conclusion, despite the initial premise of this competition that a 
critical discourse would be constructed, the comments that illuminated the 
character of the genre were few. However, the fact that we do not trace the 
generic contradictions that appeared in previous reports was a sign of 
progress. The insistence on brevity suggested some development in its 
perception. Moreover, the criticism of the type of story, favoured by the 
earlier competitions, the liberating of the genre from its national and 
instructive role, and its emergence as an independent artistic construct 
inaugurated a more promising era with regard to thematic and narrative 
modes. 
* 
But how did the competitions contribute to the clarification of the 
generic character of 3t77, yqya? Despite the transition from contradiction 
(Kasdonis' competitions) to consistency (Xenopoulos' competition), from 
nouvelle to conte, and from ideology to art., the rules governing the poetics of 
the form remained unexplored. This vagueness was not as retrogressive as it 
-o), T(X, TTIV laxt 
(YTCOI)8(xtorccrllv EOEA')PE(Ftv TIIZ i 104 See the reference of the report to the "vF 
Ouroypaomig", 211. 
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appears. First, the protean nature of the genre complicated generic definition 
cmd it was precisely this characteristic that made 8i7lyi7ya the appropriate 
field for the projection of various needs in the 1880s. The contradictions 
emerging from the proclamations and reports of the competitions attested to 
the distance between delicate theoretical aspects and the practical quest for a 
national prose fiction. 
Secondly, in the literature of other countries the critical interest in 
generic issues usually develops many decades after the rise and systematic 
production of the genre. The belief, underlying the Estia competitions, was 
that a new, hitherto underdeveloped, genre was fostered. As earlier short 
story writing was dismissed, it could not trigger discussions about the poetics 
of the form. This would occur only after a short story tradition, developed by 
the standards the competitions had set, would have been shaped. For the 
present what mattered, and perhaps what sufficed, was the formation of the 
genre in terms of content and ideology, and its exploitation for the growth of 
an originally Greek prose fiction. 
The role of the Estia competitions in the development of 61 77y77ya lies in 
their contribution to its establishment in the literary hierarchy. Although the 
history of the short story prior to 1880 should not be overlooked, the genre 
had to struggle with various undermining factors. 105 The Estia competitions 
consciously nurtured it and set up a critical discussion, which, despite its 
inconsistency, marked a step of progress, compared with the indifference of 
previous decades. The genre also acquired prestige through the 
competitions. 106 It was no longer a by-product, but gave authors the chance to 
win prizes and respect, because through their work they contributed to a 
national aim. Thus, the long-mis construed prose and, particularly, the 
neglected genre of the short story, assumed a parallel role to that poetry had 
exercised in earlier poetic competitions. 
Admittedly, the Estia competitions did not produce significant stories. 
The works submitted were, with a few exceptions, of poor quality, a fact of 
which the organisers were aware. A careful examination of the periodical 
reveals that its competitions were not considered as important in the history 
of the genre and were definitely not seen as a starting point for its 
development. By contrast, such a role was often attributed to VikelasAoi)lc 1 77ý 
105 See Introduction, section c. 
106 See Suzanne Ferguson, "The Rise of the Short Story in the Hierarchy of Genres", Short 
Story Theories at a Crossroads, 176: "the issue is not simply the formal development of a genre 
but also how and when the short story was accepted as a highbrow, or prestige, genre". 
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Ad"pag. 107 Moreover, E. Uqvtica' &77y77"yara yETa Tow Etico"vo)v TO)v 
CTV77paOEa)v (1896), an anthology which aimed at covering the progress of 
6illyi7l. ta from 1880 on, did not mention the competitions, although its editor 
was Kasdonis. 108 However, we discern their positive results in the increasing 
number of stories published in Estia after 1883. This proves that they had 
provided an incentive for authors to experiment with the genre. 
c. Estia, its "'rival"' Rambagas and 6tijyj7ya. conservatism versus innovation? 
If Estia was the most respected and long-lived periodical of the period 
1880-1900, other contemporary publications are regarded by certain critics as 
more avant-garde. In particular, Politou-Marmarinou juxtaposes Estia's 
hesitation in publishing the work of young unknown authors to the more 
open attitude of Rambagas (1878-1889). 109 Moreover, in an article exclusively 
devoted to Rambagas, she underscores its positive contribution to Greek 
literature. 110 Rambagas' publication of the initial chapters of Zola's novel, Nana 
(1879), a landmark in that it introduced Naturalism in Greece, has bestowed 
an innovative aura upon it. 111 The examination of this newspaper enables us 
to explore its response to the fostering of the genre during the 1880s. 112 It Will 
also reveal whether its association with radical literary movements such as 
Naturalism gave rise to a type of story distinct from that promoted by Estia. 
In other words, was Rambagas more progressive than Estia in relation to 
8t77, yi1ya? 
A survey of the miscellaneous material contained in Rambagas shows 
that, as the subtitle ("F_OT1gEptq TCOXtT1KO(Y(XTtPtK1J") implied, its orientation 
was mainly political and only secondarily literary. The majority of the 
published texts revolved around political or social life, and even the literary 
texts (for instance, poems on the title page) dealt with politics. As for 
107 Palamas, 'Airavm B', 155, Xenopoulos, 368-369, Avccovto Pou'pto T Atourq, "To 
vF, oF, kkijvt-KOv 8t ' ijým", 1893 A', 386. 11Y 
108 H av.; L/loy77 "EXXi7wica 6u7p7ya-ra" rov 1896, ed. Vassilios Tomadakis, 
'15pijýux 
NF, oF_Wjvuc(OV Drou&)V 1998. 
109 Politou-Marmarinou, 128 (note 10). 
110 Eleni Politou Marmarinou, "H F_OijgF_pi'8cc Papirayag Km q augpokfl Tfl; aTflv 
WONEW071 T71; VF_OE? J, 'qVt1CTj; koyorFXvt'cc; ", Hqpvaacrog 21: 2 (1979), 235-253. Rambagas was 
edited by Kleanthis Triantafyllos and until 1880 by Vlassis Gabrijlidis. 
Ill For the significance of Nana, see Vitti, Mtolloyvc7l )xtTovpYta.... 57-63, Mastrodimitris, 15- 
16 and Roderick Beaton, "Realism and Folklore in Nineteenth-Century Greek 
Fiction", BMGS 
8 (1982-1983), 106. 
112 Rambagas' publication covered the period between the 14th August of 1878 and the 
4th 
May of 1889, with several interruptions from 21/7/1883 until 18/9/1883, then 
from 8/9/1885 
until 1/1/1886 (with the exception of two special issues in 14 and 
18/10/1885), after that 
from 14/8/1886 until 19/10/1886 and, finally, from 16/4/1887 until 6/12/1887. 
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literature, the emphasis was put on poetry113 and the novel. 114 A, 77, Y77ya was 
more neglected, judging by the fact that less short stories by fewer short story 
writers than Estia were published. In general, issues contained one short story 
or none, while in some issues the novel was represented by two works of 
different writers. In addition, Rambagas did not concern itself with short story 
criticism: we do not find any reviews or comments dedicated to the genre. 
This evidence indicates that the newspaper promoted the established genres 
of poetry and the novel rather than the rising genre of the short story. The 
question is what did it actually contribute to the formation of &77yi7ya in the 
decade 1880-1890? 
During this decade we may single out two short periods which were 
relatively rich in short stories. The first covered the span between the second 
half of 1883 and the first months of 1885. The second coincided with the 
months in which Rambagas changed its style (from 6/12/1887 until 
18/3/1888) and its political and satirical character acquired a further literary 
dimension ("coilgF-piq Tcokmml, 0tXOXOYtKTJ 'K(Xt F-10TP(Xn0. oq"). Since this 
period was very brief, we will focus our examination on the longer first 
period, which raises some interesting issues. 
Although most of the writers in Rambagas used pseudonyms of a 
satirical cast in accordance with its satirical style, we may identify 
Kondylakis, 115 Polemis, 116 Xenopoulos, 117 Drosinis118 and Kambouroglou. 119 
Translations of foreign short stories are, first, quite few and, secondly, not 
accompanied by editorial notes, projecting them as models which might 
inspire the Greek writers, as it is the policy of Estia. 120 Moreover, some of 
them were followed by indications such as "K(XT(X TO 70CkktKOV" without a 
reference to a particular writer. 121 I also have the impression that some stories 
113 On the first page there was always a poem with satirical content; sometimes poems also 
appeared on other pages. On a more detailed account of the poetry published, see Politou 
Marmarinou, "H FO7jWpt'8cc Pqyiraya`ý... ", 246,251-252. 
114 In "Emou?, Xi; coi) Pay7rayd" translations of novels by de Kock or Zola were published 
and only occasionally short stories (Greek or translated). On the last page we often find 
publications of Greek or foreign novels. 
115 Kondylakis was one of the most regular contributors; his stories were published in almost 
every issue between 9/10/1883 and 9/2/1884. See, for example, "0 np(OCo; [toU Ep(O; ", 510, 
9/10 1883,4-7, "0 r(YccXnt'vTj; ", 516,30/10/1883,4-6, published under the pseudonym 
HapacypOg K*. For the identification of this pseudonym with Kondylakis, see Politou- 
Marmarinou, "H eoijýtepti&x Pay7rayag... ", 247 and Kyriakos Delopoulos, NEoE. U77vIKa 
OtAoAoytKa yfEv66vvya 1800-1981,2nd rev. and exp. edn, EAIA 1983 (first pub. 1969), 185. 
116-0 F'-pwsr, ri)o?, o; ", 530,18/12/1883,6-7,531,22/12/1883,5-7- 
117-0 (yý)ý, tyyo;, 71 (yjýý-Oyo; K(Xj 0 tepF' 14', 601,26/8/1884,6-7,602,30/8/1884,6-7. 
118,, 0 i1p(otago; et; r(x auvopa", 763,13/7/1886,6-7. 
119 "0 gticpO; avOono)), %", 5,20/12/1887,2-7 (published under his pseudonym 
"(DXoý"). 
120 See note 80. 
121 See, for instance, "To ivxpot"', 599,19/8/1884,6-7,600,23/8/1884,8. 
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which have a foreign setting are translations or adaptations from foreign 
literature. 122The absence of the authors'names and of the titles of the original 
texts suggests that the editor was rather filling gaps in the newspaper than 
projecting them as artistic constructs. This reveals a certain indifference 
towards the promotion of the genre. 
The sudden shift to the short story between the second half of 1883 and 
the first months of 1885 may be related to the Estia competitions of the 
time. 123As we pointed out, after the first competition, there was an increase 
in the publication of stories in Estia as well. Given that Estia became the 
solemn means of expression of the generation of 1880 and, due to its lack of 
radical style, probably addressed a wider public, we may conclude that the 
"vogue" for 6t7Jy77, ua originating in it also affected Rambagas. Thus, while 
prior to the last months of 1883 we had texts on the boundary of fact and 
fiction, after that stories appeared in almost every issue up to 1885.124Besides, 
despite its different character, the newspaper recognised Estia's contribution 
to the literary field, after the period of Diomidis'editorship. 125 
Yet Rambagas did not publish stories exploiting rural themes and 
containing nationalistic nuances. Only a few short stories by Kondylakis had 
a rural setting, but their satiric undertones were stronger than any ideological 
dimension. 126 A few texts with a serious patriotic content were included, but 
these were solitary efforts that did not fit in a more general ideological 
context. 127 The absence of ethographic stories from Rambagas seems strange, 
especially if we accept that the increase in &77p7para after 1883 was a 
consequence of the Estia first competition. Nevertheless, Rambagas' role as 
it EollgEplý ROXITMO(TOCTIPIKn" implies its emphasis on satire; thus the majority 
of stories appearing in its pages exploited this element. Consequently, the 
122 "To npo), rov OWIga", in seven instalments from 639,6/1/1885,7, "TF-(T(YccpF-; rpEkkot", in 
three instalments from 647,3/2/1885,6, "T(x uno8, qg(xccc rou AP8obk K(xG4t", 650, 
14/2/1885,6-7. For these stories the pseudonyms K)LýOv7g and AaOpoO77'pag were used; due 
to similarities in style and content with Kondylakis' stories, we may assume that he was 
behind them, as well as behind the pseudonym Aamro6Vri7g. Perhaps these pseudonyms had 
been deliberately chosen to indicate that the narrative material was lifted from the work of 
another writer. 
123 Cf. Karpozilou's observation that, after the 1883 competition, there was a general increase 
in the publication of Greek short stories in literary family periodicals, Karpozilou, 190-191. 
124 After that issues arising from the turbulent political reality attracted Rambagas' attention 
and overshadowed the presence of literature and, particularly, of the short story. 
125 See the favourable remark published in 685,20/6/1885,8. 
126 ,0 gp II co, rog gou F-par, ", 510,9 /10 1883,4-7. 
127 Kondylakis published under the more "serious" pseudonym IF77Xopartvoý K*, the 
patriotic stories "H Kp7icyacc opowil 71 'ro F-v Apiccc&o) tF-pov 
8pa'ýto: " 521,17/11/1883,4-7, 
522,17/11/1883,4-7,523,24/11/1883,4-5 and "To Pocwono-Ao rou Tq), opa"q", 537, 
1 12/l/1884,4-7. See also Drosinis'"O flpwtcyýto; F-t; r(x abvopa", 763,13/7/1886,6. 
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different character of the two publications explains their distinct attitude 
towards the content of the stories they published. Rambagas, influenced by 
Estia's efforts to promote the short story, adopted only the form of the genre 
and not its ideological connotations, while it gave it a style matching its 
character. 
Kondylakis emerges as a key figure in the trend of the satiric short 
story and the presence of &77y77ya in Rambagas, since mainly his works were 
published during this period. His stories mostly revolved around love; their 
vivid erotic descriptions added to them a humorous and provocative tone, 
reminiscent of Boccaccio's Decameron. Interestingly, Kondylakis frequently 
used the characterisation &77"y77ya on a self-referential level-128This occurred 
in an era when the term was not always used properly, and in a newspaper, 
which, as we shall see, preferred mixed type narratives. He also employed the 
term tcyroptico &JU77ya, which in his case was irrelevant to history: first, it 
served a promotional function, by projecting the extreme originality of a text 
about extraordinary events, and secondly stressed that, despite its oddities, 
the story had a factual basis. 129This type of story was incompatible with the 
sober model favoured by Estia, therefore, it would not have found a place in 
its pages. Consequently, Rambagas' contribution to the development of 
6t77y, qya in the 1880s lies in this in0tration of satire into the genre. However, 
the promotion of satiric stories lasted only a short time and was the work of 
one writer, so this contribution was small, compared with Estia's more 
organised efforts. 
Apart from the genuine short stories (i. e. presented by the authors or 
the editors as & 77y i am), we had a larger category of hybrid texts whose 77Y 
relation to the genre varied. They had a narrative and perhaps a fictional 
dimension and at the same time originated in everyday life, or contained 
speculations on social or political aspects. Roidis, for instance, published 
under the pseudonyms Lucifer and Alyyý, 130 the texts "Motx(Xkt8E; K(X1 
F_, r(Xjp(xt" (five instalments from 441,23/12/1882., 2) and "0 (5,0ý'U'Yo; To 
g0co(AVF-1 TF-kE1)T(Xt, o; " (sixteen instalments from 563,12/4/1884,2). The 
ev7 or zpayyazeta were used to underscore their subtitles icommicil Y-F.; L " 
connection with issues of social interest and enhance their satiric flavour. 
However, their fictional basis was apparent and they might be conceived as 
128 , Ot KjvjjyErt-KOj 'Okot roij ic. Koko-KuvOtdc8ou", 518,6/11/1883,4-6 , "Xccp t'oli 
Rwy, Mpw" in eight instalments from 524,27/11/1883,4-7. 
129 See his comments at the end of "'E-L)(x; KOplj", 623,11/11/1884,7. 
Cf. "To np(Oluov 
00,71g(x", which was characterised as taropticov Eirvao6toy, 644,24/l/1885,7, and 
"H npe), ril 
RnccpRnoA)v(Xpcc", for which the term iaropi7ya was used, 515,27/10 
/1883,7. 
130 For the identification of these pseudonyms with Roidis, see Delopoulos, 258-259. 
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It IfII 8t, 171190c'm ga"K'rob zbnou', if we follow Xenopoulos' division of Roidis' 
short fiction. 131 This connection between short story and essay echoes 
attitudes of the Romantic period towards the genre, 132 but also conceals the 
intrinsic proximity between the two forms, which makes absolute 
demarcation extremely difficult. 133 
Other hybrid texts had subtitles or extra-textual indications similar to 
those traced in Estia to denote a deviation from short story proper: mclivI1,134 
, cl V135 E1rp1(y0'610V136 1C01V(j)V11C0V 0(tyroypa077pa137 1(yrop(a138 1CO) / 
amaypaola. 139 Mroý. 140 The number of these texts in Rambagas as well as the 
various designations for them is greater than in Estia. In the same framework 
we must view Rambagas' preference for a special category of stories, dealing 
with seasonal celebrations such as Christmas, Easter or Carnival. 141 These 
texts apparently obeyed editorial policies and presented a twofold dimension, 
comparable to that of EticdvEý and sketches: they had an entertaining 
character and also reflected contemporary life. 
In addition, we have a plethora of texts which might be roughly 
classified under the characterisation of Zpovoypd077ya. These narratives 
commented on political issues in a satirical or sober style, 142 or, based on true 
events, approached them in a critical spirit and with social sensibility. 143 
Some were closer to journalistic reports, while others were almost short 
stories. Interestingly, their number was larger than that of conventional short 
stories the newspaper published. We may safely argue that, to a large extent, 
they filled Rambagas' need for short stories, because they suited more its 
131 Grigorios Xenopoulos, 'Airavra 11, Mnipil; 1971,251-254, Xenopoulos speaks of 
11 1 ImOap(x" or "Duptawi 8tijyljýwvx" and 'Vvaýtvll(TR; ]CM F-vcwc6)cYF-t; " or "ýIEVKTOA') TU'ROU 
8tilyligo: wC (252). 
132 For Rangavis' use of the term aPOpov for some of his stories, see Introduction, section c. 
133 See pages 48-50. 
134 For example, "Y-Kilvil AvywETtaKoi') X(xpF-gtoi')", 396,18/7/1882,2-4,397,22/7/1882,4-7, 
398,25/7/1882,4-6. 
135 For instance, "EtKove; A7roicpij(X', Tuccct; ", 23,21/2/1888,6. 
136 For instance, "Et; Tov Bal Masque", 805,29/1/1887,2. 
137 For example, "Aw rou 8wýtmtou ýtou gFý-Xpt T(Ov Ok'L)[L7C1(ov", 393,8/7/1882,2. 
138 See the stories published under the general title "IýLupvdimx' I': "Ry'ropta ýItcc; 
780,16/11/1886,4, "Rnoptia gta; qpoA8o; ", 787,9/12/1886,5, "Icruoplicc gm; ()Cn(xYO)YT1; ", 
793,23/12/1886,7. 
139 For instance, "H awxý%(X' TOU EIMTKOTCOU", 635,23/12/1884,6. 
140 "AOilvdiKoti m)'Tcot", 12,14/l/1888,4. For an analysis of "ri'mo; ", see page For short 
fictions published under this characterisation, see Gotsi, Experiencing-, 44 (note 58). 
141 See, for instance, "AnoKpijoov T(TtKvoirE'-O'r1j; ", 545,9/2/1884,4-7,546,12/2/1884,4-7, 
J1(x(YX(AtCC, rtKov", 660,24/3/1885,6-7,662,31/3/1885,6-8, "Drov K?,, q8ov(x", 686,26/4/1885, 
2-3. 
142 See, for instance, "0 IFF-vv(X8to; F-t; colu 'Pupp7j", 663,4/4/1885,6, "Ta naOijýtccroc 
iwcoAgTjotiou 7cpo)0wcoupyoV', 711,12/1/1886,6-7. 
143 See, for example, "H 7myMm", 464,13/3/1883,4-5, "To rpanF-ý6KC, 620,1/11/ 1884,2-5. 
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explicit social and political character. This also accounts for the comparatively 
small number of bt 77'y77/-IaTa published in the newspaper. 
After this outline of short fiction in Rambagas, we observe that 
journalism largely dictated its content and even its mode of writing. Not only 
did hybrid texts show this, but narratives clearly presented as 6ii7y1j'Para. 
There was a concept of directness between the author, the readership and the 
characters. Frequently the author addressed the reader to stimulate his 
interest, explain his narrative choices and emphasise the links between 
fictional and factual world. Sometimes at the end of his text he informed him 
that his next story would be even more interesting, or prepared him for the 
next instalment. 144 We have to do with editorial policies, which defined how 
a writer presented his narrative. This journalistic approach resulted in a much 
lighter type of 8t7jyi7pa, which, due to its interrelation with publishing 
conventions, was less organised than that of Estia. 
Thus, despite Rambagas" innovative character in publishing works by 
younger poets and projecting new literary movements, its attitude towards 
&4, /77ya is rather regressive, echoing trends of the Romantic years. We do not 
detect any awareness that the genre should be fostered. By contrast, the short 
story is overshadowed by the novel, or is often replaced by hybrid narratives. 
This association between &i7yi7ya and journalism reveals that the newspaper 
viewed the genre as second-rate literature, subject to editorial policies, and 
aiming mainly at the entertainment of its readership. However, if we wish to 
specify Rambagas' contribution to the history of the genre, it lies in endorsing 
a more playful short story in terms of content and poetics. Yet even this trend 
is unsystematic and did not open new paths, but rather continued what 
existed before - 
Conclusion 
The fact that Rambagas, the main rival of Estia in the 1880s, did not 
produce a different type of story or significant insights into the character of 
the genre, confirms Estia's role in its establishment. Despite its more 
conservative politics, Estia emerges as perceptive in organising the demands 
of the time in fiction. A simple comparison of short stories published in 
Estia 
and Rambagas corroborates this., revealing that the former not only published 
more, but also gathered the most influential authors and texts. 





"Euaq ic0pq" 623,11/11/1884,7. 
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The picture of the perception of 6t77y'qya between 1880-1900 that we 
get from Estia and Rambagas shows that this was the first stage of its 
conscious formation. A developing awareness of the need to nurture the 
genre was apparent in Estia. The short story attempted to gain the literary 
validity it lacked in the previous period and found the best way to achieve 
this through mainstream nationalism. Consequently, its formation occurred 
mainly in terms of content and ideology; its generic characteristics were of 
secondary importance and often deliberately blurred. We make assumptions 
rather than trace explicit statements. Thus, the interrelation with folk 
predecessors influenced the narrative modes of the short story. The attempt to 
distinguish between 6tify77ya and sketch or vtIC(D'v revealed that the former 
was conceived as an organised, plot-orientated narrative, whose extra-literary 
ideological aims must be subordinated to its literary aspect. The confusion 
around the concept of the genre tends to become more clear during the last 
decade of the nineteenth-century. Besides, a short story tradition had been 
created, which was already manifesting its positive and negative aspects. 
However, issues of generic definition rtwic&ried cQeyi and it became the 
role of the following decades to resolve them. 
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11. Towards a generic awareness: Panathinaia (1900-1915) and Noumas 
(1903-1917) 
The examination of the formation of bul'y7lya in the first two decades 
of the twentieth-century proves particularly interesting, because of the 
transitional character of the period. 1 The interplay of new literary trends with 
the genre and their clash or coexistence with already established tendencies 
affected its poetics and modified its perception. Our approach will be based 
on Panathinaia and NoumaS, 2 edited by Kimon Michailidis and Dimitrios 
Tangopoulos respectively. Panathinaia had a chiefly cultural and literary 
orientation, while Noumas, published as an'E0, qgept; 7cokutK71 - Kolv(ovtKfl 
- otkokoytmj" during those years, embraced a wider spectrum of interests. 
The style of the former was more moderate, while the latter adopted a 
provocative stance towards its era. Panathinaia, therefore, occupied an 
analogous position to that of Estia, whereas Noumas'role may be compared to 
that of Rambagas, inasmuch as both actively participated in contemporary 
socio-political life. 3 The exploration of two publications similar in spirit to 
those examined in the previous chapter will highlight the points of 
continuation and departure in the history of the genre. 
A fundamental contrast between Panathinaia and Noumas lies in their 
attitude towards language. Noumas propagated the rights of the demotic, as 
envisaged by Psycharis, while Panathinaia opted for a mixed language. 4 This 
created an antagonism between them, triggered by Noumas' harsh criticism 
towards Panathinaia's linguistic choices-5 At the same time, it entailed 
differences in their views on literature and, by extension, on the short story. 
In its effort to prove, first, that the demotic might also be used in more 
elevated literary discourse and, secondly, that it was the only appropriate 
language for a genuinely national literature, Noumas adopted an ethnocentrist 
I Yiannis Dallas, "Etmxy(oy7l", H iraWtorEp77 irEýoypaota gag... e' (1900-1914), loicOkTI; 
1997,12. 
2 Noumas f publication covered the whole period 1903-1931, but, due to the fact that its 
circulation was suspended twice (1917,1924), its history fell into three periods. The first 
extended from 1903 to 1917, the second from 1918 to 1924, and the third from 1929 to 1931. 
3 Charalambos D. Gounelas, "The Literary and Cultural Periodicals in Athens between 1897 
and 1910', P MavrarooWog 
17 (1981), 31-32. 
4 Cf. ibid., 30-31. 
5 This criticism often targeted Panathinaia's editor, Michailidis, and one of its major 
contributors, Xenopoulos. See, for example, Noumas 82 (8/2/1904), 1; 211 (26/3/1906), 
7-8; 
298 (1/8/1908), 1-2. For Noumas' policy towards its opponents, see Y. H. Kaloyiannis, 0 
Noupag icat 17 EiroX77 rov (1903-31). EýýUtycot' icai t8mýoytycoi aya)vEg, EntK(xtpoTi1Tcc 
1984,56-59. For the reactions of Panathinaia, see 0' (1904-1905), 34, IB' (1906), 174, IE' (1907- 
1908), 222, K' (1910), 170. 
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perspective. 6 By contrast, Panathinaia aimed to introduce foreign literary 
trends into Greek literature, 7 hence its point of view may be characterised as 
cosmopolitan. Given the longevity and success of both publications and the 
fact that their contributors were the most eminent writers of the time, we may 
assume that they offer representative insights into the character of the genre. 
a. The cosmopolitan context: Panathinaia 
, At77, r77ya occupied a prominent position in Panathinaia: the short story 
column appeared first in the table of contentS8 and the majority of the prose 
literary texts published belonged to this category. The periodical is also an 
important source for short story criticism. Along with articles dedicated to an 
overall assessment of the work of significant short story writers, 9 in a special 
section of every issue, entitled "To 8F_"KOC7[F_VO'flgF_POV",, we find reviews of 
stories, written by notable critics such as Xenopoulos, Nirvanas, Voutieridis 
and Zervos Aretas. 
The works of short story writers of previous generations (Roidis, 
Papadiamantis, Moraitidis, Kondylakis, Xenopoulos, Papadopoulou, 
Chris tova silis., Vlachoyiannis) and of others who have more recently 
appeared to the literary fore (Episkopopoulos, Nirvanas, K. Chatzopoulos, 
Rodokanakis, Papantoniou, Paroritis, Voutyras, Kazantzakis, Lapathiotis, 
Polyviou - Dimitrakopoulou) were published. While the first group had 
already gone down a well-trodden path, the second aspired to open up new 
horizons. The co-existence of these different approaches makes Panathinaia a 
mirror of this transitional stage in short story history. 
The cosmopolitanism of the periodical was manifested in the emphasis 
it placed on the promotion of foreign literature. Articles appeared on foreign 
short story writers1O and translated stories were often accompanied by 
6 For the demoticists' ethnocentrism, see Dimitrios Tziovas, The Nationism of the Demoticists 
and its Impact on their Literary Theory (1888-1930), Amsterdam, Hakkert 1986. 
7 Cf. Gounelas, 31. 
8 After volume IT' classification changed; instead of organising the contents in terms of 
enres, they used the contributors' names in alphabetical order. 
See, for instance in volume IIF' (1906-1907), Grigorios Xenopoulos, "Avrpekc; KccPKo43vcaoc; ", 
45-49, Pavlos Nirvanas, "AXý4=8po; FIccmx5tccg(X'VTij; ", 7-13, Kostis Palamas, "Fpqyopto; 
"7EvO'icouko; ", 208-212. 
10 See Episkopopoulos' note on Poe and Wells, B'(1901), 425-426; Nirvanas' articles on the 
erotic short stories of the Italian Renaissance, YT' (1903), 727-730 and 
Tolstoy, KA' (1910- 
1911), 99; Avra Therou's article on Poe, IZ' (1908-1909), 278-280; the translated article on 
Gogol IH'(1909), 78-81; Chatzidakis' presentation of the work of the Norwegian BjOrnson, K' 
(1910), 84-86. 
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editorial notes on the authors. 11 The attitude of Panathinaia towards 
translation was selective: their aim was not to fill in editorial gaps, but to 
familiarise Greek readers with developments in foreign short fiction. 
Accordingly, although stories by older writers such as Pushkin, Merimee, 
Daudet were also published, the stress was on the representatives of the new 
trends. The Russian short story was particularly promoted through 
translations of Chekhov, Andreev, Dostoevski, Gorky, Bryusov, who were 
mostly known for a type of story that focused on the inner world of 
individuals and displayed symbolic undertones. 12More specifically, Chekhov 
was the most translated writer in Panathinaia, 13a fact of significance, given his 
role in the reformation of the genre. 14 In addition " exotic stories (Lafcadio 
Hearn, Kipling), and those written by aestheticists., such as Wilde and France, 
were preferred. The literary orientation of these authors (mainly symbolism 
and aestheticism) reveals the renovated frame of reference, in which the 
periodical hoped to place the Greek short story. 
As a starting point for our exploration of Panathinaia's perception of 
&77"p7pa we will use an article by the German byzantin l'-st , Karl Dieterich, 
entitled "To veo)"rF-pov eý, Xqvltcov &Tlyilýtu" (B', 1901,72-73). Although 
Dieterich linked Greek literature with late flowering, to which the translator, 
Filanthropinos, objected, his account was significant for two reasons. 15First, it 
provided evidence that at the time 4he shot+ *Iwas conceived as a distinct genre 
with specific features. Secondly, Dieterich's stance towards past and present 
short story production to a large extent reflected the views of the periodical. 
Although the word &7U77ya in the title apparently stood for prose 
fiction in general, 16 the juxtaposition between the short story and the novel 
that underlay the text signified their generic differentiation. Indeed in 
Panathinaia we find less serious misuses of the term &77y77ya compared with 
those traced in the previous period. The confusion mainly arose in cases of 
longer stories or short novels, due to the fact that a term for narratives of 
11 See the notes on Chekhov A' (1900-1901), 64,178 and Grazia Deledda 10' (1909-1910), 248. 
12 For these authors, see The Russian Short Story..., 39-41 (Dostoevsky), 110-122 (Chekhov), 
123-126 (Gorky), 132-135 (Andreev) and 137-138 (Bryusov). 
13 "'Epyov TE'Xvij; " A' (1900-1901), 64-67, "H OkiNft; " A' (1900-1901), 178-181, "0 gm')po; 
(x, T71g rijg npur7j; OF'-(Teo)q", ibid., 447-451, gov(xXOq" B'(1901), 50-56,106-112,149-153, "0 F-Tctp' 
"To PtoXti roi) Por(TtX8" H' (1904), 272-277, "H F-ic5t'-K1j(Ttq" KA' (1910-1911), 314-316, "Ot 
"' KB'(1911), 81-83, "0 yd'ýto; pzT(x 10-15 c'Tq" KIF'(1911-1912), 247. 'OTCOKPt'TCCt 
14 See Introduction, section b. 
15 According to Sachinis, Angelos Filanthropinos was Kourtidis' pseudonym, see Apostolos 
Sachinis, H irEýoypaota rov at(TO77rt(Tyov, E(YTt'(x 1981,260. Kourtidis, who appeared in the 
first volume as the editor - in - chief, expressed his reservations at the end of a note preceding 
the article. 
16 Characteristically, the development of both &4y77ya and yvOtarropqya was examined. 
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intermediary length had not been yet established. 17The contrast between the 
short story and the novel, although not found in the more general context of 
the periodical, represented a contemporary quest, for, as we shall see, it was a 
recurring preoccupation in Noumas. Dieterich argued that in Greek prose 
fiction the prevalent genre was the "gtKpov [ ... ] 
F-Yxrj)ptov kofticov 81TYYIJýI(X"' 
while the novel and the nouvelle were still underdeveloped, because "o 
K(xlpo; 8ev wptiýtwyEv etaen Tcpo; TouTo" (72). However, in these brief 
I narratives one might find if ETE(XPKECFT(XT(X (TnEpýumx gE-Y(X41'rE'-PO)V' ockTIO(I)q 
EOV1K(OV TCVF-1)gOCT1'K(0V 811ý110'Up7ijgd'Tctw". Thus, the short story marks the 
early literary history of a nation, while, when the circumstances become 
mature, longer and more ambitious genres emerge, which may better fulfil 
the aims of national literature. In other words, 6n7plya was not viewed as a 
genre in its own right, but rather as a preliminary stage on the road towards 
the novel. 
Dieterich also remarked on the poetics of the Greek "F,, yX(J)ptov 
8tT1, yTjg(x" and the faults it displayed. According to him, in this type of story "11 
8p(X'(: Ftq "K(Xt 71 'K(XXXt'rF-XVtK71 (Xl)'Tllq 8t(XgoPOO)CFtq -OTCOX(OPo1')Gtv F-t; 'ro 7UPO; 
TO I)XtKOV K(Xt T11V 'rO7rtO'YP(XOI'KTIV 8t(X'OE(YtV EV810COE'-POV, Tj 8F- 7100'YPOCOt'(X 
Kax(rckilggi)pt"ýF-t rTIv &T17TI(Ttv" (72). We have to do with static prose pieces, 
which foreground description and employ details, more thematically than 
organically linked to the narration. Accordingly, with the exception of 
Karkavitsas' stories, we find not individual characters, but types in them. It is 
evident that., from Dieterich's viewpoint, the value of these texts lay in their 
national undertones and not in their artistry. At the end of the article, he 
discussed their technical disadvantages: 
IFF-VIKOV (YXF, 80V RF-IOVF, 'K'r'q[t(X l8i(Oý T(OV ýW'YO. EITE'-p(OV CXkjjVtjC(OV 
8t7l, YTIR(X,, ro)v ctivc 11 (XrE, -4t(X TCF-Pt' T71V xexvtKllv TTIq auvouyaoq 'k, f icat il E, kEtxVtq ic(xXXtrF-XvtKij'q ot-Kovogtaq. H P-Oýavnvij 
I nx(x, r-oxo-ft, (X IC(Xt 0 lcopcoq, Ta 'r(ov n(xx(xtorE-, P(I)v 
F, P'Y(OV (OXt'YOCY'rE-O(Y(XV gFV, (Xkk' 0 OCV(XYV(0(7'rllq F-ý(XKOXOlL)OEt VOC 
7rpO(YKPOI)ll Et; (YK(OptCtq, (XMVEý K(XT(X "V T114tV 'TTI; I)X'q; F-V 'Til 
Kocgtvo) ril; oocvrwytiaý 5ev F-ýF-Xo)pt'(yOijaocv (73). 
For Dieterich the genre needed tight structure and narrative economy. 
Consequently, if the Greeks wished their national short story to be regarded 
as real art, they must conform to these standards and get rid of the defects, 
which Dieterich claimed were inherent in Greek literature. It is also implied 
17 For example, Xenopoulos' novel 0 Icolcu V09 PPaXOg (1905) was sometimes characterised 
as a &77y77ya (0', 1904-1905,128,218) and sometimes as a yvOtcrTOP77ya 
(ibid., 384). 
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that when this occurs, it would be easier for the longer genres of the novel 
and the novella, which demanded a more complex organisation, to develop. 
Although Dieterich's stance was determined by his sense that Greek 
literature was inferior to foreign,, as was the short story to the novel, it 
presented useful points. First, it was stressed that the Greek short story 
should be conceived in terms of an artistic and not merely of a thematic and 
ideological construction. Without abandoning local colour, it should depart 
from the narrative modes of ethography and use poetics suitable to the form. 
Secondly, Dieterich made a division between authors who had an indigenous 
orientation and those who had accepted foreign influences. For him, it was in 
the former group that one could find narrative imperfections, while the latter 
group pointed to a more promising direction for the genre. In particular, 
Dieterich singled out Nirvanas and underlined the harmony between 
Ecyo)TcpjKjjq ýonjq Kul To-o eý(orF-pmoo Koaýto'u" (73) in his stories. As we 
shall see below, this combination represented the standards of the period for 
A number of Dieterich's views were confirmed in the context of 
Panathinaia. In the case of "F_, yX(J)ptov 8t11, y'qg(x", we infer from the subtitles and 
content of some stories, that folk culture was still influencing the genre. This 
may be interpreted not only as a continuation of preceding tendencies, but as 
a further proof of the inherent relation between the short story and its folk 
predecessors. 18 Fairy-tale was particularly popular and was also represented 
by a considerable number of foreign stories. 19 Yet its usage in many cases 
significantly differed from that of the previous period. The nationalistic 
nuance was moderated and its symbolism, its mixture of realistic and 
supernatural elements and lyric potential were highlighted. The stories 
Nirvanas published under the general titles Mjato)", rvcEý taropteý, N77atoniica 
6t77yTjya, ra or HEpacy-e'va-ý-eXacyEva were typical of the way the above 
elements infiltrated texts with folk orientation. 20 
18 See, for instance, Yiannis Vlachoyiannis, "r1upag60ux" E' (1902-1903), 164-166, Alexandra 
Papadopoulou, "H Kopil Tilg 5dovilg" IB' (1906), 41-42, Christos Christovasilis, "To 
g(xpg(xpcogevo PmytkOnouko" IF' (1906-1907), 90-92, Theodoros Khronomos, 11o YCCgo; 'T01) 
(Y'TOIXIOIý)" IE)'(1909-1910), 10-13. 
19 See Moreas' tales, published under the general title HapayVOia vjý ira, ýaiag Fa. Uiag B' 
(1901), 296-298, IF' (1901-1902), 211-215, K' (1910), 20-22, Lafcadio Hearn's ICCTC(OvE'-ýticu 
RapaglAta" Iff (1909), 279-281,10' (1909-1910), 7-9,233, K' (1910), 304-306, KE, (1912- 
1913), 22-23 and also "yF-copytccvOv Tcccp%tA)'Ot", IT' (1903), 747-750. As for translations 
reviving traditions, see the texts published under the subtitles tv tK77 irapd5ocig, IT' (1903), 
429-430 and Poavianj irapali5outg IZ' (1908-1909), 88. 
20 F, (1901-1902), 180-181 (with the subtitle Eav irqpqyVJOta), A' (1902), 73-8 1,1' (1905), 139- 
144,1& (1909-1910), 254-259. For the poetic character of Nirvanas' texts, most of which were 
later published in his short story collections, see Sachinis, H 7wýoypaoia Tot) ataO71vqyoý. 
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Nevertheless, the way folk culture had been exploited earlier in 
&ify? 7ya was criticised and the literary standards of the 1880s were 
questioned. National colour was singled out as a positive trait in some teXtS, 21 
however it did not emerge as a token of their artistic value. Reviewing 
Eftaliotis' Ni7ataqv icEý taroptEg (KIF,, 1911-1912,343), Voutieridis dismissed 
this type of story, citing its naive lyricism and absence of psychological 
insight. For him, although such texts represented notable efforts in their time, 
now that the genre had entered the course of real art "no-O 8F-v (Xvuyve)ptýet 
TCEPtopt(YROI)q (Y'reVIN '90oYPOCOI'(Xq if I 
22they were of interest only to the literary 
historian. 23Thus, 770oypaota, already attacked in the 1890S, 24was not a 
guarantee of the quality of a story, but, due to its superficial implications, 
undermined art. 
On the whole, Panathinaia consciously tried to strip the genre of its 
exclusive association with the national and realist overtones, bestowed upon 
it by the preceding period. The key words determining its concept were 
poetry, psychology and symbolism. However, realism was not put aside; it 
was rather the harmonic blending of external and internal reality that made 
for a successful story. In this framework we should place the admiration of 
earlier short story writers, such as Vizyinos and Papadiamantis, who were 
renowned for interweaving poetic with realist elements in their storieS. 25The 
combination of poetry and reality was regularly praised in the texts published 
in the periodical. For instance, Kambysis' "To g(x', rt ro") 8p(x'KovT(x" was 
characterised by Xenopoulos as "0m)g(xcYt(j)q (mgpoktKov K(xt Owqtmyt(oý 
jTp(Xyg(XTtK0V11.26 Moreover, the fact that this story resembled works of 
foreign, mainly Northern, literature was not only stressed positively, but 
275-276 and Marianna Ditsa, "n(nAo; Ntppdiv(xý', H ira. ýato-rep77 7CEýoypaota yaý.... 
(1900-1914), 248. 
21 Gavriilidis singled out this element in Xenopoulos' stories, IT' (1903), 764, while 
Xenop oulos' himself praised Vlahoyiannis' stories for their greekness, E' (1902-1903), 117-118. 
See also Pio Tsiouti's comment on Christovasilis' stories in the column "Fp%týmr(x, 'rýXvTj, 
F-ntcuTW71", 11Y (1908), 32. 
22 Cf. Nirvanas' derogatory comment against "(xfVi)Xov 110oyp(x0tiav", Nirvanas, "Akýý(xv8poq 
rl(xR(x5I(xg(xv, r, q;, " 9. 
23 See also the altered stance on Vikelas' Aovic77g Adpag in Grigorios Xenopoulos, "To E'-pyov 
, rou Btidf-kcc" IIT' (1908), 227-228. Xenopoulos still regarded this work as "yevWXTI" of the 
Greek short story (228), but made clear that current stories were better in terms of content 
and form. For the appreciation of Aovic? N Adpag by Xenopoulos and others in the previous 
r eriod, see Chapter One, section b. 
4 See the discussion of the last Estia competition in section b, ibid. 
25 For Vizyinos, see 1'(1905), 42-44, IB'(1906), 267. For Papadiamantis, see A' (1902), 222, IB' 
(1906), 267 and Nirvanas' article "Akýý(xv8po; rl(xTc(x6tccgdcvrfl; ", 7-13. 
26 Grigorios Xenopoulos, "To epyov rou Kagmkq " r' (1901-1902), 228. 
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emerged as the main reason for its originality. 27Such observations reflected 
the transitlonc4 character of this era, its fluctuation between realism and 
symbolism and between the indigenous and the foreign. Yet they also implied 
that for Panathinaia it was the innovative elements that most counted, with 
older tendencies remaining as a stable background. 
The convergence of poetry and prose resulted in a frequent confusion 
between &77y77ya and the prose poem, a genre in vogue at the time. If, in the 
preceding period of realism, XpovoypaO7jya, cricta-ypaota and Et1CO)'v 
displayed aspects which brought them close to the short story, in the era of 
symbolism and aestheticism, it was the prose poem that complicated generic 
distinction. XpovoypaO77ya had by now been established as an autonomous 
genre, 28 while sketches were rarely published as a separate narrative 
category; the term was mostly used to describe the unorganised style of 
certain texts. 29 
The reasons for the blurring of the boundaries between 6t7j"y77ya and 
the prose poem originated in the aforementioned tendency to employ poetic 
terminology in critical discourse. 30 Thus, it is not easy to discern whether the 
characterisation iwý& irolqya had a generic validity, whether it was used in 
an evaluative way to emphasise the extreme artistry of a prose piece, or even, 
more literally, whether it referred to its adoption of specific poetic devices. 
The fact that some of the contributors to Panathinaia, such as Episkopopoulos, 
Nirvanas and Rodokanakis, composed prose poems, forced the periodical to 
face the issue of their generic classification and led to errors. 31 But this 
confusion did not arise from an ignorance of the character of either genre. On 
the one hand, the fluidity of the short story makes it susceptible to the 
influence of other genres. On the other, the prose poem is by definition a 
problematic form; its appeal is based precisely on the mixture of poetic and 
27 See also the characterisation of Moreas' stories as "-Kp(X'gcc pmktaýtol') KM 
M(TOTjR(XTt'KoT7jTO; ", "IO)CCVVII; Ij(xn(x8taR(xvrono-o?, o; "F' (1901-1902), 241 and Nirvanas' 
comment in the column "T(x PtPki(x" on Michailidis' stories, which straddle between reality 
and fairy tale, IN (1907), 299. 
28 For instance, Nirvanas'XpovoypaO77'yara were published in the separate column IIAoyoj 
Kca ccvTtXo7ot" in the section "To 8EmvievOilpEpov". 
29 Grigorios Xenopoulos, "A446cv8p(x rI(xn(x8onoiAoV', IB' (1906), 66. The term was also 
used in relation to Papadiamantis' texts, A' (1902), 222. 
30 For such examples, see IF' (1901-1902), 24 1; H' (1904), 12 1; 1' (1905), 125; IF'(1906-1907), 11; 
IZ' (1908-1909), 29 1; Iff (1909), 311; KA' (1912), 89. 
31 For instance, Rodokanakis' "To Pu(y(ytvt' rptccvrC(O0, Xo" was published as a 61 W77ya, KA' 
(1912), 70. For the use of the term 6tily77ya for prose poems, see Sophia Voulgari, Between and 
Beyond Genres: the Poetic Prose of Andreas Embirikos, E. Ch. Gonatas and Nanos Valaoritis (c. 1940- 
1967), unpublished doctoral thesis, King's College London 1996,44. 
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prosaic elements, therefore it notoriously resists clear-cut classification. 32 The 
convergence of these two genres must be viewed as an oddity of this era and 
as one more stage in the development of 3ulyi7ya. 
The intermingling of poetry and prose derived from the symbolist and 
aestheticist tendencies of the time. The interaction of these movements with 
the short story caused intrinsic elements of its poetics to become apparent. 
Two major figures in the history of the genre, Poe and Chekhov, the former 
through theory and the latter through practice, exemplified its relation to 
poetry. 33 Poe's parallel between the tale and the lyric poem in terms of their 
if unity of effect"34 alluded to his idealistic demand for aesthetic unity, hence 
artistic perfection, which may be related with the aestheticist notion of the 
absolute beauty a work of art should aim at. As Poe was recognised as a 
predecessor of aestheticism, his ideas found a propitious ground in the period 
under discussion. 35 On the other hand, by exploiting poetic devices, 
Chekhov's short stories inaugurated, as we pointed out in the Introduction, 
the it modern" short story. Their appearance at about the end of the 
nineteenth-century, the same period with the emergence of the symbolist 
movement, resulted in their enthusiastic reception. 
In short, aestheticism and symbolism redefined the character of the 
genre, by emphasising its intrinsic poetic qualities and undermining its 
dependence on the principles of classic realism. Interestingly, these alterations 
in the poetics of &77p7ya were mirrored in Panathinaia. The contrast between 
the traditional and the "modern" short story underlay a comment by a foreign 
critic, jean de Gourmont, quoted in the periodical (11T', 1908,126). Gourmont 
regarded Maupassant as a skilful but not great short story writer. The 
qualities of Maupassant's work Gourmont singled out were brevity and 
""MOPWýXýt'(X", though the latter might be also viewed as a disadvantage, since 
it did not allow the reader to discover for himself what lay behind the surface 
I ('Etý rov Mo)Tc(x(T(xv 8ev i)7c(x'pXet TtinoTe Tce'pav 71 K(x'T(OOt TTJ; T1JTC(%tE'_V7Jý 
OpUa7l; "). It has been already noted that Maupassant perfectly expressed the 
, classic model of the genre. 36 The fact that his texts were criticised 
for their 
lack of suggestiveness and semantic depth indicates that the standards for the 
32 ibid., 24-28 and John Gerlach, "The Margins of Narrative: The Very Short Story, the Prose 
Poem, and the Lyric", Short Story Theory at a Crossroads, 80-84. 
33 On the relation between poetry and the short story, see Shaw, 232, Baldeshwiler, 231. For 
the relation between the short story and symbolic techniques, see Rohrberger, "The Short 
Story... ", 81 and Bowen, 152-153. 
34 See Introduction, section b. 
35 Sachinis, H irEýqrpaOia Tov aicrOi7naryov, 26-31. 
36 See Introduction, section b. 
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short story had changed. Although no reference to Chekhov was made, the 
demand for "things out of words"37 connoted his model of story, which 
depended "entirely upon the reader to add for himself the subjective elements 
that are lacking". 38Such comments reveal Panathinaia's orientation towards 
Chekhov's model and its effort to keep pace with the developments in short 
story writing. 39 
However, the preference for a poetic approach to the genre did not 
entail the rejection of the criterion of a tight form, an aspect which 
characterised the traditional short story and was artfully subverted in the 
"modern" one. It is again the combination of poetic devices and formal 
perfection that produced a successful story. This idea was reflected in Zervos 
Aretas' review of Xenopoulos' long story "0 x(xKog 8pogog" (11T, 1909,204- 
208). Aretas viewed Xenopoulos' text as an "-wpiko ic(xt (xkTlOtvo 7rotliwx 
and as "RekocyXoXtKo F-4, ydio" (205), yet at the same time praised its logical 
construction and artistic form Oopg(xll, 204, ", K(X'OF- 7CF-pl'ypocofl 
'K(Xt 'K(X'O' F-ItUGO&O ... F-t'V(Xt Re K(X^ T1 kXt, r6XVt1C " (XpTtOT71T(X YP(XggF-Vo", 208). He 
also underlined the significance of its ending, which brought out, in a natural 
way, the central point of the text (208), another aspect that alluded to the 
conventional short story model. Nevertheless, Aretas' point of view also 
displayed symbolist undertones, as we infer from his references to short story 
techniques that matched the esoteric demands of the time. 
In particular, antithesis was underscored as a basic parameter of 
Xenopoulos' poetics, as it was also traced in other stories such as "' Ep(oý 
F(yr(XUp(ogý 0ý11.40 There the central character, Stella Violanti, and her father F-V 
are vividly portrayed through their intense opposition. Aretas called this 
technique "pendant", "(xvrt'KP1)(TR(X" (204) or even "O(t)To(TKt'(x(Ttq" (206) and 
related it to Rembrandt's paintings, the artistry of which stemmed from their 
combination of shadow and light (205). Similarly, in "0 1C(X-Ko; 8PO'Roq" the 
two central characters, viewed as symbolic projections by Aretas, are 
37 1 borrow this expression from Clare Hanson's article, "Things out of Words: Towards a 
Poetics of Short Fiction", Re-reading the Short Story, ed. Clare Hanson, London, Macmillan 
1989/ 22-33. 
38 The quotation belongs to Chekhov, "The Short Story", 195. 
39 Characteristically, editorial notes accompanied the translation of two Chekhov's stories in 
volume A' (1900-1901), 64,178. Interestingly, the second note described Chekhov as the 
MauPassant of Russia, thus acknowledging the contribution of both writers to the history of 
the genre. 
40 Nirvanas made a similar observation for Xenopoulos' "H (xv0peovi", when he spoke 
about the contradictions in the psychology of the central character, "I'p7l'yoptiou 
E-evoTcoido-O 
- Aillyflgum - letp(X' rptirfl. 
E00, cil; 1. Ko?, kccpoq 1907" IE' (1907-1908), 218-219. For the 
use of antithesis in Xenopoulos' stories, see Chapter 
Five, section d in Xenopoulos' 
subchapter. 
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juxtaposed (205-6). This antithetical mode fulfils the quest for psychological 
insight: it is another form of suggestiveness, which leaves the reader to draw 
his own conclusions and helps the writer to avoid analytical and direct 
references. Aretas at one point became explicit: 
[ 
... IX(j)pi; mxvývoc ilOtKokoytx6v wcoavvyg6v Kat KOWývoc 8tK6 
am) [Xenopoulos'] (Tugnýpaýta (sic), Pycdvet ccn6 rflv 8tqyll(ytv o 
-omtvvyg6q xm o5yow npovogto-6x(ov [ ... ]. (207) 
This remark echoes Gourmont's observations on a technique that enables the 
reader to read between the lines and indicates that elements of symbolist 
poetics had entered short story criticism. However, the coexistence of these 
elements with the demand for a rationally constructed narrative implies that 
other aspects of the "modern" short story, such as openness of form or the 
associative organisation of the narration, were still not accepted as 
permissible features of the genre. 
In this light we should view the periodical's attitude towards 
Papadiamantis. As we noted earlier, he was highly acclaimed in Panathinaia, 
due to the poetic qualities of his stories. Yet their generic character and, 
particularly, their construction puzzled critics such as Nirvanas and 
Xenopoulos. In an overall assessment of Pap adiamantis' work (IF, 1906-1907, 
7-13), Nirvanas observed: 
I Kaggia wcoXptcoat; otkokoyticil; c0tgoTwrlaq 11 gopO'qý 
I[Poij7c(xpxol)(YTJ;, K(Xt lc(xotF-po)gE': l'Vljq 86V 'rov F-86agvo(YE 7core. 
'r Ot K(XT(X(Y'KEU(4OVTF-g T(X F'-PY(Y- 'rllq EXVllg gF- Cruway(xý' ýLF- RETP(x 
K(Xt RE (YT(XO[t(X', TOV F, 'Upt(Y'KOI)V (Y-OXV(X 7CP(O'rO7F-Vll K(Xt 
(xK(xT(xcyKEi, )ov. Evo) (x7cXoL)cyr(xr(x ctivE goyakog, gF--[(x'ko; oci(ptpo); 
(VIO TIjV 7ceptopovilatv, 7cpo; K(iXOF- 7tpO'OTC(X'PXOV'r(X gOpoOkO'YtKOV 
'K (XV 0V (X. IFP(XOEI 811j'y1lR(XT(X; IFP(XOF-l (X pop (X; Fp(X' OF-t 
gl)01(7'TOPIIR(X'T(X; Fp(X'OF-t F-VTlL)T[0')(YElq; Fp(X'OF-t TCEý(X' TCOtlI'R(XT(X; 
I O, o', rF, o t'8toq 8F-v '9ýEbpa. EtvF- 8tTjyTjg(x'T(x' 'ro-O vx OTCOM 
ogot(i4olov RE Rit(XV (x7rxiv (XOII'YTIatv. rp(X, OFt (XOTj'Ylj(TEtq Kat TI 
F-V'ri)TC(t)(FF-tý 7rOlO EX010V gt(XV FG(O'rF-PtKTIV (T-L)VOF-(YtV Imt 
I-ax, rocalce'UTIV 8tTjyl1govro;. IFP(XOFt (TF-ki8(x; no-o O[tom'ýO'uv gF- 
II notilga, ra. Kat akkon 7E(X'Xtv '07E(XpXo-ov lco99(xTt(x ý(071;, 
TCF,, rCCgF_VoC Flr(yt T-OX(Xtoo(XVCO;, X(Opi; (XPX 
'V IC(Xt TE'-kO;, ETCEIGO'810C t 
CMXO'C IC(Xt X(Opt; 'KOC[tRtOCV OMORTII(Ttv, ý(O'JPOCOI'Oct (XV P(I)TC(ov, 
7rp(XYR(XT(I)V KOU 'TO'TC(OV EVOC Et'80; ot/XOkOyt'KO-ý(ffyp(Xotl(01) genre, 
no-O 8F-V ljýF-lofft ICCCVFt; (XV ME 
8tTlyllýMVX, 7rEpt'yp(XO(Xt', 
F-Vlrl)7c(l)(FF-t; 71 OMOMEOCUROC'M Evo; gcy(xxol) EP7010 
(11). 
The quotation underscores the absence of a preconceived design in 
Papadiamantis' stories and their resistance to complying with a concrete 
form. A few lines earlier Nirvanas characterised them as "OixnK(X' O(xtv%tev(x", 
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to convey the paradox between their artistry and distance from the norm of 
6t4, y, qya. Xenopoulos used the same expression to describe their inexplicable 
attraction. 41 These assertions of Papadiamantis' formlessness reveal the 
preference for a standard mode of short story writing. Critics did not search 
behind Papadiamantis' rejection of rules to discover the conventions 
determining his idiosyncratic mode of composition. Or if, like Nirvanas, they 
did, they evoked other genres and used them in combination to describe the 
generic character of Pap adiamantis' texts. 
In his attempt to approach this issue, Nirvanas gave clues to aspects of 
Papadiamantis' work which clashed with the expectations of criticism of a 
short story proper. The reference to stories resembling a simple narrative and 
to static episodes, which merely depicted reality, instead of bringing it to life 
("OtkokoytKo-ý(o, ypccouco genre"), alluded to the plotlessness of 
Papadiamantis' stories. The detection of narratives or impressions, displaying 
an internal structure, implied the poetic and associative organisation of his 
fictional world. Finally, the pieces of life, which followed no logical sequence 
and had no beginning or ending, denoted the frequently fragmentary 
character of his work. The above elements are linked to the poetics of 
"modern" short stories. However, they were not viewed as an alternative 
route to the conventional mode, but as a deviation, which complicated the 
generic classification of Papadiamantis' texts and obstructed the 
unconditional recognition of his talent. As an aestheticist Nirvanas eventually 
dismissed the problem, emphasised the "o)p(xtorqr(x" of Papadiamantis' work, 
and accepted him as a great artist. Xenopoulos was more sceptical; for him 
Papadiamantis' indisputable value was moderated by what he called as 
imperfection in details. This resulted in texts, in which "Kccrunkiluuet 'ro 
f 1142 (TA)VOkov, (Xxk(X' ro RF-po; (YTC(XVI(J); . 
Thus, the criticism of the time was not ready to accept that stories such 
as those of Papadiamantis might occupy a legitimate position in 8t J 
although their poetics suggest a differently organised type of short story, and 
the flexible nature of the genre means that there is room even for borderline 
cases. However, this irL, 5is4f_nCe- on 'he formal properties of the short story 
and the puzzlement about the precise generic character of texts that eschewed 
from the norm is a sign of progress, compared with the inconsiderate 
attachment of the label bt4y77ya to almost whatever narrative displayed 
national undertones in the previous period. 
41 Grigorios Xenopoulos, "To Epyov rou 1-1(xnoc8t%t(xvrij" KA'(1910-1911), 210. 
42 ibid., 214. For Xenopoulos' position on authors who cultivated a formless type of short 
story, see Chapter Three, section b. 
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To conclude, the presence of foreign literature as a constant point of 
reference in Panathinaia led to a better understanding of the nature of 
6ilip7pa. The aspect of narrative economy was directly associated with its 
poetics. Moreover., the interaction with poetry brought to the surface its 
intrinsic poetic qualities: its suitability for the exploration of inner experience 
and its ability to exploit symbolism and suggestiveness. Yet the lyric context 
created for the genre did not lead to the acceptance of the poetic organisation 
of the narration and the abolition of formal features, traditionally connected 
with it. Apparently the era was not ready yet for such revolutionary 
realisations. 
b. The ethnocentrisist context: Noumas 
Because of Noumas' strong preoccupation with ideological issues in the 
first period of its circulation (1903-1917), its contribution to mere literary 
matters and, in particular, to the short story has been overlooked. 43 However, 
as in Panathinaia, intellectuals of the previous generation (Palamas, Psycharis, 
Eftaliotis, Pallis) and the present one (Vlastos, Nirvanas, Sp. Pasayiannis, K. 
Chatzopoulos, Theotokis, Golfis, Skipis, Paroritis, Voutieridis) coexisted in its 
pages. Some not only wrote stories, but also dealt with short story criticism. 
For in promoting demoticist views, Noumas fostered a critical discourse in its 
columns. Taking into consideration the emphasis placed by demoticism on 
prose fiction, 44 the examination of Noumas' position highlights the way a 
particularly significant group perceived &77yi7jia. 
In the first issues the short story was linked to journalism. The subtitles 
suggest that we are dealing with satiric and entertaining narratives, serving 
commercial editorial policies, which is reminiscent of the attitude of 
Rambagas. 45 However, as soon as the connection with demoticism was 
established, 46 the potential of the short story in promoting the demotic 
language became evident. As the prevalent genre of the time, it was used to 
demonstrate that works of both artistic quality and national content might be 
written in demotic. The demand in Noumas was for a "p(ogaimo 811771[ta 
[sic]", which was meant to fulfil a function similar to that of folk songs. 47 Once 
43 For Noumas' combative spirit and connection to the demoticist struggle during this period, 
see Kaloyiannis, 52-56. 
44 Tziovas, The Nationism..., 54. 
45 See, for instance, the subtitles Ano' n7g ymovttg 1,2/1/1903,2; HEpaqytva Kapvapd), ta 
13,13/2/1903,2; Ayicd0ta icat 'rptP6Aot53,27/7/1903,8. 
46 For Noumas' initial indifference to the language question, see Kaloyiannis, 33. 
47 For the parallelism between folk song and the short story, see Mi)ptE-'Xk(x [=Chariklia 
Sotiropouloul, "H OtXokoyt'(x (Tro yXco(y. ocydmx" 326,11/1/1909,2 and also Dieterich's 
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more the genre was invoked to serve ideological ends; the parallelism with 
Estia's aspirations for "COVIKOV 8qyilga" is clear. As we saw, the association 
of the short story with ideology did not favour generic speculation in Estia. In 
Noumas, although it led to occasional misconceptions, it did not inhibit 
perspicacious insights into the character of the genre. 
Noumas' nationalistic perspective was reflected both in the stories and 
the short story criticism it published. Concepts of tradition and locality had 
been associated with stories with national aims since the 1880s, a model the 
newspaper retained. Thus, we have a plethora of subtitles, connecting the 
genre with the notion of the indigenous. 48Particular emphasis was put on 
7rapqyVOt, either as an alternative term for 6117', y17ya, 49 or as a narrative 
category. 50 Although such tendencies were also detected in Panathinaia, their 
presence was more intense in Noumas, because of its stronger ethnocentrism. 
Also suggestive of the newspaper's stance was its small number of 
translations in comparison with Panathinaia, further curtailed after 1906. 
Among the authors translated were those representing the new trends 
(Chekhov, Gorky, Hamsun, Wilde)j however, there was a preference for fairy- 
tales (Andersen, Grimm brothers) and writers such as Turgenev, whose 
stories contained local colour. 51 In short, while in Panathinaia the older trends 
stayed in the background, Noumas tended to project them, creating the 
impression that it continued the aspirations of the previous period in short 
fiction. 
Examining the criticism published, we also realise the extent that 
Noumas' demoticist aims determined its attitude towards 6177y77ya- 
Characteristically, the publication of To raýt& yov (1888) was regarded as a 
landmark for the birth of the national short story. In the article "H Otkoko7tioc 
cy, ro ykwa. uyomx" (326,11/1/1909,1-2), signed by MvpteXlla, we read: "o 
EP(OR(X 'ro -OgVll(YF- (F(XV WCO R(XytKII 8A')V%tTJ RM TuXdpllý Re To O(xv' -0 ý 
comment in the column "BtPktoypocom", 384,21/3/1910,2. For the identification of 
MvptýAAa with Chariklia Sotiropoulou, see Delopoulos, 276. 
'ra 48 See, for example, taroptw77' 7rqpa3oa77 112,5/9/1904,3; pcoyattica 3t77y7l a 134, 
6/2/1905,3; ypa"kiyara a7ro ro Zo)pto yov 377,31/1/1910,7; v77atO)', rLICa 6177Y71"paTa 
27/9/1914,210. 
49 For the use of the term 7rapayv"Ot instead of &77y77ya, see Chapter One, section a. For a 
more analytical account of its use in the context of demoticism, see Chapter Four, section b in 
Eftaliotis' subchapter. 
50 See, for instance, paviaTtwo 7rapayv'Ot 129,2/1/1905,3; AaDco irapayV'Ot 138,6/3/1905,5; 
HapayV'Ota MoAiflov 176,11/12/1905,5; 7rqpao56aEg icat IrapayvOta 210,27/8/1906,5; 
Hapayl)"Oia r77g MavrayycacriCaP77g246,6/5/1907,6- 
51 According to Tziovas, Noumas used these foreign examples to corroborate the demoticist 
demand for national literature, Tziovas, The Nationism..., 231. For the demoticists' admiration 
of Turgenev, see ibid., 326. 
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VTOTC1(X 01kokoylicil gopoll Irol) (1)q TOTE O-UTE 7CO-0 O(XIVOTO-Ova (TKE8O 
810kou: To X(i)ptanico j((Xj To VjjGt(0TtKO 8jjjyjjg(X11.52 According to this 
remark, the literary genre of ethography originated in Psycharis' efforts. The 
publication of Vikelas' Aovicllg Adpag (1879), often viewed as a starting point 
for this type of story'53 the Estia competitions and the individual contributions 
of authors, who wrote ethographic stories before 1888, were all eliminated. 
Such deliberately misleading statements suggest that the label national short 
story did not fit texts written in katharevousa, since the only appropriate 
language for this type of literature was demotic. 54 In this respect, the 
ideological bias distorts the history of the genre, and language becomes the 
means for generic classification. 
On the whole, language often was employed as an evaluative criterion 
and influenced Noumas' stance on previous and contemporary short story 
production. 55 The short story writers of the older generation positively 
presented were mainly Karkavitsas and Eftaliotis, admired for their audacity 
in using demotic. 56 Papadiamantis was the only author writing in 
katharevousa, who was accepted in the demoticist canon. 57 This was 
apparently the result of the national colour and artistic quality of his stories, 
which, as we have seen from Panathinaia, was recognised during this period. 58 
There were also cases in which language replaced generic as well as aesthetic 
standards. Reviewing Sotiris Kortsas' "Becue) Pock(xvT(oW'vfl" (70,16/11/1903, 
7), Tangopoulos, stressed its language as a positive trait and its lack of artistry 
52 Cf. the comments of Dimitrios Asteriotis [=Phileas Lebesgue] in Mercure de France, 
reprinted in Noumas under the heading "NeoF-XXflvtK(X' 7P(X'g[L(xr(x" 210,27/8 /1906,8. 
53 See Chapter One, section b. 
54 Sotiris Skipis' "(DtXokoyt'(x icat ýuq" (in three instalments from 301,22/6/1908,5) was one 
of the few texts, referring to the contribution of writers of the previous generations: "rlpoTol') 
I TEXEW)MO Yta TO &I17TUX 8EV ýEXVO) wx ailget(bow To ýLuOturop'qg(x Tou K000,176 "06VO 
BXýiccc" icca T(X XiTx 8tTI7II'9(XT(X Tou Btýmjvol')" (303,6/7/1908,2-3). The quotation is also 
suggestive of the fact that the term &77y77ya was occasionally used for prose fiction in 
eneral. 
5 On language as an evaluative criterion in the context of demoticism, see Tziovas, The 
Nationism..., 146-147, Kaloyiannis, 87. For its use in critical reviews published in Noumas, see 
Yiannis Psycharis, "AnokijTot icow0w; " 114,19/9/1904,2, Btpktoýtko; [=Ilias Voutieridis], " 
'Til; F-4oX7I;, euww; Kut 6tilyligccroc' wco 1. Fict'Koc (A446v8pew)" 150,29/5/1905,11, 
Asteriotis, "NF-oF-Wjvtic(x' yp(x'gýtccT(x" 210,27/8/1906,8. 
56 See Karl Dieterich, "H ocv(xyE', vvij(Yij vj; vE-'(x; EXW'5cc; " (in two instalments from 190, 
19/3/1906,1) 191,26/3/1906,8. Cf. Asteriotis, "NeoF-WiviK6 yp(x'[tg(xvx" 210,27/8/1906,8; 
Argyris Eftaliotis, "'Evcc; npokoyo; " 264,7/10/1907,7; Skipis, "(DtXoXoyt'(x Koct ý(Ofl" 303, 
6/7/1908,2 (the two last refer only to Karkavitsas). 
57 Michalis Lykiardopoulos, "IbyXpov'q veoE?,?,, qvtK j Otkoko i(x" (in two instalments from 'q Yt 
196,30/4/1906,4) 197,7/5/1906,10; Asteriotis, "NF-oE?, XTjvtIC(X ypdcgýtocroc" 210,27/8/1906,8 
and his comment in Mercure de France, quoted in 320,30/11/1908,8; Skipis, "(Dtkokoyim 'K(xl 
ýcoij" 303,6/7/1908,2. The only negative remark on Papadiamantis was based on his 
language, see IFF-XI1;, "Fioc cou; Kptrucoi'); rou rl(x7=8t%tdcvr'q" 421,30/1/1911,73-74. 
58 Cf. Tziovas, The Nationism..., 357-358. 
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as a negative. Yet he asserted that,, as artistry was often nothing more than an 
ornament for the absence of feeling, the reader would appreciate the genuine 
character of the text, by not thinking of it as a btllyi7ya. Such a dismissal of 
the concept of the genre echoes the attitude of the Estia competitions and their 
promotion of ideology over generic distinction. 
However, despite these misconceptions, which derived from the 
general emphasis placed on the criterion of language in the reviews 
published, we find cases, where a more proper approach towards 8t77777ya is 
adopted, revealing the development in its perception. Thus, it becomes 
evident that Noumas' ethnocentricist position on the genre did not include an 
acceptance of the narrative modes bestowed upon it in the preceding 
decades. 59 Disapproval of the poetics of ethography may also be detected in 
its pages. In a generally positive account of Karkavitsas' stories, Skipis singled 
out as an imperfection the fact that the limits between i70oypa077ya and 
8t7fiti7ya were often confused, and stated that the same might be argued for 
Papadiamantis. 60 This suggests that i70oypdotlya did not represent a category 
of &77plya, but stood as a separate prose form, apparently seen as inferior in 
aims and technique. 61 A similar rejection of ethography, this time 
accompanied by the specific elements that, according to demoticism, should 
replace it in the poetics of the genre, underlies the following remark, taken 
from a review of Psycharis' stories: 
Ta 8ijyij'g(xr(x roo ToX(xpil g(Xý 8iVO'OVF, TOV CýWTEPVKO KO(TgO 
(YCC gt(X ý010'yp(X016 TOU F-(Y(t)TFPtKO'L), MX RMV (XVTIOE'Y'yt(X' TTjq 
- lq, 'ElIq gF-(T(x 8P(X(Yllq. E-Ka O(x Ppol)vF- g(xollg(xr(x ocyot oxl' 
00M4010VE TCO)q TO P(I)g(XI'*I'KO 8117T]g(X 86V g7rOpF-l" V(X ýF-01')Ylj aTCO 
I 
'UTIV ýEpll IIOOYP(Xot'(X, O(YOI Kpt'voi)vF- ril 81lgO'TIKII g(Xq OCVI'K(XVII 
6 62 Yt(X V(X F-'KOP(X(Yll 'K(XOF- (YKE'-NfTl K(XI 81(XVOllg(X [ ... 
]. 
Psycharis' Stories are projected as models that point in the direction the 
Greek short story has to take in order to leave the restrictive limits of 
59 In his prologue to Christos Varlentis' short story collection A64a icat 
ýco ý, Eftaliotis also 0 77 
'? '1Gg(x' 10ax observed "icaft; ii icothiml E',, rat ic(xt 'Co 8t117T19(x XPU4F-'rat alax 
dk?, ou; koyou; yF-pil 8o-o4tck", and stressed that the time had come 
for the short story to be 
elevated to the level of poetry, Eftaliotis, "'Eva; npokoyo; ", 7. 
The fact that this remark was 
articulated by an author who had fostered the genre in its older ethographic 
form proved 
that, despite their ethnocentrism, the demoticists did not look backwards. 
60 Skipis, "(Dtkoko i(x icat ýo) j" 303,6 / 7/1908,2. Yt 11 
61 For a similar distinction, see the discussion of the Nea Estia competition 
in Chapter Three, 
section b. 
62 0 Kpvcm; rou Noi)ýW'(, "T(x 8ijyijýmvx cou T-oX(X'pTI" 443,7/8/1911,426. For other 
derogatory references to ethography, see Golfis' review on K. Chatzopoulos' 
0 Hýpyog 'rov 
Awpoiro', ragov, 21/2/1915,95. 
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ethography. 63Psycharis' techniques, as presented in the extract, deal with 
psychology and symbolism and, thus reflect the rising trends of the time in 
fiction. Stories with aestheticist or symbolist dimensions appeared in 
Noumas; 64 subtitles such as y, ývicovaptaapaTa (222,19/11/1906,9) or 
ompobtW77ya (298,1/6/1908,5) are indicative. Moreover, in its criticism of 
the short story, the demand for a harmonic combination of poetry and reality 
was reiterated, a direct allusion to the context in which the perception of the 
genre was formed in Panathinaia. 65The difference is that in Noumas these 
aspects had to be combined with the concept of national colour and, by 
extension,, with the use of demotic language. As the above quotation 
indicates, the call was for "p(ogdltKo 871yflgu", which would adopt modern 
techniques and surpass the superficial ethography of the older generation, 
without however neglecting its instructive duty in the demoticist cause. 
In our discussion of Panathinaia we concluded that aestheticism and 
symbolism created a more open ground for the poetics of the genre during 
this period. A similar progress is traced in Noumas, when generic issues were 
not deliberately blurred for ideological reasons. In fact, generic distinction 
was more highlighted in Noumas, because of a steady parameter in its attitude 
towards the short story: the contrast to the novel. The newspaper favoured 
the novel, because the demoticists and Psycharis in particular envisaged the 
creation of a national "ethographic" novel, which would promote the 
demoticist cause and prove that Greek literature tias in -5-k-f wiih European 
literature. 
At first sight this persistence in fostering the novel brought negative 
consequences to the concept of o5t77, yqya. The novel was viewed as a more 
ambitious genre, which testified to the literary maturity of a nation, while the 
short story was seen as a simpler form with less ideological potential. In an 
overview of modern Greek literature, Lebesgue asserted that Greeks were 
better at shorter genres, but failed in more composite constructions such as 
1 63 See also, Eftaliotis, "'Evcc; npokoyo; ", 7, Rigas Golfis, "Y'rov taicto '10") nk(Xvivou" 485, 
22/7/1912,389-390. 
64 Nirvanas, apart from Panathinaia, also published in Noumas, frequently using the subtitle 
A/177'OaEý icat y1typara: taroptEg yta irat3ta icat ot. ýoaOoovg, see 231,21/1/1907,3-4; 232, 
28/1/1907,2-3; 234,11/2/1907,2-3; 235,18/2/1907,2-3; 237,4/3/1907,3. Spihos Pasayiannis 
published some short texts (two or three pages long) under the subtitle KovP9vrEg, which 
were almost entirely based on a dialogue with strong poetic and symbolist elements, see 
152, 
12/6/1905,8-11; 154,26/6/1905,4-5; 183,29/1/1906,8; 223,26/11/1906,7-10. See also his 
longer story " 'EX(x v(x irdqtE (Tro ytcc, %O" (published in seven instalments 
from 161, 
28/8/1905,2), which evoked a highly symbolist atmosphere. 
65 See Palamas' letter-review on Paroritis' "Ta 8t'qy%tccrcc 'rou 5akwou"' 211,3/9/1906,9, 
Psycharis' remarks on Ilias Stavros' poetic stories 82,8/2/1904,1 and Vlastos' comments on 
Nirvanas' stories, "Kpt'rtKF',; OCV(XnO8tEq" 289,30/3/1908,1-2. 
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novels or dramas, mainly due to plot imperfections. Hence Greek literature 
should stick to the short story, which was better suited to the literary 
commencement of a nation, 66remarks reminiscent of Dieterich's speculations 
in Panathinaia. The Greek perspective on this matter was in agreement with 
the above foreign scholars on the supremacy of the novel, but opposed to 
their conclusion about its prosperity in Greek literature. After observing that 
6tj7'y77ya and lyric poetry were the easiest genres, Vlastos maintained that the 
time had come "voc mcpd)ýouýte rij 00. okoytia gag (YTov ocvTlOopo xijý 
(yj)VO6, rtj. Cjj; UF' , XVII; ". 67 
However, the derogatory implications accompanying 8t77777ya were 
compensated by an awareness of its special character, precisely because of its 
contrast with the novel. This was also mirrored in the terminology used for 
both genres. Atifp7ya was not so often employed as an "umbrella" term for 
novels and short stories, because the newspaper aspired to underscore their 
differences. Consequently, every time its contributors dealt Ldý+h- oL noveJ 4hty 
hailed it with enthusiasm and usually employed the term favoured by 
'V, rýo. 68Yet, as we have also seen in Panathinaia, &77p7pa was Psycharis, poya 
still used for narratives of medium length. 69 
The most significant positive result of the antagonism between the two 
forms concerned some features of the short story, which became more 
apparent through a comparison with the novel. 70 Before analysing these 
elements, it is useful to present Psycharispoint of view, as this was expressed 
in his prologue to his short story collection Erov icicto rov irXaravov, 
frequently reviewed in Noumas: 71 
To g'001(TropTj9(x, 11XIO; (Deyy(xpi, To 871, yTlg(x. Kt 
ouropAkax, roc Ono); ro OF-'Y'Y(Xpt, Fv(t) 8(xvtýF-vxt 'TO 0(0; 'TO'U ouro 
66 Dimitrios Asteriotis [=Phileas Lebesgue], "NF-oF-/XkqvtK(x' yp(x'gg(xrcc" 161,28/8/1905,1. 
67 Ermonas [=Petros Vlastos], "KptrtKF-'; (xwxno&ý; " 269,11/11/1907,1. Cf. Yiannis 6 
Psycharis, "Awyewtaýto; yt(x Til y2wkymx, 1903", 71,23/11/1903,1, A. E [= Argyris 
Eftaliotis], "To ýtuOtarOpflg(x" 458,4/12/1911,662. By contrast, for Skipis Greek literature 
was not yet mature to foster the novel, a genre demanding cultural and social experience as 
well as cosmopolitanism, see Sotiris Skipis, "T(x &)o OE'potcc rou TuXdpif 465,4/2/1912, 
66-68. 
68 See Rigas Golfis, "0 TuXd'p7j; K(xt r(x 'Ai)o OE'pom' ", 437,22/5/1911,327, and also 338, 
5/4/1909,8; 354,26/7/1909,8; 389f 25/4/1910,8. 
69 For example, K. Chatzopoulos' "Aycknil (no Xo)pto" 355,30/8/1909,8 and "T(X(T(Yo)" 
3/10/1910,141 were regarded as i5qy I ara, while Theotokis' H nyij' icat -ro Xpi7ya 
0 914) 77/1 
483,23/6/1912,366 was presented as a yeydAo 6771yi7pa. 
70 Some modem scholars regard this comparison as the more proper approach towards the 
definition of the genre, see Introduction, section a. 
71 See the review of the rptyt)Ota "To 8(xXr1)Xi8t ro-L) Fý)yif, contained in the collection, 0 
KptTtKO; Tou Noppa. "T(x 8, qyTjgocrcc rou Ti)X(X'pfl" 443,7/8/1911,426, Golfis, "Dcov IOKIO 
, ro-L) nXermVou" 485,22/7/1912,, 389-390. 
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1) Tov lixt09 0)gToao co-o 0C0g9 napýII öti-Cil TOI), n(XVT(X 
Ogü)g (YE GTEVCOTEPO KI)'KXO, GE nto nF-Ptü)Ptag£-vo, g(x ge Tpono 
no-o gnopet r'toxaý V(X o(OTt'all K(XkllTF-P(x Km nio G-0-YKEVTPG)g£, 
-V(x 'K(XVEV(X gEpOg, EKEI n010 0 (X Tt ýii Xii 
01 liý. loý (XV(X-YK iýF-Tat V(X 0(0 '0 
pXýi rj, 5, qgto-op i(X. 72 t 71 
Psycharis regarded &7y77ya as a genre with a restricted scope, which shared 
several characteristics with the more prestigious and multi-lateral novel, 
bLtý ahao Kcxd ) its own value. This originated in its potential in a brief 
space to illustrate profoundly aspects that might have been lost in the 
complex canvas of the novel. Here Psycharis picked up an essential feature of 
the genre: its ability to combine brevity with depth or else density with 
intensity. 73 The question is how a short story writer may achieve this; let us 
not forget the emphasis placed on the representation of inner reality during 
this period. This was one of the generic speculations raised in Noumas and 
explicitly related to the juxtaposition of the short story and the novel: the 
demand for psychological insight acquires a special significance when 
applied to the short story form. 
Psycharis explicitly dealt with this issue in the context of Noumas. In 
his introduction to Stavros' short stories, reprinted in the newspaper (82, 
8/2/1904,1), he argued: 
XPEW'ýETM Ko'CýMOGIJ TFXVTJ 'yt(X V(X Xl)(TTI K(XVF-tq 7COtTI(TIl K(Xt 
ý0)71 (TE RtKPFg FtKOVOl). XF-q, RE TPOTCO 710-0 Tj ýOVYPUOM V(X RTIV 
I lp F-tV(Xt OUTE 7CXOI')(Yt(X RE TO IU(XP(X7C(XV(I) (YT(X XPG)R(XT(X OI)TE ýtE TO 
f 7r(xp(x7r(xv(l) oTo)Xt(X,, va [ol oavvx'ýIj, ga va [til -K(X'T(XV'T(X'Tl K(Xt 
I (xo(xv, rll, [t, (Akoc XO'YI(X, va ppq 0 ý01)7p6cooq TTIV 7rivekkta, Til 
(ROUTTI. 
Similarly, in his review of the short stories that Filintas submitted to the 1903 
language competition (71,23 /11 /1903,1-2), we find the following comment: 
M(X TOC PCjOt(X TTJý VI)XII; 8EV 6V(Xt RtKPTI 80u4t6C, K(Xt YM V(X 
'Toc Tccipll Iro gci'rt R(X;, (T F-va gtKp6 8ijyfl[t(xrciKt, Tipbcet gF- 
f 'KCi7COtOV up67co ro 8TIyfl[tci (yo-o vcc 8Eixvq cyocv nflyci8t no-o 
f pyaivo-ove r(x vFp(i ro-o ano Ta ankcipoc ril; pi; Ki 6p); eivoct 
, T(x Xcikta Toi) (7, TF-v(i. KcinoTp- okbcouge r(x XFiXt(x rou liov6cXoc 
xo)pi; Va K(XC(Xkcipol)[LF, 'TO Pcioo;. 
72 Yiannis Psycharis, Erov larto rov 7rWTaVov, EaTticc 1911,1-2. On Psycharis' relation to 
the short story, see David Holton, "Psycharis and the Short Story", Mavrarooopog 
28 (1988), 
60-68. 
73 On the concepts of density and intensity, see Susan Lohafer, Coming to Terms with the 
Short 
story, Louisiana State University Press, Baton Rouge 1983,68. 
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Metaphoric discourse is again employed to represent the recalcitrance inherentim the genre. The esoteric demands of the period are harder to fulfil 
in its limited space, while in a longer narrative one may be more analytical. 74 
As the image of a painting too rich in colour in the first quotation indicates, 
the short story runs the danger of including too many details, thus spoiling 
the balance and the clarity required by its brief form. The opposite danger is 
to be too superficial or too obscure, as implied by the symbols of the 
vanishing picture and the edge of the well, which prevents us from seeing 
deep down. Therefore,, according to the first extract, the essential 
presupposition for a proper short story is the "right stroke of the brush", a 
narrative technique combining economy and clarity and enabling the author 
to achieve introspection. 
The metaphor of the second quotation may also be read as a hint at a 
short story technique, which contributes to the harmodu6blending between 
external and internal reality: suggestiveness. The narrow edges of the well 
stand for the brief compass of the genre and the water that emerges from the 
depths of the earth symbolises the implicit way, in which the deepest 
elements of the narration should reach the reader. We saw that this mode was 
associated with the poetics of the short story in Panathinaia. However, it was 
not explicitly connected with the brevity of the genre and its narrative 
consequences. By contrast, in Noumas the association was clear, because, in 
trying to distinguish the novel from the short story, its contributors explored 
their different effects. 
On the whole, in Noumas there was an awareness about the most 
essential characteristic of 8t7l'yj7pa, brevity, and an attempt to explore the 
restrictions this imposed on the author. This becomes apparent in Vlastos' 
review o-r Varlentis' Aoýa icat ý(977 (269,11/11/1907,1-2). For Vlastos the 
brevity o-F the form affects both its theme and narrative techniques. He 
maintained that Varlentis selected the appropriate subject, which "ytivEToa 
ko Irol) V(X g7l (Y(XK(XTF-A)F-'T(XI gE; 811, Y71g(X -(XPKET(X 7U-0KVo Yt(X V(X K(XVIJ (TI)VO/ 
, ý'8o, T(X (TTF-VOC (TI)VOP(X T01) X070'TCXVtKoI') woT0, L) Et L); " (2). This belief again 
conceals the comparison with the novel and indicates that different subjects 
are suitable for each genre. Vlastos did not mention which subjects 
74 Cf. O'Connor, 26: "The ideal [ ... I is to give the reader precisely enough 
information, and in 
this again the short story differs from the novel, because no convention of length ever seems 
to affect the novelist's power to tell us all we need to know". 
f 
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corresponded to the short story, however we may infer that authors, being 
conscious of this fact, may turn its compression to an advantage. 75 
Vlastos also touched the aspects of description and dramatisation of 
the narration and their function in a &71p7pa. His remark that in Varlentis' 
stories descriptions are extensive (", rp(xPijygE', vF-; ") and not typical enough 
oXt (xpxET(x X(xp(xXvjpt(YTtKF-; ") suggests that descriptive passages should 
be used selectively and in the right places. Moreover, they should have an 
organic role in the narrative, by bringing out its significant aspects. His 
observation on the "8p(xgaTtKij (xvTt'. X,, 9Nrq" Varlentis exhibited in his stories is 
even more important, because it brings to the fore the generic affinity 
between drama and the short story,, repeatedly underlined in short story 
criticism. The two genres converge in that both are unfolded within restricted 
spatial limits, therefore they require similar methods in constructing their 
narrative economy. It has been maintained that a proper short story should 
rely more on "showing" than on "telling", letting the characters reveal their 
inner world through their acts or words with minimum authorial 
intervention. This method, particularly favoured by Maupassant and James, is 
in essence another form of suggestiveness, which brings the role of the reader 
close to that of the spectator of a play-76 
Vlastos'somehow epigrammatic comments were expanded in another 
review, coming from a foreign perspective. The French professor, Clement, 
referring to Santorinaios' short story collection Iuropt-eý rov irexayov icat 
, rng avoyvalltag (491,6/10/1912,, 485) observes: 
fI To gucpO Ptpkio act; 8F-txvFt Tuo; F-XF-TF, lum 'roc O-uatw8E, -aTEp(x 
7cpoTep, qg(xT(x Tcou -K(xvoi)v cv(xv K(xko 8tijpjR(xroypdOo. H 
x0 E1O'r1OXtGgF, V7j EUPEGII 'r(. OV WrOOEGUOV, 11 (XKptpll; Wl, )XO Oyt'OC T( V 
I 
iipommuov, q -oicopXijrti-cij (suggetive) Tcptypaoij, ii tKawbTaTil 
It a vjý oc ilyijailq Kat il mcapavulcil Xdpij 'ro'u Aoyo-o 
(style) O. 'k(x rcc (YrotxF-toc cc-or(x a-Mm4ouvroct ac WCOOPEý 80actý 
8tilyTIROCTCC 7101-) OCTCOTF-koov TT1 mokkoy7j (Y(X;. F, (YOC (Yr(x oxrct) 
IIPE'-TCEt V(X TCPO(YTCOF-t' (XKOR(X MXI 11 8tockoytKil TEXVIJ WU 
81OV%t(0VF-t Tq ýONJPOTIJTOC "K(Xt 0 01)(TtKO; TPOTCO; RE TOV OTCOtOV 
CKOE"MU, ono-O 001106, 'Toao 8-ov(xro, c rt; NfI)xokoYtKE"; 
avoclaxpau'racyc; '[(I)V Irpoa(Wrow ]((XVOVT(X; T(X; V(X YtVOVT(Xt 
lc(xk-O, TF-P(x 7vo)(Yroc (Yrov (XV(X'YV(O(T'Cll ano O(T(X 
kE, 
-VF- (Yro-0; 
8tocxo, Yo-O;, 7r(xp(x wro u; nEptYp(xOtIcE-,; (XV6, 
Xuac; '10-0 
a-uy, yp(xOE', (x. [.. ] Auirc T(x O(X-OgOC(yt(X 8tIj'yIjR(XrCC TOU 
AOC(YK(X'XOI) 
75 For the importance of subject in the short story, see Matthews, 32-34. For subjects suitable 
for the genre, see Shaw, 191-224. 
76 For the relation with drama, see, for instance, O'Connor, 22-23, Harris, 2-3, 
Shaw, 58-59, 
63,118, William 0' Rourke, "Morphological Metaphors for the Short Story: Matters of 
Production, Reproduction, and Consumption", Short Story Theory at a Crossroads, 196. 
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f 
npenet vot 00C-0g(XGTF-t' 11 Tý41(X 
1 01 
E cxvll Toi. ) öteck0, yo, u 0crov (xoop(x Ttý EP(OTO(Xnoxptcycý nol) 5p()cýt(XUonotoll)VE 
TIIV (» (X ,q -111 cm öt(Xnx oovT(Xý ýouý x(XpaxýIlpeý KM 
n(XPOI)at(xýOVT(Xý -Y-Ogvll TIIV yl)XTJ 
IM 
Tow npo(Yconcov a101)ý axT1g(xTtagol)ý TIlg TolL)ý nto 71epteKTtKol)ý. 
Clement gives us a concise account of the qualities of a proper &RyRya. The 
selection of the appropriate subject, the skilful plot and the ingenuous style 
recall features of the classic model of the genre, as outlined by Matthews. 77 
The demands for psychology and suggestion allude to the requirements of 
the period regarding fiction, which, as we saw, acquire a particular 
significance, when mingled with the poetics of &77'p7pa. In particular, the 
association of suggestiveness with the function of description illustrates and 
completes Vlastos' earlier observation. Furthermore, Clement is more clear 
and analytical with regard to the dramatisation of the narration. He explicitly 
connects it with dialogue and it becomes evident that for him this technique 
serves both the small compass and the psychological aims of the genre. Thus, 
his speculation comes close to the aforementioned theoretical context of the 
interrelation between drama and the short story. The fact that this affinity 
was grasped by some critics in Noumas is a sign of progress in relation to the 
perception of the genre, apparently triggered by the contemporary 
development of the Greek drama and its particular promotion by the 
newspaper. 
To summarise, although Noumas' ethnocentricist orientation initially 
seems not to favour generic speculation, soon we realise that serious attempts 
were made towards an understanding of the genre. The fact that brevity and 
its narrative consequences were used as a starting point for an approach to 
&]Vrlya shows a sense of maturity; as we pointed out in the Introduction, 
modern short story criticism regards brevity as the most stable trait of the 
genre and the most appropriate basis for its definition. Moreover, the use of 
metaphoric discourse, apparently stemming from the demoticists' effort to 
make their criticism accessible to a wider public, vividly highlighted some 
short story features and was a perceptive way of dealing with delicate generic 
issues. Thus, despite the fact that a notion of inferiority accompanied 
6t71'y, qya, because of the promotion of the novel, and despite the 
misconceptions that arose at times, due to Noumas' ideological aspirations, the 
newspaper eventually emerges as a significant source, testifying to the 
development in the concept of the short story during this era. 
77 According to him, a good short story should display ingenuity, originality, compression 
and a touch of fantasy, Matthews, 23. For the importance of subject, see note 75. 
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Conclusion 
Despite the fact that Panathinaia and Noumas approached the short 
story from distinct perspectives,, their perception of it presented many 
similarities. Both adopted a critical attitude towards earlier short story 
tradition and aspired to foster a genuinely national short story, although 
Noumas emphasised more this issue. The quests of the period for 
psychological insight and for an interaction between poetry and prose were 
reflected in both, e-xceo that in Panathinaia this was more overtly promoted. 
The examination of these publications reveals that a greater awareness 
enveloped the genre during these years. In Noumas generic aspects were more 
clearly foregrounded, because of the contrast of the short story with the rival 
genre of the novel. On the other hand, in Panathinaia there was a speculation 
on texts departing from the short story proper, as perceived by the periodical. 
Noumas delineated some features of the genre, without however attempting to 
exclude from it deviating cases; its objections were related more to ideological 
and linguistic issues than to generic. This eventually proved in favour of its 
overall standpoint, since the newspaper did not aim to confine the intrinsic 
fluidity of the genre. 
Yet, although the short story had been established by then and its 
critical concept was developed, a notion of inferiority was associated with it. 
After the efforts of the previous generation to bestow prestige upon it, its 
position in the literary hierarchy was gradually downgraded. It was 
identified with a primal stage in the literature of a nation, which would show 
signs of real maturity only through the creation of the novel. This parameter 
marked the history of the short story in the 1920s, before the heyday of the 
novel; howeverwe see that its seeds may be found as early as theJ900S. 
78 
Interestingly, our exploration of both publications shows that signs of 
generic awareness derive from many foreign or expatriate critics: Dieterich, 
Lebesgue, Clement, Psycharis, Vlastos, while the Greek voices were more 
subdued on the issue. In this light, the examination of Palamas' and 
Xenopoulos' critical perspectives in the next chapter functions as a 
counterbalance, revealing the perspicacity of indigenous criticism on the 
subject and providing a more general picture about the critical 
history of 
614, y77ya between 1880-1920. 
78 Moullas, "Et(y(xy(oy H yEcroiro)xytK I iwýoypaota A', 109-124. 
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III. The flexible perspective of a poet and the firm perspective of a prose 
writer: Palamas and Xenopoulos 
Palamas and Xenopoulos have been unanimously accepted as the most 
prominent critics of the years 1880-1920. Their critical work, among other 
ramifications, revolved around 8ti7plya. Both of them felt that its rise and 
formation originated in the efforts of their generation. Therefore, along with 
assessing the contribution of individual authors, they often pronounced 
general views on the character of the short story, thus offering insights into its 
I /tv perception. Their adherence to "OtXoXoytKij ICPITtKq 1 their historical 
approach to literary phenomena2and promotion of innovative trendS3makes 
them the most authoritative voices in the critical history of the genre in the 
period under examination. 
Apart from similarities, the critical standpoints of Palamas and 
Xenopoulos presented significant differences. Palamas' attitude towards the 
short story was largely determined by his participation in demoticism; often 
his criteria echoed the demoticist ideology. By contrast, Xenopoulos, whose 
position on the language question was more open, adopted a less biased and 
more genuinely aesthetic outlook. 4 Moreover, despite occasional 
experimentation with 8ijJyI7ya'5 Palamas' viewpoint remained that of a poet. 6 
This often revealed points of convergence between poetry and the short story. 
At the same time,, as his perspective was external, it led to objective, but at 
times detached and vague views. Xenopoulos, on the other hand, approached 
1 For Palamas' relation to "Otkokoytioj -Kptnicil", see Tellos Agras, "0 Hock(xýw'; lcpvrtlcoý" 
KptTwa A', ed. Kostas Steryiopoulos, Epgq; 1980,184 and Apostolos Sachinis, 0 Na. Wllag 
wat 77 Kpin v7, '15puýt(x Kwavl rl(xk(xg(X' 1994,199-20 1. For Xenopoulos' parallel attitude, 
see K. Th. Dimaras, "0 reXwco; vjq -Kptrtic'q'; ", Ma EaTta 587 (1951), 148, Apostolos 
Sachinis, "Aw icptnicot' Til; yF-vl(x; 'rou 1880", EE(PElle 14 (1975), 43-44, Anda Katsiki - 
Givalou, "0 E-Eevwcoukoq (oq xpinico; ", Atqpaýw 265 (1991), 35-36. 
2 For Palamas, see Venetia Apostolidou, 0 KoxrrI7ý Ma, ýqyag torropticog ri7g vEoe. U77vtK779 
.; 
Loyo, re, XvIag, E)F-gF'-), to 1992,15-16, Sachinis, 0 HaAayag... 197-198. For Xenopoulos, see 
Dimaras, 147-148. 
3 For Palamas' openness to various ideological and literary movements, see Emilios 
Chourmouzios, 0 Hallayag icat t7 vroXi7 rov A', rl7ly(xooq 1944,248. For Xenopoulos' 
perspicacity in the promotion of innovative poets and authors, see Dimaras, 149, 
Katsiki - 
Givalou, 33-34. 
(X 'ITI; kO'YO'rEXVI(X; EtV(XI, 0)ý 4 Apostolidou characteristically argues: R(X?, CCgIKIj t(YrOpt' 
EV(X P(AgO, 11 UTTOPM TIjg VEOCUTIVIK11; XO'YO'TF-XVt'(X; COW TTIV TOU 
8ilgonKtagol' )", 118. For the occasional tension in Palamas' and Xenopoulos' relationship, 
due 
to their language differences, see Anda Katsiki-Givalou, "AnoWet; rou Mcka[t6c 7I(x Tov 
'Eevonouko", I7Epi; rAovg 30-31 (1991), 122-123. 
5 His stories are gathered in Kostis Palamas, Axarra A'. 
6 Cf. Apostolidou, 226. 
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the short story as a prose writer who had practisedit. 7His attitude was more 
solid, though in cases outside his own experience it proved restrictive. This 
brief outline of the character of Palamas' and Xenopoulos' criticism suggests 
that they constituted a complementary rather than an antithetical pair. Taking 
into consideration that their critical activity covered a long time-span and was 
scattered in various publications, its exploration will give us an overall 
account of the development of the concept of 8tWi7ya between 1880-1920.8 
a. Constructing a dynamic conceptfor &4, p7pa. Palamas 
Although it has been argued that Palamas' criticism dealt more 
extensively with poetry than with prose, 9 a close examination of his collected 
works reveals that he engaged as a critic with the work of most short story 
writers of his time. This implies that he had a complete picture of the 
development of the genre, but does not mean that his perception of it was 
uniform. Some of the general characteristics of his critical thought, such as the 
idea of positive criticism1O and his enthusiastic reception of innovative 
trends, 11 were also reflected in his notion of 6tifp7ya. Consequently, his 
stance presented a flexible and sometimes even contradictory aspect. 
However, in the case of a genre exhibiting an intrinsic fluidity this is not 
necessarily negative. By contrast, it might approach more precisely its diverse 
nature. 
The exploration of Palamas' views on the short story is a complicated 
issue, because the term 6tijp7pa showed a semantic diversity in his critical 
texts. It could denote the short story, the novella or the novel. Therefore, 
frequently we find the use of derivatives or extra adjectives, which defined 
more accurately the character of the relevant text. Thus, Karkavitsas' novel H 
AvyEpij' (1890) was "ge', ya 8tilplRu 8tocKo(Tto(TE'-ktSov RF-ptTCO-011,12 while 
Eftaliotis' long story "H Mccý S rpoc" (1900) was presented as if "Y(AO KPTITtKO WX 
7 This is emphasised as a positive aspect in Xenopoulos' reviews on prose fiction, see 
Dimaras, 149. 
8 Palamas' preoccupation with criticism started in 1884 and extended up to the 1930s, see 
Sachinis, 0 Ila.; Layaq.... 69. Xenopoulos published reviews from 1885 on and continued up to 
the 1940s, see Katsiki-Givalou, "0 EEEF-vonouko; o-); xpinicN", 33. In my discussion I wiH also 
include some articles written after the 1920s, which are however strongly connected with the 
views that Palamas and Xenopoulos expressed on &77, yi7ya between 1880-1920. 
9 Apostohdou, 226. 
10 Agras, 178: "il KptrucTi cou Ppliaicum TcccvT(x (TT71v (xvto-6'(Y(x". Cf. Sachinis, 0 17alqyaý... 
194-196. 
11 Chourmouzios, 251-253. 
12 13', 175 (1897). 
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81 "Y11ga IIfI and his short stories as "8tijy'qg(xvXict(x" or'gt'KpEq taroptfE .; 11.13 In 
other cases 8v7"p7pa stood for prose fiction in general; references such as "'To 8t11, yT1R(X, 71 t 11 C0 14 " 8'TOROV f 8t(T " Xt8ov 9" vov " were characteristic. 
As we pointed out in our discussion of Estia,, the ambiguity enveloping 
the word &77"y77ya was a common phenomenon, particularly in the 
nineteenth-century. Yet Palamas firmly employed the term in its general 
sense up to a later period. According to Apostolidou, in a 1917 article he 
asserted that the word 6t7jp7pa was appropriate for "Oka r(x et'&j rqq 
8t1j71jR(XTtK11q koyoTFXVt, 0Cq Wto r(ov ImPOCRuotcov Koct T(OV Pp(xxOT(X'T(OV 
aoiley jaaov ge'xpt T(ov o7mi)8 ý 7roXi)T6g(ov gu0t(TTopt(bV'. 15 Thus, we have 11 (OV 0 
to do more with conscious selection than with misuse. Behind this we may 
also discern the viewpoint of the poet, who, believing that prose was inferior 
to poetry, did not always bother to distinguish its separate forms. 
Nevertheless, we realise that 8v7, y7jya corresponded to the short story, 
when Palamas discussed its particular characteristics, for instance, when he 
compared it with the novel. This comparison may be detected in articles 
covering three different decades (1900-1930), which indicates that it was a 
stable parameter in Palamas' perspective. It also concurred with the 
dernoticist views on the definition of 6tijp7ya, as mirrored in Noumas, to 
which Palamas was a contributor. 16 
The briefest reference to the issue may be traced in Palamas' prologue 
to his collected short stories. 17 After dividing his stories into two categories, 
the poetic and the realistic, 18 he referred to the latter as "7rp(0, r(x icE00Ck(xtoc 
gu0ta, Topilýtax(ov 7cp(x-jg(xToXoyticcov Tcou 8c yp(x0, r71K0CvF_" (44). Behind this 
generic description, we recognise features associated with the traditional 
short story. We are dealing with a singular and self-contained extract from 
reality, as the connection with the chapter implies. Moreover, despite its brief 
nature, it can enclose "gtcc veoekX7jvtK71 ýaq (yF_ K(broux x7jq 7wopicy[tocM 
TckaTtdc XocpocKT7jpt(yTtKdC (45). One may assume that the difficulty of the 
13 IXT, 187-188 (1900). 
14 B', 189 (1894). Cf. B', 153-154 (1896), where the expression " 8tijy%mToypuýtK 11 TEUPUY(DY11 
refers to novels or stories by Panayiotis and Alexandros Soutsos, Alexandros Rizos Rangavis, 
Xenos, Ramfos, Vasiliadis, Paparigopoulos, Pantazis and Roidis. 
15 Apostolidou, 229, n. 67. The article was published in NEa Hy9pa and is not included in the 
'Airavm. 
16 See Chapter Two, section b. 
17 A', 43-45 (1919). 
18 Similarly, in his article on Episkopopoulos' Ta 61i7y77yara rov (5Et.; UvovJ (YT, 409,1899), 
he spoke of "icowcoww" and "notflTtKo 81717'TUX". In his article on K. Chatzopoulos, he 
distinguished even more types of short story (romantic, realistic, social, descriptiNýe, 
ethographic, psychological, analytical, poetic), underscoring, however, that the categories 
might overlap, H', 432 (1920). 
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genre lay in this aspect. Yet the dependence on the novel and the sense of 
incompleteness it entailed ("icp_O(Aam gi)OtcTrop'qg(x, ra)v [ ... ] Rob 5F- 
7p(xOTi1K(xve") cast a derogatory shadow on the short story. It stood for a 
simple narrative that might be upgraded to the multilayered novel. Its generic 
autonomy was undermined and many theoreticians of the classic short story 
would object to this. 19 
But Palamas' attitude to the relation between the novel and the short 
story was different in other articles. His review of Paroritis'Airo r7l ý(o7l' Tov 
6&/1tvoiPO and his "Et(Ti17i1TtK7J E', KOF-(Ytq 8t(X' TTIV (XTCOVOgq'V T010 E7[(X'OXOb 
'BticF_'; Ux' 1121presented striking similarities, although two decades separated 
them. Both employed graphic metaphors to represent the contrast between 
the two genres, an aspect that recalls Psycharis' approach. 22 Palamas' 
metaphors were more specified, as he drew on other arts to highlight the 
nature of this contrast. Discussing Paroritis' stories, he observed: "11(x'vT(x ýtob 
I O(Xt'VE, r(Xt R(t)ý To 8t11711g(X gTCpo(yT(X (yTo Rokl)(TE_'ý. t8o R100tCFTOPTJg(X Et'V(Xt 
0, Tt (Xn(XV0-0 K(XTOo To (yovFTTo ttRpo(yT(x (yTo Rot7lpm". Here the dependence 
of the short story on the novel was eliminated. The comparison was between 
two self-contained genres and was further illustrated by a parallelism to two 
poetic ones. Having dealt with both poems and sonnets, Palamas was aware 
of the technical difficulties of the latter, as compared with the relative liberties 
of the former. In the sonnet the poet must organise his ideas within a 
restricted space to a fixed metrical form. Similarly, the short story writer had 
to follow rules to preserve the balance of the brief form he has at his disposal. 
IIII (X KX 11 Palamas spoke of "K67roto RETPO, K(XROtO (y1)7KP(X"WX CFT'1V 01)(Ft (t CYT 
II rtKog VF_O(XTTtKtCFttO; " 11, CFTIJ CFKF_WTJ K(Xt " 7X6(y(T(X, F-V(Xq (Y'RXN 8Wo Itopo , 
in Paroritis' stories 
The similarities between bv7, yi7ya and the sonnet became more clear in 
the report on the Vikelas prize. In addition, the juxtaposition in the 1919 
prologue of the singularity of the short story with the multiplicity of the novel 
was further expanded. Referring to Papantoniou's award-winning 
, A111Y71, Ua-ra, Palamas argued: 
19 See Matthews, 17: "It is not a chapter out of a Novel, or an incident or an episode extracted 
from a longer tale, but at its best it impresses the reader with the belief that it would 
be 
spoiled if it were made larger, or if it were incorporated into a more elaborate work". 
Cf. 
Ejxenbaum, 4: "The novel and the short story are forms not only different in kind, 
but also 
inherently at odds". 
20 Novydý 211,3/9/1906,9. 
21 IXY, 447-451 (1928). 
22 See Chapter Two, section b. 
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To 8tilyTiga Pp(XX-0 Kat F-t; T71v 7cEptEKTtKOT7jT(X' Tou 
ko, to, rF-XV71R(X, F-XF-l Tcpo; ro F--Op-O IC(Xt 7cok-OlcuRavTov 
RI)OI(Y'rOP7jR(X, OTCOIOV XO'YOV 7COkl07rpO(T(OTCO; 'K(XI TCOIKIXO(YX71RO; 
TOIXOYP(Xot" M)VOUTI; TCPO; (X70,11V, (X/%/X(X' TCOGOV 81)'(YKOkOV 61; 
T71V X(XP(XKT71pt(TTtK71V F, 'KOP(X(TU'KOT71T(X' T71;, TCPO(YO)IrOyp(XOti(XV- , H, 
K(Xkkt,, rF-POV9 E"XF-t (YXE, -(Ttv ro 
8tq7llg(x 7rpo; ro guotu'ropilga, 
onotow noV)(npooo; (o8, q Tcpo; F-v (yovF-Trov. Akka', K(XO(O;, Ev 
K(Xkov (YOVE"'T'rov laooapt, ýF-t Tcpo; R(XICPO(YTtxov Tcothjýta, 
()CVakoy(l); K(Xt 'ro O(X'po; T71; (Xýt'(X; EVO; K(XXO'O' 8t7l'yllg(XTO; 
III F-ýtaolyrat 7rpo; gt(xv F--oT-oXt(YRF-vqv guOt(yroptocv (450). 
Apart from the connection with the sonnet, a metaphor drawn from 
painting illustrates the divergence of the concise 6t7j, yi7ya and the 
multifarious yi)OtaT6p? 7ya. 23 Nevertheless, the singularity of 6177', 777Ya did not 
conceal a notion of inferiority. 24 The part versus the whole relation described 
in the 1919 text, did not appear here; the novel and the short story emerged as 
equal, yet distinct forms. Thus, 6tifyi7ya had its own difficulties. According to 
Palamas, it must display "X(XP(XK'rllpl(YTt'KIIV EKOPMYTIKOTTIM", something we 
may interpret as an emphasis on characteristic details that would convey in a 
compressed way what would be rendered analytically in a novel. A couple of 
pages earlier, when discussing Xenopoulos' prize-winning Movatot icat 
oupXot (1926), Palamas mentioned the ample form of the novel ("To 70, (xTI)' 
(TXE"8tOV TO-L) 7CF_PI(T(YO'TF'POV EXE-00E'PO'L) FIq T(Xq KtVIj'(TEIq T010 XO'YOTEXVIKOI)' 
d8ouq", 447). By contrast, writing on Papantoniou's stories, he remarked that 
various dissimilar elements were presented "yopywq, (TXe8ov c7TvygtoT1')Tc(t)q, 
(T10V100(X(TgE'_V(X Etý TO TEPOCYT]ICOV g&rpov" (450). This comment not only 
underscored the narrative difficulties of the genre, but also elucidated the 
parallelism with the sonnet. What connected the poetic with the prose form 
was the subordination of inspiration to a fixed limited space. 
In short, Palamas perceived the short story through its contrast with 
the novel. However, his viewpoint on the type of contrast was divided, which 
reveals the fluidity of his approach. Sometimes he appeared to believe that 
23 This metaphor has been frequently used in short story criticism. The 
following comment 
by Shaw is very close to Palamas' ideas: "If a short story's aim is to achieve a single 
concentrated impression, then it must move swiftly; it cannot 
linger to unfold for the reader 
the little incidentals and wayward episodes [ ... 
]. All of these things can undoubtedly be 
suggested in a short piece, but only obliquely, in much the same way as a painting or 
photograph of a figure caught in an expressive posture can capture an entire 
life", Shaw, 46. 
Henry James (ibid., 12) and Poe ("Nathaniel Hawthorne", 216) also employed this metaphor 
for short story writing. For Poe's parallelism between tale and painting, see 
the next section 
on Xenopoulos. Cf. Xefloudas' comment, "H rý 71 rou 
8njy1jýt(xroyp(x'Oo1L) Ctivm ý11(x 'rFXvll EXV 
irpommypd0ou Kca tXvoypdoou", Stelios Xefloudas, "Etaccywyil", 
Ntpoavag, Xp77aroyavog, 
P666icavaic77g wat dXXot, Baaticý BtpktoO i1cil 30, AF-, rO; 1953,15. T1 11 
24 See his remark on Papantoniou's stories: "ýw; FwOugtiýoiuv 
8t(x' nokko(TT11V 00POW oTt To 
vo 8F-v euptiaKF-, rat (x7r(xp(xtTijTo)q et; To noV)". 1IT', 450. 
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the short story was a simpler narrative, which might have been extracted 
from the more composite novel. Given Palamas' interest in longer poetic 
forms, we may assume that the parallelism short story - sonnet versus novel - 
longer poem favoured the second pair. 25Yet under different circumstances he 
acknowledged the narrative demands of the short story and stressed that it 
was a genre in its own right. These theoretical views also indicated that 
Palamas had a clear account of the poetics of &77"yqya. Most of the 
characteristics with which he endowed the genre were derived from the 
notion of brevity. Singularity, compression, the exploitation of telling details, 
a sense of balance ("RE-', rpov". all constituted for him the 
prerequisites for a successful story. 
This was also evident in his report for a short story competition, 
organised by the Flawcovto; DAkoyo; of Smyrna. 26The competition was 
regressive on the ideological parameters it set for the genre, in the sense that 
it emphatically promoted its interrelation with folk culture. However, it gave 
proofs of progress in the narrative formation of 8tqy77ya. Palamas was 
explicit about the need for symmetry, noting that the lack of balance "F-t; 
f121X 11'r C71)VTOgOV 811j'y7jR(X F-I'V(XI 'K(XTC(O; PUPUTEPOV (Xg(XPT719(X TC(XP OCTOV 0( 0 
Etq EKrF-vF-(Trepov F-pyov" (431). 27Accordingly, the demand for narrative 
economy recurred in the criticism of the texts submitted,, as the following 
expressions reveal: "TcepticTaeux koywv" (427), 'VvEpRocrtcy'ro; RF'k(X'YO8POgI()C 
(428), "on(Y0'ng(X'rtICII pnropeti(x" (429). At the end of the report it was implied 
yt " (432), that the devices of "F-gvOXO-0 Ftxovoq" and "Tckocu'riKII; PP(XX^L)ko '(X; 
apparently associated with folk genres, might contribute to the poetics of a 
story. This concurred with the element of if X (X P (X K'T 71 PI (Y'T I'K 11 V 
EKOp(xcF, n-Ko', rTj, T(x", traced in the report of Vikelas' prize. The exploitation of 
images and the use of a language, which implied rather than stated,, 
contributed to the need of the genre for compression. 28 Thus, Palamas 
followed the classic short story model, perceiving bt7jy77ya as a tight 
harmonic construction. 29 
25 See Sachinis, 0 HaAqyag..., 107-109. 
26 1IT', 426-432 (1903). The other members of the committee were Politis and 
Drosinis, also 
involved in the Estia competitions of the 1880s. 
27 For the symmetry of design demanded from the genre, see 
Reid, 59, Shaw, 53-55. 
28 John Wain, "Remarks on the Short Story", Journal of the Short Story 
in English 2-3 (1984), 52- 
53,56. 
29 Noteworthy was the fact that he had great respect 
for Maupassant, the par excellence 
representative of the classic model of story, see 
IE', 263-267 (1893). For Palamas, Maupassant 
(XV&KC(MUC MXI 1COCTUTTIJUEV t8t'Ov urucob' ro 
8tijy7jým" (265). In the same text he referred 
to bt77y77Yara as "yopyd'; MXI ý0)11P(X'; [.. ] 5tijy7IaF-t; " (265), which 
indicates that the notion of 
speed was linked to the genre 
before the 1903 competition. 
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We may detect, however, opposing ideas in his criticism, which show 
Palamas' awareness that 6vfyi7ya was a dynamic genre that could not be 
imprisoned by strict definitions. In his article on Vizyinos' stories, published 
in 1896, he referred to the "anvu optcc co-o et'Souq" and used the adverbs 
"yopy(bq" and "mxpo8tKcoq" about its technique. 30 Thus, his account of the 
short story as a strictly organised form did not belong to the post 1903 period 
(Smyrna competition). Consequently, the diverse points expressed concerning 
Vizyinos' &i7yijiyara should not be interpreted as signs that he had not yet 
formulated a concrete theory on the genre, but as a conscious division in his 
critical thought. 
Palamas was puzzled by Vizyinos' texts: "T(x okiyu 6tilyijýi0cT6 TO-L), 
F-I)RF-YF'-OIj' [til Koct (XTCo(TTEP'YoV'r(X TO 7EEP1'TCkoKoV' I(T'TOPTjR(X'T(X' ýItKpov TI 
f (1)(YIV E"Iq R00t(Y'TOPTI g0Cr(X". 31 How could a -OnokF-ITCoV'T(XI OTCO)q (XvocnTuxo 
" 
notion of 3t7jy77ya as a compressed and singular form include Vizyinos' 
stories? Palamas apprehended their generic peculiarities: their length, their 
complexity and the fact that they partook of both the short story and the 
novel. 32 Hence he employed the term tcyrop7lya to denote their divergence 
from the norm. 33 However, he did not suggest excluding them from the 
category of &077ya. By contrast., as we shall see, he attempted to place them 
in that framework and adapt the concept of the genre to their particular 
character. 
He therefore made an interesting distinction, which also shed light on 
the interrelation between poetry and the short story: 
EI)'Y'YP(XOEO)v Ttvo)v To OOPTE etv(xt 11 (Y, 1)gnT-Oýtý Twv töF-Wvý EV(O 
(xkkü)v, cý cv(xvTi(xg, p"v(xi 1,1 (xv(xnz-oýig (x-oc(ov- X. X. o Appy t 'Opliý 
()cv EO, r(xXto)Tilý, 0 EX TWV (XPIGT(t)V 5111-Yllg(X'CO'YP(X0(J)V 4(Xý, TJKEI 
aý TIJV npo), rilv T4tv. T(X COP(XIO'ZEP(X Tcov 8111, ylig(xTcov Toi, ) EIV(Xt 
, r(X g(X9ý, ý, ov CY-OVF-ICTI)Yge"V(X, T(X g(Xý. Xov npoaF"Y-YtýOVT(X aý T(X 
IrotT1g(XT(X, T(X TCOX'o g(X'XXOV 1, )IUOVO1ITIK(X' 7U(XP(X' 9'Kýp(XCYTtK(X. 
34 
Short story writers were divided into those who preferred analysis and those 
who employed compression. Eftaliotis was chosen as Vizyinos' counterpoise. 
He represented the classic short story, the characteristics of which had been 
30 B', 157 (1896). 
31 ibid., 159. 
32 Palamas underlined the relation of Vizyinos' stories to the novel in a 
later article, H', 492 
(1922). 
33 He used this term in the same sense in the Smyrna competition report, 
11T, 427: ''pE'-IE(I)v 
F'I; 'U(X (7xotvoTFVll IC(Xt TCEPITCF"CF'I(68ij tcuopijýwr(x". For the use of icyTOP77ya 
in the 1880s, see 
Chapter One, sections a and c. 
34 B, 1158. 
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projected by Palamas in the instances mentioned earlier. Eftaliotis' texts 
exemplified the sonnet - short story parallelism, for their poetic strand 
resulted from their use of implication. 35 We may assert that they displayed 
fit the FgxV-oXo; a-KOva" and "TcX(xcTTtK'9 Pp(xX-oXoyt'(x" Palamas associated with 
the narrative economy of the genre in the Smyrna competition report. 
Vizyinos' stories, instead of "o7covoilnic(Xi", were "cicopwynicd"'. But did this 
undermine their relation to poetry? For, according to short story theory, what 
connected the two genres was their dependence on suggestiveness. 
Palamas clarified this point by contrasting Vizyinos' poems with his 
stories, calling him a better poet "F-t; Tflv (YXF-, rtK(t'); (Xv(XX1)T1K(t)TE'. 'P(XV 
Epywyt(xv Tou 8ti1yi1g(xTo; ", because "gF- T(x nX(xT1')'TF-p(x F-80fl, gF- TflV 
(XVET(O'TEP(XV TCOPEMV TOA) 7CF, ýO-tP(X0tX: O ' 8tily '0 llg(XTO;, TO T[Vt'YTJPOV K(X1 
(X7CpOVO11TOV EKý, F'TCO t -OV". 36 What Palamas meant here is that whatever 
spoiled the harmony of a poem, found a place in the more flexible prose. 
However, the poetic essence was not lost; in a reference to the composite 
character of Vizyinos' stories, he underlined that this aspect was guided by 
ýXVI, TO, 0 7rotTITO E 
"I the "00. ocTo0oq T' 10 . 
37 Although Palamas overused the term 
"Tcotflutq" and its derivatives to refer to the qualities of prose workS, 38 I 
believe that in this case its use was literal. The poetry and suggestiveness of 
Vizyinos' texts stemmed from the fact that the semantic depth, usually 
identified with poetry, lay under their analytical surface. If Eftaliotis' stories 
alluded to poetry because of their compressive narrative technique, Vizyinos' 
texts were poetic because of their complexity. 
Palamas' divisions in this article and his attempt to construct a wider 
concept of 6177y77ya, which would encompass deviant cases such as Vizyinos, 
reveal that, despite having a concrete definition in mind, his perspective was 
flexible. In this case the fluidity characterising his critical thought led to a 
mature view, in harmony with the inherent fluidity of the short story. 
Vizyinos was not the only author who tested the established ideas of 
btift, qya, making Palamas reconsider its character. Mitsakis and 
Papadiamantis represented two notable examples, since their stories, for 
different reasons, defied the norm of 6171717Ya- 
35 Cf. Palamas' comment on Eftaliotis' Ni7crtwrweg taroptEg, which "wEoP(X'? 'Xouv pioc 
i (Y'OyKtV'q(T1j", IXT, 187 (1900). 
36 B', 158. 
37 ibid., 159. Palamas again associated the complicated texture of Vizyinos' stories with 
oetry in a later article, H', 492 (1922). 
8C See his articles on Karkavitsas B', 168 (1892), Papadiamantis 
IB', 310 (1898) and 
Vlachoyiannis B', 181, where he explained that "(1); TC01,110tv 6E F-Vvool, )REV Evr(xl, )O(x n(X'(T(XV 
5ilgioupywiv Fp'y(xcvt(xv aq nF-ýov ii F-t; E'ggerpov X67ov". 
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Mitsakis' divergence had to do with narrative technique. Palamas 
employed the term -cvcovoypdO7jy&9 to depict the static character of his texts. 
However,, this attempt at terminological precision did not imply that he did 
not regard them as 6t77y77yara. By contrast, he argued: 
-IV(XI 'K(XT O-oati(xv 
8111, yllg(XT(X. akka 7CO(yov (Xgek(j, )q 70,11pol')(71 
T(X; (Y'OVOII'K(X; 107rO T(X; 07COUX; KOtV(0; 'YtV(O(YKETOCt TO 8tTj, y7jR(x, TO, yp(xoF-t'vý K(Xt TCO(TOv oa amxv8ockt'ýO-ov TO-L); gq 
(T-UVF-tot(YgE, -VOl)q 7c(xp(x govov F-t; Ta K(xo(xpco,; ýF-X(optagEV(x Kcct 
mugo(ova gE Ta Tc(xTpo7c(xp(x8or(x X(OPOIL)Vr(x F-t8ll Tou koyo-L). 
Atil, y7lg(xT(x 7cou F-Kr-L)W(T(yovT(xt X(opt; gb0ov, Kat apXtiýouv Koct 
If (ovo-ov X(, Opt; E TOxt ýp(oT(Xr 
40 
Palamas acknowledged the limitations that clear-cut generic distinctions 
imposed on the literary critic. He was therefore able to brush them aside; 
what counted was the artistic quality of a text and not its compliance with 
pre-established rules. If we side-step the thematic reference to the absence of 
love, Mitsakis' texts deviated from the norm because of their lack of plot. As 
we pointed out in the Introduction, plot was one of the basic aspects that 
differentiated the traditional from the "modern" short story. Palamas 
attributed the attraction of Mitsakis' texts to the fact that their poetics were 
extended in two opposite directions, journalism and poetry. 41 The relation of 
these aspects with the narrative techniques of "modern" stories has been 
emphasised in short story theory. 42 Thus, in broadening the concept of 
6al', yi7pa, so that writers like Mitsakis might be included, Palamas made room 
for its "modern" manifestations. 
We may reach a similar conclusion through examining Palamas' stance 
on Papadiamantis. 43 Papadiamantis' stories contradicted, more than Mitsakis' 
did, the characteristics Palamas delineated on other occasions in relation to 
6i7ly, qya. According to Palamas, their main imperfections were the absence of 
composition and the lack of narrative economy. 44 He discerned a narrative 
imbalance in them, which spoiled the ideal of symmetry, demanded from a 
proper story. Thus, he characterised them as "o8poKe'Oaka", which "(xpXlýouv 
39 B', 188 (1894). For Mitsakis' texts, see Chapter One, section a. 
40 B', 189. 
41 He characteristically remarked: ", T(x 5t'q77jgCCT(X TOU K. MIjT(T(X'KIj (TA)VOPE1. )OIJV 11POq 81')0 
av'rtOE'I'roI-); ý(I)V(X; - Tcpo; 'rTIV ý(Ovljv (XO 'Evo; 'ETI; ýTJP(X'; 8Tjgo(Tto'YP(XOt'(X; T(J)v PETEOPTEP, 
K(Xt (XO 'ETEPOD TEPO; TTIV ý(OVIJV TIJ; (XIUXT'I; 1)W7jY0Pt'(X; TON TCOtTjT(OV KOCI T(OV PIjTOP(Ov 
ibid., 190. 
42 Shaw, 5-6. 
43 Under the general title "H Mol)(Ycc cou rl(xn(x8t(xg(x'vr7j" are included two articles in the 
'Agavra, dated in 1898 and 1911, IB', 310-323. 
44 ibid., 315,321-322. 
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f)fII 
RE 9M OOP(x K(XI TF-41COVOI)v (T Eva 7co-00 (315). However,, Palarnas was 
perceptive enough to regard these faults as an integral part of Papadiamantis' 
poetics and to stress that they accounted for the special appeal of his stories: 
7ceplop 
i 
OVII(Fil 7cpo; Irliv OIKOVORt, (X -K(Xt Tcpo; Til CFI)VOE(Yllv, 
71 (x8t(xoopt(X Tcpo; r(x I F, ý(OTEPMX' CY'COIXF-t(X Tq; 're oxt g xvq; ý ovo 8F-V EgTCO&ý010V, (Xkk(X' t F-XO-L)V IMP(XýEVO! - VOg" ýEt; 7C(O; (Y-L)Vrp' 'Yt(X va yevvqool), v EP7(x t(yxl)poT(XTII; TCP(OTOTA)7ut(x; Kat - 8F- oopo-Ug(Xt T11 gEy(X'kll Xýýjj -gt(X; TCVOq; (y(Xtý7rqpt-KTj;. 45 
Palamas' stance on Papadiamantis differed from that of Nirvanas and 
Xenopoulos. 46 Nirvanas was puzzled about the generic character of 
Papadiamantis' stories, but eventually embraced them as great works of art. 
Xenopoulos' attitude was more reserved; although he also accepted their 
artistic quality, he insisted that the imperfections substantially spoiled the 
overall result. Palamas simply overlooked the external aspect of their 
technique to better appreciate their value, exactly as he had done with 
Mitsakis. In Papadiamantis' case, however, he went further, viewing his 
departure from the norm as a different model of poetics ('vop'ýF-t; Tuo; 
(Y-orrpF-'XouV'). Like Mitsakis, Papadiamantis ", rp(xyoU8(X' Mo Tcokl') K(Xt 
8JJgo(YtO7P()COEt', TC(Xp(X' 7UOU XTKEt K(Xt KOCkktTEXVEt rt; t(pToptF; Col)". 47The 
use of these specific verbs is illuminating. Construction and artistry alluded to 
the traditional short story which placed emphasis on form; poetry and 
journalism suggested a less strictly constructed narrative, which followed 
different rules of internal organisation. By putting both in the framework of 
&77, y77ya, Palamas opened his perspective to the "modern" short story and 
dismissed the use of form as a decisive generic criterion. As we shall see in 
the next section, Xenopoulos would have raised strong objections to this. 
To summarise, Palamas' perception of 61 77p7ya, despite its occasional 
contradictions, was quite advanced. The fluidity characterising his critical 
thought was reflected in his perspective on the genre and allowed him to 
accept it as a broader, more dynamic concept. A stable aspect of his stance 
was to contrast it with the novel. This helped him to formulate a clear idea of 
its narrative demands. However, he did not adhere to this concrete definition. 
f 
45 ibid., 315-316. Cf. his comment a few lines earlier, "H TE-'Xvil 'rou Ftv(xt V(x ýtlj 8dipil 
K(xggt(x rExvq" (315). 
46 See Chapter Two, section q. 
47 IB', 322. Palamas also remarks: "Mil ýijTF-t'TE mouvq aufAuYliv, E'-vCC 'K(xI ýIovcCXo 
f F-V6M0EPOV ROA) V(X gFYOC?, 6)'V7j 0?, OE'z-VCC, CY006 OtKOVOgllgF-V(X KM 8F-gE', V(X gEVXýU' TOIJ; 
7[P(Xyg(X'r(X. M 'F-V8t(X0E'PF-t OXt TO nO1J 0OC PYG), (Xk?, (Xf TO OU &MTKE86ý(O GTO 
6POgO. MOIL) 
fI 
apkya OfXt To ovi(Ttgo, (xkk(X' co vxýt& Eivoct w6y](11 V(X 7rTjY(Xtv(0W TOGO UTM KM TOGO 
ykilycopec; ", ibid., 316. 
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By contrast, provided that he perceived the artistry of a text, he was able to 
readjust the notion of the genre to its individual features. To achieve this, 
Palamas made useful divisions, which approached more precisely the 
narrative modes of the text under discussion, but on no account excluded it 
from &77yi7ya. This proved his perspicacity about borderline cases which 
provoked the reaction of other critics. 
b. Perceiving bujp7ya as a stable concept: Xenopoulos 
Xenopoulos emerged as a key-figure in both short story criticism and 
theory. He openly expressed his theoretical speculations as early as 1889-1890 
when many writers still regarded 3ti7yi7ya as an ideological means to 
consolidate national identity. Unlike Palamas, whose critical perspective was 
primarily focused on poetry, Xenopoulos' encounter with & 77yi7ya was more 
systematic and, although extending to a long time-span, was characterised by 
CCn, 5i*",,. 48 Writing both short stories and novels, he explored their formal 
divergence in practice. Thus, his critical viewpoint showed the insight, but 
also the rigidity, of someone who was himself involved in short story writing. 
Xenopoulos'use of the term 6t7j,, y77yq, like Palamas', was inconsistent. 
It is apparent that in some cases & Jyi7ya denoted prose fiction in general. For 77 
instance, despite the fact that the title of the article "AtilyTipc KCC1 8PCqta1149 
promised an analysis of the interrelation of the two genres, we soon realise 
that 6tj7'-yi7ya was an "umbrella" term for both the short story and the novel. 
The text thematised the relation between "8tijyTjg(xroq 71 p)0t(YTOP11R(X'roq 
K(XI Fp7oo ()F(XTptKoj)11.50 
However, under different circumstances Xenopoulos aimed at 
terminological precision. He singled out Papadiamantis' H 06vtaca (1903) 
and Ta po6tva mcpoyidAia (1907) as novels and "Nocyr(A70q it., 1VO, 1ko7-DP(X 
CTTIJ kiRV71 fit "H (j)(xpg(xKoXi'), rptcC and "'Owtpo (Yro Kl')R(X" as 11gt'KPOTF_POC 
8jTj, yijg(x, r(x". 51 Similarly, in his prologue to one of his short story collections 
0 Vx RtKp(x. ]Ft(X'Tt GTO he observed that the texts included: "Eivat Ok(X (XTC' 
.0 lp EP'YO g01) 1)n(XPXO'OV, EKToý Wco TU K(XO(XI)To g-OotaToplIg(XT(X, KM geptK(X 
48 His theoretical preoccupation with the genre began before 1890 and continued up to at 
least 1944, when we find the introduction to his last short story collection, TipOkoyo; rTlq 
, re4vuMicc; cFF-tpcc; ", "Airavra 10, Minipilq 1971,312-314. 
49, Alrav, ra 11,285-288 (1909). 
50 ibid., 285. See also his references to Kalligas' Odvog BXbcag as a Greek 6177Y77ma, A7ravTa 
11,124 (1908) and ibid., 138 (1911). 
51 ibid., 135-137 (1911). 
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OC E 71 6 Wc EKnvý(Trepoc 8111y JgOCr(XII. 52 The use of the adjectives 11gtKpo " and 
F-'K'rF-VEq" indicates that the word 61 qytlpa did not suffice for generic 
definition. Thus, "Rucpo 8tilyi1[toc" corresponded to the short story, while 
E'K'rCVEq 8t7J'Y7JR(X stood for longer stories or novellas and this echoed the 
editorial policies of the periodicals, discussed in the previous chapters. In 
short, Xenopoulos' terminological instability did not connote an indifference 
to generic distinction, 53but agreement with the general position of this era on 
the use of the term. 
If terminology often blurs generic boundaries, how can we distinguish 
the genres of prose fiction in practice? Xenopoulos approached this delicate 
issue at a later point of his career in "To ýti)Ot(nop, %t(x", his introductory 
speech to the Academy of Athens. 54AIthough it falls out5&the chronological 
limits of this thesis, it may be read as a retrospective comment, justifying the 
terminological confusion of the preceding period. 55Moreover, it concurred 
with Palamas' views on the definition of 8t ifp7ya, as presented in the 1919 
prologue to his collected stories. 56At specific points, however, it clashed with 
Xenopoulos' overall stance on the genre, as reflected in other critical texts. 
Akk(x' 7rOtOV (XKptp(t)q F-tV(Xt TO /kOYOTEXVtKOV Et'50q, TO OT[0t'OV 
8TIkOA)'r(Xt 8t(X" TOU OPOI) TOUTOU, KOR Tt 8t(XOE'PF-t (X7EO T(X (TA)V(X 11 
U811, TO 8tillTlg(x icat TTIv vouptkkav; Kat o optcyýLo; F-tv(xt 
&'Jaicokoq, icat o icoftptaýtoý Til; 8t(xoop(x'; 8wTicok(bTF-po;. Av 'To 
VF-O)TEPOV RI)OUTTOPTIgOC F-t'V(Xt Tj EýEktýt; TOU (XPXOCt'Ol) E'-71010;, F-V 
(X'OTOTF-kF-; 000TOA') F-TCF-t(YO8tOV EI'VOU TO 8t7j7Tjg0C. 'fTC(XPXOI)V O[W); 
(TI)V'rOg(X &TJ711ýLOCTOC, T(X OlrOI'OC 7UCptKWOl0V Ok6KkIlPOV F-7[0;, K(Xt 
(XVTtOE-'TG);, (X'kk(X T(X OTCOt'(X, CV(I) E4tCFTOPOI)'V EV gOVOV F-RF-tCYO8tOV, 
eXoi)v (FXESov Tilv EKT(x(Ttv go0t(TTopTjg(xTo;. 'EvEKCC TOA')TOA) 
(71)7XEOVT(Xt 7[Okk(XKI; T(X 81)'0 Et'871. OTE(j)CY8117COTE, KCCTCOtO; 
(TTOtxEt(f)8Tj;, xov8ptKo;, OUT(t); Et7l6tv, X(Opt(yýto;, 7r(XVTOTc 
llg7UOPF, t VOC 7tVII -K(XI T(X /W011 
8EV O(X EtV(Xt Ol)TE 710kk0c, OUTE 
[LF-7(ixk(X Eirtiml; 8F-v 7rpE'-7rFt v'ourOp7jcFlj K(Xvct;, (xv T'L)XOv 
GTJ REM U T(OV gl00t(TTOPIjýL(XTQ)V (XV(XOEPOREVOV KOR EV OCK01), 
III EPYOV, To O7[OjOV (XL)TOýý (XXX(t)q KPIV(J)V, OE(OPF-l' (XTC), 01)'V 
8t 57 171771ga. 
52-rIpO?, oyO; rq; oy8oq; (Yapcc; ", 'Airavra 10,311 (1920). 
53 Interestingly, he was careful in the generic characterisation of his own works. His novel 
MK6. ýag Etya. ýOq was edited as "aOijvdiKq ýwOtaropti(x" in 1890, a period when 
8177YT79a 
was the dominant genre and the term was often misused 
for novels, see Edma 1890 A', 
BtPXtoypaoticOv AEXTt'ov 8/4/1890,2. 
54' Airavra 11,304-318 (1932). 
55 Xenopoulos attempted a review of the Greek novel from ancient times up to 
his era. 
However., he chose to include only dead novelists; the last author 
he discussed was 
Theotokis. Thus, the main body of the speech focused on authors of the period 1850-1920. 
56 See the previous section on Palamas. 
57, *Alrav, ra 11,305-306. 
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Xenopoulos underscored the difficulties of clear-cut distinctions and 
this revealed his mature point of view. However, we were in a later period 
and ideas about genres had progressed. Noteworthy was the use of the word 
"novella" instead of "F_KrF_vE_*; 8tilyilga". Xenopoulos implied that mistakes 
might not arise from terminological vagueness, but from the delicate nature 
of generic classification. Nevertheless, at another point he observed that the 
audience should not be surprised, if short story writers such as Metaxas 
Vosporitis and Rados were not mentioned. 58This indicated that some people 
still confused &77p7ya with yvOtcyTOP71ya and vovP9XXa. 
Hence Xenopoulos formulated a rough definition of the short story as a 
single and autonomous episode, extracted from the longer form of the 
novel. 59The elements of singularity, autonomy and brevity reiterated aspects 
associated with the classic notion of the genre, 60 and echoed Palamas' account 
of 8tqp7gara as "Tcp(Or(x KF-O(X'. X, (xt(X ýn)olcyropqpcr(ov nP(Xy4(Xroko711((1)V 
However, Xenopoulos projected more of an idea of autonomy, by using the 
adjective instead of Palamas' indirect parallelism with a chapter. 
Xenopoulos' definition also recalled Politis' description of the genre as 
(XUTOTEXý; 1C(AX1TF_XV1Jg(X EVTO; cyTF_vo)v 8toctEyp(xgýtc"wov optiow" in the 
report of the first Estia competition. 61 Yet, despite the similarities, we may 
juxtapose the complete neglect of generic issues in the Estia competition with 
Xenopoulos' persistence in placing things on a proper basis. 
In this light, he underlined that the criteria he set were flexible, since 
they might be reversed and lead to generic confusion. Sometimes the multiple 
might fit the brief form, while the singular might also be treated in a longer 
narrative. What Xenopoulos meant was that brevity and singularity had an 
equal validity as regards generic classification. However, in our modern 
perception of the genre, the criterion of brevity is stronger. 62 Xenopoulos 
agreed with this later, in the prologue of his last short story collection,, in 
which he argued that, if the short story writer exceeded the limits, his text 
would become a novella. 63 In his speech to the Academy though, he felt the 
58 ibid. 
59 Cf. his remark on Papadiamantis' H 06myca: "o (Tvy'yp(xOEi'); ro F-ýLF-Xivx ic(xt 'ro 
F-GXF-&Ccýev F-76 E'-Tll, 'K(Xl TEOXX6 (XTEO T(X CFxE8t6C(Týt(XT(X (n), rcc r(x 68'%tO(Tl'6-L)EV (1); wwro'CO'll 
gtl(P6 5tTl'y'qgCC'r(x' (y1)VCCPgOxo'y '(70c; (Xl. )'Ecc l(ccroniv, (XvCCnv64(x; ]C(Xt (y-L)gn? '7jP(L')G(X; ' (O'(TTE x 
V(X OCRO'rEx&To-t)V 'ro goycCxOnpenE"; Ouco8ogijýL(x vl; '(D6vtcF(y(x; ", ibid., 312-313. 
60 See, for instance, Matthews, 16, Aflen, 8. 
61 See Chapter One, section b. 
62 See Introduction, section a. 
63 , Flp IXOyo; CTI; rEXEj), T(X, 11 Cc 
'V(X oplo, 0 I(xg (TF-tp(x; ", 312: " 'ýtcc co ao 'yqg 
' Tou wmp il F- 
WJUX'ýEt Et'8O;, lCt'C(TCO &717%W Yt'VF-T(Xt VOUPEWUX". 
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need to protect himself from errors and to present a broader picture of the 
genre. 64 
The equation between the criteria of singularity and brevity was not 
the only point contradicted by Xenopoulos elsewhere. The dependence of the 
short story on the novel was at variance with his overall perception of the 
genre. Unlike Palamas and other critics, 65 he viewed 8tqyqya as a self- 
contained form, and it was striking that, although by composing both novels 
and stories he had a practical knowledge of their different demandS, 66he 
avoided their explicit comparison in theory. However, in a speech devoted to 
the novel, he committed himself to drawing demarcating lines for both the 
short story and the novella. In essence, he did not attempt to define the short 
story by comparing it with the novel, but vice versa. The reference to 'VTOol' )v 
8tT1, yi1g(x" at the end of the quotation, although it suggested that the novel was 
a more composite narrative and perhaps a superior one, must be read as an 
isolated comment, included in a text whose aim was to project the Greek 
novel. Xenopoulos later, under different circumstances, observed that the 
short story was ", ro mo 81' )(YKoko F-1' I-) Kflq 8N TIN kO7O'CEXVtK11; 8TIRIO PYt ' 
1 "67 and, as we shall see, this was an idea formulated since the nF-ýOYPO' (X; 
beginning of his career. 
If we look at the views articulated much earlier by Xenopoulos, we do 
not find contradictions such as those that emerged from his occasional 
references to the short story in "To g-ool(yropilg(x". By contrast, we detect a 
strong preoccupation with its theory and the belief that it was a form in its 
own right. Thus, in 1889-1890 and in an atmosphere of confusion regarding 
6177p7ya, Xenopoulos posed his theoretical speculations in two different texts: 
the prologue to Alexandra Papadopoulou's collection AEapig 6t77, yi7yarO)v 
(1889)68 and a story with self-referential dimensions, "I(xv ovetpo" (1890). 69 
Under the guise of the short story, we had an approach to the poetics of the 
genre, an innovative attempt at the time. Because of their chronological 
64 Characteristically, when referring to specific works in the rest of the speech, he was 
uncertain about their generic classification. Thus, Kondylakis' 0 Haro 
j ag (1892) was VX 
llg(Akov glAtar6p7jým Tc(xp ' 81 'yqg(x" and Karkavitsas' "0 (xOO)pF-CF9 o; " "(XV 
I icet ýt Akov X0 (X 11 WV 11 (X 
Et; TOC F-K'TF-VF-(YrF-P(X TOU 8tijyijýtccc(x", AiravTa 11,314. 
65 See the previous section on Palamas and Chapter Two, section b. 
66 This is analytically discussed in sections c and d of Xenopoulos' subchapter 
in Chapter 
Five. 
67,, rlp, ko, yo; U11; rE , 4-1), T(A 
i" 
0 W; aFtp(x; 312. 
68 The text has been recently discovered by Papakostas; therefore I have access only to some 
extracts. However, I suspect that Papakostas published the most 
important parts regarding 
the theory of the genre, Yiannis Papakostas, "To &Tjyqým Oýtom'ýFt ýIE T11 YIMAK(X", 
To 
Bijyq, NgEg EiroXgg 17/1/1999,15. 
69 Edn'a 1890 B', 17-19. 
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proximity, these texts displayed common elements. We may read "lav 
ovapo" as a playful and practical elaboration of some purely theoretical 
aspects traced in the prologue to AEapig 6tqyi7yaTo)v. Interestingly, the ideas 
expressed in them remained constant throughout Xenopoulos' career. 
In the introduction to Papadopoulou's collection, Xenopoulos 
presented the short story as a high form of art. In order to highlight its 
recalcitrance and function, he employed a series of comparisons, ranging 
from female beauty to other arts such as drama, painting, sculpture and 
poetry (sonnet). This was reminiscent of Palamas' method, ýxcep+qW 
Xenopoulos did not filter these parallelisms through the contrast with the 
novel. According to him, bt 71', y7lya owed its difficulty and connection with the 
aforementioned arts to the fact that within its "(TrF-v6S; Km m)(TT110); 
Tcpo8t(ryF-, [p(xggE'-V(x" limits it enclosed "goy(A(x; [ ... ] (XX7jOFt'(X; " and "Puftmx; 
R(Xp(X, rjjp '(yEt; 11.70 This was achieved through the devices of compression 11 , 
ugtKp-ovo-out r(x gF-76 if Wx") and implication. The author might use asterisks 
or dashes, so that the reader could himself supply unsaid details. 71 
Xenopoulos characteristically maintained: "K(xr(x TTjV (XV(X7V(0CFtV TOW 
()CT(OV T(X Nfl)XtK(X ORR(X'COC 7EPETCEt VOC 071M, ý(Ovrut 6t OC 
gjKpo(yKo7Cjoj)11.72 
The characteristics Xenopoulos attributed to the genre here converged 
with Palamas' account. However, an aspect implicit in Palamas' perception 
was emphasised by Xenopoulos: the significance of form. He explicitly 
10 F-XVTjV KOR 'TflV argued that "H F-ýcoTF-ptmi 71 gopo , OCTCOTOX, kl1v '771v 'r, 
(Xýtiocv 'rou 8t7jY11R(Xro; 1? 73 and evoked the humorous parallelism to a woman 
in relation to this. Xenopoulos had in mind a complete (', rOxtov"), balanced 
Cvap, ngF-Xýý') and unified construction ("F-vorilTa"), which would not take on 
any additions, deductions, or digressions. 74 This insistence on form 
epitomised his overall attitude towards the genre and determined, as we shall 
see, his criticism of other short story writers. 
Xenopoulos' theory, as reflected in the above text, echoed Poe's 
speculationS75 and, in fact, Poe was mentioned as a model writer. 76 The 
70 Cf. a few lines below: "ge v1V OXi'y7jv MXI F-VTEXT1 UOV 1) 11 EK fl) 1)(7 TE F-1, )g(x, 
A V, 80'Iv 
F, i-cTcpo(Yc=oI)(Ytv t&ccv", Papakostas, "To 8tilp1goc ogotd' t... ", 15. 





75 Poe, "Nathaniel Hawthorne", 213-227. 
76 Papakostas, "To 5t jt 15. Xenopoulos years later rErFv, red to Poe and 11714M Oýto (X 
Maupassant as "(xvE-'Ot1cro: irponnrcc" for the short story writers of 
his generation, see 
'UpOkoyo; vIg rEXEvr(Xt(x; aetpu'; ", 312. 
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similarity lay in a view of the short story as a higher type of art and in the 
idea that its value stemmed from the combination of brevity and unity. 7/7 
Poe's impact became even more apparent in "I(xv ovelpo". In this hybrid text 
we also detect Maupassant's influence and his preoccupation with a tightly 
organised narrative. Xenopoulos was explicit that we were dealing with a 
IITcp(x7g(xTu-cov 8tij7ijýtcclv; allusions to the background of realism abounded. 
Thus, in this "mock" short story, Poe's philosophical approach to the genre, 
Maupassant's practical example, and Xenopoulos' own theoretical 
preoccupation and experience came together. 
The key to Xenopoulos' short story theory was given in the following 
extract from "I(xv ovapoll: 
11 (xpxtKil (YKE-, vtg npenF-t vu ")noÄücvocCvll, V(X öt(Xnve-, 11 
E'K(X7'ZTJV 'YP(XgýIJV, F, 1, C(XGTIIV X'---ýIV Vlý ÖtTJ-y fE TJCYE(»g, Km V(X 
ir(Xpt(YT(XT(Xt UgEG0)ý Etg TIIV TCPO)TTJV ýGAGO0W1IV ßÄýVtV TOI-) 
(XV(X'(VCOGTOI). 01)"TCOý WCO VX XCCP(XKTTlpt(YTt'Küt gt(Xg EtKOVOý 
KP'OTCTET(Xt Tl (XO'Ilpllg£-Vll t8£-(X TO'ü ýMpoc00'0 (19). 
Similarly, according to Poe, the author: 
having conceived, with deliberate care, a certain unique or 
single effect to be wrought out, he then invents such incidents- he 
then combines such events as may best aid him in establishing this 
preconceived effect. If his very initial sentence tend not to the 
outbringing of this effect, then he has failed in his first step [ ... 
]. 
And by such means, with such care and skill, a picture is at length 
painted which leaves in the mind of him who contemplates it with 
a kindred art, a sense of fullest satisfaction". 78 
The "(xpXtxil (TKE-Nng" of Xenopoulos'text corresponded to Poe's "single 
effect". Both authors believed that this should be concealed behind each 
constituent part of the story and used painting as a metaphor for the 
impression the text as a whole should exercise on the reader. For Poe this was 
primarily an aesthetic experience, while for Xenopoulos it rather had an 
intellectual basis. Thus, their views were similar in that they based the poetics 
of their stories on an initial idea, which remained latent throughout and had 
to be deciphered by the reader. 79 
A second excerpt from "I(xv ovetpo" further elucidates Xenopoulos' 
theoretical ideas and elaborates on the role of the reader: 
77 Poe, "Nathaniel Hawthorne", 214-215. 
78 ibid., 216. 
79 Xenopoulos noted towards the end of the text: "H cFi(E'-Nft; (xvill 
5F-V TEPE-'T[Ft V(X 
E Ockil 
1); 00C 
, KOp()C(yO, q non- 
Avrt' 8vqyqgovroyp(X'Oo1u, 8ilk. ý(qp(X'001-) EK TO 00' 
EO(XtV%tIJV TOTE VEOEX071; tEPOKIJPUý" (19). 
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H ýijpd aoll'YTIGI; T(Ov YE'YOVOT(t)v Ev TOUVOTTI TCF-PITET(O(Tct EIVE 11 
ff x(xXktTE', poc gE-'Oo8o;. KtvF-tr(xi o-or(t); il coorupyact To-o 
(xv(xyv(f)(T'TO-O, 0 Onoto; 8-ov(XT(Xt V (Xvcc-tv(o(yn nokk(X 1) IT(ov RF"r4 
YP()Cgg(ov (19). 
Here Xenopoulos underlined the significance of a narrative which kept to the 
presentation of events and eschewed any extensive authorial commentary. 
Thus, narrative economy was preserved, since the reader might draw his own 
conclusions. Behind this, we may detect Maupassant's realist model and his 
insistence on a concise, straightforward narration. 80 
These principles were further analysed and applied in "Iccv OvF-tpo". 
At the beginning Xenopoulos justifies the choice of title. First, it is a key- 
phrase articulated by the central character; secondly, it stems from the 
personal impression of the author - narrator, since, in accordance with the 
realist conventions, he is an eye-witness of the narrated events. The phrase is 
also repeated at the end, after the dramatic catastrophe, and describes the 
inner state of the protagonist and also the appeal of the story to both the 
author and the reader. Since the choice of title is presented as a spontaneous 
act (II(x-orog o Tt, rkog go-o E'pXer(xt 7Ep6rog", 17) and the phrase appears as a 
71 EVI of the story. leit-motif in the narrative, it signifies the "upXtic ' (YK' 
After emphasising his realist intentions, Xenopoulos remarks that he 
will compress or expand the subject to ensure that the narrative emerges as 
110(yov ro 8, L)V(Xrov Kock/%tr6XVtK(orF_pov (T-ovokov" (17). Having prescribed this 
formal balance, he states that he will start the narration "Opovrtiý(I)v VOC 
'r(X X(XP()CK'r'9PJ(Y'rJK(O'rF_P()c (Y, 9RF_tcC (17). The points he singles 
out refer to a crucial incident, the marriage of the central character, who is of 
humble origin, with a young noble. Xenopoulos argues that the author should 
select elements that lead naturally to this seemingly incomprehensible event. 
This method, linked to the realist principle of plausibility, 81 acquires a 
particular significance, when applied to bv7777ya. According to Xenopoulos: 
(Xpliccý---" (17). The Ok(X T(XL)T(X npelcet V(X 7C(XP(X(TT(XO(0cF1V EV(XPYCI);, OWEA) 41) 
length of the short story forbids the addition of minor details. Indeed in the 
80 Sullivan remarked that Maupassant had a "passion for conciseness" and that 
he "provided 
the model for the spare and well-conducted narrative", Sullivan, 8. Cf. 
Bates, 73,91-93. 
81 The phrase used at the end of the third paragraph is typical: 
"H F-ic TckijýtýiEXoi'); 
F-'K*TEXE-'GEQ)q IE(XPF-K'TP07EII (XICO Tol) 01001KOU" (XTIOTEXEI, (XGA, )7YV(O(YTOV 
X(X'()O; EI; To 
npaygemKov 8tTjyTjgoc" (17). 
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rest of the first section of (xv ovetpo" the incidents serve specific purposes 
for the total effect of the text. 82 
Xenopoulos also discusses the functional role that dialogue should 
play in a story: 
ff OTEG); 8717COTE TO RP(0TOV KEO(X'/X(XIOV npF-TCEI V(X TF, 4t(f/)(T1j gE 
K(Xggl(XV (Y'KIIVIIV, RE 'K(XVEV(XV 816; WYOV. 0 6t(X'ko7o; Tol) 8tll7llg(XTO;, 01)(Yt'KO;, (YTC(XVtO; K(Xt GI)VTORO;, 86V (XPKFt V(x 
(TI)V'TF,?,. Il [tOVOV Et; TIJV EýF, /%týtV Tq; J)TCO0E'-(TE(o;, (XXXO'C TCPE'-7[F-t V(X 
TJVF, K(XI X(XP(XKTIIPICYTIKo;, va ý(qpaolfýij aRECTW; T(X 
(Y^OVORIXOI)'VT(X 7[POCYG)TCOC, T010; TP07EOI); TOW, T(X; CYXF, (YFI; TWV, 
T(X; (Y^L)VIIOF-t(x; T(ov (18). 
The first and fourth characteristics, defined in relation to dialogue, are linked 
to realist poetics. "(D-out-Ko'g" means that each character must have an idiom, 
matching that he would have used, if he were a real person. 8 3 
"Xccp(xKvjpt(YTuc0q" denotes that it should portray the individuality of the 
protagonists. This feature also alludes to the generic poetics of 6177'777ya, as it 
allows the author to hint at elements,, which, under different circumstances, 
he would explicitly mention. 84The aspects of brevity and rarity are due to the 
short length of a story, which calls for a more restricted use of dialogue than 
the novel. As we shall see later in Xenopoulos' encounter with Voutyras' 
stories, he believed in keeping a balance between narrative and dialogic parts. 
In short, dialogue, apart from promoting the development of the 
narration, contributes to its economy. Xenopoulos believes that its use at 
certain points is helpful. He considers dialogue necessary at the end of the 
first chapter, which builds up an initial situation, subverted later. The use of 
dialogue underlines the harmonic relationship between the protagonists and 
leaves a positive impression on the reader. Xenopoulos observes 
characteristically: "Ev 'rij 'rF-kF-'L)'T(XM T(X-OrTl (TKTIVII TEPEREt V(X F-Vr-ORO)o 71 
imk(oq Etq Irov (XVOCYVG)(T1r7jV' fl (XVF1OF-koq FvuuXtia" (18). In this light, the 
subsequent catastrophe is more intense and a better dramatic effect is 
achieved. 
The second part of the story contains the turning point - the illness and 
death of the male protagonist. Following the mode outlined in his prologue to 
82 See the characteristic phrases: "E86) O(x F-VOA)g'q00)[LEV- 61C VOgOIU AVI. )XOXOYtKOI') K(XI XCiPtV 
'K(XA, XITEXVIKlIq (XVTtOE'(YEO)q and "Oi')Tco Occ wEoTu7c(t)Oij 11 9E'r(xPoXfl F-V 'YEVF-t 'Tol) Ptiol)" 
(18). 
83 Cf. the comments on the stories submitted to Estia's first competition, Hapap'n7ya r77ý 
Edlriaý, 1-4. 
84 Cf. the remarks articulated in Noumas about the dramatisation of the narration, Chapter 
Two, section b. 
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Papadopoulou's collection, Xenopoulos uses asterisks to distinguish the two 
sections and to indicate a narrative omission. In the case of the illness 7rpF-TCF-t 
va ýx&l F-'uObq Kat (xvF-'u neptopa'auov" (18), so that the sudden change may 
be better perceived. Moreover, Xenopoulos remarks that this chapter must be 
brief and end abruptly with death. However, it should also include a series of 
details ("Ooc ý(qpuoilft(ytv Tj"pat Kou vuKreg", 18) to convey the devotion 
and the desperation of the protagonist's wife. Thus, the device of speed will 
be employed as well as dots: "AE-'ýEtq rtvE'-q govov 8t(xKF-KogLE-'vCct O(X 
OF-P(OVT(XI F-8(0 K(XI F-KF-I EV gECTO) (X7CO(YI(0I[TJTtKd)V, COý 01 (TTEVOCYgOt (18). 
Apart from their psychological function, the dots suggest, like the asterisks 
used before, narrative gaps; the reader has to imagine what is missing. 
In the final section the use of implication becomes even more evident. 
For Xenopoulos the injustice awaiting the female protagonist must not be 
emphasised by "8ptgug XocpccKrilptaýtOq" or "nmpdc F-tp(ovd(x" (19). The reader 
comprehends it better through a "ý, qp(X (xO11-plutq" of the events. Moreover, 
the protagonist's return to her house links the end to the beginning of the 
story. This device of ring composition signifies a static quality in her life. The 
reader realises that it has indeed passed "I(xv ovF-tpo"; the repetition of this 
phrase towards the end and the recurrent symbol of the lamp, explicitly 
connected with her fleeting happiness from the beginning, serve the same 
purpose. Thus, the author's "(XPXIKII (YKF-Wtq" to present a reality of temporary 
happiness is achieved. 
For readers, but perhaps even more for short story writers of 
Xenopoulos' time, "Iocv ovF-tpo" offered guidelines on how to approach a 
bt 17, yi7pa. The insistence on the importance of polished style in the last 
section. 85 and the reference to authors who finished their stories hastily were 
suggestive. In a period when the short story was in vogue Xenopoulos, just as 
i8tov 8tIJ7IJRCCTO'YP(XO'(X; 11.86 turned against those Roidis had done in "EyXeipt I 
who treated it superficially. If Roidis' attack remained on a humorous level, 
Xenopoulos' expanded his into, literally, an "F,, yXapI8tov 8I7J7IJR(XTo7P(XO'(X; "- 
indeed, in three chapters and in the restricted space of three pages, he 
narrated an exemplary short story. The poetics he proposed revolved around 
the exploitation of a unifying idea, which became perceptible to the reader 
85 Similarly, Poe spoke of the polish, which must be "visible in the tales proper", "Nathaniel 
Hawthorne", 213. 
'&ov 8tilyilýtocTo7p(xý't(x; ", '*A7ravra A' (1891-1895), 354-361. 86 Emmanouil Roidis, "EyXcipt 
Roidis' influence on Xenopoulos has been noted by Farinou-Malamatari in relation to 
"E; WjvIKO'6 (X'Y(Ovoq To TPIOCI(O(Tt(x'5p(xXýtov t'nAkov", see Yeoryia Farinou-Malamatari, 
77 EPEý "EWjvucou' wy(Ovog ro TptccKo(Ytcc5pccXgov e'na0kov", H KaO77yEptv 1, ExTa Hyý 
4/7/1999,29. 
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through implication. This device was based on the promotion of appropriate details, the function of dialogue, and the use of narrative omissions. 
* 
If in "lav ovapo" Xenopoulos emphasised specific short story 
techniques, in other cases he adopted a more general perspective, by focusing 
on the formal properties of the genre. This became the backbone of his article 
"0 Bovvopd'ý Kat To 8tjjyjjgOC1187 and his report on the 1927 short story 
competition organised by the newly founded Nea Estia. 88 
In his review of Voutyras, Xenopoulos aspired to solve what he called 
it fil the 7cpOpkilga Bovrupd : how an author whose stories exhibited obvious 
imperfections can be so popular. The "npOPX, 9g(x Boi), vopd"' also presented 
generic implications. The opening paragraph of the article elucidated this: 
rlF-PIG(YOTEPO WE OX(X T' '8'n Tljý RF, ý'q kO'YOTF-XV' (X F-I I(xq, 
IIII To Atilyil[t(x - oTc(oq TcEpbrou To lovE'-TTo (yTilv F-ggFTp7l - TcpF-TcEt 
V(X EtV(Xt K(XR(OREVO (YUgo(OWX [tF, Opt(YgEVOI)q K(XVOVEq, TCOI) 
GI)V'qOt(Y(XgF- V(X TOl0q OF-0)PO-6gF- vogouq. AtilyTlg(x nou O(x Touý 
(XOF-TOI)'CYF-, O(X TO K(XT(X81K(X'ý%LF-, KUT '(XPXTIV, MXV E'-V(X 8IT1711ROC 
CC(YXIIgO. O(X XE'-'Y(XgF- g(X'ktCYTCC TC(J)q 86V Et'V(Xt K(XOOkO'L) 8tlj7Tjg(X, 
7r(XP(X TO IUOX10 - TCOkl)' E'-V(X (TICtT(TO, I[OlL) OFXF-t VOC TO 80'AýWlj 
(XKOR(X 0 (TI)'YYP(X0E'-0Cq TO'U K(Xt V(X TO TOXMG11. 
'OF- To 5til', y'qg(x Tou K. Ailgo(TOE'-v7l Bol, ), Ti)poc (XOF-'TF-t K(X 
(YXF-80V K(XVOV(X Tj vogo. Kt'og(t)q Etivoct 8tTjpjg(x. Anorekai, 
A'ourov, E, -V(x 
O(Xtvogcvo, TCO E qyq(yll TOL). 89 'I) 0'ýXl rqv F-V 
The parallel with the sonnet alluded to Xenopoulos' earlier views, 
expressed in the prologue to Papadopoulou's collection, and confirmed the 
co'n5l s+e_-ncq of his perception. The similarity between &'RY77ya and the sonnet 
lay in their compliance with pre-established rules. 90 The rejection of these 
rules led to narratives that departed generically from the short story. The 
derogatory use of the term sketch suggested that we were dealing with 
roughly constructed texts which needed further elaboration to become proper 
stories. 91 What puzzled Xenopoulos was how Voutyras' stories overturned a 
number of short story conventions, yet still retained the quality of 6177y771ta; 
this was the generic core of the "Tcp0P/%'qg(x BooTop(X' . 
87/Alrav, ra 11,156-179 (1920). 
88 "AnO Tov 8t(xye)Vt(YgOv 'rTI; 'Ne(x; E(YTt'(x; ', uTinw)(yet; rou Ft(T7jyijroi')", Nýa Edn'a 37 
(1928), 604-606; 38 (1928), 665-667; 39 (1928), 707-708. 
89/Alrav, ra 11,156. 
90 Cf. the previous section on Palamas. 
91 lKt', r(To and its derivatives were mentioned three times in the first three pages, 'A lravra II 
156,158. For the semantic nuances of the term, see Chapter One, section a. 
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In tackling the problem, Xenopoulos defined the rules that, according 
to him, determined short story writing, and pinpointed the aspects of Voutyras' work that contradicted them. Soon we realise that the main 
problem was form. 92 Speaking about the composition ("a^6vOE(YTj") of a proper &77y'qya, Xenopoulos argued: 
II rlpETCF-t v, (XTCOrF-Xll lc(x"rt (XpTto, (XpgovtKo, cupoyyuxoý 
ff 'reket(ogE', vo. N(xXil Tilv (xpXil rou, TTI gF-(TTI co-o Kat ro rcxo;. 
I Aý, Xa' icoct Vap 'ý, q ano -KF-t TcoU Tcpe'Tcet, Kcct voc Ko (OVE'rat KEt Xt woo 
Tcol) 7upenct, Icat va 'UP-4tcovet KF-t nou 7cpF-TcF-t. Na Xý, q awýw il 
va 86txvll O(T(X xPetaýov'roct Yt(X ro wco'rc4aga, Yta 'TO alcono, 
tII (XO71VOV'r(X; (Y'rll CTK OC9 11 Kt Ox(ocT8tOAO-o ocnoatomowra;, 'roc 8E-O, rF-PF-I, )Ovlr(x. 
Na Kp(xril npo7r(x'vr(ov gt(x 7pocggTI, gt(x koyticq CTF-tP(X, va 
npoxa)pll q 8t'9'7'qcyll ge lax"now E(X, 4, q, ro GXE, -6to V(X, Xll rt; (XV(XA, O ie; 'VOU. 11-t '(X-Oro 0 8t'qyTlg(xro'yp(x'ooq npF-nFt Va ýE'-pTj 'ri Yt 
va ml (XTCO 'UTJV OXII IOU UTCOOF-Gq -(XTEO ro gboo ro-o - Icat rt V, I (Xofl(TTI va 'ro g(xvrE'-xVq o (xv(xyv(o(yrq;. Kat mx'ý. t, wro icavot 7col) 
O(X 7ETI, (YF, nota Va F-7ctgF-tvTl I'Ct (x7ro 7cotec va nF-Pocall (XKPOOIyo);. 
(165) 
The characteristics delineated by Xenopoulos were formal harmony and 
completion, the focus on a single effect, the logical organisation of the 
narration, the method of implication and the reader's role in it. All alluded to 
the classic short story, as perceived by theoreticians such as Matthews, who 
particularly emphasised the importance of form and underlined that the 
construction of the short story "must always be logical, adequate, 
harmonious". 93 
Structure was fundamental for Xenopoulos, since for him the balance 
and completeness of a story lay there. But just to have a beginning, a middle 
and an ending was not enough: these parts must be in harmony with each 
other and with the narrative as a whole, 94 and must be composed in such a 
way as to highlight important points in the narration. The references to 
if (MOTFOxaga" and "(TKon6og" may be correlated with Poe's unified effect, for, 
according to Xenopoulos, all the elements of the narrative should allude to 
92 Cf. `Airavra 11,165: 'Tro 8tilyi1goc %t(t); il (Ti'WOEuil iaxt'ýF_t rov KuptcocEpo poko. Eivm 
0, Tt (TTTJ ý(OYPOCOWJ 'TO GXE&O, IEPtV ýVEIJ TO Xp(. Og(X, Ojt (Y'TIIV (XpXtrFKTOVtKTI 0 (YKF, 4TO;, 
7EPtv gnouv 'T(X Crroxi&(X. 7COXXOt' TQVt"TE; KIIPI),, rTol, )v nu); OXII 11 ol-)(Ft, (X, Oko To 
vo, qg(x vj; TcXvil;, etv(xt il K(x0^L)noT(x4ij, o Tceptoptago;, ro KW(Ttýto 'TTI; t&oc; ýtE(T(X GE 
gt(x K(xXXtTF_XvtKij gopoTj". Cf. ibid., 158. 
93 Matthews, 30. He characteristically argued: "An idea logically developed by one 
possessing the sense of form and the gift of style is what we look for in the short-story", ibid., 
31. 
94 Cf. his remarks on Roidis'prologues and epilogues, 'Azav-ra 11,253 (1940). 
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this. These views on the poetics of &ifyi7ya essentially reiterated in a more 
genuinely theoretical context what we detected in "Im Ovapo . Xenopoulos first divided the aspect of composition into four parts - design, narration, description and dialogue - then discussed the way 
Voutyras handled them. In his use of description and dialogue Voutyras 
complied with Xenopoulos' standards. He was "(xv-onE-'pPki1, roq" in 
descriptions, because: "ot movTogF-ý, ot yopyt; neptryp(xOE; To-O, Etvut 




F- (TVIV F-VTE, -1(X RE 
ki'YF-;, ý0)1JPO'T(XTE;, EKOP(X(TTt'KO')T(XTF-;, 81)V(XTFI; TCtVEkt" 
I 7ro-O &VOI)v %tE(T(Oq OXII r1JV F-Vr1), 7c(o(Yq co-o 7cp6qgoccoq" (168). A few lines 
below he also praised their poetic character. Thus, the use of description 
should be limited in a story in order to match its brevity and should make the 
reader conjure up a complete picture through suggestive details. 95 
Xenopoulos' observations on dialogue largely coincided with his 
earlier remarks in Mxv ovF-tpo". Although dialogue was not representative of 
the individuality of characters in Voutyras' stories (170), it was employed 
when necessary, it served the psychological strand of the narration and was 
in a harmonic balance with the narrative parts (172). Xenopoulos explicitly 
maintained here that dialogue should be used in moderation; apparently for 
him its role in narrative economy came second. 96 More important was the 
preservation of the formal symmetry of 6t77`y77ya- 
Xenopoulos criticised primarily the absence of design in Voutyras, 
stories, and secondly their defective narration. Most of the elements he 
singled out in the composition of a successful story were subverted by 
Voutyras, whose stories often showed an imbalance between beginnings, 
middles and endings, or were incomplete and without cohesion and logical 
order. Thus, Voutyras' 6t77771ya was a ic(xpeKP(X(T11 Wro T11V KUPUX YP(XW1fl 
, To-o aXF, 8tio-o" (166). It was the role of the reader to construct the story proper. 
Here Xenopoulos elucidated his views on the reader's participation, which 
ff II" (167). In his story model this should be with o(To 'ro 8-OV(XTO ; U70)TEPO KOTCO 
meant that the reader should complete easily guessed aspects. But the reader 
must assume a more active role in Voutyras' enigmatic stories. Xenopoulos 
compared the mode of narration in K. Chatzopoulos' symbolist novel, 
4poivolrwpo (1917), with Voutyras' and commented that some people 
regarded it as modern (167-168). Indeed, as we will analytically 
discuss in 
Chapter Five, the formlessness of Voutyras' texts may be associated with the 
95 Cf. Vlastos' comments on the role of description, discussed in Chapter Two, section 
b. 
96 For the views of other critics on the issue, see ibid. 
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it modern" model of the genre. Xenopoulos' reaction to them revealed the 
limits of his critical perception of &rj'yi7ya. 
On the whole, Xenopoulos adhered to the traditional short story model 
and regarded texts which deviated from it as imperfect. In essence, he did not 
solve the "npOpkilga Bovcup6" in terms of genre. The main fault he detected 
in Voutyras' stories takes us back to the starting point of his discussion, 
where, because they flouted accepted rules, they were categorised as sketches. 
The conclusion of the article was that, because they lack ", yepO Xlnatgo", they 
almost represented only the basic material for a proper story (166). 
Xenopoulos recognised Voutyras' virtues as a writer; his point was that 
Voutyras' formlessness was such a disadvantage tlrý iýprevented him from 
emerging as a great author. As in Papadiamantis' case, form became an 
evaluative measure which might reduce critical appreciation of an author. 97 
The restrictions form imposed on Xenopoulos' perception of 81 71jy77ya 
were also reflected in his report on the Nea Estia competition, in which he 
entered the contemporary discussion on 6njy? 7ya and aOW77ya. The second 
term was employed by critics like Paraschos to indicate that an author 
approached his narrative material superficially. 98Thus, the characterisation 
ao7lp7ya had a generic nuance and was often used to exclude ethographic 
stories from 6t lyrlya. 99 Xenopoulos argued that the assumptions that a text 
was not a 6t4p7pa, but an "ccickli ijOo7p(xOtoC or IIV1OX07PCCOt'(X" were 
disorientating. Even ethography could take the form of a perfect story and 
"A91L)X07P(XOI'(X" might be absent from a proper story, if it focused merely on 
plot. 100 This was a direct reply to critics like Paraschos who defined 8ti7'y? 7ya 
in terms of the author's treatment of its content. Xenopoulos attempted to put 
things on a proper basis: 
ff 'OT(XV 09(0ý EgF-tq XEgF- 
f 
'yt(X F-V(X E-'P'YO "5EV F-tfVOCt 1C(XO(X-O'rO 
8tll7llg(X EVVO'OgF, (XT0.0')q IC(Xt ROVO OU 8F-V EXEt T11 gOpoll, TOV 
97 For Xenopoulos' stance on Papadiamantis, see Chapter Two, sectioncL. 
98 Kleon Paraschos, "rI. I-Ioc7c(xXpt(TTo8Oj)'koij: E)p(xKtKE'; jj0oyp(x0t'E;. - ME'po; A' ", Ma 
EaTia 27 (1928), 140: "Tovt'ýw Til Xýýij "(x0TjyijgocT(X" yt(xrt' GTOV Tono g(x; ytiVETOR 
(711)yxtat; [sic] ge'[(X41) (X0'qy7jg(XTO; K(Xt 5t7jyTjg(XTO; TCOI) F-tV(Xt 7rP(Xyýt(XT(X F-VTO'e); 
ýEXWPUTTO'C. AF-V EIV(Xt 5t7ly'qg(X O, Tt 8Ev 0(xvepcovEt TcX(xaTtKTj 0(wrmyti(x, Pi')E)t(qt(x G'Tqv 
TO V(X ýM; EýUTTOPEti E'-V(X; XOYOTF-XV71; ' ýF- 
kt'y 'TF-P'q 11 0, L)(Tt(X Tow 7EP(Xyg(X, TG)v 
MF 
7repta(TOTF-Pil TF-XV'q' E-V(X OtO8717con YEYOVO;, 8Fv (Tq[t(XtVFt OTt Etv(xt K(XI 
8t'Iy'IR(XTOyP(X0O; 
' OT(XV TO YEYOVO; (X1JTO F-tV(Xt PIIXO, (TTEYVO , 
640)TePtKo". Cf. "MI(X ýI(XTw 
cyTfl koyoTeXVtKIj R(x; ldwjaij Tou 1927", Ma EdrTia 25 (1928), 6. 
99 A077'yi7ya had a further semantic nuance in stories that diverged from the standard poetics 
of a &4y77ya- See, for example, Michalis G. Petridis, "AXý4(xv8po; rI(x7E(x5t(xýt(x'vTij; 'V , Nga 
Eama 12 (1927), 732, Petros Charis, "E)E, gou rloT(xRt(x'vou: 'Tonov Etý Two; 'CPF-XXo'); IM, 
()"ckkec &flyi'ýt(rr(x", Ma EaTia 47 (1928), 1096. 
100 "Ano TOV 8tay(owagov Tij; 'NEcc; EaTticc; '", 665. 
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Tuno TO-0 ötilYllgocTog9 oTt öcv c, f tv(xt gt(X t(YToPI(X ge (XPXII, gýG'n 
icat Te- oTt öcv E')p GTIIV eýE- klýII TO-0 Tqv (xpgovt(X exetvlj9 
ii IM op Til 
I 
al)ggcTpt(x, TIIV (XPTIOTIIT(X, TCO-0 TO K(XVOI)V (XPXITEKTovilgevo 
KTIPIO, - -YM M g11V n01)gg OP'Y(XVtK0 (Y1)VOXO, - Kt' OXt (XnXll 
onoto-oöljnoTF- xt ) onot(XýölinoTE aýiaý I)xtKol, ). 
FI(XTt" (XoTlj govo eivat 11 Ftöonot 'g öt(XOOP ' no-o x' 0 (X Eve CYTIIV 
EntcyTilgil, (xi)To ýeXo)piýet To Öti17iIg(y- wý a8oý (xno Käft (x'XÄo. 101 
Here what was implied in the article on Voutyras was explicitly stated. 
Form emerged as the ultimate generic criterion and the poetics stemming 
from it as the only appropriate for a &77'y77ya. The stories submitted to the 
competition were judged accordingly. The texts which did not conform to 
Xenopoulos' formalistic account were exempted from the genre. However, 
they were not excluded from the competition; some of them won prizes or 
commendations. Xenopoulos noted that they were not "-K(xO(x-orO 8tilyl4tu'ru", 
yet he did not consider aO77y77ya as a suitable term. The acoustic resemblance 
of the two words ("n aoilyilg(x, Tt 8v1, pI[t(x") impeded the distinction. Hence, 
he suggested the older term -FtICON, on the grounds that it implied a series of 
images which did not constitute an organic whole (666). 
he deviations Xenopoulos detected in these texts echoed those he had 
traced in Voutyras. For instance, the structure of "Ano rov (x'v0p(I)no timxýte 
, Uo ýo it was not harmonic and its "F-tpgoývv was too subtle and internal to be 
perceived by the reader (666). On the whole, we are dealing with aspects 
associated with the "modern" short story. By excluding these stories from the 
concept of &77ynya, Xenopoulos proved the rigidity of his perspective. The 
derogatory characterisation &109'v he attributed to them indicated that he did 
not recognise their distinct poetics, but regarded them as sketchy efforts 
towards the construction of a formally perfect story. Although, in its 
preoccupation with issues of generic definition, the Nea Estia competition may 
be -contrasted with the Estia competitions and the atmosphere of vagueness 
they exuded, in other aspects it came close to them. The emphasis on "F-tpgoývl 
and the characterisation of texts that deviated from this as sketches or &K&Eg 
was a strong similarity, particularly with the last Estia competition, organised 
under Xenopoulos' editorship. 102 Yet, if in the context of Es tia this was a small 
step towards the formation of a poetics, in Nea Estia it revealed the bias of a 
serious literary periodical to recognise behind its definition of formlessness a 
more experimental type of short story. 
101 ibid., 665-666. 
102 See Chapter One, section b. 
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To sum up, for Xenopoulos form became an evaluative as well as a 
generic criterion. His views set out from the belief that &W77ya, because of its 
small compass, should constitute a harmonic whole. Its poetics should be 
based on an"OCPXI'Kll CYKE-'Vl; " - an implicit unifying backbone - which must be 
logically and proportionally developed. Every constituent part of the story 
(dialogue, description and details of the narrative sections) should allude to 
this, while the reader must discover what lies behind the suggestiveness of 
the text and complete himself aspects that might have been stated in a longer 
narrative. Xenopoulos' approach matched the formal demands of the 
traditional short story. In the consistency, but also inflexibility, of his 
perception he may be compared with the par excellence formalist theoretician 
of the genre, Matthews. Despite the occasional restrictions of Xenopoulos' 
perspective, his preoccupation with the theory of the genre and his effort to 
understand and explain its features give him a special even unique position in 
the critical history of the Greek short story. 
Conclusion 
Palamas' and Xenopoulos' views on 8ti7"p7pa were similar in many 
respects. The differences arose from the degree each of them was willing to 
expand his perspective. Both used common metaphors to represent the 
character of the genre: the strict poetic form of the sonnet and the art of 
painting. Consequently, the features they attributed to it were identical: 
harmonic and singular structure,, compression, use of telling details, 
exploitation of implication. But Palamas accepted narratives in the category of 
bt7l'y7lya, which diverged from this model, while Xenopoulos examined 
deviant cases as paradoxical phenomena. 103 If they had an inexplicable 
appeal, he could made allowances for them, stressing though that they would 
only qualify as proper stories, if they had followed the norm. 
Palamas' acceptance of the genre as a dynamic concept and 
Xenopoulos' perception of it as something stable had largely to do with the 
fact that the first approached it as a poet and the second as a prose writer. 
Palamas placed more emphasis on the artistic and, particularly, on the poetic 
qualities of a text and was prepared to overlook its formal imperfections. 
Xenopoulos, having dealt with the genre in practice and aware of its formal 
prerequisites, was unable to include in the canon texts that subverted them. 
103 Cf. his remark on Papadiamantis: "T(x 8ul"ýuxrd' 101, ) Optd'ýO^Ov nXýOv ýLF- 01)(YuKOC 
O(xtvOwv(x", "Airavra 11,129. 
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But Palamas' poetic viewpoint, as opposed to Xenopoulos' position as a prose 
writer, had further implications. As Palamas' perspective was more detached, 
he easily based the definition of 6ti7, yj7ya on the contrast with the novel, 
which occasionally led Kira 4-c, underestimate the short story. Xenopoulos, 
by contrast, avoided explicit comparisons and approached them separately as 
two distinct self-contained genres. Moreover, because he was himself 
engaged in the composition of stories, his views were more systematic and 
concrete; he went deeper into the poetics of the genre, pinpointing specific 
techniques in relation to its construction. 
The discussion of Palamas' and Xenopoulos' perception of &77jyj7pa 
closes our examination of the critical development of the genre between 1880- 
1920. During this period we traced a process from indifference to generic 
issues towards a better understanding of the nature of the short story. Basic 
parameters of this were the stress on its formal features and its comparison 
with other genres or other arts. In the following chapters we will see how 
representative authors of the time responded to the demands of bt i7"Yl7ya in 
practice and to what extent they followed, anticipated or subverted the 
expectations of criticism. 
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IV. Folk clarity versus literary amalgamation: Eftaliotis and Vizyinos 
If we search the last two decades of the nineteenth-century for 
representative short story writers, Vizyinos and Eftaliotis emerge as an 
interesting and contradictory pair. Palamas was the first who aptly contrasted 
Vizyinos' analytical mode of writing with Eftaliotis' compressed style, thus 
implying that their distinct poetics exemplified the intrinsic versatility of the 
short story-1 Indeed, although there were similarities in external 
circumstances, such as the fact that they both encountered the genre during a 
limited period and while living abroad, 2 their views on it were different. We 
may also see this from the terminology they used for their stories. Eftaliotis 
systematically employed the term irapayv'Ot when publishing his texts in 
periodicals, while in the titles of his collections he preferred tcyropta 
(Nqatcovic, eý iaroptEg, H MaýOjX'Tpa ical aAAcg tarropteý). By contrast, 
Vizyinos referred to his stories as 6tj7, yr1yara on a self-reflexive level and, 
according to Moullas, NeoEXAiptlCa 6177nyara would have been his title, 
had he published them in book form. 3At first sight this terminological 
divergence is related to length; Eftaliotis' irapayv'Ot and turopta denote a 
brief story, while Vizyinos' & i7iyi7ya suggests a longer one. However, it entails 
further discrepancies in the narrative modes and the ideological dimensions 
of the genre. We have to do with pairs of opposites: linearity - plot, simplicity 
- complexity, objectivity - subjectivity, orality - literacy, ethography - 
cosmopolitanism. The aim of this chapter is to explore the implications of 
these antithetical paths for the poetics of 61717779a. 
We will also attempt to place Vizyinos and Eftaliotis in the critical 
context we mapped out in the first chapter of this thesis. Eftaliotis absorbed 
the imperatives of his time concerning the thematic, ideological and technical 
demands of 61 77, yqya. Therefore, his stories were well received by his 
contemporaries, despite their current critical neglect. Vizyinos adopted a 
more selective stance, picking out certain trends and exploiting them in his 
own idiosyncratic way. His stories foreshadowed future tendencies 
1 Palamas, A7ravra B', 158. For an analytical discussion of this article, see Chapter Three, 
section a. 
2 Eftaliotis wrote his stories mainly between 1889-1895 in England and in other places, where 
he worked as a commercial representative of the trading house of Ralli Brothers. 
He 
published stories occasionally until 1900 and only rarely after that, see 
Linos Politis, 
"BtPXto, yp(xOt'(x Apyl' Vil Eouckt(Onj", Nga Edma 537 (1949), 1455-1458. Vizyinos' stories 
were also composed abroad, mainly in London, between 1882-1884, with the exceptions of 
Wo(wcop XF-kilg" and possibly of "To ýLovov rij; ýctnj; rou T(xýet'&ov", see Moullas, 
"To 
VEOF-XX71VIKO 5t7j'Y'qg(X ...... RF-'. 3 ibid., tq'. 
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associated with 6t? 7'yqya and, although now critically acclaimed, they were 
largely ignored in the decade when they were written. In this light, Vizyinos 
and Eftaliotis once more emerge as two antithetical poles that represent the 
changing critical attitude towards the genre. Vizyinos' texts chronologically 
preceded those of Eftaliotis, however his innovative approach, as opposed to 
Eftaliotis' conformity, justifies the anachronism of discussing his stories after 
the section devoted to Eftaliotis. 
1. Eftaliotis and the poetics of taTopia 
Although Eftaliotis' short stories were composed outside Greece or 
perhaps because of this, 4 they were inextricably linked to the Greek 
intellectual atmosphere that shaped &W77ya. The fact that the majority of the 
texts included in Ni7artw", rticeý tawptEg first appeared in Estia is suggestive. 5 
Eftaliotis' stories represented the trend of conte, which gradually gained 
ground in the periodical around 1890, and conformed to its ideological 
aspirations for an indigenous type of story. On the other hand, as Eftaliotis 
was a prominent demoticist, his texts complied with the demoticist 
expectations of &77y77ya, as these were later reflected in Noumas. The demand 
for a "po)g(XI'uco 8t7Iyqg(x " with a function similar to that of the folk song, was 
not only in accordance with the themes of his texts, but also with their poetics 
which, as we shall see, converged with modes of folk song. 
This close connection of Eftaliotis' stories with specific quests of his 
time also accounts for the derogatory way in which they were dismissed as 
II'9007P(X0t'Eq" in later periods or in the context of cosmopolitan publications of 
the years 1900-1915 such as Panathinaia. 6 However, Eftaliotis was highly 
acclaimed as an author by the majority of his contemporaries. As we saw 
4 See Alkis Thrylos' observation in Mopotg 'r? 7ý -AA77VtIC? 7'g 7r, -ýoypaoiag, 2 vols, Aiopoý 
1962-1963, A' (1962), 71: TCO-L)OEVa 5E (YI)V(XV'rOI)gF_ ýROC 7CFPtYP(XOIj (XOtF_P(OgEVTj (TTIq 
I 'r(X 'C G lv5t'F-; Tj un1v Ayykt'cc. 01 'ronot TEOU 11'r(Xv (XV(XYIC(XG9EVO; V(X 
ýEt Tj V00 
(XVTMCCOIj'UIICOI' (O'(YTF- nPOTtgOAXTE CCg(X P-00týOVXVE GTO YP(XWIgO VCC TO'U; 
X7jG[tOVF_I KM V(X 
TOI)g OE(OPF-t' aVA')nOCPIC'rOI); ". 
5 The first twenty-five of the forty stories were published in Estia between 1889-1894 and then 
as a collection in 1894 by the publishing house of Estia. The second edition of N77ato)'Tuaý 
tor, ropt, eg by Fexis in 1912 contained fifteen more texts, which must have been written and 
published after 1894. However, we may assume that they were not written 
long after 1900, 
when Eftaliotis turned to more ambitious compositions such as novels and 
historical works. 
For the first publication of five of the fifteen stories not included in the first edition of 
N77(TtO_)TVcEg torroplEg, see Politis, 1455-1457. 
6 See Chapter Two, section a. See also the speculations of one of the most representative 
critics of the interwar period, Thrylos, who examined Eftaliotis' work alongside with 
that of 
Krystallis, Karkavitsas, Christovasilis and Drosinis under the general title "Y-'T(XTIKOI 
jjooyp6coot", Thrylos, A', 66-90. 
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earlier, Palamas regarded him as one of the best Greek short story writers and 
praised his texts for their poetic compression. 71'sycharis compared him with 
foreign writers such as Bourget, Maupassant and Merimmee8 and expressed 
his admiration for his "auvTogeg, aarpococepeg, 70. ijpaý &71771'aag". 9 In 
Noumas we find references to Eftaliotis in articles by foreign scholars on the 
Greek short story and we trace his name alongside the names of significant 
authors of his generation such as Karkavitsas and Papadiamantis. 10 
Characteristically Lebesque contrasted the "'KIVTI(Yn ýaq'q" that underlay 
Eftaliotis' texts with Papadiamantis' static mode, which he singled out as 
something negative. 11 All these views, no matter how influenced they might 
have been by the common espousal of demoticism, focused on aspects of 
Eftaliotis' stories, such as compression, poetic quality, speed, completeness, 
which, as we shall see, are indeed valid. Thus, if Vizyinos' and 
Papadiamantis' techniques puzzled the critics of the time, Eftaliotis' narrative 
modes better matched its demands on 8tijyqya, hence they represent a 
significant case for the purposes of this thesis. 
Eftaliotis published two short story collections in his life-time, 
N77(Tt(o'T1K-Fg tarTopt'Eg (1894,1912)12 and H Maý6Xrpa ict 'dIIAEg tUTOPIEg 
(1900) 
/ 
13while several of his unpublished stories have been included in his 
collected works. 14His second collection consists of the longer story "H 
m4co which does not match the aims of this section focusing on contes, rrpa 
and only two briefer stories. The texts contained in his "Alrav'ra to a large 
extent follow the model established by N77atoyrtjcvg taropteg. Consequently, 
our exploration will be mainly based on N77cyto)TIKEg taropiEg, and our 
references to other stories will be subsidiary. 
7 Palamas, "Airavra B', 158 and 'Airavra ILT', 187. 
ty 18pu[m Kco'(yr(x 8 Yiannis Psycharis, Kptrtlca ia" Eva, 2 vols, ed. Ifiyenia Botouropoulou, ' 
-K(xt Ekývij; Oi)p(XVil 1997, B', 629. 
9 ibid., A', 269 (in French) and translated in B', 746. For other positive references to Eftahotis, 
see ibid., A', 121,148,273-291. 
10 Dieterich, "H (xvocyt'ý-vvilml Til; vE-'(x; EXX(x'8(x; ", 0 Noppaq 191,26/3/1906,9, Asteriotis, 
"NF, oF-Wjvtic(x' yp%týuxm 0 Noppag 210,27/8/1906,8. 
These comments where initially published in Mercure de France and then reprinted in 0 
Noppag 320,30/11/1908,7-8. For the attitude of criticism towards Papadiamantis, see 
Chapter Two, section a and Chapter Three, section a. 
12 See note 5. 
13 Reprinted in Argyris Eftaliotis, "Airarra, ed. Y. Valetas, 3 vols, rlqyTl 1952-1973, A' (1952), 
241-299. 
14 ibid., 525-576. 
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a. The short story as a complete microcosm 
In the report of the first Estia competition we traced an early attempt at 
the definition of the short story, which, along with brevity, underlined 
singularity and autonomy as essential characteristics of the genre. 15 As we 
pointed out, this account alluded to the traditional short story model, which 
identified the genre with a "single effect, complete and self-contained". 16 
Eftaliotis' stories not only accorded with these principles, but exploited them 
for ideological aims. More specifically, a didactic tone was apparent in 
Nrlato)', rtiag tcrropiEg, as most of the stories promoted, sometimes 
allegorically, the superiority of the indigenous over the foreign or projected 
family or other moral values. This agreed with the edifying role Estia 
attributed to the genre., 17 but was more closely related to the demoticist 
perception of 6t? J', yq1ta as a means for the formation of an authentic national 
identity, reflected in the use of demotic language-18 
On the whole, Eftaliotis viewed the short story in terms of an 
exemplum, as we may infer from his prologue to Varlentis' collection Aoýa 
icat ýco 1, where he stressed the instructive role the genre could play as a 77 
mirror of the nation. 19 Besides, from his introduction to OvAAa&ý rov 
FEpo677yov (1897), it becomes evident that the term irapayv'01, which he 
used for his stories, apart from its folk connotations (analysed in the next 
section), had didactic undertones. 20 Such didactic aspirations may be well 
served in narratives which constructed complete and lucid microcosms, 
illustrating a single precept. What we will attempt to examine here is how 
these classic short story conventions of singularity and autonomy- 
15 See Chapter One, section b. 
16 Matthews, 17. 
17 See the expressions used in the announcement of the first competition, AEXTiov n7g EdTiaý 
f 15/5/1883,1: "8A)'V(XT(X1 V(X WYKII(T11 geydikilv ilOmlv F-7d5p(x(Ttv, i-ncoft'-(Yet; cE)vtK(x'; 
T[p(Xyýt(XTeA)%LEVOV, F-7C1 Tol) F-OVIKOI') X(XP(XKT11PO; 'K(X1 T71; 61WEX&TEG); F-V 'YF', VF-l TOW T10OW". 
18 See Chapter Two, section b. The insistence of the demoticists on publishing their works to 
reach a wider public ('Icco; ") is also indicative, see Airo r7 vao paota Tcov p/Tv 7 URX 7 7r 0) 0) 
3j7ponrialrdiv, I, Ftavvq 'Pi), Xd 71 icat Ap 5 77 EOraXtd), r77 aXA77, ýoypaoia, 716 ypa,, YyaTa ap YVP 
0890-1923) A', ed. Stamatis K. Karatzas - Eratosthenis G. Kapsomenos et al., Ioannina 1988, 
154. See also the recurrent references to the "p(%wtimo; X(xpccKTi1p(x; " of Eftaliotis' texts, 
traced in Psycharis' letters, ibid., 36,353. 
19 Eftaliotis, "' Eva; npokoyo; ", 7. 
20 Argyris Eftaliotis, 4Pt)X, 1a6Eg rov FEpo677Pot), EaTticc 1897, ý'. The element of didacticism 
was intrinsically linked to Eftaliotis' character as a writer, since the majority of his prose texts 
displayed such a dimension. See, for instance, the prologue of his most ambitious work, 
Jor, ropla n7g pa)ytoa1)vi7g, Eanoc 1901,3-11 and his stories "H IV'-)Xon(xl8(x 'Tol) KA)P 
ZaXaptia", "To impOCRIAt v1; KoicaXicipa; ", "Ovetpo" and "Ot 8i')o MocvoXT18F-; ", A7ravra 
A', 530-531,539-542,549-550,556-576 respectively. 
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completeness are pursued in Ni7ctaiviceý taropiEg and how they are 
interwoven with the ideological aims of the collection. 
Starting with the concept of singularity, which goes hand in hand with 
that of unity, 21 the titles of stories are the most apparent indices. In 
Ni7cyta/nticeg tcyroptevg all the titles revolve around a single character ("0 
'K(X7CF-`C6XV 1F1O)'P'y1jq11/ "H AyyE'-Xt'K(X"), thing ("(Dand", "To kayo-ogt"), emotion 
( it rlpffrTj (XY(X, n7l it / 
"H X(xy,, r(x'p(x cou yepo Aw'-uxil"), situation ("0 0(x'v(xTo; 
, rou Tp(xgo-ovrdcv(x1', "Avrpoy-ovo yta Tax'vvx"), or relation ("0 rI(xp(xCFKF-i)(x'; 
K(n il Kopil ToL)", "0 g7c(xpgTc(x Fuxvvij; Kt o y(x'8(xpo; ro-o") and, thus, 
preserve singularity, at least on a superficial level. 22 
However, according to the classic model of the genre, the title should 
also hint at the unified effect. 23 Most of the titles in the collection (nineteen 
out of forty) designate the protagonist of each story who emerges more as an 
embodiment of its central idea than as an individual. 24 For instance, in "z6vo; 
X(xplail; " (61) the main theme of the antagonism between life in the village 
and life in the city is well represented by Zanos' emotional fluctuation 
between his love for his mother, who lives in the village, and his love for a 
city girl. Thus, although not explicitly delivered, the unified effect is implicitly 
contained in such titles. The same holds for stories whose title refers to a 
single thing, while the case is most clear in titles expressing a single emotion 
oy-ovo yt(x ndcvroc" (135) the narration thematises the or situation. In "Avrp' 
strong love between a young couple, which will last for ever, since the death 
of the wife leads to the death of the husband. Hence, the strong attachment 
implied in the title is proven in the story. From these examples we may 
conclude that the title is associated with the unified effect and, furthermore, 
that the content of the unified effect reflects the precept each story promotes. 
Yet how is unity attained in the stories? Most texts in Ni7at(o"TtICEý 
tawptEg are extremely brief25 and, if we follow Friedman's useful divisions, 
21 Poe typically spoke about a "single" or "unified effect", Poe, "Nathaniel Hawthorne", 
215. 
22 Compare with the titles used by Maupassant. They usually reflect singularity 
by using 
names of single characters ("Mademoiselle Fifi", "Miss Harriet"), 
by referring to a single 
emotion or situation ("Amour", "La Confession") or to a single thing 
("La Parure"), Guy de 
Maupassant, Contes et nouvelles, 2 vols, ed. Albert Marie Schmidt, Gerald Delaisement, 
Paris, 
Albin Michel 1956-1957. 
23 See Xenopoulos' views in "Im ovetpo", analysed in Chapter Three, section 
b. 
24 This aspect also accounts for the negative comments about the 
lack of psychology in 
Eftaliotis' characters, see Thrylos, A', 68, Linos Politis, "Ap 
ýpij; F4, r(xXtcbvj; ", Ma EaTta Y'O 
537 (1949), 1449-1450. 
25 Twenty-six stories range in length from one and a half to four pages, eight stories extend 




scen, 26 e or episode-centred27 and not plot-centred. This means that the 
narration unfolds either through a dialogue between two or more persons 
(scene) or through the presentation of two or more such scenes, revolving 
around a single aspect (episode). 28 The stories also encompass a "static 
action": they present their characters in a specific state and include only the 
elements related to its cause. 29Thus, they display what Gerlach has defined 
as a direct form: the process leading to the ending is uninterrupted,, without 
the intervention of "tangential" elements. 30 By examining the beginnings and 
endings and their relation with the narrative as a whole, we may perceive 
how the stories achieve unity. Since they are brief, static and direct, the 
middle may be viewed as an elaboration of what is established in the 
beginning and as an anticipation of what will transpire at the end. As these 
textual extremes are also directly related to the concept of completeness, we 
may pair the discussion on unity with that on completeness. 
In the traditional type of short story beginnings and endings are 
exploited to make the text autonomous in terms of form and usually in terms 
of content. The openings tend to suppress any inherent anti-closure 
elementS31 and to introduce the reader to the fictional world through 
exposition. The author defines the time and place, presents the central 
characters and often offers background information. 32Eftaliotis' openings 
may be placed in this framework. For instance, in "Akil0wo n(xp(xg-6'Ot" (7), 
the narrator specifies time (", rtq Tcpo6k4q") and space -a ship travelling to 
Constantinople - and introduces in the first paragraph the main character, a 
man who excites his curiosity during the journey. 33 In other cases the title is 
repeated, which makes the story more compact, by creating the impression 
I ji 26 See, for example, "0 ýticccpgn Avmuccaij; , 110, "0 Oil(mupo; ", 132, 
"0 Mtýifl; ", 142, "0 
Kou, coý(x0ipilg", 154, "To npocFicL)v'9, r(X'pt 'rou 'Ail NiKOW", 180, "H (Acckij (x5F_pOoIAa", 193. 
My references are based on Argyris Eftaliotis, N77atwvicEg ta-roptEg, NF-OEXil 1989, because 
this modem edition reproduces the enlarged Fexis edition of 1912. 
27 See, for instance, "H 1, rpecoolc m', r(XIV(x", 32, "Mocptivog Kovr(xpccg", 47, "H A WKOC" 95, "To YYE 
PoaKonoi)ko", 146, "A-L)o Oepod'&g", 188, "To Wyobgt", 198, "T 'Oýtopoo ro X(optO", 215. 
28 Friedman, "What Makes... ", 133-134. According to Friedman, the episode is the "more 
commonly found size in the short story", ibid., 136. 
29 ibid., 137. 
30 John Gerlach, Toward the End: Closure and Structure in the American Short Story, Alabama, 
University of Alabama Press 1985,16-17. 
31 For the anti-closure elements in short story openings, see Lohafer, 54. 
32 For the concept of exposition, see Helmut Bonheim, The Narrative Modes: Techniques of the 
Short Story, Cambridge, Brewer 1982,91. 
33 See, for example, W(xptivo; Kovr(x'pcc; ", 47, "(DO), mi", 129, "H P(x(Yt?, 6nTjrccc rou B(xyyE),, q", 
i 138, "H At(xgdcvrco", 150, "Ay67CII (TTo Tpoctvo", 163. 
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that we immediately enter into the core of the narrative. 34Another variation, 
linked with the exemplary character of the stories, is typified by openings that 
begin with a general statement, which is then illustrated by the subsequent 
narration. 351n the beginning of "0 imnecow rt6)py9q" (13) the narrator speaks 
generally about "(TrotXEt(X". In the second paragraph he specifically says that 
the story is about the "(YrotXF-to" of a certain place, Captain Yioryis. 
In his openings Eftaliotis prefers to employ the static modes of 
comment, often combined with metanarrative. 36and description, 37as well as 
the dynamic mode of speech. 38 Comment and description are regarded as 
typical of openings in conventional storieS, 39 while speech is connected with 
the openings in medias res, characteristic of "modern" stories, which aspire to 
formal openness. However, in Eftaliotis' case speech functions as a modal 
facade, an easy way to attract the reader's interest in the initial stage of the 
narrative, and is shortly followed by exposition. 40 Besides, it is usually 
employed in texts in which dialogue is the dominant narrative mode. Thus, 
Eftaliotis wishes to set out the narration ab initio and to establish a firm 
ground for the reader in relation to the unified effect. In this respect, both the 
autonomy of the text and the clarity required by its didactic purpose are 
retained. Moreover, narrative economy is preserved, as in the short space of a 
single, or more rarely, of a few paragraphs a plethora of details is conveyed. 
If the beginning contributes to the autonomy of a story, the ending is 
even more significant. It is there that the author must round up his tale and 
make sure that the unified effect has become perceptible. Eftaliotis' stories, 
because of their exemplary vein, display what Lohafer calls "immediate 
cognitive closure". 41 The reader grasps the meaning of the ending directly and 
does not have to speculate further upon it or upon the narrative as a whole. 
Moreover, all the "five signals of closure", associated with short story endings 
("solution of the central problem", "natural termination", "completion of 
34 "Z(Xvo; X(xpt'(Tfl; ", 61, "H AyyE-'/XtK(x', ' 95, "0 yF'-po Occvoý', 108, "H Epog(xp(x 'rou Yxpyto'O", 
t1o I 
119, "0 rIccpcccrxFn)(x; K(xt il Kopil 'rou", 123, "0 Kovroýccotiplj; ", 154 RTE(Xpgn(x ]Ft(X, VVTlq 
-Kt o y(x8ccpo; rou", 158. 
35 See also "Kpi)071 oc7d'nil", 126. 
36 See, for instance, "AX710tvo irap%ti'50t", 7, "0 'K(XTCF-'rOCV 1Ft(op77j; ", 22, "H X'TP(XPO'K(O'(T'T(XtV(X", 
it 32, O)Ir anil", 86, "H X(xpoicotgUil", 90. rIP , 71 (X7 , 
37 See "0 no: =X' Io4pOVtoq", 23, "H Tpekkil", 113, "0 rl(XP(X(YKEI)(X'; 'K(Xt 71 Kopil rou", 123, "H 
P(x(YtXomjvro: ro-o B(xyyE-'Xij", 138, "To Poo-Konouko", 146, "H At(xg(x'vr(. o", 150, "T 0 
1 npocwuvývxpt rou 'Ail NtKOk(x", 180. 
38,, 0 gimpgn Avocaviail; ", 110, "H P(xpxoA')X(x", 116, "Kpuoij (xydmj", 126, "0 Oij(T(x-L)pO; ", 
132, ff 'vvx", 135, "0 MigTN", 142, "0 Koi, ), Toý(xotip7jý', 154, "H '?, (X?, Tl Av, rpoyi)vo yt(x im (X 
Oepooi')W", 193, "0 'K(X7CE'T(XV XTcc[tdvrq; o r1oki'vq; ", 222. 
39 Bonheim, 92-93. 
40 For modal facade and the use of speech in short story beginnings, see ibid., 110. 
41 Lohafer, 43. 
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antithesis". 11 manifestation of a moral" and "encapsulation"), are used and frequently combined in Mqcytartiacý torroptEý. 42 Thus/ the texts emerge as 
closed in terms of both content and form. 
In many stories of the collection the main issues posed are sorted out 
near or precisely at the end. This alludes to the classic short story technique of 
"plot impact" ending. 43 Such endings contain crucial information, which 
accounts for everything that has taken place before. Thus, the single effect of 
the story is imprinted on the mind of the reader, while its overall structure 
J: 'p7jo, U1144 becomes compact. An indicative example is "H rpogdipu Tou z 
(119), in which Seryios' psychological fear leads to his strange behaviour on 
the night he plans to elope with his beloved. Towards the end, when several 
months have passed and everything has been settled, the narrator asks for an 
explanation. In a long monologue, which closes the story, Seryios analyses his 
, rpog(Xp(x": his sinking into a deep and strange sleep which prevented him 
from meeting the girl on time. Thus, the mystery of the text is resolved and 
the gaps are filled, while the element of ", rpo9dP()C, enclosing the unified 
impression and introduced by the title and opening of the story, is illustrated. 
This method of closure is often corroborated by the device of natural 
termination. Defined as "the completion of an action that has a predictable 
end", 45 its most common form in N77CYL(ori1ccý tawptEý is linked with J 
embedded narration. Someone tells a story and its end coincides with or 
comes very close to the actual ending of the text. Other types of natural 
termination imply more effectively that there is no continuation beyond the 
end-point and thus contribute to the completion of the narrative. Endings 
alluding to definite acts, such as death (used in twelve stories), 46madneSS, 47 
absolute misery48 or absolute happiness (usually in marriage), 49 signify that 
nothing more of interest can be said about the central characters. 
42 Gerlach, Toward the End..., 8. 
43 See Ejxenbaum, 4. For this technique, see Introduction, section b. 
44 See also "H XccpoK(xgE', vij", 94, "0 Poi)PO; % 107, "Kpuýij' (xy(x7v9", 128, "(Da), um", 131, "0 
, it 'rou 
'Afl Nucok(x", 183, "T MtA; ", 145 Ivq P(Xpim", 179, "To npoammi'mPt 
ccvcpoicopvr(To", 187, "H (Aakq (x8F_pOoiA(x", 197. 
45 Gerlach, Toward the End..., 9. 
46 ,0 ju(xjun j (x 104povto; ", 31, "H X(xpo1mgE'1Vij", 94, "0 Poupo; ", 107, "H rpF_XXTY', 115, "0 
Rqmxup0g", 134, "Avrpoy-ovo ym nowm", 137, "0 gn6ppax Fi(xvvilg Kt o y(x5(xpo; 'rou", 162, 
"Aw cc8FpO(X5Fg", 192, "H (x'k(xXfl (x8F_pOoA)A(x", 197, "X(xpC'C (xviK71, TTI", 221, "0 Oo'cv(xTo; Tol, ) 
Tp%to-ov, rCCV(x", 232, "H X(XXr(X'pcc rou yepo AvEkyvf, 236. For the popularity of endings with 
death in nineteenth-century stories, see Bonheim, 136. 
47,, 0 K(XgFr J (xv 1Ft(bpyq; ", 22, "0 Kovroý(xotip%", 157. 
48 "H Amgocv-To)", 153, "H PmYtX6mjrT(x rou B(xyyF'-), Tl", 141. 
49"Z(jvOq X(xpt'o%", 85, "H A77F', XtKcC, 105, "(Durm", 131, "0 Mtg%", 145, 'TccvrpoKOpvroo", 
187, 'VogopOo ro Xwpto", 215. In this respect, Eftaliotis' stories contradict Bonheim's 
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If these techniques suggest thematic completeness, completion with 
antithesis, viewed as "a return to any aspect of the beginning, through verbal 
or situational echo". 50 enhances the wholeness of the narrative in terms of both content and form. A characteristic example is 'Mxptivoý Kovrdp(x; " 
(47), 51which opens with the narrator's arrival at a village and his visit to its 
church. There he attends the funeral of a woman and then witnesses her 
husband's death. At the end, after he learns the couple's story, he returns to 
the church and the cemetery to pay homage to them. His initial distance 
towards the old couple has now turned into admiration for their genuine 
love. Thus, the opening is antithetically reflected in the closure and through 
this structural symmetry the text gives the impression of a complete 
microcosm. 
The closure signal most evidently associated with the instructive role 
of Eftaliotis' texts is the manifestation of the moral. 52When an entire narrative 
is devoted to the presentation of an exemplum, the ending must make clear 
the precept, which coincides with the unified effect. To return to the earlier 
example of 'Mxptivo; Kovr(X'p(x; 11, in the last sentence the narrator expresses 
its moral in the form of a prayer: "Tc(xpocK(x'4(Y(X 'To E)F-o V(X 74tt(771 TOV 
I-Cougo TETot(X T(Xtpt(X, 7rol) (XPXtvo-Ov T71 ý(O I1 11 T010; (X7K(XXt(XCYgE-, V(X, K(Xt 
KOCTEP(Xtvo-OVF- (TTO X(%w XEPt RE E II X'pt" (60). The reader grasps the lesson and 
the text acquires formal and thematic autonomy. 
However, the most effective way of indicating closure and 
strengthening the unified impression is encapsulation, a technique "that 
distances the reader from the story by altering the point of view or 
summarising the passing of time". 53Many of Eftaliotis' texts close with a 
remark which delivers the outcome of the narration and connects what has 
preceded with future events. 54This enhances the main point, by suggesting 
that it has a fundamental influence on the characters. In addition., since the 
presentation of the future is characterised by stability, a sense of finality is 
conveyed. The use of the static mode of authorial comment in such endings 
conclusion that, in contrast with the novel, weddings at the endings of short stories are rare, 
Bonheim, 167. 
50 Gerlach, Toward the End..., 10. 
51 See also "ZC'Cvog X(xpt'aq; ", 85, "0 g7mpgnoc Ft(xvvTl; ict o y6c8ccpo; Tou", 162, "To 
npo(yKi)v'q, r(Xpt Tol, ) Ail NtKOX(x" 182-183, "0 mxnerocv Ivxg(x'vj; o rlokir%", 226. See also 
11rip / wvj (xy(xnTI", 89 and "Kp'L)Oq (xycimf, 128, where the ending echoes the title of the story. 
52 See "0 yF'Ipo E)(X'VO; ", 109, "0 rl(xp(x(ylcF-, t)(x'; Kca fl xopq rou", 125, "Avcpop)vo ym 
nd, vvx", 137, "H pumkon'quec Tol, ) B(xyyF'-Xfl", 141, "To X, (xyo14tt", 204. 
53 Gerlach, Toward the End..., 12. 
54 See "Mvo; Xaptimj; ", 85, JIp(0Tq (xy6ml", 89, "0 rl(xp(xmcF--uC'C; K(xt 71 KOPII TOlu", 125, "H 
pCc(ytkojcTj, T, r(x rou Bocyyt'kif, 141, "H Atccg6CVr(d', 153, "0 Kovroý(xotipij; ", 157, "0 jin6ppm 
Axpo; ro-o", 162, "T 'Ogopoo ro X(optO", 215. ]FtOCVV, q; Ict o y(x 
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corroborates this effect. 55 For example, "H AyyE-'ktK(x" is an allegorical tale 
about a city girl's pervasive influence as a teacher on village girls. At the 
ending, after some locals plot against her and arrange her marriage with a 
villager, the roles are reversed. It is Angelica who willingly assimilates into 
II the life in the village and not the other way round: "K'ET(Tt votKoK1UpE1UTijKF- 
I 11 8(X(YK(X'kt(Y(Y(X, VTI')VO-L)VT(XV K(Xt RtkOWTE K(Xt OF-PVOT(XVF- MXV OkOV TOV 
'KOGýW, 'jV)T(j)(T(XV K(X1 T010 X(OPIOU 01 KOTCE-'k4g (XTCO T11V TPE'-kk(X V(X 0'/%O, )V 
Kat x(xk(x' va Oatvouvwt (Dp(x'yKt(T(TEg" (105). The introduction of this last 
sentence with "'K(XI" reinforces the notion of closure'56 while the reference to 
the future ensures that the conflict has been entirely resolved and everything 
has gone back to normal. 
To conclude, Eftaliotis perceived the short story as a closed 
construction and was quite consistent in achieving this effect. Completeness is 
attained on both a structural and a thematic level, while a single unifying 
aspect underlies the narrative. This is associated with the edifying intentions 
of the stories, which are better served through the presentation of complete 
microcosms with easily identified precepts. These elements link Nqcyto)"TticEý 
tawpteg with the requirements of the traditional short story, which 
emphasises the criterion of compact form. Having examined the relation of 
Eftaliotis' stories with the formal properties of the genre, in the next section 
we will focus on their affinity with folk culture and on how this determines 
their narrative modes. 
b. The short story as afolk creation 
TO 'K(X0(X1)To Ötil711g(X, 511, X(XÖII TO EÜVt'KO 'KM T(XXII0tV0,01)'TPO)GF- 
cyTov Tolco g(xý UM TII cyTtYgll 7[01. ) K(XTP(XK'OXIIGTTJKE (XIEO VX 
nX "Ke)vF-. B-yilxe gov(xXo Tou, Ilom TOI) 11 neTP(x no-o TOV (X 
OC'K(XXA, IEP-YIITO, (xiuoTt(yTo, (xaic(xXiaro, cy(xv (x-yptoßor(xvo. To et'XF- 
f 1)CYE k, 9.57 ý V(X g11v ro 
ßy J, gE(Y(X TOu 'TO x0)g(x, 5F-v gnopo" (X 
Apart from associating the emergence of a genuinely national short story with 
the domination of the demotic language (symbolism behind the image of the 
stone), this critical comment highlights Eftaliotis' perception of the relation 
between btqr77ya and the concept of the indigenous. The graphic metaphor of 
a plant is evoked to represent the organic bond between the short story and 
55 Bonheim, 123. 
56 For the effect of final story sentences introduced by "and", see ibid., 151-153. 
57 Eftaliotis, " 'Evoc; FIPOXoyo; ", 7. Cf. the metaphor from the beginning of "H 
ITPCCPOIC(0(TT(xtvOC": "lloto; TO 7rEPtREVE IRO; 1)(TTEP 'OCIEO ýMX ýLTCOP(X O(X 015TP(OVE ýUOC 
ta, ropt(x! ", 32. 
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the Greek landscape. According to Eftaliotis, the notion of "storyness" is 
contained in the Greek space and almost leads an autonomous existence, 
since 6vj'yj7ya emerges "govccXo rou" through a natural process 
The further implications of this metaphor are illuminated, if we read it in 
parallel with a self-referential comment from the initial pages of "0 7c(xTcn(x' 
I(oOpOviog" (23): 
Exet' TcF-pvoi)(: Y(xgF- Ttý ßpaöteý gaý To x(xXoK(xtpi. EKF-t 
(X'KOI)(YTIJ'K(XV nOU(X n(XPOCgl)01(X, Mt nOXXO't ýp(x-yo-oÖt(x. EKF-t' ot 
7F-Pot gaý 710/1ý. F-gol) 
-pa 
'CY(XV notoý V(X ýEM '(Yll Tov (xxxov(x GTO 
01)glITt'KO, 'KM 7C0tOg M nll Ttg nt0 IU(XXtF-g «K(Xt Ttg nto vo(: iTtgF-ý 
taToptF-ý. Kut cy(xv Koi)p(x'ýovT(xv ot yF-pot, (xpXtvo-O(Y(xv T 0C7(Opt(x 
X 01 KOnEX 10 ' ýxg To Tp(x7o ' öt Km To 7r(xtXvt' Öt (24). 
A similar association between space and literary composition underlies 
the extract. The notion of space is projected through the emphatic repetition 
of the word "FKF-1" and through the whole long opening part of the story with 
its idyllic description of the native land. In this light, the Greek landscape 
emerges as a "locus poeticus" which triggers the creation of songs and fairy- 
tales. It also contains echoes of a centuries - old tradition, as the expressions 
"01OR11TWO and ", riq Tno Tc(xktE-q Kat rtq irto voaxt"q turopteq 1Mply. 58 
Thus, the interrelation between space and story presented in the first 
quotation is here specified. What connects the Greek landscape with 61777711-ta 
is folk tradition with its irapayV'Ota and rpayoV'bta. Moreover, it is the oral 
nature of these compositions that accounts for their survival beyond the 
existence of a written text and for the autonomy associated with 8t 4777ya in 
the first quotation. Oral tradition is always present; the author must let it 
inspire him and build on this inheritance, using a similarly natural style. The 
excerpt from "0 Tc(xTcTc(x 1o)0povtoq" suggests that the narrative itself 
originates from the same "locus poeticus" and is meant to preserve the oral 
and genuine character of folk genres. As this is the third story in the 
collection, we may view this as a programmatic statement for all the texts 
included in it. 
An examination of the terminology employed by Eftaliotis in relation 
to his texts corroborates and further clarifies the above observations. We have 
xp(x rou yEpo AvE'-(FTTI": 58 For a similar connection between place and story, see "H X(xXr( f 
"Eim' nOl) 11 FlikCiV711 XE; 'K(Xt k0l)'ýETM 'K(X'OP- T(XX1)VII MtOC TC(x; (YTTJV (Ak7j 
ýWýEUOVVXVF- GTOV (XVCCY(A?, I(XGgEVO TOU Vol) Ot n(X), IF'-; Ot tG'TOPtF-;, VX TC(Xkl(X' VX YX&Cm, 
'C(X nF-P(X(Yýt6v(x r(x lupommoc ICCCt 'TCC nP(XYýMM, TCOU K(X'OF- 'KUýI(X E'-4yF-; 'K(XI T(X 'UPOCYOA)8(XYF- 
/ it gE co yk-oico Tou goupgoupijro... 234-235. 
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already mentioned his preference for the terms IrapayVO159 and larropla. 60 but 
we have not explored their implications for the generic character of his 
stories. The question is whether IraPaYVOI suggests any generic proximity to 
the fairy-tale. A closer examination of the stories shows that, at least on a 
thematic level, the relation with the fairy-tale is weak. 61 None of them 
depicted a fairy-tale world and elements such as the supernatural and the 
unreal were entirely absent. Thus, Eftaliotis, following the lead of other 
authors in the climate of terminological variety and confusion of the years 
1880-1900, used irapayiJOt as an alternative term to bvlyi7ya. 
Since irapajmOt did not imply an affinity to the fairy-tale, its general 
folk and oral undertones must account for Eftaliotis' preference. After all, 
because these undertones were assets in the promotion of the demotic 
language, 7rapayl)'Ot was extensively used by the demoticists as the most 
appropriate term for the short story, just as Tpayov'& was used for poetry. 62 If 
we add the didactic nuance of irapayvOt (mentioned in the previous section) 
and its etymological relation to "nupug-oOtiu", which matched the nostalgic 
viewpoint of an expatriate writer such as EftaliotiS, 63we form a clear picture 
of the reasons that led him to its selection. As for torropta, this also has oral 
connotations and alludes to a less artistically elaborated and '10'ytu" 
narrative. To conclude regarding terminology, irapayi)'Ot and taropta were 
1 59 For the publication of the majority of Nqat(ouiceg L(YroplEgunder the subtitles "Flapot[n)'Ota 
'UOA) XO)Ptolý)" and Jlapaglý)Ota ýtE kiya koytoc" in Estia, see Chapter One, section a. See also 
the self-referential use of the term 7rapapt)'Ot in "Ay(X'R'q (YTo pouvO", 169 and "0 gn(xppc' 
Avcc(Y, r(X'(Ti1; ", 112. In the latter however, rapayVOt also underlines the extremity of the 
situation described in the story. Eftaliotis constantly used 7rapayVOi rather than i5t W77ya in 
his letters to Pallis, see Oy86vra aVEOora ypagYara rov ApYV'Pi1 EOra/1tO)Jri7 (1889-1907) 
rpog Tov AAEýav6po HdA/177, ot aycov, -g mw rp6row &7yorvaamv, ed. Vangelis A. 
Karayiannis, E. A. I. A 1993,29,47,48,53,56,66,67,70,74. 
60 Jg , ropta, apart from its presence in the title of the collection, was used in a self-referential 
way inside the stories, see "0 Kanevxiv 1Ft6')pyi1; ", 17, "0 Tc(xnn(x' lwopovto; ", 29, "H 
X(xpoK(x ' il", 90, "H Drpapomi)(Tvxtva", 32, "0 gmxpgna I't6wil; Kt 0 768(xpo; 'Tol)", 158, ýtzv 
162,11ITil PapKa", 174. 
61 The case is different, however, in a group of texts, published under the general title 
"rl(xp(x ýOtoc MoXipo-o" in Noumas between 11/12/1905 and 4/6/1906. These were fairy-tales W) 
from Eftaliotis' native village; yet it is not clear if the author was Eftaliotis or his sister, 
Evridiki Emmanouil. According to Karayiannis, Eftaliotis simply corrected the language of 
the texts, which his sister wrote, see Oy36vTa avEK66Ta ypappara..., 92. 
62 Psycharis referred to his own stories and to Eftaliotis' stories as irapayvAq, see Alro, v7v 
a. U77, ýaypaoia ..., 3,4,5,10,11,12,14,15,17,24,25,27,30,31,34,59,64,73,97,100,122,145, 
169,265,287-288,319,334,345,419,452,476-477,479,507,558,563,614. Only after 1900 do we 
find a few rare references to 377'yi7pa [sic], perhaps indicating that the content of this term was 
by then more established. For Psycharis' preference for the term 1rapayV50t, because of its 
national and demotic associations, see Melissaratou, 86-89. 
63 Nostalgia has been singled out as a prevalent aspect of the collection, see 'FVXqpW, 
EO-raAt(O'v7g, IM/Uqg, Bllaalr0g, ed. Thrasyvoulos Stavrou, BacytKil B1PXtoOT1KTJ 26, 
Z(xXccp6noi)Xo; 1956,21 and Y. D. Paganos, "Apyb'pil; EOr(xXt(o'r'q; ", H iraAai6"rEp77 
lr, výbypaoia gag.. H' (1880-1900), loicOXTI; 1997,95. 
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used as alternative and equivalent terms. By contrast to the use of the more 
modern term btqy77ya, which clearly referred to a written and perhaps 
'16yux" narrative, they reveal Eftaliotis' desire to present his texts as oral and 
genuine folk products-64 
But what is the effect of such a perception on the poetics of the stories? 
At this point an exploration of the device of embedded narration, which is 
linked to orality and widely used in short stories of the time, particularly in 
those with a folk content,, may prove useful. 65 This mode is usually associated 
with what has been called in short story criticism "artless narration": texts 
which attempt to recreate the circumstances of primitive story telling. 66 The 
narrator is presented as a teller and the narratees as an audience anxious to be 
entertained or instructed. The selection of "artless narration" has various 
narrative consequences. First, the element of orality is projected, as the story 
is not disconnected from the act of its telling. 67 Secondly, the story emerges, 
though often deceptively, as less technically constructed or elaborated than 
"artful", "written" stories. The teller follows the rules of oral story-telling: he 
omits or compresses facts, he retards or accelerates the narration according to 
his mood or the reactions of his audience. Thirdly, we have a series of 
conventions, underlining the triviality of the situation, which cannot be 
extracted from the story, because they would spoil the sense of plausible 
representation, inherent in the aims of this model. Since these features match 
Eftaliotis' views, as analysed above, the examination of his stories from this 
perspective will illuminate their poetics. 
The method of embedded narration is extensively employed in 
/ 68 Yet there is a difference in the size of the frame Ni7at fflrtCEý (TroptEý. J 
between the early stories and those that follow-69 The former begin with 
longer frames, while in the latter the frame becomes a starting formula with a 
twofold function. It bestows formal completion upon the teXt70 and, usually 
presented as a dialogue, underlines that we are dealing with an oral 
64 Cf. Peter Mackridge, "The Textualisation of Place in Greek Fiction, 1883 - 1903", Journal of 
Mediterranean Studies 2: 2 (1992), 155. 
65 See Chapter One, section a. 
66 On artless narration and its contrast to artful narration, see 
Shaw, 82-109. See also the 
illuminating remarks of Bret Harte, who, according to Shaw 
(ibid., 88) was the theorist of this 
Ve of story, in Bret Harte, "The Rise of the Short Story", 
The Cornhill Magazine 7 (1899), 3. 
See Matthew MacNamara, "Some Oral Narrative Forms in 'Lettres 
de mon moulin' 
Modern Language Review 67: 1 (1972), 297. 
68 Found in nineteen out of the forty stories. 
69 The last story to have a relatively extensive frame is W(xptivo; 
KovT6p(x; ", 47. 
70 On the effect of the frame on the structural completion of stories, see 
Angela S. Moger, 
"Narrative Structure in Maupassant: Frames of Desire", PMLA 100 
(1985), 315,317. 
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discussion between simple people. Consequently, the following narration 
must be conceived in these terms. 71 
We will focus on "0 'K0CTCEVX'VFtcopyij; " (12), a story with an extensive 
frame, which contains many conventions of artless narration and exemplifies 
Eftaliotis' perception of the organic bond between story and space. The text is 
divided into two separate sections; the first is entirely covered by the external 
frame and chiefly revolves around the notion of place and the mysterious 
presence of the central character. The time defined (twenty years prior to the 
narration) is decisive for the narrator's perspective: everything is viewed 
through the blur of time and is therefore idealised. There is a constant 
contrast between how things were then and how they are now. As the long 
initial description mainly harks back to the past, we may assume that time 
and space are interrelated; the place depicted by Eftaliotis conceals the seeds 
of the past. Orpheus is characteristically described as having left his lyre on a 
tree, thus stimulating the art of singing: "... xov Kdpco Tco-o E7rF, (YF- gtu (X 00P 
ER(X(YE T71 I)p(X Tol) GE gt(XV ITM, KI UTCO TOTE; 0 OPOE'Mq, KOR KP, X 
fI 
XF-? L0ft801')MXV F-KEt Ta'950VUX RE Y? 00MX 1101) VXtPt 86V F-tXF-, (0q TCEPM 
ILPOTEEPM, TCOU F-'KOV(XV Ttq tnF-q ot To^0P'K0t ... 
" (14). Again we are in front of 
a "locus poeticus" and the question is how the story will manifest its 
connection with it. 
Captain Yioryis himself is rooted in both space and time. This is 
enacted textually, as his portrayal coexists with the past description of his 
native land in the frame. It is also explicitly conveyed through presenting him 
on the first page as a "axotxao" in a long series of local VV(YrotXF-td" (13), and 
comparing him with the ghost of an ancestor saddened by the state of his 
homeland (15). In this respect, the disclosure of Captain Yioryis' story in the 
embedded narrative of the next section becomes the means through which 
Eftaliotis' story establishes its link to the spatio-temporal world thematised in 
the first part. The role of the cadre is to guide the reader to such an 
interpretation. 72 
One would expect that the narration in this frame (as in most frames) 
would follow the norms of written narrative. Besides, its static character and 
nostalgic tone, associated with the author's personal experience, would be 
71 See "0 xccnEr(x'v lFt(t)pyTj; ", 13, "0 n(xn7c(x' lo4povto; ", 23, "H jcp(xpojc(, 
')cvr(xtv(x", 32, 
"M(xp'vo; Kovr(xp(x; ", 47, "0 gn(xppCAvcc(Tvx'aqý', 110, "K Tj Mcil", 126, "0 Oil(y(x,, )pO; ", I PI)o W 
71 1 WC (Xtv WE 0 132,110 Mtýt '; ", 142, "0 KouToý(xO'plj; ", 154, "Ay ' 71 (Y'TO V' 0", 163, "Ay 
'q (7, To Pouv ", 
169, "Dul P(Xipic(x", 174, "H (X'X(xkq (x8epoolAcC, 193, "To kocyob'p", 198, "0 icccnrciv 
l, c%t(X'Vj; o flokivj; ", 222, "0 OC'(V(xro; ro-L) Tp%Loi)vTC'CV(x", 227. 




compatible with such a treatment. Nevertheless, even here Eftaliotis applies 
the model of artless narration, as revealed by the scattered indications of 
orality ('va (T(x; ro n(o ro)p(x Kat (T(x; ", 14, "va (T(x; Tuo rqv (xgccpTt'(x goi)", 
15) and by the way he addresses the reader ("Dro vqat(buico X(opto Tco'u Occ 
acc; Tcdcp(o", "A; yuptiao^oRe ... A; ancOolURe it , 13). Thus, the external narrator 
also recreates the conditions of oral story telling and in this case it is the 
reader who assumes the role of his audience. 73The long digression about a 
yplno; " may be also interpreted as a consequence of artless narration. This 
would not have found a place in an "artfully" constructed text, because it 
would have spoiled its unity. 740f course, there is a superficial link with the 
story, as the ship brings to the island the person who becomes the internal 
narrator in the next part. Yet one and a half pages is too much space for an 
aspect not explicitly related to the main narrative line. However, just as in 
oral story-telling, the narrator expresses his Personal admiration for such a 
ship and his supposed audience does not have the power to stop him. 
The first paragraphs of the second section introduce conventions of 
archetypal story-telling, frequently accompanying the insertion of an 
embedded narration. Drink and food are offered to the would-be narrator, so 
that a relaxing atmosphere is created, thus leading to a confessional mood 
and eventually to an entertaining story. 75 In "0 KccnF,, rccv 1-t(opyq; " the 
external narrator skilfully elicits the confession of the initially hesitant 
Captain Yiannis and then proceeds to another stereotypical device: he creates 
the impression that the story has been confided to him in order to capture the 
interest of the audience. 76 
The embedded narrative covers the longest part of this section and, in 
contrast to the static first part, is characterised by action. The folk narrator 
condenses the main incidents of Captain Yioryis' life, makes subjective 
remarks on them and retards the narration only when reaching the 
culmination: how Captain Yioryis reacted when he learnt that his beloved 
had married someone else. At one point Captain Yiannis states explicitly that 
he will summarise further incidents: "Takkoc O(X VX GTOP11(y(O RE kiM kOYt(x, 
Tt nF_POCGF_ K (0 (20). 77The external narrator, this time playing the ytoc '11 P(X...,, 
73 For artless narration in external frames or in stories with no frame, see "H 
1Tp(xpoicO)(T, c(xtv(x", 32 and "H X(xpoicupMj", 91. 
74 Another such digression is found in the similarly long and static external frame of "H 
1, rp(xpo-KO)(Y, T(xtvcc", 35-36. In the embedded narrative of "0 nwrnd' Eo4povto; " (28-29) the 
narrator apologises to his audience for a digression referring to wedding customs. 
Interestingly, digressions occur only in these initial stories. 
I 75 See also "0 n(xn7c(x lo4povto; ", 25, "Maptivo; KovrdCpcc; ", 49, 'Ay(x'nq aro rpcctvo", 163. 
76 See also "AX110tvo n(xp(x ýOt", 8. 91) 
77 Cf. the similar remark in "0 nann(i lo4povto; ", 31. 
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role of the audience, alongside the reader, interferes only near the end to 
clarify a specific point and ensure that everything has been illustrated. 
Thus, the text exploits speed, an inherent feature of oral story telling, 
as the audience is usually attracted by active and dramatic narratives. We 
learn the life story of Captain Yioryis (his family history, his love, his 
madness) in an extremely short space. As the majority of stories in 
N77ata)J, rvcEg taTopteg contain only the equivalent of the second part of "0 
'K(XTCET(XV IFIOVYTJý11- a short frame and a longer embedded narration - speed 
becomes the prevalent narrative mode, an aspect which, as we pointed out, 
has been singled out as a characteristic of Eftaliotis' poetics. 
But what is the precise function of the embedded narrative in the 
story? Certainly it is not meant to justify the infiltration of oral elements or 
other techniques of artless narration, since these aspects are also found in the 
frame. The use of an internal narrator has two advantages, adding to the 
effects the story aspires to. First, he is an eyewitness of Captain Yioryis' tragic 
story and emotionally involved in it as his brother-in-law. Consequently, he 
offers a closer, more plausible account than one narrated directly by the 
external narrator. Secondly, he is authentically folk, while the external 
narrator, as we infer from the frame, is distant from, though nostalgic for, the 
folk world. In this light, the narration of the inserted story by a folk character 
underlines its genuine folk aspect. At the same time, the coexistence of two 
narrators indicates that the external narrator is yet one more teller in a long 
chain of folk tradition, just as Captain Yioryis is a '1(YTotXFtO" in the long series 
of the "aTotXFtd" of the homeland. Thus, the embedded narration represents 
the "R(XP(XgUOt" or the "taToptid', organically connecting the whole text with 
the "locus poeticus" of the first part. 
* 
As we have seen in the initial quotation from "0 mrcmx lo*pOvtoý", 
along with rapayi)'Ot or taropta, the other folk genre which functions as an 
organic link between the short story and the indigenous is 'rpayovbt. Indeed, 
folk song became a point of reference for Eftaliotis in the composition of 
Nqui(tivicEg tcyroptEq. its influence went beyond the thematology of the 
stories and extended to their poetics. The borrowing of its devices accounts 
for the poetic strand of the stories, underlined by both early and modern 
critics. 78 
11 78 Palamas held such a view, see note 7. Paganos speaks about 'Iliptic7l Tcpo cc", Paganos, 
"Apyi' )pil; EOT(xkt(oT7j; ", 99. 
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At this point we should recall that folk song enjoyed a special position 
in the demoticist literary canon: in Noumas explicit parallel- were drawn 
between it and the short story. 79Eftaliotis, as one of the leading figures of 
dernoticism, gave it a central place in his interests, as we may infer from the 
following statement: "Kdft Tcpwi digu mlKwOw' 'K(X1 K(XOF- PP(X'81 nPIV 
/f Cyj)Velolý(o V(X 81(XP(X'ýG) (XTCo CV(X 871goTtKo g(Xq Tp(qo-68t". 80 The 
comment was made in 1890, the period when Eftaliotis started publishing the 
stories included in NilawiTticEg tawpt'Eg. Moreover, he devoted two articles 
to the folk song, "Toc 87IRortK(x' rp(Xyo, 08t(X1181 and "T(x rp(Xyou8t(X ýt(Xý11.82 
which showed that his admiration had to do not only with their language, but 
also with their poetics. 
In the collection some stories display a subj-ecf -mu4+; u reminiscent of 
folk song, especially, songs of "ýF-rqretd"' and narrative dramatic songs 
("nccp(xko-yF-'; "). We may easily discern the first category in stories thematising 
the nostalgia of an expatriate protagonist. 83 The second category is 
represented by stories that contain a dramatic incident about family or social 
life. 84 For instance, "H X(xpoK(xRE': -w71" (90) concerns a woman who 
has lost her 
children and eventually loses her husband in circumstances alluding to folk 
song. Returning from a long journey, the husband meets his wife, who comes 
from a fair, and kills himself in indignation. Although the author identifies 
the woman with a real person, her character is clearly stereotyped and 
belongs more to the mythical and timeless world of folk culture. The subject 
of the story is based on a combination of the song about the return of the exile 
husband and that of the jealous husband, both freely adapted by Eftaliotis. 85 
This policy is typical in stories inspired by folk song. Instead of adhering to 
the content of a specific song, Eftaliotis either turns to a thematic combination 
of different songs or freely adapts the theme, usually projecting a world less 
violent and, therefore, more congenial to his temperament. 
One reason that Eftaliotis admired folk songs was their narrative 
economy, the way that a whole dramatic incident unfolded in only a few 
79 See Chapter Two, section b. For the demoticist views on folk song, see Tziovas, 
The 
Nationism..., 228-235. 
80 Eftaliotis, `Azavra B' (1962), 531, first published in Estia 1890 A', 156-157. 
81 Eftaliotis, Azavra B', 400-404. 
82 ibid., 531-534. 
83 "AkijOtw napagiAt", 7, "To npoanwilvipt rou 
'All NtKoka", 180, "0 06mrro; 'rol) 
TpagouvmMx", 227, "H XCCXT(xp(x rou yepo AvEkn7j", 233. 
71)VO ym 84 "H X(xpoK(x"VTJ", 90, "0 Poupo; ", 106 H upekkil", 113, "Arrpo narm", 
135, "H 
At%m'V, m)", 150, "Ab'o Oc5F-pO(x'8E; ", 188. 
85 For these songs, see "0 yupt(YgO; rou ýF-vvreýtE'-Vou moý'Oyou", To 
577yort? CO rpayot)61, 
7rqpW, oYO9I ed. Yioryos Ioannou, EaTtioc 1996 
(first pub. Epývj; 1970), 78-81 and "0 
ýIjkm'p, q; (TA' 4'L), yo; ", ibid., 91-92. 
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verses. In "T(x rpcryoi')8t(x gccý" he attempted to reconstruct the story in a song 
to prove how we deduce a plethora of details from selected scenes and 
images. 86Showing a preference for brevity87 and dealing with contes, he must 
have found a model in folk song for devices contributing to the economical 
construction of his texts. If we take as an example "0 Poup0q" (106), the 
briefest text in the collection, and one of those singled out by Palamas as 
gtKPO'YP(XO1Jg(XT(X TCOU EXOUV TTJ X(XP11 V(X 1)7EOP(AkO1OV gl(X ROUITIKII 
(YU7KtV1J(T1J gE koyl(X Co(yo geTplIgEVOC K(XI 81(X4Xr '11,88 (X we observe that 
economy is achieved through techniques related to folk song. 
The story consists of two structural units: the first contains the initial 
three shorter paragraphs and the second the three subsequent longer 
paragraphs, plus the conclusion, given as an independent sentence at the end. 
The beginning directly introduces the mute protagonist and, with the 
insertion of the adjective "8'6ar-oXoq", warns us of something tragic in his fate. 
It also, in a highly compressed way (six lines), provides information about the 
external facts of his life (appearance, disability, orphanhood) and presents the 
other characters (the woman who brought up the mute and her baby). 
In the second and third paragraph the narration focuses on the relation 
between the mute and the baby. The second paragraph stands out from the 
other two, which are almost equal in length. There the word "ýt(OpO" is 
repeated three times in two and a half lines, each time combined with a 
different piece of information. The culmination comes with the third sentence, 
which reveals a crucial fact: 
Maýt' ýt'(xvro To popo gcydcX(o(YF- xt o Boupog- ga 'To gwpo 
f 
(T(X 
gF,, y(xk(o(yF-, Oopowyc Kovrour(ytK(x 0owyrava'icta. EiroCv Koptr(Yi 
, To gwpo irou icoovoi)(YF- o Bo-opo;. (106) 
This triple repetition along with the climax of the last sentence make us recall 
the figure of "Tpt'K(0, ov" used in folk song. 89 Thus, Eftaliotis puts emphasis on 
this paragraph, which is of central importance in the text. It is the relation 
between the mute and the girl and its implications that constitute the unified 
effect. 
86 Eftaliotis, Airavra B', 532-534. 
87 See his characteristic confession to Psycharis: "Exdvo IEOI) EIEPETCE TOTE; V(X K(Xg(l) EIV(XI 
vCC yp(X, Nf(t) OATJ TTIV I(YTOPj'(X gE To yevtico 'K(Xt TPEX(XTO K EtKOvtKO TPOICO 7EOIJ EYPCCV(X TO 
npdno gF-'po;, Ti1v Etuccyo)yij. AuTO FA'Tav nm'Tpo To-L) X0cpocXT 
'p(x ýtou", Ano" T77V 71 
a. U77ý. oypaola..., 675. 
88 Palamas, 'Anavra LET', 187. The other stories singled out were "(Durm", 129 and "H 
PocpKobX(x", 116. 
89 See Grigoris M. Sifakis, Fia pia irm7niq Tot) EAA77vtKovJ i5i7ponwv' rpayov6iov, Irakho, 
FIEK 1988,167. 
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The third paragraph elaborates on the anticipation created in the 
second. The emotional bond between the girl and the mute is conveyed: the 
phrase "(T(xv (x&'pom" is repeated twice, while the girl's more sympathetic 
attitude to the mute is juxtaposed with the cruelty of others. Again, the reader 
may infer that there is something special in their relationship and expects the 
rest of the text to illustrate this. At this point we should stress that both 
repetition and implication are related to the poetics of folk song; this affinity, 
however, becomes more evident in the following part. 
All three paragraphs of the second section are of about equal length 
and begin with the same stereotypic phrase, "Tove ftgou'goct", echoing the 
beginning of the story (11, rove 0-ogougut ro 8,0(yruXo"). They may be viewed 
as variations on the same motif - the affection between the mute and the girl. 
What has been presented in a general context in the previous part, is here 
specified on three different occasions, each contained in a different 
paragraph. In fact, we have three scenes or images and this again brings the 
text close to the composition of a folk song. We are not given an analysis or a 
detailed description of the feelings of the central characters. It is through 
parallel scenes that the author implicitly but vividly depicts their relationship. 
This also contributes to narrative economy: such images, expressed in only a 
few lines, conceal a wealth of narrative information, which is precisely the 
aspect that Eftaliotis stressed in relation to the poetics of folk song in his 
article. 
After presenting the mute as an adolescent and the girl as a child (first 
paragraph), the narrator focuses on another more crucial stage of the mute's 
life (second paragraph). He is now a young man and the girl a young woman. 
The mute is watching the girl dancing at a fair: 
0 Boop6q-6kq Toi) fl (xKoil Ki 6/%Tl roo 'fl, Rtkt(i F-i'E(XVF, R(4F*V'q 
(T, r(x ý(oljpci R(irt(X 'rol), Koct (YT(x 7CPOCFX(xp(x XF-i, %, q 'ro-L)-8F- 
X6p, r(xtvF, voc Tilv icocRocp6vq -K(xt va 'rriq 8ivil OciPPoq RF- Toc 
X(x8F, -L), Tticci rou yvF-Nng(xr(x. Aoq rou xat X6pFI)F- fl iconýkka, 
8oq i 
, ro-o Kat k(xopoTcij8o-6cTF- o (xvotXr61c(xp8oq o Boup6q (107). 
Here their emotional bond acquires a further dimension: we infer that the 
mute is in love with the girl. The expressions "be x0putive", "K(XR()(p(OvTj" and 
it Xa8voulm" are indicative. However, Eftaliotis implies rather than states the 
mute's feelings. In this respect,, this paragraph may be also read 
in a self- 
referential way. Just as the mute cannot articulate his sentiments, which are 
only betrayed by his facial expressions, so the text does not explicitly 
describe 
his emotions, but shows them through telling images. 
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The last paragraph marks a shift. Although it begins in the same 
stereotypioal way (with the addition of "aX" to denote something tragic), it 
focuses on the narrator who discovers the mute drowned in the sea. The last 
sentence,, isolated in a separate paragraph, gives the final explanation and 
confirms what has been implied throughout: "Rya I(T(x 0,, rt (TuF-O(xv(0OTjKE il 
gtKpo'04C (107). It is a plot impact ending, which accounts for everything 
that has come before, and illuminates the content of the unified effect, 
contained in the similarly isolated second paragraph of the previous part. Yet 
even in this line the author does not state the mute's love for the girl: the 
reader must perceive the implications of this revelation. 
The organisation of the narration in this part clearly alludes to the 
figure of ", rpliaokov" used in folk song. Not only is each paragraph introduced 
by the same phrase and contains parallel images, but there is a sense of climax 
from the first to the last paragraph. The first represents affection, the second 
love and the last the most catalytic phase in the protagonist's life, death 
because of unfulfilled love. Repetition, embodied in the stereotypf'ýýway each 
paragraph in the second part begins, again derives from folk song and must 
not be considered as a defect in such a brief text but as a conscious choice. 
Furthermore, the technique of implication90 and the exploitation of images 
may be also correlated with the poetics of folk song. 
These devices, usually associated with poetry, account for Palamas' 
perception of Eftaliotis' technique as "onovo'n'TtKil" and poetic. Moreover, it 
was in these terms that critics of the period discussed the interrelation of 
&77p7pa with poetry. 91 It is striking that Eftaliotis, who started from a clear 
indigenous source, converged towards a similar model. Yet the form itself 
with its generic particularities forces the writers to turn to similar paths in 
relation to their predicaments. The poetic techniques used by Eftaliotis are 
successfully exploited in folk poetry, a genre with similar needs regarding 
narrative economy, since it often deals with a long episode (especially the 
11n(XPCCX07E9")- 
The second aspect Eftaliotis singled out in the poetics of folk song was 
the dramatisation of the narration. 92Characteristically, in his relevant articles 
the term "8paýta'l and its derivatives were constantly repeated. 93The reasons 
for his preference lay first in the graphic representation of the characters' 
90 Other stories employing this technique are "0 ýtn(x, pRnoc Fl(X'VVII; K(Xt 0 y(x, 8(xpo; 'rou" 
(158), H PccpKoiA(x" (116), "To npoaKiwilvipt rou 'Ail MOW (180). 
91 See Chapters Two and Three. 
92 For the dramatic character of "n(xp(xXoyE; " and the alleged theatrical origin of the term, see 
Ioannou's introduction in To 677poTtICO rpayoV'6t, 11,19. 
93 Eftaliotis, Airavra B', 400-404,531-534. 
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psychology and secondly in the advantages it offered concerning narrative 
economy. 94Accordingly, some stories in Nilcylonvaý tcyroptEý display a 
dramatic character, since they mainly consist of dialogue and monologue, 95 
which carry the narration forward. We may recall that the skilful use of 
dialogue was underscored as a useful short story technique in Noumas. 
Eftaliotis apparently conformed to this view, but also traced its origins in the 
model of folk song. Typical was the exploitation of dialogue in stories which 
alluded to folk song. 96 
The dramatisation of the narration is overt in "Au'o a8epodc8eg" (188), a 
story about the forbidden love of a girl for her sister's husband. The theme is 
reminiscent of the "nocpakoyil of "Ta (xyoc7c'9gE'_voc oc&poux KOU 11 66ut(TT11 
, y. OV '1, C(X11,97 OR which is again freely adapted by Eftaliotis. The author reverses 
the subject by choosing two sisters instead of two brothers, and eliminates the 
elements of infidelity and spite. In his story the man, who is the object of 
antagonism between the two sisters, resists his sister-in-law. By contrast, the 
girl who plays the equivalent role in the song tries to seduce her brother-in- 
law and to force him kill his brother in order to marry her. 
Eftaliotis' story may be divided into three parts, each one of which 
exploits the element of dialogue and may be read as a scene of a play. The 
first scene is a dialogue between the narrator and an old lady. The second 
scene contains a short dialogue between the narrator and a villager. The third 
and longest scene is an encounter between the girl and her brother-in-law, 
almost entirely furthered through dialogue. In the song we also discern three 
scenes: a confrontation between the youngest brother and his sister-in-law; a 
meeting between the two brothers; and the murder of the sister-in-law by the 
youngest brother who eventually realises how evil she is. Likewise in the 
song there is a narrator who establishes the characters and the situation at the 
beginning and remarks on the events towards the end. Yet, as his contfibution 
to the main part is small, the narration is almost entirely conducted through 
94 See his reference in "Toc rp(xyo^0'8t(x ibid., 532: "ro not', qg(x Toi'), ro pptimcF-t Fvoc 
OXOI&qPO 8PC'CýM, F-tnO)gF-VO gF- 8P%t(XrtI((O'r(X'rO TPOW, 0); VCF-t WO 4EGnCCVF-t K(XI Yt'VF-'U(Xt 
kl)pt'KO OCPI(T'TOI)'PYIjgOC, /%(XRTEPO F-IUt'YP(XggCC GE 
8P(Xg(Xrt1CIj T6411 PCU%gE', VO, nol) 6EV 
Ougoi')gm (Ako rerto EXcoq timi); To nF-ptio'qgo veni, vidivici". 
95 The term monologue does not refer so much to embedded narration, but mainly to those 
instances when a character reveals his inner thoughts and emotions through a personal story. 
96 See "To npouxuvilr6pt rou 'Ail Nt-Kok(x", 180, "H AyyF'-Xt-K(x", 95. The fact that Eftaliotis' 
play, 0 Bovpico. ýaicag (1900), was based on the folk song "Tou wicpol) (x8epool)" was also 
characteristic. For other stories, which present a dramatic character, see "0 
I 'Av(x(Yr(x(nj; ", 110, "H Papicoi' )X(x", 116, "H P(xatX6iETjrT(x oB E" 141 gnapgn 'r 1) ar X71" - 
97 We do not know from which collection Eftaliotis had read this song or if he knew it from 
oral tradition. My references are based on the classic version included in EXXi7vt ica 377poTt ICa 
, rPa, YoV3ta (6cXoH) A', ed. Academy of Athens, [no p. ] 1962,371-373. 
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dialogue. Thus, there is a correspondence in the narrative organisation 
between Eftaliotis' story and this folk song. Not only is dialogue the dominant 
narrative mode, but the role of the narrator is minimised and used in parallel 
instances. Yet of the three dramatic scenes in the song, the story picks out and 
elaborates only on the second: the meeting between the lovers and the 
confession of their love. Accordingly, the third member of the love triangle 
does not appear in the story, which, thus, presents a singular structure. 
"Abo (x8F_pO(x'8F_q" starts with a general observation, stressing that life in 
the village is characterised by a never-ending cycle of events ("AqX(y. 8ij oX(x 
f , T(x Taxxm, 7rol) T(X Xýge IC(XIVOU'PICC, ROVO K(X1 govo 71(XTt' 8E1OTFP(0VoA)VT(X1 
MXI 'UPIT(OVOI)VT(XI ICM X1X1(OVO1OVT(X1", 188). This alludes to the continuity of 
popular culture which, passed down orally throughout the centuries, retains 
an unchanging core. If we also note that the narrator makes this comment in 
relation to stories, we may perceive it as a self-referential hint at the 
connection of his tale with the folk world - 
From this brief clarification, we move from narration to dialogue via 
the first scene. This dialogue sets the characters and their relationships and 
thus has a similar function to the dialogue at the beginning of other stories in 
the collection. Interestingly, the old lady's words display a close affinity to the 
world of folk tradition. We have the popular belief that if two people look 
alike, they must not become a couple. 98Moreover, expressions such as 
I113 17, if (XV'r1OFyyE: "j, 0 O-OP()CVoq gEý (T'T(X ROC'Tj()C 'Tjjý, 11 (TF_tCFTP(X K 11 ku tC7TPCC 
&K C I' V 11 " (189), "oOp(xVo'OF, 'y7T1 g(nid" (189) echo the vocabulary and the 
imagery of folk song. The above references confirm the narrator's initial 
remark on the continuity of folk culture and on a self-reflexive level show that 
the story is meant to belong to the very tradition it thematises. 
The second scene (189) is of secondary importance, since it represents a 
transitional bridge between the first informative scene and the last and most 
significant one. However, before the last scene we have half a page of 
narration, yet only the first three paragraphs are irrelevant to the 
dramatisation of the text. The following paragraph ("Et'X(x CY'Co 
Voj)... 'y1OVOC1"KTj(T1CC) describes the place, where the hidden narrator witnesses 
the dramatic scene between Thanasos and his sister-in-law, and the details 
presented in it suggest stage directions for a play. After that we have one and 
a half pages of dialogue with only three short interventions by the narrator. 
Thus, the most significant part of the text is dramatised and the reader is 
,V TOýICCOC; (XICOýI(X 
Tj (XOFVTt(X' GOIJ (XI)TOA) 98 The old woman characteristically says: "K(XI 8F 
TCOU ICO(TgOYUPIý61;, W; OC(YIUPO Kt 
I 
(X(Y71PO, 'KO'KKtVO KOft KOICKWO 8F-V 7T(X'VE, 'K(Xt 7TO)ý TCpE7EEt 
v(x Tt; o0hýFt; Tt; OO)ptF',; yt(x V(xpXoi)vT(xi r(xtpt(x(yrF'-; 
" (189). 
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allowed to watch the events described with the narrator. This makes the 
action more vivid, adding an element of suspense. 
At this point we must underline the similarities as well as the 
differences between this scene and the corresponding part of the song (verses 
12-21), in which dialogue is also used. In the song the issue of love is directly 
and explicitly introduced through the first sentence ("N, 00,9 goij, auývr(oý 
011, GuRTCO)q CTE 6 (T aymcco, VI) O'Xo)", 12). In the story it is continually implied 
through secrecy ocnokroYIE"TOR XOCRIIXOC it , 190, "VCC R71 R(Xq 8TJ K(Xt 'K(XVE_'V(Xq"., 
191) and through the constant hints of the girl ("8F- gF- ý(xvOCPXýnetq Tct(x 11,190, 
it, it o,, rt PoukrlOil E'-vcc; E)F-oq XtktF-; g(xvv6c8F_q 8F-v ro XccXvo-6v , 191). The 
revelation comes only at the very end of the dialogue ("Mol) movct Tcol')ýTimx 
VCC T(xKo-L)(yo) KI (x-Lyro (xTco rov (xvrp(x Tco-o oryducllmx", 192). However, 
Thanasos pretends to be ignorant of or even indifferent to the girl's passion. 
By contrast,, the girl in the song immediately responds to her brother-in-law's 
love and plots the death of her own husband. Eftaliotis' version does not 
imitate the violent world of the song, but embraces a milder one, where 
sisterly love is projected and self-sacrifice preferred to murder. 
The part in the story that follows this long dialogue belongs to the 
same scene, but shifts towards narration. However, the dramatic character is 
maintained in the detailed and speedy description and, thus, it is as if the 
whole scene were visualised. After the revelation of the girl's love, the 
narrator, who hears, but does not see what is happening, is terrified by 
Thanasos' cry which marks the girl's fall into a well. At this point the narrator 
intervenes as an eye witness to comment on Thanasos' reactions to the girl's 
death. In the last sentence, which represents a plot impact ending, we read: 
vvE, (yKoCVE (Tro KX, goc 0 E)()Cv()C(y'; 0 "ýC, 0(xvr(or (192). Nevertheless, it is cc 0 6-9 
through the external observation of the narrator that we are made aware of 
Thanasos' love, while in the course of the dialogue we have seen his constant 
attempts to conceal it. On these grounds we perceive the deep morality of 
Thanasos, who, although in love with Vasiliki, chooses to preserve family 
stability. In this respect, the role of the narrator is vital: he is the one who 
comments on the most important scene and the one who speaks last and 
gives the final conclusion. 
The above discussion demonstrates that the interplay with the song of 
'V(x (x&potm.. " is reflected both in the 5QbjeC4--maýfer and the T(x OCY(XIMIRE 
poetics of Eftaliotis' story. The author and the anonymous folk singer share 
views on the treatment of this delicate subject: the dramatisation of the 
narration not only makes the emotions of the characters more persuasive, 
but 
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also furthers narrative economy. Situations that otherwise would demand 
extensive analysis are implied through dialogue, leaving the reader to guess 
the hidden meanings. Moreover, we are given insights into the psychology of 
the characters, while usually both in folk poetry and in Eftaliotis' stories 
characters are viewed externally. We never learn their inner thoughts or 
emotions, but only the narrator's personal interpretations of them. 
To sum up, the organic interrelation of N77cio6v icEý iaropteg with folk 
culture is manifested through artless narration and folk song. Both aspects 
form Eftaliotis' perception of the genre. Artless narration is represented by 
devices, which stress the oral and entertaining character of the texts. The 
reader must be persuaded that he is listening to the story and not reading it, 
while the speedy presentation of facts ensures that his interest will remain 
undiminished. On the other hand, parallelism and ", rptixe)kov", the use of 
images and the dramatisation of the narration are modes shared with the folk 
song. Authors writing stories in the 1890s, when the genre was in the process 
of a conscious formation, were in need of a model. The link between 61 ijp7ya 
and the indigenous in the Estia competitions resulted in a turn to folk culture. 
What I have attempted to argue is that in Eftaliotis' case this interaction also 
embraced aspects of narrative technique. 
* 
The poetics of Eftaliotis' tcyropta were based on a simple anecdote, 
whose composition was dictated by didactic and nationalistic concerns, 
explicitly related with the ideological framework that Estia and demoticism 
constructed for the genre. Of course both nationalism and didacticism were 
irrelevant to the actual generic character of the short story and, as we pointed 
out in the first chapter, especially in the 1880s, were often emphasised at the 
expense of its generic aspects. However, in Eftaliotis' case the folk and 
instructive undertones of the stories also shaped their narrative technique. A 
simple and complete world, containing edifying life models, might be only 
represented through similarly complete and clear narratives. Thus, we are 
dealing with brief texts, which adhered to a linear recital of events and 
usually concluded with a didactic ending. The interplay with folk culture 
resulted in the appropriation of some of its narrative modes, particularly 
those related to narrative economy and the projection of the entertaining 
dimension of the text. Behind these characteristics not only do we discern the 
traditional short story model - in its simplest form - but also short story 
predecessors such as folk genres and didactic exempla. For Eftaliotis the value 
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of 6t7fip7pa as well as its chance for establishment and development lay in its 
promotion as a continuation of such old well-tried models. 
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2. Vizyinos and the poetics of 6tilyi7ya 
Vizyinos' first encounter with & 71, yi7ya occurred around 1882,99 before 
Estia's call for the cultivation of the genre through its first competition. 
Although the periodical published his stories, 100 their concern with issues of 
national character, gender and sanity and their subjective and ambiguous 
undertones did not suit Estia's ideological aspirations for Jvlplya. 101 Hence 
the stories were greeted with silence at the time,, 102 whereas from 1890 they 
drew more critical attention which soon became admiration. Xenopoulos 
(1892)103 and Palamas (1896)104 were the first to underline Vizyinos' unique 
and innovative position in the development of the genre. In this light, 
Vizyinos' stories signalled another landmark in the renovation of 8177PIPa 
during the 1880s. 105 Although Vizyinos represented the "lonely voice" of his 
generation, 106 the projection of his work as a model comparable to that of 
foreign short story writers, 107 along with the fact that it is still a point of 
reference today, makes it a significant case for the purposes of this thesis. 
Despite the fact that there is a substantial body of critical writing on 
Vizyinos' fiction, there is still more to say about his attitude towards 61 
in the rise of which he was simultaneously a forerunner and a contributor. 
Questions such as which specific characteristics of his stories meet the generic 
demands of the form have been answered only partially and sporadically. 108 
99 For the chronology and circumstances of Vizyinos'turn to the genre, see note 2. 
100 Only "0 Mo(Y-K(Op IeXIW" was published in the newspaper Estia, a continuation of the 
periodical. 
101 Cf. Margaret Alexiou, "Views of Vizyenos. Why Vizyenos? ", JMGS 13 (1995), 289-292. For 
the ideological dimensions Estia attributes to the genre, see Chapter One, sections a and b. 
102 For the negative attitude of the Athenian literary environment and the "silence" of 
criticism during the 1880s, see Apostolos Sachinis, Ha. ýatd', repot iwýoypaoot, E(TT'L(x 19893 
(first pub. 1973), 128-135. 
103 Grigorios Xenopoulos, "AOTIvdixil ijXw", EaTia 1892 A', 266. 
104 Palamas, Airavra B', 150-162. 
105 Cf. I. M. Panayiotopoulos, "Faopyto; Btýuijvo; (1849-1896)", FEWPytoý Btýv? 7v0iý, ed. 1. 
M. Panayiotopoulos, Bccat-KTI Bto?, toOll-Kil 18, bxX(xpOicouko; 1954,26-27. 
106 Borrowed from the title of O'Connor's book, The Lonely Voice: a Study of the Short Story. Cf. 
Xenopoulos' characteristic remark: "0 Btýwjvo; nijy(Avet ýtovo; uou", quoted in Sachinis, 
Ha, ýatOzEpot iwýoypdoot, 145. 
107 Again Xenopoulos observed: "Av 71, To 81)voc-Tov V(X YV(oG0oI), V OTECO; TCPE, -7EEI K(XI OIEOIJ 
ILpF'-IEEI, Ot REYOC?, ý)TEPOt 811jY'9g(XTo7p6C0ot 0'(xvF-yw0ptýov rov Btýuqwv (x5F-X00V ro)v% 
ibid., 146. 
108 The most organised work in this field is Moullas' chapter "To EP70 'K(XI TOC 
(kl, )Yp(X') 
8t 1EE'-pKil'. Michalis ail, goc, rdic rou" included in "To veockki1vtKo' 11 
Chryssanthopoulos in Eewpytog Btývi7voq- MeraýV' Oavraaiaý wat yv77y77g, Eancc 1994 
deals in an interesting and systematic way with aspects of poetics in Vizyinos' stories 
without, however, associating them with the notion of genre. 
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Perhaps a reason for this neglect lies in the length of some of the stories; 109 
r three, "rIoto; il'TOV 0 OOVEI); TUU (X8F-, X00,0 gou" (44 pages), "At movc'netoct 
T71; RWWW; taropticc; " (68 pages) and "0 Momco)P YEklig" (50 pages) conflict 
with our modern notion of 6u7p7ya-110 However, as we discussed in the first 
chapter, in the Estia competitions of the 1880s &t7p7pa was also used for 
longer stories that approached the concept of the French nouvelle or the 
German Novelle. Vizyinos' texts conformed to these standards; the exploration 
of their poetics from the perspective of the classic model of the genre will 
define aspects of convergence and departure. Of course, our aim is not to 
assign them a precise generic label, but to highlight Vizyinos' idiosyncratic 
perception of 6njp7pa and to assess his contribution to its formation between 
1880-1920. 
a. A completeformfor an open microcosm 
Autonomv of construction is, as we underscored, a basic prerequisite 
for the traditional short story. An exploration of Vizyinos' stories from this 
angle enables us to approach his perception of the formal properties of 
&77yi7ya. By examining the beginnings and endings of the stories and their 
relation to the title and the main body of the narration, we check the degree of 
their completeness. If in Eftaliotis' stories, which follow the direct mode, the 
process towards closure is straightforward and simple, in Vizyinos' stories, 
which embrace an indirect mode, various obstacles blur a clear anticipation of 
the ending. 111 
Vizyinos' openings retain the classic aspect of exposition; however, 
there are variations in the way it is presented and exploited. Similarly, the 
relation between the initial paragraphs and the title and unified effect of the 
stories varies. The most evident expository beginnings are those of WEraý^U 
rlapatcoý Kat NFccno/XFo)q" (28), "0 Mocmop IF-Xijg" (202) and "At 
movEicam... " (104). 112AII three are dominated by static narrative modes such 
as comment "At move'7caat... ") and description ("0 MocTK6)P 
lekij'g"), which are appropriate for the establishment of a narration ab 
109 1 focus my analysis on the six longer stories of Vizyinos and refer to his minor (mainly 
children's) stories as necessary. 
110 See Steryiopoulos, 44, where these texts are characterised as novellas. Cf. Palamas, 
`Azawra B, 159. 
111 Gerlach, Toward the End..., 17. 
112 All my references are based on the Moullas edition. As the beginning of "0 Mo(YK 
Ze? aig" I consider the part following the separate preamble. 
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initio. 113 Furthermore,, they contain hints at the unified effect. For instance, 
the initial description of "Kaivdiprý(x" in "0 MO(TKO)P IF-kfl'ýC (202-204) 
suggests the central theme of the story, summarised in the double national 
identity, implied by the name of Moskov Selim. The landscape presented is 
that of Eastern Thrace; the reference to '1gtvocpE'-8F-q" in the first paragraph 
alludes to the Turkish element in the region, while the end of the description, 
which is of Selim's house, gives the narrator the momentary impression that 
he has been transported to Russia (204). 114 
Moreover, all the characters in WF-vxý6* ... " and the most significant 
ones in "OMOCFKO)PYxk'%C are introduced in the initial pages. 115 By contrast, 
in "At (Yuw'-netm... " blocks of exposition are also found at later points-116 The 
first reference to Paschalis occurs on page 119, whereas we are informed 
about his background and close friendship with the narrator on pages 121- 
125. In addition, the title, obscure throughout the whole first part (104-121), is 
eventually illustrated halfway through the story by Paschalis' reply to the 
narrator: "H 'Tcukutdc tcywotu' nuolikOev- (Xkk 'CCI 'CYI)VE', ItF-t(Xt' - 
7capt-gaveM... " (137). What probably accounts for this deviation from the 
rules of short story exposition is the length of the text, which permits a more 
novel-like organisation of the narration. 117 
To (xg(x'pvjg(x Tijq gTITpo; gou" (3), "... o 0ovel');... " (60) and "To 
[tovov nIq ýmjq ro-o roc4d'&ov" (168) also contain exposition in their 
openings, although more original devices are employed in its presentation. 
11 ... o Oovvog... " is the only one of Vizyinos' stories which starts in medias res118 
with the dynamic mode of speech. 119 Nevertheless, this functions as a modal 
facade, 120since a bit of narration follows that defines the characters, and then, 
after a short dialogue, we have a paragraph with adequate exposition (time, 
space, circumstances). Shortly after, we have the mother's narration (61-67) 
113 Bonheim., 93. 
114 For the connection between the landscape and the character, see Chryssanthopoulos, 
FE ' ytog Btýw7v0g. Wra4l)..., 143-147. (OP 
115 In "0 Mouic6p XekijýC the protagonists are Selim and the narrator; the rest of the 
characters are of secondary importance and belong to Seli-m's narration (with the exception of 
the doctor who appears in the final scene, 249). 
116 Something similar occurs in another story of longer length, "... o Oovo')g... ", in which 
Kiamil and his mother, important characters and narrators of the second part, appear after 
the mother's narration (69). However, the stage at which they are introduced may be 
regded as initial in terms of the story as a whole. 
11 Bonheim, 91. Bonheim, observes that in the novel we may have blocks of exposition at 
later points, whereas in the short story this rarely happens. 
118 Cf. Moullas, "To vF-oF-WjvtKo 8tily%toc... ", ptp'. 
119 See page 125. 
120 ibid. 
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which illustrates the words of the opening and transports the reader to the 
core of the story: the murder implied in the title. 
In "To... vxýa&ov" the combination of opening with exposition is 
undermined by the insertion of a fairy-tale, while the information about time, 
place and characters is split into two parts. The first is contained in the 
opening paragraph, in which the time defined is the narrator's childhood. 
Nevertheless, the first-person narration ("On- R 'F_arpocroXoyouV', 168) 
conflicts with the third person traced in the title. This is resolved after the 
fairy-tale, in the second block of exposition, which introduces the grandfather 
and his habit of narrating fairy-tales, along with the idea of the journey 
suggested by the title (110 TC(X7C7ro1), q qTo 8t, ERE, - 0 TCXýov Ko(Týto71OPtCV[tE, _Voq 
Km KougogaOilq ocv0p(o7coq", 170). However, the fairy-tale does not function 
as a mere interlude, but takes on an organic role by concealing, as we shall 
see, the unified effect. 121 
Finally, "To (xg(Xprflg(x... " is the only one of Vizyinos' stories that opens 
without time or place indicators, not conforming to the idea of a proper 
exposition. Instead, we have a direct introduction to a family atmosphere and, 
in this respect, neither time nor place need definition; the time is the 
narrator's childhood and the space his house and village. 122 The opening 
sentence hints at the concept of "ag6prilga" (unified impression) through the 
reference to "Avvt(O". Her name suggests the mother's actual sin (the death of 
her baby); Annio is also the root of her secondary sins (her behaviour towards 
the rest of her children, superstition), similarly thematised in the text. 
Nevertheless, the categorical utterance "Akkilv (X8F_XOT1v 8F-v EtXogEv ir(xp(X 
govov rqv Avvico" (3) proves problematic: in the course of the narration we 
discover that two girls bear this name and both are the narrator's sisters. 
Moreover, the uniqueness of "Avvt(O" as a sister is further contradicted by the 
presence of two adopted sisters. 123 Thus, the notion of exposition is 
undermined by the rest of the text without, however, threatening its 
completeness: we are given the details explaining the narrator's initial 
misapprehension. 
To summarise, Vizyinos' stories, following the demands of the 
traditional short story model, use exposition in their beginnings. Although 
the author sometimes plays with this technique, opening with statements that 
later prove false, or using fairy-tales and modal facades that startle, he soon 
121 See section c in the present subchapter. 
122 Only on the last page (26-27) do the central characters (the narrator and his mother) move 
to Constantinople. 
123 Cf. Chryssanthopoulos, FEO)Pytog Btývj7wq. METaýv' ..., 37. 
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offers the reader the background needed to view the narration as a complete 
whole. Moreover, the unified effect is always hinted at in the initial pages. 
Yet, due to the indirect mode Vizyinos follows, the reader usually does not 
notice its presence until he has reached the end. Thus, in opposition to 
Eftaliotis' standard, and explicit, expository techniques, Vizyinos embraces 
more diverse and cryptic devices. In fact, the openings of his stories are 
analogous to the literary genre with which each is in dialogue. 1241n this light, 
his openings acquire a self-referential dimension, by dictating the context in 
which each text may be placed. For instance, in "At CyUVEnFJ(Xt ... 11125 the 
scientific style of the first pages and the frequent apostrophes to the reader 
allude to the essay, while the dynamic start of "... o 0ovFn)';... " matches the 
mysterious and vivid atmosphere of a detective story. 
Turning to the endings of the stories, we observe that they exhibit 
some of the closure signals we have detected in Eftaliotis' texts. However, the 
immediate cognitive closure preferred by Eftaliotis is replaced by deferred 
closure in Vizyinos: endings carry several implications, thus forcing readers 
to speculate further on the events contained in the story-126 This aspect 
bestows upon them a complexity lacking in Eftaliotis and in some respects 
undermines the sense of absolute completion. 
Most of Vizyinos' stories exploit natural termination, the simplest 
means to denote thematic completeness. 127 Three of them link their closure to 
death, the most common type of natural termination in endings of nineteenth- 
century stories. 128 In "At cyovE_'net(xt... ". Paschalis dies two pages before the 
end (165), while just before the epilogue the narrator is informed that Clara is 
it il " the deaths of the also dead (166). In "To..., T(xýeti&ov and "0 MOCYK(OP YXX* 
grandfather and Selim occur on the last half page of the narration. Since the 
characters on whom the texts focus are no longer alive, the narrative act must 
cease. Moreover, the madness of Kiamil in the epilogue of "... o Ooveuq... " (102- 
103), the departure of the narrator after Paschalis' death in "At cTuVE`TCF_1(Xt--. " 
(166-167), his separation from Masinga and the subsequent abandonment of 
124 See Alexiou, "Views of Vizyinos... ", 293: "Each story can be read as a different "genre 
exercise": autobiography; travelogue; detective story; romance; wondertale; 
documented 
biography". Cf. Margaret Alexiou, "Writing Against Silence: Antithesis and Ekphrasis in the 
Prose Fiction of Georgios Vizyenos", Dumbarton Oaks Papers 47 (1993), 270. 
125 Apart from its relation to romance, "At ouvEnF-i(xt... " alludes to the style of a scientific 
psychological essay, evolving around the concept of soul and using as examples 
Clara and 
Paschalis, cf. Vangelis Athanasopoulos, Ot pl)"Oot n7g ýcw)'g icat TOV EPY01) r0V 
Btývi7vov% Kccp8oc ir(y(x 19963 (first pub. 1992), 286. 91 
126 For deferred closure, see Lohafer, 43. 
127 Gerlach, Toward the End..., 9. 
128 Bonheim, 136-138. 
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the ship in WF_vxý'... " 1) are all forms of natural termination and signs that the 
story has been completed. 
Of course a more effective way of conveying thematic completeness is 
to illuminate the situation posed by the title or the issues that have arisen in 
the course of the narration towards the end. 129 All of Vizyinos' texts display 
this aspect, even if the solution of the central problem turnsoQf4obe a 
complicated issue leading to silence ("To or to an impasse ("... 0 
Oovvo;... "). Nevertheless, the necessary details are provided, so that the reader 
can be persuaded that a resolution is impossible-130 Moreover, although the 
denouements of Vizyinos' stories play with the idea of the unexpected, this is 
never used as an actual closure. In other words, Vizyinos does not employ the 
popular short story technique of surprise or plot impact ending. 131 Towards 
the end, the narrator, often in a detective-like manner, draws the threads 
together and reintroduces the subject in the light of the new evidence. For 
instance, in "... o oovn' );... ", just before the final embedded narrative of Kiamil, 
the narrator reconstructs what he knows about him from the information 
provided by his brother and Kiamil's mother (94-96). This reveals Vizyinos' 
intention to establish a firm ground for the reader regarding the 
comprehension of a story which is rendered with "icoicicocikoc": through 
multiple complementary perspectives. 132 
In all the stories what follows is an epilogue, which adds a final and 
significant dimension to the text. Characteristically, if "To (xg(x'prqRoC... " had 
ended with the embedded narrative of the mother (25), only the actual sin 
would have been emphasised. The insertion of an epilogue gives the narrator 
the chance to elaborate on the multiple meanings associated with 
11(xgccp, ri1g(x", to broaden its concept through the prism of expiation, and to 
suggest his final understanding of the mother's behaviour, which he 
misinterpreted in his childhood. Thus, the riddle posed by the title does not 
remain on the level of external resolution, but is given an esoteric cast 
through its connection to the psychology of the two main characters. 
129 Gerlach, Toward the End..., 8. 
130 According to Gerlach this mode also embraces "the failure to solve a problem or to reach a 
goal, provided the author can convince the reader the problem is permanently imbalanced or 
the goal is permanently out of reach", ibid. 
131 Here I disagree with Moullas who remarks that "il E-'icPcccFfl 'mig [ccOIIY7j(Y'99j, 
(xnPO(T8oK, q, rIj, n(xPoI-)CFI(4F-, r(xI 'runtKd 5tijyijg(xTtKij, Xwpti; Entikoyo", "To vEoeXXijvtx6 
8t7Mjg(x... ", ýq'. Moullas quotes the classic study of Ejxenbaum. According to Ejxenbaum, 4, 
"it is natural for a story to come to a peak and stay there". However, I think that this is clearly 
not the case for Vizyinos. 
132 See Michailos comments on his brother's complaint that he does not enter the core of 
his 
story: "Milnox, etigEOCC F-t; rilv Eup(07ETJV ROU TCOI)/%O^uv TO KPE, (xg 
840); KOKK(X/%(X; YX XýY(I) 
'vilKEv", 72. , rTlv taroptav KccOwg F-ye 
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These techniques are reinforced by completion with antithesis which 
underscores the formal autonomy of the texts. 133Vizyinos employs this 
device in four of his stories (11 ... 0 
OOVEA), q ... 
if 
, 
"At auvc'nam ...... 
"To... 
'U(Xý6610V "0 Moulao "). In "... o Ooveuý... " and "To... raýdi&ov" the ,P Y-FMR 
very last phrase reiterates the title. 134This repetition projects the story as a 
clearly closed system, the limits of which are strictly defined by the two 
spatial points of its title and ending. Completion with antithesis is extensively 
exploited in "At c7, ovE'_TcFtm... "; towards the ending each one of its separate 
narrative lines closes with repetition or antithesis. The weather is fair again in 
Klausthal, as on the day of the narrator's arrival; instead of being moody, as 
he has been throughout the story, Paschalis seems happy and plans to visit 
the mine, as he did when the narrator first arrived (163). The last page before 
the epilogue (166) alludes to the first part; the narrator gets a letter informing 
him of the death of the girl he met in the asylum. Finally, as he departs from 
Klausthal, the description of the landscape functions as a counterpoint of the 
description of his arrival (125-131), an aspect commented on the text itself 
I ("Olcom (XvTtOF-(Ytq Reraýl) '[(X'OVIý Kat maivilq rilý ccYirE'_p(x; ", 167). What is 
more, the poem of the closure is the one Paschalis recited on that specific day, 
and the narrator observes: "Ot aTt'Xot F-Tamik0ov ui), rogdro); EM Ta xElikn 
Rou" (167). Thus, every aspect of the story closes in a way reminiscent of its 
initial presentation. 
Apart from the above closure signals, Vizyinos' stories invoke textual 
or self-referential indications to convey formal and thematic completeness-135 
Characteristically in four of them ("To "MFT(Xý'L) ... it / 11 ... 0 
OovF_10;... ", "0 Mocyx(Op IEkllg") the last sentence is introduced by "K Ut 11 / 
denoting the sense of a definite conclusion-136Moreover, the very last phrase 
of three stories states the closure or even the completion of the narrative in 
terms of metanarrative. In "To ag6pril[m... " the closing word is "Emokqmx" 
(27); the narration has reached an impasse and, therefore, has been 
suspended, a fact the narrator states for the reader. In "To ... 'raýF-I"81OV" we 
are told that "o 7camrol); (T-Ovenklip(OVE (AflOO); 
"TO RoVoV r7l; ý(011; 'co-O 
, rocý6'8tov' " (201). Similarly, the text has completed its own metaphorical 
133 Gerlach, Toward the End..., 10. Massimo Peri in "To npopkijýtcc Til; (xoijy, %iccTtKTI; 
npoon, utic J; (yr(x Ai? 7 I a-ra Tou Btý, oijvoý)", EIIA77vtic6a 36 
(1985), 304 refers briefly to the 71 Y779 
If KuicktKil 8og7j" of Vizyinos' stories. 
134 On this technique, see Bonheim, 140. 
135 Cf. Chryssanthopoulos, Fe J ytog Btýw7vog. Meraýv..., 22: "il 8F, K(x'Tcc?, IjKTt-K1j (X(Yll O)P 
II top' 
6 (X (Ovet ro xwpt(YýLo TOI) Tj (X7CO TO X(XP(XKTIIP(X, gE -K(Xt TON 'ýt 8t'qyTlg "CON 1L)nO5TjX 
TOV 01roto 51(x? %ýYETOCI, 71 Kcct TO xcopt(ygo TOA) (XTEO TOV (XV(XYV(O(YTfl". 
136 Bonheim, 151-152. 
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journey with the return to its starting point, the title. At the end of '10 
MOG'K(OP lekilR" the central character's illness "E-'O'qicF- TcE-'p(xq Etq T(xq 
Pwyd'vouq To-o plpatoi') aTpmt(orou" (252). However, "TcepcCq" has also a self- 
reflexive nuance, referring to the narration itself which has come to an end. 
Vizyinos apparently pays particular attention to the existence of such 
terminal indications at the closure of his stories. This is corroborated by the 
fact that we also find them in his children's stories or even in some of his 
articles. 137 
The above evidence shows that Vizyinos employs multiple devices to 
project the termination of his stories. Thus, their complete form complies with 
the conventions of the classic model of short story also followed by Eftaliotis. 
Yet in Eftaliotis' stories formal and thematic autonomy is used to render a 
lucid interpretation of the world. By contrast, in Vizyinos' case the 
completeness of a story does not entail the completeness of the reality behind 
it, for which the reader must accept that there is neither solution nor 
stability. 138 What emerges as complete is the fictional construction with its 
subjective and partial interpretations that have no validity beyond the text. 
This aspect reveals the modernity of Vizyinos' approach and it is on these 
terms that he may be compared with an author such as Henry James. 
According to James, endings denote the artificiality of fiction: the formal 
completion of a story should never be perceived as a sign that the microcosm 
it reconstructs is similarly complete and absolute. 139 
The elements suggesting the incomplete reality that lies behind 
Vizyinos' stories are subjectivity, doubt and irony. They are often found in the 
epilogues of the texts which, as we underlined, project the inner dimensions 
of the situation thematised in the narration. In "To (xg(xpTT1g(x... " we learn 
everything we need to know in relation to the central theme. However, the 
need for expiation, promoted in the epilogue, remains un-FLLIýý (I-P--d, ) not 
because of a narrative omission, but because the mother's point of view 
precludes such a possibility. In " ... o Oove'U;... 
" the narrator undermines the 
137 See "0 Tpogccpcc; ", I-Eý ytog Btým7vog, ed. I. M. Panayiotopoulos, 271 ("*Er(yt F'-ytvF-v o Wp 
op, (x") and "Amri il R71Xt ' 8ev ' vF, ibid., 275 (" 0(yot yocgo; K(Xt ETEW'WE 11 t(TT tt (X F-Yt 
'ro)v 0CVC(YV0)(Tr(I)V 51')V(Xvr(xt V(X 8t(XKoVoI)V F-VT(xl), O(x rIIV owdymmv 
8toTt 71 tcrropm 
gou 6, rp-Wiwou"). Cf. the ending of "Av(x' rov Ekt'K(OVa (B(xXV(YRccr(x)", ibid., 361: "Km 
, T(Opcc, ()(V(Xyvco(YT(Xt Rol) Kcct (XV(XYV(0, GrPtoCt, F', VCC k6yov 11' ýt(Akov evCC Ent'XOYOV". 
138 Cf. Roderick Beaton, "Foreword", My Mother's Sin and Other Stories by Georgios Vizyenos, 
trans. William F. Wyatt, Jr., London, University Press of New England 1988, xi: "the answer 
given in each case proves unsatisfactory as a total explanation". 
For the subjectivity of reality 
in Vizyinos' stories, see Roderick Beaton, "0 Btýimlvog K(xt 0 EUP(I)TEdiKOg PUXXI(TROg", 
Atqpdý(o 287 (1992), 24-25. 
139 Gerlach, Toward the End..., 80-81. 
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reader's expectation that on completing this detective story he will identify 
the murderer. Of course, he has been told who the "Oovc, 6; " is; yet in the last 
sentence the narrator casts doubt on this: "icut 5F-v ilývupov v(x v6p(o, iroto; 
cK T(ov &)o ilTov o 0ove-o; To-o u8ekoou RoV' (103). Since the truth about the 
actual murderer of the narrator's brother is particularly complicated, why 
should a text that draws on reality give definite answers? 
In " Wvxýi' )... " the validity of the final utterance is undermined through 
irony. Its categorical vocabulary ("oc7cE0(x(7t(T(x (TTepEw; Km (xgF_T(xKk1JT(1); 
Kut 8cv FTcliy(x Et; K(xkKo'0, Tr(xV', 59), along with the use of the past tense 
where we would normally expect a reference to the future ("v(x plv 
7COU0, or 110, r, 8E O(X TC(X'(011), 140 strips the story of every possibility of 
continuation. But why should the reader believe the conclusion of a narrator 
who in the last two pages continuously changes his mind about this same 
journey, which in the end "(y'rF_pe(o; icm he "did" notmake. 
From the beginning in every other case he has been certain he has been 
deceived. Thus, irony, woven throughout the whole text, makes us think that 
perhaps he will go to Calcutta and narrate his journey in another story, 
because the textual space of this one has been completed. 
To conclude, Vizyinos, following the demands of his era, perceived 
&T7"y77ya as a tight construction, whose opening and closure should preserve 
completeness. Yet this notion was contrasted with the uncertainties of human 
experience enclosed in his stories. Thus the formal properties of the genre 
were exploited for the creation of Vizyinos' idiosyncratic realism. His 
innovative attitude is better appreciated, if compared with that of the 
ethographic short story writers of the time such as Eftaliotis, who employed 
the wholeness of the form to project exemplary life models. By contrast, for 
Vizyinos the reality behind the text was far more complicated and eschewed 
the clear-cut form of a fictional construct. 
b. Constructing the unified impression: "At avveirEtat Tj7ý ira. ýataý tawptaý, " 
A prominent characteristic of Vizyinos' stories is complexity. His view 
of 8tilyi7ya as a composite genre was also reflected in the way he employed 
terminology. The term taropia was systematically used for the embedded 
narration contained in his texts141 and for shorter and simpler narratives. 142 
140 Cf. Chryssanthopoulos, reo)pytog Btývqvog. Meraýt)' ..., 
69-70. 
141 "To agapn1ga... ", 25, "... o oovFI' 67,71,72. 
142 , A, (X i Tt 11 gflkt(X' 5EV F'-YtVF, [tflXk(x", 272. 
153 
By contrast, birl'yqya was used to refer to the stories themselves. 143 In this 
respect, Vizyinos' perception of the genre contradicts a basic principle of the 
norm of short story poetics: singularity. 144 However, singularity is also 
interrelated with the concept of a single or unified effect, which, according to 
Poe, every proper story should display. Vizyinos' stories, despite their 
complexity and length, are indeed constructed on the basis of a unified effect. 
If Eftaliotis' tcyropta stands for scene-centred or episode-centred texts, which 
adhere to static action and achieve their unity through the thematisation of 
the lateral and the linear, Vizyinos' 6t7jyrjya plays a different role. To use 
again Friedman's useful distinctions, we have to do with plot-centred texts, 
which encompass a dynamic action, since they present the protagonist 
"through a succession of two or more states" and include "the several causal 
stages of which these states are the consequences". 145 Thus, more subtle and 
complicated devices are needed so that the various strands of the text 
constitute a unified whole. 
In exploring the idea of the unified effect, we will focus our discussion 
on "At the most overtly romantic of Vizyinos' bt? 771 aTa. 146 
Although often dismissed, especially by earlier critics, as one of his first and 
most immature texts, 147 it is illuminating from the perspective of the above 
parameter. Firstly, it is the longest of Vizyinos' stories, thus challenging the 
very notion of &77p7ya. Secondly, it displays an evident metanarrative 
strand, with self-referential comments, which may be interpreted as attempts 
on the part of the author to reveal the devices contributing to the unified 
impression of his story. 
143 "At auvE'nF-tut... ", 107. An exception is found in "0 Mouic(bo IF-kijg" with the reference of 
the preamble "O(x ypdhgo) vIv t(nopim (You" (202). This may be explained by the different 
notion of plot followed in this story: the narration is more linear, because it is almost 
identified with the single embedded narrative of Selim. Moreover, in the preamble the author 
states his intention to be an 'Vnkoi'); Xpovoyp(x'Oo; " and this suggests the distinct narrative 
technique of the text. 
144 This has been repeatedly underscored by criticism, see Palamas, "Airavra B', 159, Moullas, 
Cf. Steryiopoulos, 51: "To oTt (xKptP(0; (YA)gIVII)GOEt gU001); ge (71, )(YE(xTtK(X' 
I g100t(T'rOPTjg(XTO; (YTTJV EKTOKY71 TOU 8tIj'y7jg(XTO; KOM 'Ell; VOUPE'-W; (MOTEW K(Xt TOI')TO E'Z-V(X 
"po; vj; t8tomntioc; To-o". However, I do not think that compression characterises Vizyinos' 
stories; by contrast, as Palamas has observed (A7rav-ra B', 158), analysis is the dominant 
mode in them. 
145 Friedman, "What Makes... ", 134,137. 
146 Chryssanthopoulos, Fecopytog Btývqvog. Wra4l)`..., 89,92, Moullas, "To VF-OEXXTJVtKO J 
8tI1y, qgcc... ", pt8', Athanasopoulos, Ot jm'Ooi v7g ýcwjfq..., 284, Sachinis, lla, ýatowpoi 
zecýaypdoot, 174. 
147 See Kyriaki Mamoni, "Fabpyto; Btývqvo; ", EAX77vtr77 A779tovpyia 40 (1949), 591, 
Thrylos, B' (1963), 17, Sachinis, NaXatorepot iwýoypaoot, 174, Moullas, "To vF-oF-XkTlvtK6 
8tTIYI1gCC---", Pt5, - 4- 
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The title of "At movt'naat... " does not project singularity, as do 
Vizyinos' other story titles, and does not contain any hint at a unified effect. 
Rather it describes a process of ratiocination, informing the reader more about 
the mode of the narration than about its subject. The text may be divided into 
two parts and viewed as a narrative with two distinct stories, linked only 
towards the end (160) by the narrator who discovers their connective 
bonds. 148 However, the general title matches both sections. Although its 
meaning is illustrated in the second part, when Paschalis uses it to explain his 
psychological condition (137), it may also be perceived as a comment on the 
state of Clara, the girl the narrator has met in the first part (111-116). Her 
madness seems to be a consequence of her abandonment by her beloved. 
Thus, the title unites these two ostensibly separate stories, whose tragic 
ending originates in an older story (that of Paschalis and Eulalia), which takes 
place oubickthe textual limits, yet it determines the fate of the protagonists. 
Furthermore,, the title has self-referential undertones: if the old story is the 
tragic love between Paschalis and Clara, its consequences lie also in the 
author's decision to write about it and hence are identified with the text itself. 
Thus, the &77, p7pa results from the exploitation of a simple "nakat(i taroptioc it 
in the context of a more composite narrative; consequently, our initial 
conclusion regarding Vizyinos' account of the relation between 8t 7' a and 7 777Y 
ia, ropla is confirmed. 
Turning to the story itself, Vizyinos' method of construction with 
regard to the relation between plot and unified impression recalls Poe's 
theories. 149 Poe did not view plot in the traditional way as a temporal 
progression of events, underlain by a cause and effect link, but as an "overall 
pattern", uniting the disparate elements of the narration via mechanisms of 
internal coherence. Only when the reader has finished the story and has its 
overall structure in mind does he re-evaluate everything that has seemed 
irrelevant. ' -i at... we 
have a plethora of details, which appear 150 In "At auvEnF it 
insignificant, but whose role is highlighted, when the reader views the story 
as a whole. 
148 A similar structure is followed in "... o Oovm');... ". The reader 
does not know until page 99 
the actual connection between Kiamil's story and the murder of the narrator's 
brother. 
149 Chryssanthopoulos observes that Poe's method of unified effect is closely 
followed in this 
story. However, he does not trace the self-referential aspects alluding 
to this notion, Faop)qoý 
Btývqvog- Wraýi)..., 96. 
150 For Poe's views on plot and its connection to unity, see Charles E. 
May, Edgar Allan Poe: a 
Study of the Short Fiction, Boston, Twayne's Studies in Short 
Fiction 1991,13. See also Poe's 
own comments quoted ibid., 120. 
155 
What is striking in Vizyinos' text is not his adaptation of this specific 
model, but his persistence in unveiling its conventions. We may argue that 
this story occupies a unique position among Vizyinos' stories, in that it 
contains so many apostrophes to the reader. It is as if Vizyinos, while writing 
it, had constantly in mind the existence of a readership and the impression 
the text would have upon it. 151 This becomes obvious as early as the second 
paragraph, when the reader is addressed for the first time ("K(xt Tcapuica/4) 
, rov AOilvatiov (xv(xyvwn1v go-u... ", 104). However, it acquires self-referential 
dimensions when, a few pages later, Vizyinos asks for the reader's permission 
for a digression: "AF-v aywcd) r(xq TcapeKpokdc; F-v rot; &Ilyllgacytv- (Ak 
aoob' E_'1<(xgcc F_ý(xtpcatv (o; Tcpo; Ti1v vo(Tov ro-o BokicF_vX(x(xp cc; R'CMrpoCTC9 
v(x Tcpo(YOE-(To) Tt got cY-uvE', Pfl F-v (YXF'-(Tet Tcpo; worflv" (107). Here is an author 
conscious of the fact that digressions are incompatible with the form of the 
short story, since they spoil its unity. Why then does he insert one in his story, 
let alone in its opening pages? The digression refers to the mad priest at the 
Gbttingen asylum, who is so annoyed, when his flock does not listen to his 
sermon, that he preaches to animals instead. Vizyinos relates this situation to 
the indifference shown by students at Greek universities to the professors' 
lectures and ends his meditation in the following way: "QTc(t)(T6T1TcOTF_, 
(y-o, yyv(j)g11v 816 n1v TcapeKpok'v. Airo' T(X F_K71(Xt8e1L)T'P1 (XP 11 11 (X g(X; 9&T C"(01 
O1O(Y1"K(O'r(X"rO1) TOW 18F-(I')V (TI)VEIPRO-0, F-1; ro OPF_VOKOgF_t, oV" 
(108). 152 
(O, E(X, ro; r( 18F- The "Ou(nK ' -OV (ov (Yuvapgo; 
" not only satirically links the 
settings of the asylum and the university, but hints at the mode the author 
uses to construct the plot and achieve the unity of his stories-153 In the 
beginning of a key-scene for the overall structure, that of Paschalis 
/, confession, a similar phrase is reiterated ("(XYVo(O 8t(X Ttvo; MOVEtpgo'O 
t8em", 136) to justify the narrator's recollection of Paschalis' affair with 
Eulalia. This supposedly accidental association triggers Paschalis' outburst, 
which will gradually lead to the realisation that the two separate stories 
151 Cf. George Syrimis, "Gender, Narrative Modes and the Procreative Cycle: the Pregnant 
Word in Vizyenos", JMGS 13 (1995), 330-332. 
152 On the irony and parody of the quotation, see ibid., 331-332 and Patricia Felisa Barbeito, 
"Altered States: Space, Gender, and the (Un)making of Identity in the Short Stories of 
Georgios M. Vizyenos", JMGS 13 (1995), 309. 
153 Cf. "To..., rccýFi&ov", when, after Yioryis' digression on the meaningless nature of the 
tailor's occupation, we have the following statement: "T(x; reXcl), rcdoc; T(xb'Ta; 
(YXOXCC(F, r1KO, r1j-TCC;, Eligat PE, P(Xto; OTJ TJOEkOV 'r(X; 
8t(XT1)7E(i)GE-t (X0EX&TTEPOV TOTE, F-aV 
yvo)(Y'[11 Ct; O(I)VII 8EV F-ICCCXEI 1((XTO)OF-v 'Co Ovoýt(x ýLou, 
81(XKOV(X(F(x (XIOV11; 'To PEUýI(x TON 
EXEYF-t(xKct)V ýtou (YKF, -NfE(1)V, 7EPIV 71 (X'PO-)G1 'TF, 
41(1)U-KO'); TTjV XOYUK1jV (Xl-)'U(I')V 6t(X'rl)' -)GIV" Ix n(L 
(175). Although we do not find the actual word, we have to do with a "(Tijvetpýw; ", once more 
linked to a digression. 
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embodied in this narrative are in essence one. In this light, the first reference 
to "Obaticauxroq 'Tcov 18F-(ov (TuvF-tpgoq" and its insertion in the context of an 
apostrophe to the reader is neither contingent nor digressive. Similarly, the 
author's declaration that he dislikes digressions is not a mere apology or an 
ironic comment on a story which contains many digressions, 154but a warning 
sign that whatever seems irrelevant plays an organic role. Its presence is 
based on a "a-ovF-tpg0q" and its function will be illuminated when the reader 
has an overview of the narration. Thus, plot and unity are attained not 
through an external realistic sequence of events, but through situations which 
display an internal coherence, yet do not conflict with rationality, since the 
1V(y, UVF1pýtoq11 is 110,0(y1KO), r(XToq11.155 
The insertion of such a comment in the opening pages of the story 
initiates a game between writer and reader. The writer inserts various motifs 
and the reader must decipher their meaning. If we examine the role played by 
this digression, we see that a comparison between human kind and animals 
also occurs after the narrator's meeting with Clara (117). Moreover, Paschalis 
repeatedly uses the simile of "(xKdO(xpToq Xot'poq" (137) to describe Eulalia's 
behaviour as opposed to Clara's. 156 In addition, the connection between the 
indifference of Greek university students and of patients in the insane asylum 
reminds us of the attentiveness of the students of German universities (106). 
This indifference may also be juxtaposed with Paschalis' respect for his 
professors and his devotion to his studies, which are extensively presented in 
the exposition about Paschalis (123-125). 
Let us now examine how the element of 11a-ovFtpýtoq" contributes to the 
construction of the unified effect. Interestingly, in "At movt', Rctm... " the 
unified effect does not appear only as a structural device, linking the separate 
strands of the story, but also emerges in its literal sense, as an effect the 
author wishes to share with the reader. At crucial points the narrator 
interrupts the flow of the narrative time to underline the intensity of the 
moment and to focus the reader's attention on the impression it creates. At 
some stage all these separate impressions will be united and, thus will 
154 Such digressions account for the rejection of the story by earlier critics who claimed that it 
tv TuX(vret(X'ýF-C, see Sachinis, HaXatorepot 7r, -ýoypaoot, 176, or that it is "Oop'co)ýtevo ýte 
n(xp(xyF- iaguvx", Thrylos, B', 17. Cf. Panayiotopoulos, 14. 91 
155 Cf. Alexiou, "Writing Against... ", 267. Alexiou relates Vizyinos' poetics with the Byzantine 
mode of antithesis: "Antithetical modes of narration are not readily compatible with a linear 
or rational ordering of events: it is as if we are moving in a realm of mood rather than of 
tense, across space as well as time ...... 156 See also the metaphor, describing Eulalia's exploitation of Paschalis' love: "AU6, 
(X6(X'g(XV'rE; ICOCI g(XPY(XPt'VXI, OT(Xv Tc(xp(xTEOo, 6v 67wý Ft; rou; Xotipou;... ", 140, "T'(xnoO6Yt(X 
, T(ov Xotpcov", 143. Cf. the reference to Eulaha: "Ex ro)v punapoW ovi')Xcov gt(x; U(Xivil; 
", 139. 
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constitute the unified effect. In the most crucial scene of the first part, after the 
narrator's first encounter with Clara, when she is just about to sing her own 
song, 157we have a narrative pause and a long digression, underscoring the 
emotional power of the scene and the inadequacy of written speech to 
f11 reconstruct it: t 158 "Kut r(opa, O', XF- awrywiJaw, gil 7cEptgevil; mco 
(XVOPO)nt'V7JV YP(XOt8(X V(X Got n(XP(XGrq(T1J rqv P(XOE(O; (71, )YlctvllTtx V 
F-KF-1VTJV GKIIVqv, 'r7l; 07101(x; 7IRF-1; EYEVOREO(x OXtPF-Pot" F-1-CnF-ný. TJY[tEVOt 
g(Xp, r-opF-; " (114). In other words, the reader should be given guidelines in 
order to fill in the gaps left open by the text and perceive the picture in its 
intensive totality: 
jIf Am ro-OTO 697CUTTE-009(XI Elq T'qv O(xv'[(X(YI(xv Tolo F-I)CCUT011TOA) 
(xv(xyvco(TTOI) gou, Kat TOV -OTCEVO-Ogl'ý(o Rovov V, avakoylaoll rov 
oxtpepov TEPOOpt(TROV Tob OtKO80RIJR(XTO;, EV G) EloptalcogEou. 
I TTIV 618tl(TIV K(XT(XCYKEL)IIV Tllq (XtOO-O(YTI;, TOV Xp())R(XTtCFgOV 
TTJV TEXVIITIIV g(XYCI(XV TOW OO)TEtV(J)V (XKTtV(I)V, UO'COV Tj 
8'0(YT'UXII; COGM'ýETO, TIJV 'OIEOOOt'VO^L)(Y(XV 118TI 'K(XkkOV7jV, T71V 
F, V8-0g(X(Yt'(XV 'Ell; V(XkkOl')(Ylj; IC(Xt TIJV O(XL)g(X(YrqV TOA) 7C(X'OOI); 
Kkig(XK(X T(xor(x n(x'vr(x rov tvo) va o(max(Toll, 071(1)ý 
EVVOII(Yll 'rflV t(YX'OP(XV (YI)Y'KtVfl(TtV, 1)0' 'qV oct K(XP8t"(Xt TIR(I')V 
81E'rE'-kOI)V 'K(XT(X' TOC; GTtygOC; F-KF-I'VCCq (114-115). 
Vizyinos' insistence on the reader's participation, is not only meant to 
rouse his sympathies, but serves the narrative intentions of the text. 
According to Poe, the unified impression is dependent on the sensibility of 
the reader; if he is not able to perceive it, it is ineffective. 159Vizyinos wishes to 
consolidate the effect of this scene, because it will be exploited later and will 
contribute to the emergence of the unity of the story. In the culmination of the 
second part, after the narrator's false interpretation of a letter written by 
Clara's father, Paschalis refers to a hallucination he had: 
-Kca cyaaftliq uTcO taXupCCý Opt ict 
'07m; Ti1v ETcOOil(y(x, 
F-ITCF-, gF, r(X 'TPF-ROI)(Yll;, I)IEOK(000'0 OO)VTI;, -OICO)q TIJV MOO'q(T(Xq 
e, rat g eodivij, crat TcapowymaOil Evamtov ýtov Evro; 'ro-o 
'K'O(XVO'O 01)P(XVO'O* Wco TO Yt%'OKI, ) 0(0; Tol) flOcp(x8F-Ii(yo-O- RF- TTIV 
^4 F-10 K 11, v T(Ov (XYYF-, kG)v (T'EO. Xilv- ýa, T11V ý(Xv(mlv T11; KOýVJV9 
iII XI)REV71V Elut T(Ov v(OT(I)V' RE T71V XP'O(YIJV T71; X(xp7c(xv 7EPO T(Ov 
gtKpcov XEtp(ov T'q;. -Tt OptKt(X; TOtO'OTO'TPOIE(Og YOU 
8t'8(O ROVOV 
ýLtav (XR-L)8p(X, v t8E-(xv! Aton Tou; Y(XX(XVO-L); T11; 000(xkRo-L);, TO i 
K(xT(xvl)KTtKov Til; PkEgga 7ce); va (You To Tccptyp(xWe)! 'E7rEtT(x 
Tou; ilXoi); x1j; X(xpicoc;, TTIv goi)(TtKilv Tq; 0(ovil; Til;. -Tt 
157 This song is Vizyinos'poem "AvFg(OV7j", see Moullas, "To vEoFkk7jVtKo PtE , (no4e 1) 
158 The same passage is examined by Syrimis, 332-333 in terms of the superiority of the oral 
over the written. 
159 Poe, "Nathaniel Hawthorne", 215-216. 
158 
ToCpOCTTE(YOCI; TI TPERF-lq TOIOI)TOTpOTC(O(-,; Q! F-OCV flýt(OVEGO VO V C TTI 
1811;, (0; F-7(0 F-(XV TflV E'-p47CF-; RI(XV OOP Tt O(X (XV EIC(XgVF-;, (XOO 
(TV, TO Xý7(0 Rovov Koct (5'07KtVF-t(Yoct 'TO(Tov! (160) 
This is Paschalis' third and last vision in relation to Clara; the first 
occurs when they are ice-skating and he imagines that his soul is flying away 
in a world of divine equilibrium (145-146); the second takes place when, 
possessed by the desire to see her, she unexpectedly appears in front of him 
(150-151). Thus, the first vision has a realistic starting point and the second a 
realistic outcome, whereas the third is defined in terms of a mystic 
experience, a theophany; 160 hence the vocabulary used to depict it has 
terrifying undertones. Furthermore, due to its obscure and irrational nature, 
this situation cannot be fully enacted either for the narrator (Paschalis' 
addressee) or for the reader (the narrator's addressee). Paschalis is only 
capable of transferring an "ocg-o8poc t8t', oc" to his friend, and this is reminiscent 
of the similar inability of the narrator to describe the scene in the asylum. 
Although this last scene is quite distant in terms of narrative space (45 pages 
earlier), the narrator's insistence on the 'VYXi)p6cv (T1O'Y'KIVTj(TtV" it caused and 
the 7c(xp(xcTT(xrtKijv ocrE_'X'et(xv ot'oo 8ijiwre ypwvrob koyoi)" (114) has 
imprinted it upon the mind of the reader. 
just as the narrator had given guidelines to the reader to feel the 
intensity of the moment, so Paschalis states his own guidelines to create a 
parallel effect. The details he gives prove identical with the scattered 
indications we trace in the asylum scene. At this stage the element of 
if movFnpgOý" intervenes, originating both from the narrator and the reader. 
What is important is that Paschalis' it (XRu8pd, 18E, -(x 
11 and the narrator's 'VYX-op(X' 
(Y, u, yKMj(Yt; " converge, not only due to the affinities between the realistic 
details, conveying the portrait of the girl in both cases, but also because of 
textual affinities. 161 The two separate effects of the two different stories are 
presented in a similar way, as two situations of a sublime quality that cannot 
be described merely by speech. Consequently, the reader perceives them as a 
parallel experience, then correlates their particulars and, eventually identifies 
them. Thus, the two impressions become one and the effect of the story is 
revealed as unified. 
160 Alexiou, "Writing Against... ", 271. 
161 Cf. Chryssanthopoulos, F80)"Pytog Btývqwg. Mera4v..., 103. Chryssanthopoulos 
underlines the correspondence between these scenes, however, he does not comment on the 
identical impression created for both the narrator and the reader and its exploitation for the 
overall effect of the story. 
159 
Going back to the scene, in which the narrator has just arrived in 
Klausthal, we detect a parallel case of a strong impression, which is linked to 
the unified effect and, in particular, illustrates its content. This is the 
narrator's first encounter with the landscape of Klausthal: 
M&T, okiyov r(x nr-ool(yg(XT(X T(ov 7UTIJV(ov E(31'YII(T(XV' 01 IIXOI T(Ov 
K(1)80)V(t)V cýE-'Irw-oam. ot ýE-, O-Opot Exo1g, 90, quav. ol)8E-, ObAkov 
CICIVEITO. MXP680ý0V (XI(YO'qg(X OPIJUKEUTIKII; MXT(XVIt)ýE(l); 
(TI)VF-tXE TIJV K(XP81'(XV gOl) TCPO TWO gE'Y(XkEI'0-0 TIJ; ol)'(YC(O;! 
AnEpt7paivcoý avyKivilat; e8E-'(Tgc^L)F, Tilv 'yka)(T(Tav 901). 0 
1/ rlacyX(Aijý E'-(YotyyE 8t(xpK(-oq TTIv Xcipoc gwo, 'Kat gE qrEviýF- ýtor 
EGCOTF-Ptxljý IK(XV0710171CFF-O)q 81(X Tqv O(XOF-t*(XV Evvonoxylv, 11V 
notet em r(ov at(TO71(yuov gou 71 (TK71voyp(xot'(x. Ent' cE- E, 'Xol)q 
811 1F, KoNfF- T71V (71(07r7lv: 
Tc Em (XVT(0V TOW OPE(Ov 
'9(T-OXI(X PaCTOXIOR. 
E76 r(ov Kk(x8t'(yK(t)v irXýov 
ol), rF- 01) Akov 8F-v (TWXý)F-I. 
Ta 7crilv(x c(xt'pt r(xtpt 
Kolýtwvvxl alya K F--Or-oxil- 
lc(xprE, -PF-t, K(XPCF-PF-I, 
, Kal (yu Oa icotýw'cr'cv Pp(xXF-t'. (128)162 
Again the narrator is incapable of describing through speech a scene which 
has really moved him. However, in this case the "POF-tict FvrI)'no)atq" is linked 
to nature, which plays a major role in the story. 163 Different reflections on 
nature are present in both scenes we have singled out in relation to the 
unified effect. In the first one, as we underlined earlier, nature is mentioned in 
the narrator's speculations after his meeting with Clara. There he expresses 
his "P(opov mxp(x'Tcovov" towards it, as it restores with "g0C07jg(XTt'Kfl 
omptiPE: -. -m it everything that might go wrong in animals or minerals, but leaves 
without help mentally ill people such as Clara ("Ti1v aotiva E-'pgatov Tou 
fI 810(YT10X1j'g(XTOý Tflý, K(Xt O10TF- (TRE108Et K(XV V(X TflV X(X'P'q 076CF(l), VCC T11V 
Fmomj " Ta (xpXtK(x (noqew, Eý (ov To(Tov cucekwq Ti1v F-TcXocaev", 118). In 
the scene of Paschalis' theophany, nature plays precisely the opposite role. As 
I Paschalis remarks "ovxv o Kcctpoq X0.6mi, Kat vypocv0, q o allp, Koct 
CTKOTEtvt(X(Y Tj 0CTgO(T0(XtP(X TOTE 86V Etglrop(l) V(X (TKE00co TMOTE9 U7EoTE 
cckko imp(i TTIv Kkapav" (159). It is the terrifying atmosphere of nature, 
162 The poem is Goethe's "Wandrers Nachtlied", see William F. Wyatt, Jr, "Goethe's 
'Wanderer's Night Song'in Vizyenos", JMGS 11 (1993), 97. 
163 For the metaphoric exploitation of the setting and its contribution to the atmosphere of 
the story, see Athanasopoulos, Ot yv'Oot T77g 296-302. 
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elaborated throughout the whole second part, 164 that causes his vision and 
becomes the means of communication for the souls of the two lovers. At the 
end of his confession Paschalis explicitly states his belief that his soul 
communicates with Clara's "Kat 8tcc Til; bkij; aKogn" (161). 
In this light, the magnificence of the landscape, portrayed in the extract 
and encapsulated in Paschalis' recitation of Goethe's verses, highlights the 
role of nature in relation to the unified effect. Goethe's poem, which will be 
emphatically repeated at the closure, clearly indicates that death leads to 
unity and that through its balance and equilibrium nature becomes the agent 
of this unity. As Wyatt demonstrated, Vizyinos adds the image of the 
sleeping birds in his adaptation of the poem. 165 This symbol alludes to 
Paschalis' and Clara's love and this becomes more evident, if we recall that 
Paschalis' first vision, when ice-skating with Clara, is rendered in terms of a 
11n, rilat; " (145-146). Since their union in the material world is impossible, 
nature, and, by extension, God will make it possible in a superior reality. 166 
Thus, if the other strong impressions we have discussed connect the two 
separated stories and hint at the longing of the two lovers for spiritual unity, 
the "PccOdcc F_vr, 6n(oa15 
, 
", located approximately in the middle of the narration, 
alludes to the organising factor of this unity: nature. 
If Paschalis already senses this, and hence recites the verses, the 
narrator will discover it only towards the end, when he learns that the girl of 
the asylum died on the very night of Paschalis' theophanic vision. In a long 
paragraph (162-163), in which the threads of the narration are drawn 
together, he withdraws his initial complaint about nature and expresses his 
hope in unity in life after death. Similarly, in the epilogue nature is presented 
cL! 5 grievýalong with human beings (167); therefore, it has been cleared of the 
narrator's accusations of cruelty. By contrast, the it ROCOIIROCUK71 OCKPiPF-toc" it 
displays in the disorders of animals and minerals is also traced in humans, as 
Paschalis' and Clara's examples indicate. 
This mathematical exactitude is also followed by the text. The author, 
in a role similar to that of nature or God, organises everything with 
if ROCOTIgOCTIKII (XKP1'PF_1(X11, so that it alludes to the central theme, represented 
164 Despite the narrator's expectations, the weather changes and this influences Paschalis' 
psychology and the narrator's internal equilibrium and precarious health (132-135). However, 
bad weather conditions lead to boredom and this results in Paschalis' confession. Thus, 
nature triggers the part containing the denouement of the story. 
165 Wyatt, 100. 
166 According to Chryssanthopoulos, Goethe follows the neoplatonic idea of the 
interconnection between God and nature, see Fe(Vpytog Biývqwq. MEraýV..., 91. Vizyinos 
also follows this concept in this story. 
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by the romantic ideal of unity itself. 167 In fact, the narrator's complaint in the 
first part that nature does not treat the human organism with corresponding 
it RCCOTIRMIKII W(Pt'PEICC'may be viewed as parallel to the reader's possible 
complaint that, despite the fact that the narrator "8F-v wymux' T(xq 
TE(XPE'KPOX(X'; ", the story contains quite a few. In this respect, the narrator's 
discovery of the balance prevailing in nature coincides with the reader's 
conclusion that this story presents a narrative balance. 
Thus, despite their length, "At move'newt... " present a characteristic 
fundamental for the generic character of 6tily? 7ya: unified effect. The author 
directs the reader's attention towards particular impressions, the interrelation 
of which bestows a sense of unity upon the text. The elements that connect 
these initially separate impressions are based on the device of "(YUvapý10ý": 
we are dealing with scattered details, the correlation of which leads to the 
decoding of the story. In this way, if in Eftaliotis' case we have an artless 
linear narration and an audience which must tolerate the digressions of an 
oral narrator,, with Vizyinos we enter a different realm. The writer unfolds a 
complex world of artful narration, in which whatever appears as digressive 
has its own organic role. 
f- / (- 11 
c. From irapayV"Ot to 6t ", yi7pa. "To p ý0)77g Tov Tagubtov 77 OVOV T, 79 
I-lp(o, ro; Fyo)' 8171VOJý(X roV VEOV 8pogoV T71; VF-OFX/%, rJVIKII; 
f ko-foypccot'(x;, K(xTopO(t)(Y(x; 8t(x' r(ov F-v Til "E(Yrt(x" 8tTjyTjp'CT(0v 
gol) V(X I)Ro&týo), JC(XIr '(XVTt'OF, (YtV TCPO; VX T010 P(X'Y'K(Xpr II Icon nov 
I XWOV, rt F-cy t, 8tTlyTlg(x, 'T ým F-, TTj Kat (XV(XYPCCOTI 'ro'o a 
F-OvtKol) ptiolo IC(Xt Ir(ov EovtK(ov Tc(xpcc8o(YF, (Ov -OTCO vonov 
8tTl, y, nR(X, roq Kat koyoyp(xot, (X;, F-V K(xo(xp(x XVI)XOkoytKq Icat 
t(y, ropt. KTI Kpt(yEt. 168 
Although we are unable to check the reliability of the above excerpt, based on 
oral testimony from the period when Vizyinos was enclosed in the Dafni 
asylum, we may accept that it highlights his perception of the relation 
between 6v7y77ya and folklore. Attempting to interpret this statement from 
the perspective of "n F, (Trt' 8tijyijR(x" for Vizyinos, we realise that his stance 
diverged both from the unshaped efforts of the previous generation and from 
167 Cf. ibid., 104. Poe's preoccupation with short story unity has its roots in his similar 
esEousal of the romantic movement, see May, Edgar Allan 
Poe..., 11-15. 
16 Cited in F. M Btývqv0g, NEoEXXj7vvca' btqyWaTa, 254 and taken from the 
book of 
Vizyinos' doctor and biographer, Nikolaos Vasifiadis, EvcovEg K(ovamvvvowrN. Eo)ý icat 
A077v(OV (1910). 
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the attitudes commonly adopted towards the genre in the 1880s. 169Besides, 
the phrase "90-E'-TIJ K(XI (XV(XYP(XOII T010 E0VIKO10 PIOU if echoes Politis' 
vocabulary from the announcement of the first Estia competition; therefore 
the quotation may be also read as a negative hint at the type of story it 
promoted. For Vizyinos the mere recital of elements originating in "EOVIKOý 
Pt'o; " and "F-OvticE-'q 7c(xp(x8o(Ta; " does not produce the form (", vunov") of a 
&77, y77ya. What is needed is the subordination of the above elements to a 
I multilevel narrative ("gcke'nj icat avaypaoij -0 TEO rl')nov 81Tj-YTIR(XrO; ") 
and their combination with other mnrt- -, iihqfnfinI c-11,41 nc 
psychology and history. 1700nly then does a narrative emerge as a proper 
6u)'y7lya and not as just a "Rekkif or an "(xvaypaoil". 
Despite the fact that Vizyinos showed a deep interest in folklore, 171 
and, as we may infer from his extant critical work, was keen on the idea of a 
literature based on national character, 172his stories played only sporadically 
with this aspect. In the six stories representing the main corpus of his short 
story writing, Wevxý-o ... " and "At DovE-'TcEt(xt... ", display a cosmopolitan 
setting, thus alluding more to the stories of the romantic period than to the 
ethographic trend of the 1880s. 173 "0 Mo(m)'P IF-XTIýC takes up the 
challenging subject of the life story of an 'danov8ov F-XOpov rou 'Eftouý" 
(202), a Turk. Of the three stories left, "... o oowuq... " contains some action set 
in rural environment, while in "To (xýt6pr'qga... " and "To ... vxýet&ov" the 
rural setting is dominant. Thus, in roughly half of Vizyinos' short story 
output, we may search for signs of folk culture, exemplifying how the notion 
of the indigenous infiltrates the form of bujp7ya. 
169 Vizyinos' non-conformism to the rules set by his contemporary literary status quo has 
been underlined by criticism, see, for instance, Alexiou, "Views of Vizyenos... ", 289 and 
"Writing Against ...... 263,269. 170 For Vizyinos' use of history, see Michalis Chryssanthopoulos, "Reality and Imagination: 
the Use of History in the Short Stories of Yeoryios Viziinos", The Greek Novel AD 1-1985, ed. 
Roderick Beaton, London, Croom Helm 1988,11-22. However, since history is present, but on 
no account dominant in Vizyinos' stories, we might interpret the expression "t(Y'Toptml 
Kptaet" differently. If "tacoptfa" is understood with the meaning of story or narrative, 
llta, coptic, q -Kptau" may be rendered in modem Greek as "ccOijyTjg(xrt-KTj Kpi(Til", indicating 
that the infiltration of elements of folklore in Vizyinos' stories serves, apart from 
psýchological, narrative purposes. 
17 For Vizyinos' interest in folklore, see Moullas, "To vEoF-Xk'qvuco 8tijyqgc( ...... VE'-4'. 172 See "Eppt'Ko; 'IP(YF-V', I ECOPytog Btývijv0g, ed. I. M. Panayiotopoulos, 302: "Mokt; nF-pt' 
To 1830 ilpXtcyccv ot NoppTlyot' Vcc IcaTccVo(L')(TtV, on [ ... 
], q8I, )V(XVTo V(X k%inp A)Vwt 'rTIV 
nCCTpj8()C W nO?, I') 1COCV)TEPOV TPOnOV: 7CPCCTTOVTF,; 0, Tt IEPO TCOXXOI') 71811 (60RXE VCC F', XII IC(Xt 
,qE, %X(x'q mnpayguov. K(x? L? LtF-pyoi' )vrF-; 5, q?, cc8 ' icoct 8t%topoo ' yt (X TE(XV 71 urrc; F-V Tq 
01koko 
0c TI " See also "Av(X' rov EXt Ov Tt 0' Pet (XyVoV Icoct ccgty 
, TOV EOVtKoV X(XP(XKTTjPcc . ic 
' a... ", ibid 
323-361, where Vizyinos expresses his admiration for Greek and European ballads. 
173 Moullas, "To veockkilmo 8tTlyliga ...... Pil'-po" Pt5, - 
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As in "To (xg(X'prijg(x ... it and "... o 0ove, 6;... " the narrator's mother, a 
peasant woman, plays one of the leading roles, the author includes material 
on various Greek customs and traditions. Its function however is not 
superficial and informative, as in many ethographic stories; it is either linked 
to the characters' psychology or is skilfully interwoven with the course of the 
story. In "To agaprijgoc... " the mother's obsession with her daughter leads to 
a series of acts that are explicitly characterised as "8F_tat8(xtgovt(X" (5), yet they 
convey persuasively her inner turbulence. For instance, on realising that her 
daughter's illness has a supernatural cause ('EýconKov"), she takes her to the 
village church, where we observe her desperate efforts to save the girl and are 
informed of related religious customs (6-9). 
In "... o oowl' );... " not only is superstition frequently entangled with the 
hunt for the murderer, but also represents the main motivation for this hunt. 
No matter how irrational the custom of "(7oupPid" (62-63) and the scene with 
the gypsy woman (81-83) may appear in the eyes of the Europeanised 
narrator, they ironically foreshadow real situations. 174 On the other hand, the 
mother clearly declares that the dead brother "8F-v Euptum 11(T1)X1(X, 90VO 
IrOXA)'Et Recy , (Yro gV11goi 'rou O(T(xt; 0OPM; vot(I)OF-I ro OOVIOC Tob V(X 1r(X1rT1 
, roc Xo)ýtwr(x" (68), therefore the discovery and punishment of the murderer are 
imperative. Moreover, Christakis interprets Mitakos' strange behaviour as the 
result of his being haunted by the man he killed (64-65). Thus, he takes his 
place without knowing that the danger is real and not hallucinatory. 
Similarly, Kiamil kills Mitakos (97-99), believing him to be the revenant of the 
man he killed three years ago, who turns out to be the narrator's brother. If 
we also remember that Kiamil commits the first murder to fulfil the custom of 
revenge for the murder of his blood-brother, we may conclude that 
superstitious beliefs are the driving forces for the actions of the characters. 
All this evidence indicates that tradition functions as yet one more 
element, subordinated to the more significant psychological and narrative 
aspirations of Vizyinos' stories. The question is whether aspects of folk 
culture contribute to the formation of their poetics and to the constitution of 
Vizyinos' idiosyncratic concept of 6171yqya. In the previous section we 
showed how oral folk genres provided Eftaliotis with a model for his short 
story writing. Can we detect a parallel path in Vizyinos' case? 
174 The narrator shows an aversion to superstition and witchcraft. He explicitly states this in 
the scene with the gypsy woman: "Eyvcoptýov, (o; ebrov, cov ic(xr(x 
8F-t(Tt8(xtgOVt(0V K(XI 
gocyto(T(OV t5ioc iEO490v gou" (83). Yet ironically the narrator becomes so absorbed by the 
prophecies of the witch that he unintentionally betrays his presence. 
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"To 
... r(gF181ov" is an ideal source for exploring the interrelation 
between the construction of 3tj7'y71ya as a genre and the notion of the 
indigenous. It was published in Estia in the summer of 1884, a period when 
many writers had responded to the periodical's call through its first 
competition for "cY-oyyp(xO11v F-Owcol)' 8tilpigwuoý". Vizyinos' text may be 
read as a reply in the form of a somehow different approach to this trend. As 
many critics have pointed out, the story displays an evident self-referential 
aspect175 and contains several implicit or explicit references to oral folk genres 
such as fairy-tales, folk songs and traditions. Interestingly, it also states its 
speculations on their creative exploitation in the context of a modern written 
genre such as 6117yqya. 176 
This becomes apparent from the beginning with the insertion of the 
fairy-tale. The grown-up narrator returns to his childhood and, by referring to 
this fairy-tale, which was narrated to him by his grandfather (170), 177 shows 
that in his child-like consciousness reality has been replaced by imagination. 
The whole story thernatises the process leading to the reconciliation or the 
synthesis of the two. As we have already mentioned, the fairy-tale, despite its 
independent position in the story, 178 will not be put aside throughout the rest 
of the narration. By contrast, it will become the leit-motif, a point of reference 
repeated at crucial moments, thus accompanying the child's difficult journey 
towards maturity-179 This relates it to the unified effect, a fact corroborated by 
the narrator's comment that the tale exercised a "7oi1, rEuTtKflV EV'r107E(OCY1V" 
(168) on him: it became a kind of obsession in his childhood. Taking into 
account the self-referential undertones of the tale, we may conclude that the 
element of self-referentiality is subsequently interwoven with the unified 
effect. 
175 See Chryssanthopoulos, FE 5 ytog Btývi7vog- METaýv.. -, 111-112 and 
"MeTccýl') O(xvr(x(yt'(x; (OP 
icca RvIIR71;, 'To ROvov TTI; ý(oil; Tou T(x4t'8toV 'rou IF. M. Btýwjvoi')", 0 Ho. UT77ý 38 
(1980), 65. Cf. Alexiou, "Writing Against ...... 
276. 
176 Cf. Maria Margaronis, Towards a Poetics of Displacement: Three Stories by Georgios Vizyenos, 
unpublished M. A. thesis, King's College London 1997,15-16. 
177 For the intermingling between the points of view of the child-narrator, the adult-narrator 
and the grandfather, see Chryssanthopoulos, FE 5 ytog Btýw7vog. MeT4v'..., 114-116 and (J)p 
"MET41') O(XV'UCC(TI'(X; ...... 65-66. 
Cf. Peri, 306-307. 
178 Characteristically, a typographical gap separates it from the rest of the story. Moreover, at 
the fairy-tale ending, we have the phrase "xm rF, 4t(6vF_t il tcyropticc" (170), representing a 
device employed, as we have pointed out, in many of Vizyinos'texts to indicate their closure. 
In this case a dash is also used to underline further the independence of the fairy-tale. 
179 See the obsessive references to the princess in the scenes of the harem (170-174) and the 
tailor's shop (175-176), when the child learns that his grandfather is fighting the angel (177) 
and towards the end of the central scene with the grandfather (199-200). 
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As Chryssanthopoulos has pointed out, Vizyinos' short story for 
children, "0 Tpog6p(xq", 180 consists of the same fairy-tale. However, several 
elements in it have been altered to serve the self-referential aims of "To... 
vxýd&ov". The blacksmith hero of "0 Tpog6p(x; " becomes a "p(x0, rono1Ao" 
and the daughter of the prefect, who falls in love with him, is upgraded to a 
princess. Moreover, the heroic deed the protagonist has to perform to prove 
worthy of her is not to capture a dangerous bandit, but "wx pd'Wij w 
V1)01(X, T1K(X X(O I fl Koct pagýtcc" (169). The parallel between sewing P, ; P(xo 
, 
"pccoij") and writing ("(yvyyp(x071"), along with the self-referential 
implications of the phrase "X(opt; p(xoll K(xt p6ggcc" have been underscored 
by many critics. 181 However, the allegorical function of the fairy-tale 
regarding the author's attitude towards oral folk genres and their relation to 
&77p7ya has been overlooked. 
The reference to "Xwpt; pocOij ic(xt p6gg(x", the equivalent of which 
would be "Xwpt; yp(x0Tj mxt ypdcgg(x" directly alludes to orality; 182 hence the 
promise given to the king by the tailor's apprentice may be related to the craft 
of oral story-telling. However, although the "p(x0, roTcouko" is a very good 
singer, for it is his singing ability that wins the heart of the princess, he is 
unskilled in the composition of prose ("vx K(xr(x0E_'PE1 'K(XkktTF-P(X OT(XV 
XV(X U0 11 J?, kij, Tvxpci 6, r(xv ogtk j", 169). Yet he is not disconcerted when the king 
orders him to sew without seam and stitch forty wedding gowns (oral prose 
compositions), because he knows a magic fairy willing to help him. On a self- 
reflexive level the fairy stands for the element of tradition, easily accessible to 
prose writers of the time. 
The fairy immediately calls "vF-P(A80710104C, who sing sweet songs 
(X(TgCC'r(X TTjq OVKOURýEV'qq" (170). (folk poetry) and carry "vx noX^0'r1R0, TEP(X '00 ' 
These precious textiles symbolise the traditions available to the young tailor 
for the composition of his own story-telling "xwptiq P471 'K(Xt p6gg(x". This 
will win over the princess' father, who is more demanding than his daughter 
and unmoved by songs. Indeed, the verb "uo(xtwo", from which the noun 
11-6owyg(x" derives, also evokes the craft of writing, in the sense that a story can 
be "woven". Thus, the fairy-tale has a happy ending, and the child narrator/ 
identified from the beginning of the story with the "puOrOnoloko 11 , holds 
180 Chryssanthopoulos, Faopytog Btývi7vog. MeraýV..., 117. "0 Tpogapcc; " is reprinted in J 
Faoprog Btým7v6g, ed. 1. M. Panayiotopoulos, 260-271. 
181 See, for instance, Chryssanthopoulos, FEO)Pytog Btývtjv0g. METaýV..., 122-124 and 
"Me, r4i') O(mrmni(xg 67-68. Cf. Alexiou, "Writing Against ...... 276-277. 182 Alexiou interprets this phrase as a hint at the skilful narrative technique of the author 
who constructs a narration "without seam or stitch", ibid., 277. 
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certain fixed ideas not only about the interpretation of the world, but also 
about literary creation. 
Behind the self-referential symbolism of this tale, we discern a hint at 
the tactics of some of Vizyinos' contemporaries towards btilp7ya and, by 
extension,, a comment on the path opened by the Estia competitions. Short 
story writing "X(opt'; pocoil icca pocgpC imitates oral story-telling and exploits 
tradition in a non-creative way. Just as the "pccorono-oko" expects everything 
from the fairy, because "Tot ic(naoc'pEt icockkin-pot owcv XV(Ak'q, Taxpdi OT(XV 
ogtkil" (169), Greek writers, who have in front of them a tradition in poetry, 
and are now systematically trying to form a distinct tradition in prose, expect 
everything from the model of oral folk genres. Yet, if the young tailor wins 
the king's approval, behind which the idea of social and critical acclaim is 
concealed, will this be true for other writers? As the expectations created in 
the child narrator from his interpretation of the tale prove false, Vizyinos 
maintains that a similar disillusionment awaits writers with an uncritical 
attitude towards folk culture. 
Outside the fairy-tale and inside the story the character of the 
grandfather represents folk tradition. He is the one who has narrated the tale 
to the child and has persuaded him that these things are as if "vcc F_tXoV 
(71)071 x()F-; ulcogli, wmxv WX CFI)VEP(XtVoV (XVU lr(X(TCCV (MYR V ov 
Kougov" (170), thus projecting the continuity of folk culture. The child 
believes the old man because he thinks his stories have a strong basis in 
4 10 GREVO; K(Xt reality: "K(xt eirct8ll 0 MRWO; flTO &'Ek- 0 71kýOv KO(T 07 Pt 
^I F-P '(x; " (170). lCoagoR071,; (XV0P0)71o;, F-760TEI)OV rO'L)g ko-yo-0; TO-0 RF-Xpt IC oct 
At this point the idea of the journey, vital for the story as a whole, is inserted, 
thematising on a self-reflexive level the importance of experience in writing. 
The literal (encounter with reality) and literary travels of an author 
(encounter with foreign texts) and their coexistence with imagination and 
tradition may give rise to a complex narrative, such as the one Vizyinos 
envisages. The child clings to the grandfather's tales, not so much because he 
is in favour of tradition, but because he thinks tradition has been filtered 
through experience. Thus, when his own experiences lead to disillusion, 
instead of bringing him close to his dream, his grandfather is the only one 
who can help him. 
When, in the most crucial scene of the story (188-200), he confronts the 
grandfather, the child becomes gradually aware of the truth, not only about 
reality and imagination, but also about tales and travels. Vizyinos is now 
given the opportunity to present his theories on 61ify77ya and its interrelation 
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with folk tradition and travel. At the beginning of the scene the grandfather 
asks his grandson about his life in Constantinople; however, what interests 
the old man is not the child's actual experiences, but whether the boy has seen 
what he himself has narrated in his tales. Thus, we have the paradox of 
listening to the grandfather's stories. 183 instead of learning the grandson's 
travel impressions. The child narrator perceives this and comments with 
indignation: 
in- I 
Evogtýov kot7cov, on copov ýt&T'Egavroý aoTlyTITtlicýv -6kilv, 
t'K(XVTIV V(X EV(X(YXOXII(YTI F-TCj TtV(Xq 'rOA)X(XXI(YTOV TIgEP(Xq ITIV 
TcpocToXTIv, (xv ouXt Tov O(xugcc(ygov Tou yE'-povcoq. Akk'oTF- Tov 
TIKO'O(Y(X VOC TCPOOEPII 010TO)q (X"KOCT(x8E-'"KT(Oq K(XI 7CF-PlOpOVIjTtK(bq 
F-Keivo To "Aq T 'mmil", va 8t(xKo7uTil Ta (Tno-08(xtoTF-p(x gou 
eg(x, r(x, (I)q F-(XV q(y(xv R118ev 8t (Xl), rov, K(Xl VOC ccvCtK(XOI(Y'Ed 
, rcc-6, ra & 't8i(ov cOcrov Occ-ogmyrcov, rocyov ayvc6(yr(ov ctq e" 8llj'YTjg(X"r(Ov, E'TET10ý(X K(XTII(Yxl)gE-, Voq -07ro To gE, -, YF-ooq rqq 
(XVF-ý(XVTkIjTOlO KO(YgOYV(t)(YI'(Xq (XlL)TOlO K(Xt 8F-V ETO, "kgll(T(X TCXýOV VCC 
F-17r(O TtTcorF- (190-1). 
The terminology employed by Vizyinos in this passage is significant, since it 
highlights his views on the character of &77"yj7pa. The child's stories of his 
journey are characterised as 'Voilyiluxilv ukilv" and as "OE'-guvx". They stand 
for material based on experience, which needs elaboration to qualify for the 
higher literary category of &77"y77ya. By contrast, the grandfather's stories are 
designated as "Oonogmrm"' and "d'ywocyru 8tilyilýtuvx". From the point of 
view of his grandson, they deserve this denomination, because they have a 
dual nature absent in his own stories: both realistic (journeys) and 
imaginative (folk tradition). 
With all the interest of a future author, the child asks the old man 
about the experiences - his travels - which formulated his marvellous 
personal literary space. Accordingly, their dialogue enters another phase (191- 
199), turning from the subject of the tales (imagination, tradition) to those 
aspects of experience (realism, cosmopolitanism) that have contributed to 
their creation. As soon as the grandfather reveals that he has never travelled 
and that all the "Oonogwrm' 8tiI-tIIRccr(x" are based on what his grandmother 
told him when he thought he was a girl, 184 the boy is utterly devastated and 
changes his mind about the value of his grandfather's stories: 
183 Chryssanthopoulos observes that these tales originate in Herodotus, a "Myto" and not a 
folk text, see Fe J ytog Btývj7vog. ME-ra4v..., 117-118. However, in the story they are (OP 
presented as if they were genuine parts of folk tradition, since the grandfather heard them 
from his grandmother (199). 
184 For an interesting reading of the story as a process from orality - femininity to literacy 
masculinity, see Syrimis, 335-341. 
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'Okil X017cov 11 gEy(X, kll F-ICF-t'VTI t8' F-cc go-o nept/ Tow T(XýF-18t, (Ov Tob 
I 71(XTETCOI)l OXII RO-0 11 TEPO; avrov wrokljwt; K 'eýtlrt(TTo(yl, )Vlj 8toc 
I TIJV 'KO(YROYV(O(Yt(XV KOCI 7COXIMEtpli(XV T010 nEpt(Opl'ýETO E'-ýCCOWX El; 
I , r(xq StTlyAaetq, 8, qX(x8il r(x napag-60ta, r(x onotia flKo-ocTFv (xico 
II 'rTIV gaggljv 'ro-o' ]C(XO 'ov XPOVOV F-txF- rqv aoý4tccv Va ntu'r6TI 
0 Tcro)xo; Kat ro ou 11ro Oqx-olco, -0 Koct O'L)xt (XPCTF-VtKol) 'Yevol)ý! 
(199) 
Again terminology is suggestive: the "O(n)ým(na 8tqyqgccrcC are 
gradually downgraded to "8tT1711cTF-tq" and then to "nupagbOm". As for the 
grandfather, he falls from the pedestal of the creator to the level of a simple 
reproducer of stories. In a way his fall has been foreshadowed several pages 
prior to this scene, when the child has observed that "8F-v flTo o Kwbýttvoý 
obTE pdn";, oine Tpayou&(Y"; Tceptioilgo; " (176). Indeed, he is neither a 
writer nor a singer, but a mere transmitter of folk tradition, which has a 
certain value, because of its historical continuity, 185 but this is not enough for 
the renovation of a modern genre such as 6ti7y77ya. 186 What is missing is the 
realistic or cosmopolitan experience embodied in the symbol of the journey. 
For Vizyinos it is the synthesis of the two that can give birth to &77777ya, 
while the mere exploitation of tradition produces and 
if ti Taxpagl)Om", just as unshaped experience is only "(xOi1, yqrt1, CqV i)AflV . 
Similarly illustrative of Vizyinos' stance on tradition is the long 
ekphrasis, 187 devoted to the hill of "MTaxilp(x", where the child's meeting with 
his grandfather takes place. This location is closely associated with the 
character of the grandfather, not only because, as we learn, he spends his time 
there (188), but because he presents a certain affinity with it, as we may infer 
from the following passage: 
E', xýPaatý Tilý Xü)PtoYpaot, (xg got F-0(XVrl TÜ)P(x 
gcX(x, yXoXtxü)Te-"p(x, OXißcpü)Tep(x. H K(xpÖt'(x got ET(xp(X'XOTI EX 1 VE', ol). MET(Xýl') TIlý 0-0(: YtOYV(ügt'(Xg Vlý (YKIIVTJý KOCI TIlý Exop(Wecoý 
TOI) (OXPOI) KM g(XP(XgEVO1) TOD 71U7111010 TCPOC7(0710'L» OnCOý 
01 f1 F-00)Tt, ýF-TO uno TWV 'ZEýXi)T(XIO)V Tot TIxi01) (XKTtvü)v, -onilpxc TO(Yll 
0gotoTTIý, TO(Yll CY'UEVTJ CY-0'Y-YEVF-Iot!... (200). 
As in the story folk tradition is embodied in the character of the 
grandfather, the description of this place is consequently connected with it. 
188 
185 For the continuity of folk tradition, thematised in the grandfather's character, see 
ibid., 
341. 
186 Margaronis, 22, reaches the same conclusion. 
187 Alexiou, "Writing Against.. ", 279. 
188 Cf. Margaronis, 21. 
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This makes us recall equivalent descriptions of the Greek landscape in 
Eftaliotis' stories. There it is presented in terms of a locus poeticus, which, in 
enclosing folk culture,, triggers the composition of modern texts. Vizyinos also 
links the Greek landscape with folk tradition, but has different ideas on the 
adaptation of this tradition in the context of the genre. He becomes explicit at 
a certain point of his description, which is vital, as it symbolically prefigures 
the ending of the story: 
EvOgtýc;, On il ý(oll, 11 O'CXXOTE TOGOV (YOP17(080'); F-Tct, TIN X(J, )P(X; 
TOCI)TIJ; e7cavollumm, ulrexwpa ro, )P(x pp(x8E(t);, (Wh (Tr(xocpo); 
7tpo; Tou; EV80, r(XTO-O; g-OX01); Til; Oucrm; - 11 8 67ct T11; OAVE(j); 
OCUTIJ; EV(XTCORFVO'L)(Y(X XOCgTCPOTTI; 8EV 'qTOV Et g1l TO TOX-0, ratiovi 
To -L)(yr(xrov get8i%ta F-7rt' Tow XaXý(ov rou OccvcvrtcbvTo;. (197) 
A sense of decay accompanies the setting, which may also be 
interpreted as a sign that folk tradition, which flourished once ("Ukkore"), is 
now in danger. The position of the short story writer is not to imitate it, 
through texts which pretend to be folk and oral, but to readapt it in the 
context of a written multilevel microcosm. "To... ncýd&ov" exemplifies this 
by trying to rewrite fairy-tales or '10, ytu" tales, folk traditions and folk 
songs. 189 In this respect, the grandfather's death at the end, given in terms 
similar to the above description, alludes to happiness ("get&%m"). This is not 
only because in death he achieves the only journey of his life, but because as a 
symbol of oral tradition he achieves another journey by appearing in a 
modern written text. 
In conclusion, if for the child narrator and perhaps for some authors of 
Vizyinos' time the aim is to compose texts "X(optiq pccOTI Kut p(x'ggcC 
(imitating oral tradition), for Vizyinos this contradicts the demands of 
modem times, which are in need of more synthetic and dynamic approaches. 
For him the goal is to write stories with ", ypocoq Kat yp%tg(x": to exploit 
tradition and oral folk genres creatively as parts of the composite structure of 
a proper &W77ya. 190 
189 See Chryssanthopoulos, Faqpytog Btývqvdg. MET4u.., 121-122. The tradition rewritten 
refers to the last wishes of the dead (179-184). As for folk song, see 
Syrimis' comparison 
between the scene of the child' s ride home (181-184) and the song of the Dead Brother, 
S rimis, 336-338. 
1ý0 Both Syrimis (ibid. ) and Margaronis (18) argue that the story thematises a process from 
1 
the oral to the written. 
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d. Between poetry and the short story: "MEraýý 1) lklpctlco'ý icat Nca7rO'AEW" 
The poetic strand of Vizyinos' stories has been noted as early as Palamas' and Xenopoulos' first positive critical remarks. 191 Our previous discussion has already shown aspects of Vizyinos' poetics that suggest an 
affinity with poetry: the promotion of subjectivity, the device of correlation 
and the use of allegorical tales are some of them. However, there is a specific 
story, in which the interrelation with poetry is overt and the adoption of 
innovative techniques,, connoting the "modern" short story192 is particularly 
highlighted. 
"Me'r4-0 ... 11 occupies a unique position in Vizyinos' prose writing. It is 
the only text, in which action is minimised and the incidents presented are of 
a trivial nature, 193 acquiring a significance only because of their association 
with the protagonist's psyche. This also affects its composition: the element of 
plot, which, to a large extent, underlies the rest of Vizyinos' stories, is less 
important and the representation of mood is foregrounded. Precisely the 
subordination of plot to mood brings "MErocýb ... 11 close to the aims of "modern" lyric short stories. 194 In this respect, the text may be viewed as an 
experimentation on the part of the author on the potential of the genre, which 
foreshadows later developments. 
The story may be also considered as Vizyinos' most self-revealing and 
introspective 61, q`y11, Ua. 195 It deals with a motif consistently present in all his 
stories and vital for his psychology: the conflict between expectation and 
disillusionment or between imagination and reality. The cryptic title has 
illuminating implications: the preposition "g&r(xýV' describes not only the 
external journey between Piraeus and Naples, but the inner journey between 
the aforementioned antithetical concepts. 196 The fact that there is no sense of 
arrival in either title or text at the destination of the external journey implies 
there is none for the inner. What interests the author is not the linearity 
associated with the notion of arrival, but the spatiality embodied in the 
191 Xenopoulos referred to "notblatq nýlf, "AOilvdixil ijXd', 266 and Palamas spoke about 
"5t7jyijg(x, royp(X'Oo notqr71", `Airavra B', 157. 
192 For the promotion of poetic devices in the "modem" short story, see Introduction, section 
b. 
193 Cf. Moullas, "To vF-oFkkijvtico 8tilyllgoc ...... Pý'. 194 For the distinction between the "modem" and the traditional short story on the basis of 
the emphasis placed on mood rather than plot, see Hanson, Short Stories-, 1-9, Ferguson, 
"Defining the Short Story ...... 221. 195 Cf. Athanasopoulos, Ot yv'Oot n7g ý(o Ig ..., 328-329. 77 
196 For the relation between the title and travelogue, see Chryssanthopoulos, FE(Opylo,,: 
Btýw7v0g. MeraýV'--., 51-53. 
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preposition "[WTOCý, U11.197 Interestingly, the structure plays with this idea: it 
imitates the motion of the narrator Is mood, which veers between expectation 
and disillusionment. 
Vizyinos' division of the text into six separate parts signifies the way 
he wanted it to be perceived by the reader. A sense of symmetry underlies its 
overall construction. 198Parts one (28-34), three (38-45), four (45-52) and six 
(55-59) are about the same length (six to eight pages) and deal with the 
relations that develop between the three characters: the narrator, Mr P and 
Masinga. In parts one and three, reality, or the narrator's interpretation of it, 
triggers expectation, while in parts four and six, reality intervenes and 
expectation turns to disillusionment. Sections two and five are briefer and 
focus exclusively on the narrator's speculations on what has taken place in the 
other more dynamic scenes. Both sections start by describing his bad mood 
and conclude with his more positive approach to life. If we see these as 
reflective intervals between the more active scenes, then the text is divided 
into two symmetrical parts, each corresponding to an antithetical pole. The 
first three scenes (28-45) symbolise the upward process by representing 
expectation, while the last three (45-59) are characterised by a downwards 
motion., concentrating on disillusionment. Symmetry of design is a basic 
prerequisite for the classic short story. 199 However, in "MF_T(XýO... " the 
symmetry reflects the protagonist's inner state and, therefore, links the text to 
the poetics of "modem" stories, which employ "a variety of structural patterns 
depending on the shape of the emotion itself". 200 
Vizyinos plays even further with structure by inserting specific 
symbols at key-points, implicitly related to the psychology of the narrator and 
the theme of the story. Each of the separate sections, with the exception of the 
central third scene, contains a nominal reference to the setting, the ship "Rio 
Grande" in its opening. The first two parts also mention it (although not by 
name) or the more general setting of the sea in their closures. The name "Rio 
Grande"201 suggests grandeur, and the narrator perceives that, as he 
comments in the initial sentence of the story that "To ovoga ilfpgoýev F_tý To 
npOW(x" (28). Accordingly, he bases his first expectation of a pleasant journey 
on this semantic implication. In this light, "Rio Grande" functions as a 
symbolic projection of the subject of the story: the movement between 
197 Cf. ibid., 52. 
198 Moullas underlines the symmetrical correspondence between the six scenes of the story, 
but not its overall symmetrical construction, "To vF-oF-Wjvuco p7l'. 
199 Reid, 99. 
200 Baldeshwiller, 231. 
201 Cf. Chryssanthopoulos, Faqjpytog Btýi)77vog. MEraýV..., 53-56. 
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expectation (imagination), disillusionment (reality). The scheme of ring 
composition followed in the above parts effectively conveys the narrator's 
entrapment between these opposed concepts. 
At the ends of the three last parts the symbols of ship and sea are 
replaced by references to a journey to Calcutta. This place is related to the 
narrator's desire for social recognition, since he believes that Mr P has invited 
him there out of admiration for his "notqTtKov roicXccvrov". The presence of 
Masinga also links it to erotic fulfilment. Yet, since the narrator repeatedly 
dwells on this journey, without knowing whether it will live up to his 
expectations or end in disappointment, Calcutta may be taken as a symbol of 
his oscillation between imagination and reality. Consequently, the structure 
of the three parts, which open with a reference to "Rio Grande" and close with 
a mention of Calcutta, also stands for the protagonist's imprisonment between 
expectation and disillusionment. 
Thus, the overall structure of the story is designed so that its spatial 
dimension is projected. The repetition of symbols such as the ship, the sea 
and the journey to Calcutta create an atmosphere of suggestion, conveying 
the narrator's continuous vacillation between imagination and reality and his 
subsequent entrapment in their in-between space. These devices connect the 
story to "modern" short story writing, which is characterised by a creative 
exploitation of poetic tropes. The convergence with poetry matches the 
introspective dimensions of this model and its aim to enrich prose with poetic 
depth. 202 
The aforementioned modes are not the only debt of WF_vxý-6-.. " to the 
lyric short story. The presentation of external reality, particularly, of the 
natural setting, is sometimes rendered in such a way as to reflect the inner 
desires of the protagonist or even to foreshadow through analogies and 
metaphors the future course of the story. This technique is again linked to the 
"modern" model of the genre, which requires a metaphorical use of setting for 
emotions or situations implied in the narration. 203 Interestingly, Vizyinos' 
story openly invites such a metaphoric reading. At these particular points the 
narrator, also a poet, i'r5pire-d . 
by the beauty of the landscape, is engaged in 
poetic compositions. The reader, familiar with the suggestiveness and 
subjectivity of the poetic voice, is thus led to interpret the relevant passages 
metaphorically. Indeed what sets out as a description of external reality 
gradually turns into a parable, fairy-tale or prose poem, intrinsically linked to 
202 For the use of symbols and repeated imagery in relation to the character's psychology, see 
Hanson, Short Stories-, 14-15. 
203 May, "Chekhov... ", 202, Ferguson, "Defining the Short Story ...... 225-226. 
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the mood of the protagonist,, to the point where it anticipates his subsequent 
delusions. 
In the beginning of the third scene, when, after the storm, the 
landscape becomes calm, the narrator finds the chance to fulfil another of his 
expectations, to enjoy "vx; ICOCXXOV(X'; 'U'q; 01)(Yaj); Kant gova; " (28): 
Uft, 
-u, upt(TK g7lv 
kot7c'v eig 81 "oc(ytv Xj()Cv FXE7FtoCKq'v. At 00 (X a rol)lro 
F-K(XOII(TOC TCOCPOCg6POC KOU KOCTOC govOcq, OCVOCTCVF-(Ov rqv ý(Ooyovov 
, rllq E(77CF-pOcq OC'L)POCV KOR (XTCX(xv(t); an-vtiý(Ov npo; 'rTIV 810(ytv K(Xt 
(XOIV(J)V TCCq 61"KOV(Xg Tljý O(XVT(X(TI(X; gOl) VOC KIV(OVT(Xt K(XT(X 
Pol) 
F-PG)V govccpxTlq, 0 ; Uoq 
, k, n(ytv. -rnF-Plio(xvoq nov ato 11 
F-gC'Y6OA)'VCTO F-O'O(YOV ETCklj(Tti(XýE 7EPOg T(X KloýUXVX, k(XRP(X'V(OV 
oxvtv OXOVE, -v Rcy(xkonpcTcE(TrE-, P(xv K(Xt (XTCX(OV(OV T71V POC(TtklKTIV 
WOTOU TCOPO-OP(XV TCF-pt F-(X-L)TOV gF-'r(X np0o(XV())'g (XIUýOCVOgEVTJý 
Fm8aýF-wq. Ta (Ti'mcooc, F-pu0p(onoc F-K 'ril; F, 7rtpkllrtKil; 
7c(xpo, o(3tOc; TOI) 'Kl)pt(XPXOI) TOW, TCEPtF-G'rF-kkOV T(Xý 
XPI)(Y()C; nocpl)o(xq T(ov K^L)CCV(OV (TTOX(ov Tow, (0; (gt(og(xTtKot 
X(Xgp(xvov, Teq ano 'TO (TTOR(X P(X(Ttxýo)q TO [t'L)(TTtKov T71; V'OKToq 
cylOvOilgoc. (38) 
The relation of the extract to poetry is implied by the references to the elegiac 
mood of the narrator and to the liberation of the pictures of his imagination, 
and is stated later by Mr P who remarks "X(optiý (Ako Tcot'ijR(x eypd'oere" (40). 
Following the conventions of romanticiSM, 204 the narrator draws inspiration 
from nature and intermingles images of external reality with his own internal 
preoccupation. This results in a poetic fairy-tale (comparable to the initial one 
in "To... rccýd'&ov") or a prose poeM205which highlights his dreams and 
points to future developments in the text. Thus, although the quotation is 
romantic in content, its narrative exploitation in the story is modem. 
We have pictures of grandeur and glorification, presenting the sun as a 
king who lives in a luxurious palace, achieves heroic deeds and wins a 
princess. Behind this parable we may discern the narrator, contemplating a 
life full of glory, social approval and love. The fact that this passage is placed 
in the third scene, where we have the culmination of the expectation motif is 
not accidental. In this scene the narrator accepts an invitation to another 
it nak6nov", that of Masinga's father, and, speculating on the consequences of 
204 The complaint about the cruelty of nature preceding the quotation (38) corroborates its 
romantic undertones. For the presence of romanticism in this scene, see Moullas, "To 
VF-OF, XXIJVtKO 5vjyTjgcc... ", pO', Chryssanthopoulos, Faopyiog Btýw7vo'ý MeT4v..., 62-64. 
205 This passage may be viewed as an other effort at composition of a prose poem, before that 
referring to Naples and Vesuvius, whose connection with prose poem has 
been stressed by 
Anna Katsiyianni in 1-toc -Tt; ccpXE',; rou F-?, XijvucoI)' nýoTpoCyou5ou", 0 f7o. ýUrrjý 64-65 
(1983), 99-101. 
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an erotic relationship with her, exclaims: "il eL)8(xjgovj(x gob 11', ro rF4j'(X,, 
(45). 
The fact that the narrator's poetic composition is abruptly interrupted 
by Masinga's father illuminates Mr P's role in relation to the narrative 
oscillation between expectation and disillusionment. just as he obstructs the 
creation of a work of art and severs the narrator's dream of a glorious life, so 
in the last scene he destroys the narrator's hopes for an erotic relationship 
with Masinga. Furthermore, at the end of the story he becomes the %CTCqvfl; " 
father, who deprives Masinga of the characteristics the narrator has bestowed 
upon her: love and art ("irko-oatec F-t; 7mv dkkko, cckk'F-arF-PTJýtEv7J Tol) 
o1)POCV1ioA) M-livol) 7Fý-X(oTo; ", 59). 206 Thus, Mr P emerges as the catalyst 
"reality" and as the personification of the motif of disillusionment. We may 
even discern behind the initial P the word "7cp(xyýLwTuKori1; ", which is 
repeatedly presented as merciless in destroying the narrator's dreams. 207 
A parallel association between the natural setting, the protagonist's 
inner state and the future course of the narration is traced at the beginning of 
the fourth scene, when the "Rio Grande" approaches Naples. Inspired by the 
landscape, the narrator gradually proceeds to similar "EMOVIKOC; 1)7rEPPO?, O'C; " 
F- V(X MXRO) (48), which he calls a prose poem ("Aev O(x 8oKtR(X'(T(O TCOT' TCXýOv 
7[o1, qR(XT(X F-cyre) xul Etq ro nF-ýo'v ", 49). 208This tale describes a love triangle 
between Naples, a beautiful, but vain bride, her jealous and fervent fiance, 
Vesuvius, and his rival, Posilippo. Interestingly, the symbolism of the parable 
is explained by the characters themselves. Masinga, a perceptive audience to 
the narrator's poeMS, 209 identifies herself with Naples and feels offended by 
her conceited portrait (48). The narrator keeps the role of Vesuvius and 
comments that through this simile "K(xt 'Tov F-OCIDTOV 90-0 86V 
F-1cOcXo(Y1')a, rT1cTcC (49). 
However, textual elements and the development of the narration point 
to a different reading of the allegory, clashing with the interpretations of the 
characters. Thus, behind "FE'-po-Beýobptoqll we may discern Mr P; the most 
crucial detail in this identification is that the personified Vesuvius is depicted 
206 On Masinga 's character and her relation to poetry, see Chryssanthopoulos, FE(op)qog 
Biývqv0g. MEm4V..., 58-60,68 and Barbeito, 305-307. 
207 Cf. the narrator's remark in the initial pages: "... govov vIv Eticov(x Til; M(x'(yiyy(x; 
00), 71'rov, 5ton ýtovov (xl, ), rTl; fl mxpou (X 8EV Xoe I)pt(YKOV Ev (Xl)'Eotq maviv Kou (XPE'c (71 T) 
V =TLI(mmy'rilull TO IV8(xkp(x rIjq O(XVT(X(Yt'(Xq 8tec 4TjP(x'q icp(xypo: TtKor'qroq" (31). A similar 
sentence is reiterated towards the ending, after Mr P's revelations: "K(xt To rF-Xei')T(xtov 
I tv&ckgo: vjq 7c(xp(x' rov Bomcopov F-u8OCtgOVt'(Xq Eý7100M'ýETO 
8t(X' IEOcvTO;, OMOOEV TTIq 
q (Xvt4ol) ilq rqq TcpccypccTtKoTijroq" (57-58). X(YT]q (31811po: q POPO, 
208 For the relation of the extract with prose poem, see Katsiyianni, 99-101. 
209 Cf. Syrimis, 329-330. 
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it Kwrvliýwv T11V Rey(xallv (XI)TO, I/ it tv 1) mnav' , which he used to avamcOxi)il 
KOR WX ogt. X,, q ewo Kocnvtýa" (47). Similarly, Masinga Is father's portrait is 
accompanied by the leit-motif of his cigar. Every time Mr P appears the 
narrator describes his eyes as "il8ovtiao; 7cpo(Ti1k(o[tE'_vou; Et; To (XKpov Tol) 
Xov8po, o worob aryapou" (29) and comments that Mr P never stops smoking, 
even while speaking. Consequently, Vesuvius' humble "n-oygocto; 'Ya'T(Ov" 
(47). "rlawytik-ono; ", sounds more like the narrator, since he manages to win 
Naples' attention by "&_46ýow vx; atcy0il'act; (xvr, 9q &'(Opaticc; go-ocyt"; " 
(47). Indeed one of the reasons that Masinga is attracted to the narrator is his 
poetry: she has preserved his neglected poems and asks him to compose 
poetry for her. Also, Vesuvius wins over Naples by threatening her, exactly as 
Mr P cunningly distances Masinga from the narrator, by creating false 
expectations to her in relation to her future. 
This interpretation concurs with the relations developed between the 
characters and may be viewed as a symbolic projection of aspects each of 
them stands for: imagination-expectation (Masinga); reality-disillusionment 
(Mr P); and in-betweenness (narrator). The question is why should we accept 
this version, if the characters give different explanations. However, the 
narrator is unreliable throughout. From the first scene, with his pompous and 
confident remarks ctbOtA the seaworthiness of the "Rio Grande", he proves a 
constant misinterpreter of reality and becomes trapped in his own 
misinterpretations. The fact that scattered indications in the text lead us to a 
reading which contradicts that of the characterS210 is proof of the modernity 
of the story. The text knows more than the characters and reveals in a latent 
way future disappointments. 
Katsiyianni, considering this as one of Vizyinos' earliest stories, argues 
that the narrator's assertion that he will stop writing poetry, either in prose or 
in verse, conceals Vizyinos' own decision to turn from poetry to prose. 211 
Elaborating on this, we may say that "M&T(Xý-6-11 also marks Vizyinos' 
realisation of the creative influence poetry can have on &4, yilya. The aims of 
his texts, which go beyond the representation of external reality and focus on 
the inner state of individuals, could be better served through poetic 
mechanisms. The poetic modes used in this story., such as the repetition of 
210 Characteristically, all the critics dealing with the story read this allegory exactly as the J 
characters do, see Chryssanthopoulos, Feo)pytog Btývqvog. MeraýV..., 66-67,69, 
Moullas, "To 
VF-OEX?, IlVtICO 8tTjYIjýI(X---", PO'. 
211 Katsiyianni, 101. Regarding the chronology, Katsiyianni must have taken into account 
Sachinis' opinion (Ha,; Lawrepot rEýqrpdoot, 167) that had to have been written 
before "To (xgccprTjg(x... ", as well as the fact that it is Vizyinos' second story published in 
Estia. 
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symbols, the subordination of structure to mood, and the use of poetic tales 
that transform objective reality into subjective myth, standing for secret 
desires, exemplify that. Precisely this approach brings Vizyinos' stories close 
to "modern" short stories. However, in the context of the 1880s such a 
convergence between genres seemed alien to the developing ideas about 
&? Tyi7ya. Hence it was only towards the end of the 1890s, with the emergence 
of symbolism and a consequent demand for a more introspective prose 
fiction, that Vizyinos' contribution was better understood and appreciated. 212 
* 
The notion of in-betweeness, describing the narrator's state in 
ýf 
... it "MF-, r(x 'o , also characterises Vizyinos' attitude towards &77, y77ya. He formed 
a distinct type of story, which combined elements from different literary 
movements,, various literary genres, and separate short story traditions. His 
stories looked back to the short story of romanticiSM, 213partially assimilated 
the preoccupation of his time with realism and the exploitation of folklore 
and at the same time anticipated future trends such as symbolism. Moreover, 
they based their composition on a fundamental principle for a proper short 
story, unified impression, but also exhibited the complexity, usually 
associated with the novel, and the symbolic and metaphoric idiom of poetry. 
What is particularly important for the scope of this thesis is the 
position of Vizyinos' stories between the traditional and the "modern" short 
story model. The relation to the classic short story is reflected in the emphasis 
placed on form. Yet Vizyinos' treatment of form is less mechanistic than that 
of other authors: he plays with rather than conforms to the rules. His stories 
stand as autonomous constructs; however the process towards completion is 
complicated by various impediments (indirect mode), while the formal and 
thematic completeness of the texts is sharply contrasted with the 
incompleteness of the reality they refer to. Furthermore,, their unified effect, 
resulting from the organisation of the narrative with "g(xOijg(xnKfl (xKptPEm'1/ 
is deceptively undermined by ironic digressions. Finally, plot, a key-concept 
in a traditional story, goes beyond the external temporal progression of 
events to acquire the more subtle nuance of "movetpg0q". 
212 For a detailed review of criticism from 1880s to 1922, see 
Sachinis, HaAatoTEpoi 
7wýoypdoot, 138-152. 
213 In his introduction to Rangavis' short stories, Tziovas regards V. 'zymos' stories as a bridge 
between the short story of romanticism and the folkloric trends emerging 
in the 1880s, 
Tziovas, "Eta(xywyij", 123-129. 
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The convergence w4h the "modern" short story is reflected in the use of 
symbols and metaphors that mirror the psychology of the characters and 
encapsulate the future course of the plot. The appropriation of this model also 
presents deviations. The focus on the inner world of individuals does not 
entail a sacrifice of the notion of plot; the metaphorical and symbolic idiom 
does not affect the symmetry of design found in a traditional story. Vizyinos 
constantly played with the conventions of both models, resisting the clear-cut 
classification of his stories and deliberately choosing the creative freedom of 
literary in-betweenness. 
Conclusion 
The parallel reading of Eftaliotis' and Vizyinos' stories demonstrates 
that, although Vizyinos' texts were written in a more immature phase in the 
formation of the genre, they coped more creatively with its demands. 
Vizyinos wrote without the influence of any particular Greek model (except, 
perhaps, Rangavis) and, therefore, constructed his own independent type of 
&4y77ya. Eftaliotis, by contrast,, wrote in the heyday of the ideological 
exploitation of the genre. His evident nostalgia for life on his native island 
and his espousal of demoticism led him to the absorption of the messages of 
the 1880s. For him the composition of stories was not a mere literary issue, 
but a case of "engaged" art: a means to contribute to the consolidation of a 
national consciousness and to the diffusion of a demotic language. 
The distance between Eftaliotis' tcuopta and Vizyinos' bt 77"yj7pa shows 
the divergent prose forms enclosed in the concept of bt77777ya at the time. The 
chief aspects, characterising Eftaliotis' tampta are clarity and simplicity, 
while the notions, underlying Vizyinos' 6t7J, yqya are amalgamation214 and 
complexity. Although we discern common pivots in the encounter of the two 
authors with the genre,, the attitude each one adopts towards them is distinct. 
The complete form of Eftaliotis' texts conceals an objective crystal clear world, 
accessible to everyone, while Vizyinos' autonomous constructs enclose 
subjective interpretations of life and puzzle the reader about its complicated 
nature. The unity of Eftaliotis' stories results from a brief, linear narration, 
illustrating a single precept. In Vizyinos' case we have complex narratives, 
based on scattered symbols or different versions of a motif, which must be 
interrelated by the reader. Eftaliotis' stories aim to be perceived as a direct, 
authentic continuation of folk tradition, by imitating themes and techniques 
214 Cf. Chryssanthopoulos, Fmprog Biývqvor, MeTa4l)..., 29. 
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of folk genres. By contrast, Vizyinos combines the folk and the oral with the 
"koyto" and the written, aspiring to a more modern and elaborate literary 
category. Finally, poetic modes are employed both in Eftaliotis' and Vizyinos' 
texts; yet., in Eftaliotis' case they serve the narrative economy of the genre, 
while in Vizyinos they are exploited for the introspective intentions of the 
narration, adding a further dimension to its intricate construction. 215 
Having examined how two different authors responded to &77"p7ya in 
the period which gave an impetus to its cultivation, in the next chapter we 
will focus on two equally dissimilar writers, who composed their stories in a 
less ambiguous and less ideologically charged atmosphere as regards the 
perception of the genre. 
215 See the discussion of Palamas' views in Chapter Three. 
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V. Form versus formlessness: Xenopoulos and Voutyras 
Xenopoulos and Voutyras represent significant case studies for the 
development of &77yi7ya between 1900-1920. Both were writing for a living 
and produced numerous stories, well received by the critics and the readers 
of the time. Both mainly cultivated an urban type of story; Xenopoulos chiefly 
portrayed the middle and upper class, while Voutyras showed preference for 
the depiction of the lower working classes in settings such as coffee-shops, 
thus following the vogue of ", r(xPF_pvoyp(xOt'(x". 1 Beyond these superficial 
similarities, what is particularly intriguing in this pair of authors is their 
latent antagonism, which became evident in Xenopoulos' article "0 Bo-OIýOpd'; 
Km To 8tijpjg(x" (1920). 2 
Xenopoulos, who was familiar with the theory of the genre and had 
the experience of someone who started his career almost with the previous 
generation. 3 had concrete ideas about &77plya. As we pointed out in Chapter 
Three, form was for him the absolute criterion and this was reflected in the 
construction of his stories. By contrast, Voutyras,, who came to the fore at the 
beginning of this period4 and seemed indifferent to theoretical prescriptions, 
took generic experimentation up to its limits. His stories exhibit a deceptive 
formlessness, proposing a reconsideration of the nature of &77p7pa. Apart 
from the clash between the traditional and the "modern" short story, 5 
Xenopoulos' and Voutyras' conflict echoed the critical speculation of the time 
upon &4, p7pa. The emergence of a critical awareness in relation to the genre 
was often challenged by authors with divergent poetics. A comparative 
exploration of Xenopoulos' and Voutyras' short stories exemplifies this 
tension and illustrates the distinct characteristics of two separate short story 
traditions, thus highlighting a cardinal issue in the theory of the genre. 
1. Xenopoulos: the poetics of form 
Although Xenopoulos was acclaimed mainly as a novelist and a 
playwright, his contribution to the short story was also important. His 
1 Moullas, "Et(Taywyll"', H jjEaroiroAeyvc77' Yreýoypaoia... A', 37. 
2 Xenopoulos, Airav-ra 11,156-179. 
3 Xenopoulos' first official appearance in short story writing was the satiric "ExxilviKol') 
OCYCOVO; TO TPtOCKO(TtCC8P(XXýtOV F-7MOXov", submitted to the second Estia competition 
(1884). 
His first story published in a newspaper was "0 ai')ýiqo;, il ab'ý,, )Yo; K(xt 0 tF-PF-I'); 
", 
Pqyiraydý, 601,26/08/1884,6-7,602,30/08/1884,6-7. 
4 See "XpovtKo vj; ýuj; cou AijgocFOF', vij Bou'rupa"', Ai7yoaO9vijq Bovrvpag, 'A7ravTa A', 
ed. Vasias Tsokopoulos, AF, 4t'vt 1994,14. 
5 See Chapter Three, section b. 
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encounter with the genre lasted throughout his whole career; 6 during the 
period 1880-1913, specifically, he produced mostly stories or novellas, while 
his novelistic production was relatively low compared with the years 1913- 
1945.7Despite their present critical negleCt, 8Xenopoulos' stories were highly 
appreciated by himself and his contemporaries. 9 Typical is a retrospective 
remark in the prologue of his last collection (1944), where he singled out his 
gtKp(x 6tflyi1gocr(x, which he distinguished from his longer stories or 
novellas, 10 as the best part of his whole work, and stressed that critics 
considered them as "npor-on(x ro-o F-t8o-og". 11 This indicates that the genre is 
on no account at the margin of Xenopoulos' writing activity. In fact, his 
interest in it was twofold, that of a critic and an author. An examination of his 
short stories may exemplify how a writer, conscious of the character of the 
genre, responds to it in practice and to what extent the poetics of his texts 
differ from those of authors who were not openly involved in the critical 
discourse around 8t77, yqya (Eftaliotis, Vizyinos) or were indifferent to 
theoretical guidelines (Voutyras). Furthermore, it will shed light on a 
neglected area of his prose fiction, which illustrates the characteristics of the 
classic type of short story. 
Interestingly, Xenopoulos' short stories differ from his novels - First, the 
subject matter is not necessarily centred on love, as it is often the case in his 
6 His last short story collection was AOavact'a ict dXXa 24 &77y77"Para (1944), while, 
according to Sigouros, his last story "Tpa; rpa; rcc4a; " was written shortly before 
I his death (1951), see Marinos Sigouros, "'Ev(x yp()Cgg(x TCO'U 8F-V Ooc OT(X, (Tel Grov TEPOOPtago 
, rou npo; cov Fpily0ptov _-EuOnoukov", Nga EaTia 587 
(1951), 50. 
7 Between 1888-1913 we have the novels"AvOpmog rov icoupov (1888), NocoXag ZtyaXog 
(1890), Mappa pava (1891), MapyaptTa ETEOa (1893) and 0 Oicvvog PpaXog (1905). 
From 1913 until the end of his career, Xenopoulos published many novels. For a 
bibliographical catalogue of his short story and novelistic production, see Petros Markakis, 
if BtPXtoyp(xOIoc, Fpilyoplou E-EEv07toukou [icparij augpokij]", Nga EdIria 587 (1951), cc'-icy' 
and Yeoryia Farinou-Malamatari, 'TpTjyOpto; _Eevonoi)koý', H naXatorEp77 xeýoypaoia 
gag.. e'(1900-1914), 291-297. 
8 Characteristically, the special issues of Atapdýo) 265 (1991) and I7EpbrXoi)q 30-31 (1991) 
and the most recent of H KaOi7pEptv4, Ex d Hyý eg (4/07/1999) and Nga Earv*a 1738 (2001) 77 Ta EP 
focus on the standard aspects of Xenopoulos' contribution to the rise of urban novel and the 
development of Greek criticism and drama and overlook his short stories. 
00; - 0011TIT111; - 8P( 0 Py'; )" 9 Spyros Melas, 'TpTjyOpio; Eu6nouko; (7xýoyp(x' xg0c'r 1) 0 
EXXt7vt/07' A77ptoppYia 72 (1951), 169, Petros Charis, 7pily0plo; _EF_VOTCOI)Xo; 
", I7EPt7rXOI)9 
30-31 (1991) 114,118 and Sigouros' comments, quoted in "Etaccywymo aTIgete)ým", Airavra 
1 (1958), 20-21. 
10 Since XenoPoulos regarded his brief stories as a distinct genre from his longer ones, we 
VEV will not include in our analysis long stories such as "MTjTpot(X" 
(1890), "' Epco; F-0, rccup(O ' 0; " 
if rptF 0-, (Trov qkto" (1912) and (1901) H ava0peoul" (1906), "0 icccico; 8p'ýto; " (1908), 'TIE 
"Av, C(X'p, rIj; " (1913). 
11 Xenopoulos, "Airavra 10,313. 
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novels. 12 Secondly, while his novels, following the classic formula, try to 
reflect a social milieu and are therefore based on the poetics of realism, his 
short stories tend to focus on individuals. This means they are much more 
open to the poetic and introspective elements that influenced the prose fiction 
of the time. Thus, along with a number of clearly realist stories (mainly 
autobiographical and set in Zakynthos), we also find stories, which attempt to 
portray human psychology through symbolist modes, and a particular group 
of texts (from the period 1889-1897) which explore the depths of the human 
soul by evoking a morbid atmosphere, reminiscent of Episkopopoulos or Poe. 
Despite this diversity in aims and techniques, the form of the stories still 
follows the set of rules Xenopoulos defined for the construction of a proper 
6t? 7, y'qya. In this light, it will be interesting to examine how the different 
literary orientation of each text agrees with the standard form. 
a. The short story as a complete symmetrical construction 
The harmonic form of Xenopoulos' stories has been stressed by 
criticism. 13 His critical account of the genre as a balanced construction with a 
clear beginning, middle and end, in which a complete world was presented to 
the reader, was perfectly mirrored in the composition of his stories. 14 In this 
respect, he emerged as the short story writer par excellence who adopted the 
formalistic demands of the traditional short story. 
Xenopoulos' view that "E, voc rE'-ýxto 8tijyTjg(x npbcet v(x Oxtivil RE(T(x 
T010 'Ok(X-KEPO KO(TRO', K(X1 'rE-"rOtO TCP(XR(X 8E X(OPF, 1 EDICAU (TE ki'YE; 
aeki&; "15 directly hints at a problem of completeness in the restricted space 
of the short story. An author, who aimed like Xenopoulos, to make his stories 
accessible to everyone, 16 must meticulously organise their textual limits, in 
order to achieve their formal and thematic completion. Hence, whether 
12 A notable exception is his social trilogy, Ilkovkytot icat 0, rcoxot (1926), Tipioi 1cal d"ripot 
(1926), TvXepot icat ari), Xot (1927). 
13 See Marinos Sigouros, "0 E-EemEoliko; icca il Z(x'imvOo; ", E. Uqvt icq A77ptovpyt'a 72 
(1951), 179, where the "CCPXITF-'KTOVtICTj (xpgovt'(x" of Xenopoulos' stories was underlined. 
Kleon Paraschos in 'V)p(o (xno Ev(x tpyo", Nga Earria 587 (1951), 26, spoke about "MA6 
(FTP(OgFg, VO KM F-KTFXF-(YRE'-VO CFXE8tO", "(TocolivF-toc" and "(YugýtErptkx" in regard with 
Xenopoulos' work in general. Terzakis referred to "'K(Xkkt'CF-XVtK 'rF,? XtO7EOt'Ij(TIj 'T'q; 0 0' PwX; ", 
see Angelos Terzakis, "0 -"Eevonouko; 'K(Xt uo E'-pyo rou", extracts reprinted in H 7raWtoTEp77 
xEýoypaota pag... e'(1900-1914), 330. 
14 See Chapter Three, section b. 
15 Xenopoulos, "FlpO?, oyo; vj; cF-41, ), r(Xt'(x; aF-tp(x'; ", 312. 
16 Cf., "I-IpOXoyo; cq; 7cp(Wrq; (YF-tp(X'; ", 'Airavra 10,307: "Mou (XPF', (YF-t, 'K(X'OE ýLOI) 5t, flyfl[tocl 
Ot(X(Y5llnO'rF- Ob'GECO; 'K(Xt OtOI)8117EOTF- EMOTEPM01), V(X F-tV(Xt Et; TTIV gOpoq'v TOIL) TOGOV 
(Xlr?, Ol' )V, 60TE RE TqV t5t'(XV (YXF, 80V (X'VFCytV V(X Jjg7COpjj V(X TO &CCP(X'ýIj ICt F-V(X; g(XO'qTTj; 
I , roj) Fj)ýLWXM'01) 'K(Xt 0 KI)PtO; rlOCX(XRa; ". 
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realist, symbolist or more experimental in orientation, Xenopoulos' texts 
stand as autonomous constructs. 17 Interestingly, differences may be detected 
in the way each category fulfils this principle. 
Thus, the more realist a story,, the more conventional and expositional 
its opening. The beginnings of realist stories define time and place and 
present the main characters, usually in the economical space of the first two 
or three paragraphs. 18 They may also hint at the unified effect, in this way 
guiding the reader regarding its content. The narrative modes preferred in 
them are those linked to the openings of traditional stories, description and 
comment, 19 while the dynamic mode of speech usually functions as a modal 
facade. 20 Such openings recall the way Eftaliotis begins his short texts, and, 
indeed, both writers coýform to the same short story model. 
However, the openings of stories with symbolist and introspective 
aims do not place so much emphasis on the definition of a realistic frame, as 
on the projection of the unified effect, while expositional details may be 
offered later. 21 For instance, "To Taxpdiftpov roo" ( `A7ravra 10,315) opens 
with the phrase: 'Hro OoPFpov 8, L)(Trb'XTJg(X 81'WOTOV, K(X1 ORC0; TOU 'TO 
(XVT1, Y, YF_0. (XV 0); 'TO (XTCXoo(yTepov 7cp(xyg(x xou Koagoi)". After the 
announcement that a wall will be built in front of the protagonist's window, 
we have a long passage on the importance of this window for him. Only on 
the second page (the story is five pages long in the 'A7ravra edition) are we 
told that the main character, ironically referred to as "o notiyrtl; ", is named 
Petros, and given details about his family. Thus, what is promoted through 
the opening is a straightforward introduction to the theme suggested by the 
title: the poet's obsession with his window. This functions as an ironic symbol 
of his isolation in a dreamlike and self-contained world, while the act of 
blocking it up marks his inevitable confrontation with reality. 
17 Cf. Charis, I-pijyOpto; EEF-vOnouko; ", 118. 
18 "H gF-?, koO(x'v(xvj", "Airavra 10,383, "0 Ma'yKakO; ", ibid., 399, "Ot F-purcljýLE'vot", ibid., 
432 To gwnwo vj; Bockýpatva; ", An7yj7'yara, EEtpa' 3Ev a, K(ov(yr(xvrtvt'5ll; 1903,127, 
"K(x'tv -K(xt 'APF-X", ibid., 140, "Ot yt'-pot", ibid., 170, "OXrpo; (xO(xv(' oaa, pa xGtR ; ", AMY179 'r ZEI 
, rpt, r77, E(T*Tt'(x 1907,67, "To auvwodbct", ibid., 84, "H (xpXil K(xt ro rE'-Xo; F-vo; ptp? dou, no-o 
8F-v Fý-Xct imj", ibid., 97, "0 gtXijgE'-, -vo; EzvopKo; 
", ibid., 120, "0 gA)(Yrflpt(05, q; ocvOpmo; ", RE 
)Pyta &77pluam (1908- ibid., 153, "T(x &)o cc&'pota", 0 waicog 3pOYog ict' 6XXa icaivot, 
1911), (DF'-4ilq 1912,109. 
19 Bonheiin, 92-98. 
20 "H louý(xvva rou Tux7ca", 'Airavra 10,414, "NmOvx", ibid., 424, "To gccpgccpOC8t'Ko", 
Eapa rpiv7,135. 
21 , X(j)p,; 6voga", 'Airavra 10,321, "To PpaXtAt", ibid., 326, "To [dao; ", ibid., 338, "H t00t 
Ool'Vica", ibid., 369, "H aqaptanicc", Eapa &i)TEpa, 148, "rlvoil 00tvomopou", EFIpa Tpurri, 
167, "Xpt(yro-uyevvt(x'Ttlco", ibid., 180. 
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"To Tcapo'COupov rou" starts in medias res, a device not uncommon in 
stories that focus on the inner state of individualS, 22 and particularly, in 
Xenopoulos' more experimental stories, where it becomes a standard policy. 
Through various modes, such as speech, 23 or abrupt and enigmatic 
sentenceS, 24 their openings arouse the reader's interest. They also match their 
overall mysterious atmosphere and undermining of objective reality. 
However, despite the obscurity prevailing in these stories, their form remains 
complete, as we shall see when we come to examine their endings. 
Thus, the openings of Xenopoulos' stories establish firm ground for the 
reader to follow the development of the central idea. Even when few external 
details are supplied, this does not result in an incomplete form, but 
underscores the significance of other situations in the narrative. 
As for the endings, they employ a variety of devices, sometimes in 
combination, to round off the stories and ensure their completeness. 
Completion with antithesis, the par excellence mode of formal completion, 25 
is extensively used, either in the form of a repetition or illustration of the 
title26 or as a reiteration of aspects introduced in the beginning. 27 Since this 
device endows the texts with symmetry, it also fulfils Xenopoulos' aims of 
structural balance. In the opening of "To Ehlku" ("Airavra 10,333) the 
harmonic portrait of a newly wed couple is epitomised in the phrase: "O(X 
E47Eý OTt &K TTJq 7t410P(X'q TOU T(O OVTt TITO nkOC(YREVT1 11 TC(XP(X 'ro 7rkE-L)POV 
I EKEIV010 7-org". The same phrase is reiterated at the closure (337), but its 
articulation is now negative ("KUVE1q-.. 66v O(x E'4, yF- rcopcc... "). The unity and 
harmony of the opening has turned to estrangement and hate and the main 
body of the story has highlighted the circumstances surrounding this change. 
The exploitation of the same phrase at the two ends of the story makes it a 
complete construction and imprints the unified effect on the mind of the 
reader. 
This structural mechanism is reinforced by techniques that suggest 
thematic completeness. Interestingly, the mode of natural termination does 
22 "H PuXocpt(yrt(x", zetpa" 8, ct) a, 148, "rIvo 00tvonwpou", Ecipa rpir77,167, "H F-K4KT 
"', 71 
ibid. / 175 
(1 regard the part following the writer's note as beginning). 
23,, x(Opt ovog(x", 'Airavra 10,321, "To 'ao; ", ibid., 338. 9t 
24 "To PpocXtOXt", "AiravTa 10,326, "NF'-(x reXvif, ibid., 344. 
25 Gerlach, Toward the End..., 10. 
-XXoOocv(xvj , 
'Airavra 10,398, "H F-uXocpt(Trt'(x", EEtpa (5Ev ' a, 156, "Ano F-vo: 26 "H gF TEP 
I 
EKXEKr "', ibid., 178-179, yp(Xigg(x", EEtpa Tpt', r77,144, "rlvofl 00tvonwpou", ibid., 174, H TI 
"XPtCF'[OU7F, VVW"TtKO", ibid., 182. 
27 "H XtrocvEt(X TOU (DUSUKOX01)", "Airavra 10,355 "H Ooupmx", ibid., 376, "H ýtEXXOO'MxM", 
ibid., 397-398, "H Iouý(xivv(x Tou nomd", ibid., 422, "Nmoux", ibid., 431, "To giu(mKo rTiq 
BocXýp(moc; ", Eetpa 8EIntpa, 139, "OXcpo; (xOmdutýto; ", EEtpa rpiv7,83, "To 
(X ýtE g(xpgocp(x&Ko", ibid., 143, "Xpt(Tro1jyevvt6CITUco", ibid., 182, "Krun 
' Wail 'pt", ibid., 185. 
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not occur very often in Xenopoulos' stories in the form of an absolute fact 
such as death. 28More frequently it is represented by the termination of the 
actions described and is combined with the other mode of thematic closure - 
solution of the main conflict. 29 For instance, the last sentence in "0 
Mi K(xko; " ("0 i Opmco; EiX'ýpoa (rroc (T'vy-Kock i To-L)", "Airavra 10,413J (X7 (XV IC (X 
marks the eventual adjustment of the central character to society, while the 
whole story deals with the difficulties he has as an ex-prisoner. 30 
Natural termination is exploited in a striking way in Xenopoulos' 
experimental stories. The most characteristic example is traced in "X(Opt; 
OVORCC (, AzavTa 10,320) when, after the confession of a man who, despite 
the fact that he is an acclaimed artist, feels "Pkd'ý", we have a separated 
paragraph articulated by the narrator, which contains the closure: 
EiTcF- K(XI F-G'rp(X'Y'YI(YF- TO TCOTIIPIOv Tou. E(yi(oTcil(YF-V OPI(TTI'KG); q f (XRET(XK'ýljT0);. 00C OX'YE K(XVF-I; OU F, 7r(XOF-V (XlrO OCOWTUXV. [... ] 01 
I oli%Ot TOA) ERF-t'V(XRF-V 8m n(xv'rO; F-1; TIJV (XR01POki(XV, (XV O'CRX 
IIfIIIfI EITCE TCC ETCI(T'UF-'OE TCP(X'YgCC'rtg 11 (XV 7jT(XV 7EVVllg(XT(X (t)P(X; K(XKTI;, 
Tuxpa8oýoko, ylicct gOkt; (yTtygt(Xtf(x; Tct'auF-(o; (X'ýtcct. (325) 
Since the artist's confession has been completed, the story closes with 
the mode of natural termination. The motif of absolute silence also functions 
as a textual indication that enhances the sense of ending. Yet the declaration 
that the story is completed is juxtaposed with the uncertainty of the situation 
explored in it. The narrator underlines this, thus suggesting that the 
completeness of the form does not entail a clear interpretation of the reality to 
which it refers. This technique becomes standard in this particular group: the 
story endings project termination and simultaneously cast doubt on the 
clarity or the authenticity of the narrated eventS31 and in this sense are 
reminiscent of Vizyinos' closures. 
However, such endings remain an isolated phenomenon and may be 
contrasted with Xenopoulos' preferred closure technique: encapsulation 
combined with the manifestation of a moral, 32 which, however, does not 
dva, rif, "Airavra 10,398, "To gvumo vjq 28 For stories closing with death, see "H [tEk), 00 
B(Aýp(mcc; ", ZEtpa' 6EvIrICPa, 139, "H euX(xpt(yrt(x", ibid., 156, "H ýmj imt o 0(x'v(xco; T71; 
ApyupoIAcc; ", ErtlUa Bio. WvT77 ij Epwq EcTravpcqyEvog, Kat Kalrota 6, Ua bta, ýEICrd 
&77, yllgam, (DE'-4, q; 1914,125. 
29 Gerlach, Toward the End..., 8-9. 
30 See also "H XtrccvF-t'(x cou (D(O(yicoXoV', `A; ravra 10,355, " "H 0ou'pim", ibid., 376, "H 
louýMvcc rou immi", ibid., 423, "Ot epurF-1-)ýw'Vot", ibid., 450, "'Ev(x; n(xt6(xyWyo; ", EEIpa 
btv'Wa, 125-126, "0 gt?, %tF'-Vo; F'-Vopxoý', Ettpa' rpirq, 134, "To g(xpgccpd8tKo", ibid., 143, 
"0 g-o(yvjpt"Tj; (XVOp(ono; ", ibid., 166. 
31 "To Bp(xXtoXV', `A7ravra 10,332, "To iuo; ", ibid., 343, "NF'-(x TF', Xvif, ibid., 348. Rt 
32 Gerlach, Toward the End..., 11-13. 
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always bear didactic connotations. Sometimes the moral is implied, 33 but 
usually is stated in the last paragraph, often separated from the rest of the 
text. 34We have a brief synopsis of what has occurred and the conclusion the 
author has reached. This implicit or explicit projection of the author's point of 
view creates the impression that the text is a closed microcosm, operating 
strictly according to the rules of the author. 35Moreover, such closures 
effectively endow the stories with totality, since the single incident they 
enclose is placed in a wider context and in this respect they embrace the 
if ok(X'KF-po lco(ygo" Xenopoulos envisages. 
This becomes evident in the ending of "K(A 'APF-k" (A1, qY? 7Yara, *v Km 
E-upa &vTEpa, 140), where encapsulation is interwoven with self- 
referentiality. The title immediately suggests an association with a larger 
context (the biblical myth) inside which the story may be placed and better 
comprehended. The ending focuses on a specific image which encapsulates 
everything that has preceded: the sharp contrast between the characters of the 
two children. At the same time this image is projected on the future, 
indicating that the course of life of the two boys is predetermined: "K, ý 
ýCPýXRCq 81)0 F-tK0VF-q (A, 7J(Yg0V1JTF-g, - 81)0 ýO)E'-q OkOKkTIPEý GE gt(X (yTt7gfl" 
(147). It is precisely on those specific moments, which capture an entire life, 
that Xenopoulos' stories foCUS. 36 Accordingly, the form through which their 
representation becomes possible must imitate their totality and be equally 
complete. 
Our discussion has showed that Xenopoulos favoured "immediate 
cognitive closure", while he employed "deferred closure" only in his 
experimental stories. 37 Although critics and, more specifically, Nirvanas, 
reviewing Ati7p7paTa, E81pa' IrpaiT77 (1901), remarked negatively on his 
1 1138 "OPOVTI, 8(X 'UTIq EýOokll(YEG)ý TCOV EKKPF-R0TTJT(0V KM T(OV MRIAlikoV / 
Xenopoulos stuck to this type of closure and combined it with the other 
modes we have analysed, so that his stories emerge both formally and 
33 -Ot I- I pol-, E,, Ip I &EI) F- a Tepa, 181, "0 gtXTjVz'vo; F'-vop-Ko; ", Eapa TpiT? 7,134, "H F-KXEK'rTj", 
ibid., 179. 
(xvv(x Tou imiroc", 'AiravTa 10,422-423, "Ot eponeu ' ot", ibid., 450, "H (xpXTI K(xt 34 "H Xouý' REV 
'10 'Cc 01 cXet ýtbyij", Zap ' -rp"r77,119, "H 0 'Tvfl", 0 Kaic " 'ko; F-V,; ptp? "01) 7COI) 5F-v 'IaI Ot Og 
dpOgog..., 105-106. For non separated endings, using the same technique, see "H Ool)'pKd', 
'Azav, ra 10,376, "NccvOc(x", ibid., 431, "'Ev(x; n(xt8(xyM6; ", Zetpa 68t), repa, 125-126, "K(xiv 
KOCCAPF-V, ibid., 146-147, "H EuXaptaTtict", ibid., 156, "KF-?, di8t(qtot"', 0 )Calco"g 6poyog..., 79, 
"Ta 8-oo 06pot(x", ibid., 113. 
35 According to Bonheim, 123, authorial comment is characteristic of closed endings. 
36 See sections c and d in the present subchapter. 
37 Lohafer, 43. 
38 Pavlos Nirvanas, "T(x 8tTjyijg(xr(x Tou rp. -"; -'F-vOiro'Ao-V', 
'A7ravTa A', ed. Y. Valetas, 
nop=% 1968,281. 
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thematically complete. In this respect, much like Eftaliotis, he faithfully 
followed the convention of autonomy of the traditional short story, while, like 
Vizyinos, he played only occasionally with it in his experimental texts. 
* 
Symmetry of design is another formal prerequisite for a classic short 
story. 39 Xenopoulos' stories are divided into proportional parts, skilfully 
inter-connected with modes of similarity or antithesis, while a notion of 
climax underlies the progression of events. In order to illustrate this, we will 
focus on "H gekkoOd'varil" (1908), 40 which, as its original subtitle "'HO'n 
F-TaxpXtumix" indicates, presents affinities with the rural-provincial type of 
story,, cultivated in the previous period. Thus, it entirely adopts the poetics of 
realism and displays elements of orality and artless story-telling. 41 The text is 
relatively long (sixteen pages) and is divided into ten brief structural units, 
each covering from half a page to two pages. 42 However, it may also be 
divided into three longer parts, corresponding to a beginning (initial 
situation), a middle (conflict) and an ending (resolution) in accordance with 
the development of the narrated events. The first section consists of the first 
four units (55-61), the second of the following three (61-65) and the final of the 
three last (65-70). As the first and the last part are about the same length, the 
overall structure retains a sense of symmetry. 
The first part thematises a secret meeting between a young unmarried 
couple, Angeliki and Tassis, in a church-tower, which is interrupted by an 
earthquake. Units one (55-57), two (57-58) and four (59-61) close with an 
identical image: the bells of the church-tower. In the first unit the bells are 
silent; the earthquake makes them ring in the second and in the fourth they 
are rung to console the distraught people. Hence through antithesis the end of 
these units emerges as symmetrical with that of the first. As for the third unit, 
it inverts the picture of the happy ascent of the two lovers (first unit) to a 
frightened descent, and the enchanting panorama from the church-tower 
F_ " (59). Thus, the author joins (second unit) to a "ý(oypoc0w' Ro1)V'rýo'UP(0R'V'9 
these sections together through the antithetical repetition of significant 
39 Matthews, 30, Reid, 84-93, Shaw, 53-55. See also Palamas' and Xenopoulos' views, 
discussed in Chapter Three. 
40 First published in HavaO71'vata IZ' (1908), 65-72; republished in 0 lcalcOg 3pOyog.... 55, 
where my references are based. 
41 The author uses oral phrases to address the reader, while the oral speech of characters is 
imitated in the narrative parts (free indirect speech). Signs of orality and artless narration are 
traced in the stories set in Zakynthos, see "0 M' K(x/Xo; ", AiravTa 10,401,411, "H You ocvv(X (XY 
, cou Tuxndc", ibid., 415, "To auvveoccKt", lapa rplv7,84. 
42 The division of the text has been slightly altered inAiravm 10,383- 398. 
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details. Moreover, the insertion of authorial comments or questions at the end 
of each unit (Ux n(oq (xj), T'; II o, 58, "Akko' I IROVO T014 TPICrAko'govo!... ", 59), 
apart from arousing the reader's interest, skilfully connect it with the unit that 
follows. 
The second part elaborates on the situation described in the first - Angeliki's exposure in the eyes of both her family and society. All three units 
of this part share a common backbone: Angeliki's blurring between reality 
and dream. In the fifth unit (61-62) she can accept what has happened only as 
a nightmare, while in the sixth unit (62-64), since Tassis agrees to marry her, 
reality is perceived in terms of a pleasant dream: 'F_, rpF_[tE gTIv ý-onvlla'q n0tkt 
Kca ra XotaTl 64C (64). Indeed this is what takes place in unit seven (64-65) 
which opens with the repetition of the same phrase in an affirmative context. 
Because Tassis' father objects to their marriage, Angeliki's ultimate happiness 
is transformed fnio ultimate despair. Thus, this unit is linked to the sixth 
through opposition and to the fifth through similarity. In this way, these three 
central units exhibit a symmetrical balance, which becomes more evident 
when we take into account that all associate reality with dream. 
The last part focuses exclusively on Angeliki's psychology after her 
abandorunent. The eighth unit (65-67) starts with the reiteration of the closing 
phrase of the previous one ("K(xg1'(x ek7cf8oc") and ends with a way 
comparable to that of the next unit (67-68): the girl's prayers for death and 
religious expiation. The last unit (68-70) not only is symmetrical with the 
previous two in presenting the answer to her prayers at its closure, but also 
combines this with the motifs of the previous parts: the church-bell and 
dream. Thus, the text emerges as a harmonic microcosm, the dominating 
aspects of which are united to a joint end. Angeliki has a dream that copies 
the reality of the night she met Tassis in the church-tower, only this time 
Tassis leaves and she remains all alone. By altering this crucial detail, she 
wakes up and realises that a second earthquake has occurred and her wish 
will soon be granted, since she is buried under the rubble. In this case it is not 
reality which proves a dream, but a dream which becomes reality. 
Our reading of this story illustrates Xenopoulos' theoretical 
speculations on the structure of 6t7lyr1ya. "H MFXXo0(xvocv1" is a text with a 
strong sense of design: events progress in a proportional manner and the 
separate parts constitute a harmonic whole. The use of a distinct motif in the 
three different sections of the story, which recurs at the ending of their 
separate units conveys the notion of symmetry, while the simultaneous 
exploitation of all three motifs at the closure shows unity and balance. 
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Moreover, the connection between the ending of each unit and the beginning 
of the following one, either through the repetition of phrases, or through 
allusions to what has taken place, adds to the compactness of the text. It is 
noteworthy that such devices are not restricted to relatively long stories such 
as "HMFAXOOOCV(XrjjII, 43but are equally applied to briefer texts-44 
The exploration of Xenopoulos' relation with the formalistic demands 
of the classic short story demonstrates that he is painstaking in the pursuit of 
both completeness and structural balance. His attempt to reflect an entire 
world in his stories results in the construction of a total form, with a 
beginning which introduces normally the reader to the narrative and an 
ending which usually encapsulates everything that has preceded. 
b. Obsession and the unified impression 
In Chapter Three we discussed how for Xenopoulos an "(xpxtKfl 
aid-ytq" became the basis for the unity of a story, by being constantly though 
implicitly present in the narration, so that it may be immediately enacted "F-tq 
, rTJV T[P(0Sr1JV 01kocyoolICTIV PkEIVIV TOU CCV(X7V(0(yro-011.45 We have also 
underlined the similarity between Xenopoulos' ideas and Poe's account of the 
unified effect. In this section we will explore how this notion ýz-R 1+rocfe5 the texts 
and the modes through which it contributes to their overall unity. Our focus 
will be on Xenopoulos' experimental stories, not only because their themes 
are reminiscent of Poe, but because their unified effect does not just stand as a 
concrete idea that joins the separate structural and thematic strands, but 
assumes the form of an actual impression. 
Here it is useful to outline the elements distinguishing these texts from 
the rest of Xenopoulos' stories in order to better understand the particular 
nuance the unified effect acquires in them. They depart from realist stories in 
that they do not try to reconstruct an objective external reality. 46 Their aim is 
to explore the strong effect of seemingly insignificant aspects on the 
psychology of individuals. 47 The author abandons his omniscient role; he 
43 For a similar case, see "Ot Fpo), TF-i-)' ot", Airavm 10,432. "V 
44 "H louý()' nouc ", Airavra 10,414, "To gwyruc' rfl; B(Aýp(mo:; ", EEIP CVV(X Irol) (X 0a 
&v'Wa, 127, "Keav 1coct'Apek", ibid., 140, "To auvveodcict", Eapa rptrij, 84, "0 [vou'r9pt"71; 
(xvOpwno; ", ibid., 153. 
45 See "Im ovetpo", 17,19; for an analytical discussion of this text, see Chapter Three, section 
b. 
46 Xenopoulos regards them as "8tijyijýwro: wrpoavrarEpo: et; ro P(X'Oo; o: no 'r 
'6kka", 
/ it "FlpOkoyoq vj; np(wrij; aupcc; 308. 
pi; 6 ogd', ibid., 320, "To PpaXtoki", ibid., 326, 47 "To n(xpcc0l. )Pov 'roV', `A; ravTa 10,315, Aw t ov 
"To iao; ", ibid., 338, "Ne'(x rE'-Xv'q", ibid., 344. Rt 
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either intervenes as an external narrator at their beginnings and endings, 
pretending that he has a restricted knowledge of the events, or is completely 
absent. The narration is conducted by the protagonists, hence subjectivity is 
promoted over objectivity and the narrative emerges as enigmatic. Such 
introspective dimensions bring these stories close to those with symbolist 
elements. Nevertheless, while the symbolist stories explore normal 
psychological situations, 48 the experimental ones concentrate on morbid or 
paradoxical feelings. 
Their atmosphere may also be correlated with aestheticism. Although 
some were written before 1893-1894, when, according to Sachinis, 
aestheticism was introduced in Greek fiction. 49 their focus on the mysterious 
and abnormal aspect of human nature echoes the ideological climate of 
Decadence. 50 After all, Xenopoulos' friendship with Episkopopoulos and 
Nirvanas, along with his deep knowledge of contemporary European 
literature, heighten the possibility of an early acquaintance with this 
movement-51 It is noteworthy that Nirvanas referred to stories of this group 
as 118111771RCCT(X (XV0CkA')CFF, 0); [... ] (Y10'Y-fFVF-10OV'r0C R(AkOV TCPOq 'TO 4'YOýtCVOV 
xVi)Xoko, yucOv F-1'8o; ", and spoke about "(XP1(TTOX: P(XrtKW1 or "vF-'(x rExvii", 
characterisations that allude to aesthetiCiSM. 52 
Xenopoulos himself entitled one of these stories "NE-'(x re'Xvif' (1897, 
'AzavTa 10,344): it deals with the strange experience of an architect, faced 
with a customer obsessed with absolute originality in architecture, but whose 
plans prove utopian. The title and the word "architecture", commonly used by 
Xenopoulos to denote the tight construction of a teXt, 53 lead us to the 
assumption that "NE-'(x TFXvfl" is a critical comment on the formal excesses of 
aestheticism. 54Furthermore (X , stories such as "To Tc(xp 
iftpov rou" ( "Airavra 
10,315) and 'Moptiý ovog(x" ( "AiravTa 10,320), which parody the artist's 
elitist seclusion from society, hint at the portrait of the aestheticist artist. Thus, 
side by side with the adoption of aestheticist themes, we have a satire on 
48 "H ool')p-K(x", Airavra 10,369, "H F-'L)X(xpt(FTt'(x", EEtpa &vTtpa, 148 , Moll Ootvon(OPOV" 
lapa rpt-rj7,167, "H Eickeicnl", ibid., 175, "Xpt(yroi)yF-vvtGCCtKo", ibid. 180, "BopFtvo 
71(xp(X'OI)po", Ezg-Ua BIOAdvTq..., 106, "H ý(ol' lc(xt 0 0(X'v(xro; 'r7j; ApyA)po1U'xa; ", ibid., 118. 
49 Sachinis, H iwýoypaota rov atuOi7napot), 13. 
50 ibid., 10. 
51 For Xenopoulos' friendship with these authors, see Grigorios Xenopoulos, H ý(977' yov cav 
yvOtalrOP77ya. AvrofltoypaOta, Airavra 1, M7EI'pfl; 1958,186,268-271. Sachinis gathers some 
evidence for Xenopoulos' relation with aestheticism, which, however is dated from 1907 on, 
see H iwýoypaola rov ataO77Tt(yyov", 156-157,163-165. 
52 Nirvanas, "T(x 81flylig(rux... ", 281. 
53 Xenopoulos, , Alravra 11,165-166, "Airo rov 8tocyomagov... ", 665-666. 
54 Sachinis, H iwýoypaota Tov ataOi7nqyov', 10. 
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some of its aspects, which is further evidence for Xenopoulos' acquaintance 
with the movement. 
The exploration of these texts highlights a part of Xenopoulos' work 
that the author himself singled out, 55 and also elucidates his idea of the 
unified effect as an impression constantly present throughout the narration. 
All of them are examples of what critics call "sensation story": their unity 
becomes possible through the thematisation of a tense situation - an obsession 
- which becomes identified with the impression that constitutes the basis of 
their poetics. 56 The first of the stories we will discuss, "To Rtuoq" (1896), 
clearly belongs to Xenopoulos' experimental texts and employs the subjective 
point of view of a first-person narrator. The second, "0 rpEkkoý RE Tob; 
WOKKIV010; 'KptVO^O; " (1901), falls on the edge of Xenopoulos experimental 
stories, in the sense that it displays aestheticist elements and at the same time 
has an objective narrator and a realistic frame of action. 
"To gtuo; " ("AiravTa 10,338) is, according to the author, a satire57 
which hinges on the pathology of the emotion in the title. The vocabulary 
used to express this intermingles terror with pleasure (e. g. "cY(xT(XVtK11V 
, jX(Xp1(y, r, q(y1V", (xyptuv X(xp6cv , 338/ ii8ov ' F, 9v ro-o gtuoi); ", 342) in an 
allusion to aestheticism. 58 In addition, the exploration of male psychology 
and its contrast with female reactions to issues of love, envy and hate is a 
theme Xenopoulos favours in these stories and is also particularly exploited 
in Episkopopoulos' aestheticist prose pieces. 59 
t(y, q(y(X g6 To 7cp(oxov PkEgg(x" (338) The opening phrase "Ti1v E gi 
denotes obsession through its epigrammatic utterance. The narrator explains 
this emotion on the grounds of Lopi's repulsive external appearance. As a 
proper aesthete he juxtaposes his superior knowledge of beauty ("TE41i(XV 
it, 338) with the "Kotvo; yV(O(TIV K(X1 TCFIP(XV T11; ()CkIIOO^O; KCCX/%OV'I; 
'(x (A(yoqut; ", according to which Lopi is beautiful. 000(XXRO; K(X1 X-L)8(xt I 
However, all the characteristics of her appearance that he describes connote 
beauty, although he expresses them in a subjective negative vocabulary 
11 it y, , gtullril 338). Thus, 
from the beginning ( 6'KTP(Og(XUK7J (XVOCkO '(X 
55 See his references to these particular stories in "r1pokoyoq rqq np(orq; aetpd'; ", 308, and 
'UpOkoyo; vj; Oy8oij; (TF-tp(X'; ", 310-311. The fact that he kept reprinting them is also 
suggestive, see Markakis, t(x'- W'. 
56 Shaw, 49-52,57-58, uses the term "sensation story" for stories of Poe and Maupassant, 
evolving around an extreme situation. For the relation between obsession and unity of effect 
in Poe's stories, see May, Edgar Allan Poe..., 69-70 and ... 
The Reality of Artifice, 8. 
57 Xenopoulos, AiravTa 10,308. 
58 Sachinis, H iwýoypaota rov ataOqnqyoV, 169. 
59 Nikolaos Episkopopoulos, "Ut these mineur" (1893), "0 vexpo; " (1895), "At(ovicc yuwj" 
(1892), TpEXXa' i5t j7y 1, am, Neot'-Xaj 1989,7-14,59-66,77-85 respectively. 7714 
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of the narration a positive trait - beauty - is viewed as its negative equivalent. This is a basic point for the reader's comprehension of the narrator's feelings 
and, by extension, of the unified effect. At the same time it shows we are 
entering a realm, where everything is viewed through the distorting lens of 
an obsessive perceiver. 
The main body of the text follows the development of the narrator's 
feelings. As an initial mild aversion grows into strong hate, the whole text 
revolves around this obsession which connects all the narrative threads. Not 
only does each paragraph have this emotion as its central theme, but even the 
vocabulary used reflects obsession (e. g. "g(xvW11,340, "ku(Tadw". 342, "Oryplov 
7coc0oq" 343). External reality is seen through the prism of the narrator's 
passion or substituted by imaginary acts, indicating the violent nature of this 
passion. Thus, in the most significant scene, just before his confession, the 
clouds are transformed to looming masses of blood and hate, while Lopi is 
compared to an insect (341). Similarly, towards the end at the most intense 
period of his passion, the narrator has hallucinations of bloody beatings and 
abductions that end in death: "vu Ti1v CTc1J7(X1V(X R(XKP(xv, I... ] Ftq 1-c0cVE'-V(X 
(XyploV KPTIgVOV, 'K(Xt (X11o 61(Cit 0(X rliv (J)0o -0(7(x V(X nkyfl, -K(X1 0(X E-TC17ETE 
K(XT(l) Ftq T71V (X KPF-(X'CO)V, ou'r(ov, F-v8být P-O(Ycyov, noxro dcro)v (Xtgooupr(ov", 
(342). In this light, the reader apprehends that the protagonist's psychological 
condition is of an intense character and, since the narration is conducted by 
him, he excludes anything unrelated to his passion. Thus, his obsession 
pervades the impression of the text and serves its unity. 
But what is implied behind this unified impression or obsession? The 
initial juxtaposition of Lopi's commonly accepted beauty with the narrator's 
subjective account of her ugliness is significant. On the first page the narrator 
uses a similar phrase to describe the course of his savage emotion: "Kotvo; 
-O(TE V(X ýJ E'KXCC 'P11 K(Xt 000(XXRO; K(xt xl)5(xt, (x (Xtkyollcyt; 1197copo 
F-PUMORE'VOV 90Cýt (338). Here the former ideas of beauty and ugliness TTI; 
are replaced by the feelings of love and hate. Indeed the description of the 
pathology of hate that follows is parallel with that of love. 
The narrator's initial secretiveness about his feeling turns into a need to 
confess, first to a male friend and then to Lopi. As the thought that the other 
man might feel the same emotion triggers his envy, the protagonist's suffering 
approaches love. Furthermore, when he suspects that Lopi is indifferent 
towards him or, even worse, that she loves him because they are related, he 
underscores the significance of reciprocal hatred and identifies his situation 
onotocV 80VOCTM V(X with that of a person in love: "Otat; TPOWOC, T'qv 
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Ouvroc(TO 0 'CI)X' 
16(YTJ OTI TOV luct 
ov EP(I)TE-OREVO;, (XV TCPO; UT17gliv nl(YTE 
71 F-Pwgevil Tou" (340). Similarly, in confessing his feeling to Lopi, he reveals its real nature: "Eyft) gta(O, Onw; (X'?,. Xot (xywco-ov" (342). As long as she does 
not respond, his reactions are like those of a man in love: his hatred becomes 
stronger and he falls into melancholy. However, just as love gradually 
diminishes, if there is a reciprocal response, he realises, when Lopi starts 
hating him, that his hatred is becoming weaker and weaker until it finally 
vanishes. 
Thus, the unified effect is based on an interplay between conflicting 
concepts. In "To i(yo; " the interaction between love and hate adds a further 
ironic dimension to the narration. This is elaborated in the epigrammatic, 
separate ending. Following a formula used in many "sensation stories", in 
which a brief ending provides a way out of abnormality, the story employs an 
external narrator who addresses the readers: "gll TpOg(X'ýETC (343). 60 His 
1 (1) it description of the protagonist as 'o TCXýov (70OUTTIN (XVOP Tcoý underscores 
the subjectivity of the previous narration, by casting doubt on the claim of 
hatred and promotes the interpretation implied throughout the text: hate is in 
essence love. At the same time this is an ironic comment towards the self- 
analysis of an aesthete and his tendency to view ordinary feelings through an 
unconventional prism. 61 
* 
If "0 TPEWý RE TOUý KOKKtVO'Ug Kplvou; " must have been a favourite 
story of Xenopoulos, since it was republished several times during his 
career. 62 It displays affinities with Poe's "The Fall of the House of Usher"63 
and is also in dialogue with Vizyinos' "At move"nF-tut ... 11., 
64 a story that 
Xenopoulos singled out from Vizyinos' OpUS. 65 All three texts Present 
similarities in their romantic subject matter (ill-fated love leading to guilt, 
60 Shaw, 50,53. 
61 Sachinis, H 7wýoypaota rov atarO77, nqyoVJ, 165. 
62 Published in four of Xenopoulos' short story collections and reprinted in various 
periodicals and newspapers, see Markakis, y'- C, ux'-W'. My references are based on I: Etpa 
3EvTFPa, 76-99. 
63 Edgar Allan Poe, Selected Tales, London, Penguin 1994,76-95. According to Katsimbalis, 
this story was not translated before 1937, however, Katsimbalis might have missed some 
nineteenth-century translations, see Yiorqos Katsimbalis, E1ý77vvc77 PipXtoypaota Evry1cap 
176E (Edgar Allan Poe), 2nd exp. edn, [no pub. ] 1959. It is also possible that Xenopoulos might 
have read this story in Baudelaire'sý. rench translation, which was also the basis of Roidis' 
translations of Poe, (see Athina Yeorpnta, "0 Et(YTIYIJT J; K(X1 7EPCOTO; pzTCCýPMTcý; TO^o HOE 
avjv Ekka'50C, Atafldýco 112 (1985), 40), or learned of it from Episkopopoulos, who was 
familiar with Poe's work. 
64 Vizyinos, NEoeAX17VI lCa' & j7yWaza, 104-167. 
65 Xenopoulos, "AOilvdiml HXco", 266. 
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death due to grief, disturbed mental state) and their poetics (symbolic 
exploitation of the setting,, intertextuality, and presentation of the 
protagonists' confession through an interchange of dialogue and monologue) - Above all, they base their composition on a mysterious impression, deriving 
from the characters, atmosphere and events, which deeply affects the narrator 
and, by extension, the reader. 
Xenopoulos' story is divided into three symmetrical parts; the first (76- 
85) is expository and sets a realistic frame, missing from the rest of 
Xenopoulos' experimental stories. The protagonist, Popos, who is a close 
friend of the narrator, like Roderick in the "The Fall... " and Paschalis in "At 
(YuvenEtut... ', is viewed from the complementary external perspectives of his 
fellow-townsmen (76-78) and his housekeeper (79-83). We have repetitive 
references to a garden full of red lilies, which represents Popos' obsession: "TJ 
ýAXTPFHU TOU, 11 R(XVt(X TOU 1jT(XV TOP(X Ot KPtVOtj 7[01) COE'_PtF_V(XV E1KF_t-gF_(T(X 
K(xt T(x envtý(xv ok(x (T 'E':, v(x i-coKKtvo Kug(x" (82). e image of the garden is Th 
linked not only to Popos' alleged madness, but also to an unknown love story. 
The vocabulary that Sior Nionios and Angelika employ to describe the garden 
and its parallelism to a cemetery reveal the terrifying effect it exercises on 
Popos' fellow-townsmen. In terms of poetics the garden constitutes the 
impression upon which the narration is organised. The narrator attempts to 
excite the reader's curiosity in relation to this impression: "Eý17rpoý ýtou 
PýXTUX 8t(XPK(t)q gF_ T11V O(XVT(X(Yt'(XV TO 7CEPtPOXI TWV OK VV PtV V, t K Kt 0) K 0) KX 
11(y(l), (XV 11T(XV Tponoq, To g-oaT ptov" (78). R EK-OptF110EV 0 7roooq V(X F_ý, qy , fl 
Precisely this leads him to Popos' house and becomes the cause of the events 
narrated in the story. 
Although the exterior of the house seems unaltered, as soon as the 
narrator sees the decay inside, he has a negative premonition, which adds to 
his previous impression: 11 ... 
go-L) F_0(Xt'VCTO OTt 'K(XTt Tt 7CF-votgov K(X1 
(XTO F -L) cyTctTto-6 FKdvo'u... " (80). At (X7CO"KP1)0OV E7UXOCV ' tq To E ))TppjKOV TO 
this point the text may be read in parallel with Poe 's tale; the home of the 
Ushers (both exterior and interior) makes a terrifying impression on the 
narrator and becomes a symbol interwoven with all the events described. 66 
Nevertheless, in Xenopoulos' text, the house is only partially exploited in this 
66 See the opening of "The Fall... ", 76-77, where the mysterious feelings caused by the 
narrator's encounter with the house are defined as a "sorrowful impression" (77). Moreover, 
Roderick has "superstitious impressions in regard to the dwelling which he tenanted" (82). 
The nearest equivalent to the scene in Xenopoulos' story is the impression the interior of the 
house of Usher makes on the narrator: I felt that I breathed an atmosphere of sorrow. An air 
of stem, deep, and irredeemable gloom hung over and pervaded an" (80). For the symbol of 
the house in this story, see Gerlach, Toward the End..., 31-33. 
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scene and does not play a fundamental role in the overall composition in 
contrast with the symbol of the garden. 
After two ineffectual attempts, the narrator eventually meets his friend 
in the second part (85-91). Popos is now approached from a closer angle, 
hence the clarification of the mystery becomes more possible. Like the interior 
of the house, Popos' external appearance is so altered that it shocks the 
narrator. The scene is similar to the respective scenes in Poe's and Vizyinos' 
stories. Xenopoulos focuses on the protagonist's long hair and beard, on his 
pale, ascetic face and, finally, on his eyes which "P(xO-o7d; Uxv(x, ', )7p(x', 
ovelpolroixot, F-IX(XV 8tu'rilpilull T11V VE(XV111(1jV Tow WIRVIV MXI TTIV 
TEEPIEP'Y'nV, VIV (XTCPOCF81OP1(YT1jV F-Ketvilv F-Kopccatv" (85). In "The Fall... " the 
narrator is equally amazed by Roderick's change and similarly singles out his 
eyes and complexion: "The now ghastly pallor of the skin, and the now 
miraculous lustre of the eye, above all things startled and even awed me". 671n 
Vizyinos' story the narrator realises with disappointment the decay in 
Paschalis' appearance and health. 68 Thus, following the conventions of 
romanticism, the three texts exploit the external appearance of their 
protagonists to indicate their turbulent inner state and to create a foreboding 
about their fate. 
In this scene of "0 rpF-XXo;... " the parameter of intertextuality is 
introduced. When Popos suggests reading his translation of the Fifth Canto 
from Dante's Inferno (Francesca's story) to prove he is sane, the narrator looks 
at a vase of fresh red lilies: 
AEV IIT(XV TPEXK, K(Xkcc.... Agil VX 
XO'OXO'051(X 9'KF-t'V(X;... Kut Ti 
1 'XW Un' EgnP ' OnT(X(Yt(X TO'0 'KOK'KtVO'0 nEptßOkt0'1) FnF'-'P(XCiF, M' oý 
1f01 go-t), -ot i(ptVot, Ot KptV0t, 7t010 FÜF-ptF-M1(XV F-Küt 
gF-(Y(X KM VX 
F-nVtý(XV OX(X G '£'-V(X 'KO"'KKtV0 Kl, )g(X, - 'K(Xt g EIUMGE n(iktv Tl 
npü)Til (XVII(J1)Xt(X, K Eltept, gF-V(x V(XlcoUcy(» gt(X (DP(X'Y'Kt"(YK(X 
(XYVO)pt(YTIJ 'KM (X(: VI)V(XPTIITIJ EM nUpUgtX'qg(X TPEXO 
'[... 1 (88) 
The terrifying impression of the garden is again evoked and the flowers 
become also the narrator's obsession. This time, they are not just associated 
with madness, but are entangled with the text Popos is about to read. 
Thus, 
intertextuality is woven into the unified effect, as it is in Poe's and Vizy1nos' 
stories. In "The Fall... " Roderick sings a rhapsody entitled 
"The haunted 
palace", which mirrors his grief, and the narrator reads 
him a romance that is 
interwoven with the peculiar incidents occurring at the time, Lady 
Madeline's 
67 Poe, "The Fall... ", 80-81. 
68 Vizyinos, NEoe.; L.; b7vt ica & 77y77, uam, 126. 
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struggle to liberate herself from the vault. 69 In "At (YAM'mF-tect ... 
" Clara's song 
vividly reflects her sorrow (115) and Paschalis' recitation of Goethe's verses 
(128,167) anticipates the ending of the story and elucidates its unified 
impression. 70 
Francesca's story, taken from the Canto that refers to those who have 
sinned for love, is about the eternal torment of the united souls of two 
lovers. 71 The notions of sin and torment hint at Popos' psychological 
condition, while spiritual unity reflects his deepest desires. However, at this 
stage the narrator misses this link and associates the fierce images, recalled 
through Popos' excellent translation, only with the red lilies in front of him, 
which, after all, from the beginning displayed such a nuance. This 
harmonisation of literature and reality turns the narrator's agitation over the 
flowers into a poetic and soothing sentiment (89), which leads him to reject 
the allegations about Popos' madness. Yet if his initial impression of the red 
lilies has been modified, they are not pushed out of the limelight in the rest of 
the section, but are continuously present as "'n (xtg(xr(t)gE'-vi1 ý6)vil Tol) 
TcF-ptpoktob" (91) during the two friends'meal together. When Popos observes 
his friend's eyes fixed on the vase, he promises to reveal the story of the lilies 
(90). It is in the next part., which contains Popos' confession, that the role of 
the intertextual allusion to Dante is clarified. 
The last part (91-99) presents a twist on the expectations raised by the 
narrator in the previous section and contains the solution to the mystery. 
Here the narrative comes closer to Vizyinos' story, although its morbid 
closure shows similarities with Poe's tale. 72 popOS1 love story, his sense of 
guilt and the narrator's comments allude to Paschalis' confession in "At 
(y'UVýTCE1(X1... '1.73 Popos refers to a past beloved, Vasiliki (an old acquaintance of 
the narrator too), who married someone else after he abandoned her, but soon 
died of "g(xpcvTgo" (93). This deeply affected Popos who believed that his 
indifference caused her death. His emotions are similar to those of Paschalis 
in Vizyinos' text, who shows even greater agitation, when he tries to reveal 
his story to his friend. 74 Paschalis suffers from the same type of guilt: it was 
69 Poe, "The Fall. 85-86,91-94. 
70 Vizyinos, NwEXýi7vvca 6tj7Y77k1ara, 115 and 128,167. For an analytical discussion of this 
aspect, see Chapter Four, section b in Vizyinos' subchapter. 
71 Dante Alighieri, The Divine Comedy, Inferno 1, ed. and trans. Charles S. Singleton, 
Princeton, Princeton University Press 1970,46-57. 
72 In "The Fall... " Roderick's confession (94-95) covers only half a page and does not have such 
a fundamental importance for the effect of the story. 
73 Vizyinos, NeoEW7vt Ka bt 77 1, am, 136-162. MY 
74 ibid., 136-137,139. 
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his (pretended) indifference that led Clara to "g(xpmYgoII and eventually 
death. 
The convergence between Xenopoulos' and Vizyinos' stories extends to 
the level of poetics: the combination of hitherto distinct impressions into one 
that is unified through an associative process is present in both "0 rpF-kkO;. --" 
and "At movýTcEuxt ... 'I. 75When Popos attempts to narrate his story ab initio, 
the narrator comments: 
K'F-8oKtR(X(YF- V(X ROU 8111'Y11011 TIJV I(YTOPICC CCRO TTIV (XPXII, 
(W, (X 56V IC(X'UOPO(OCYF- V(X ICP(XTIJ(Yll (YF-lp(X'. DoXV(X' T'qV (AX(XýF- GE 
R0CP(X[tlk'qTO, GE OPIJVO, IMI 81CIC07rTF-TO RE GTEWXYýtOloq IQXI RE 
avao(ovilga, ra... Akk(x' Tt Ti1v ilOF-X(x rilv taroptia; 'ETat 0 Tcovoý 
, r, qq W-oxrl; Tou 8F-V go-0 F-86I'XVF-'UO ý(0,9POTF-pot; 
Kat ICOCOCO; o'CICOlo'y(X To IL(X'00q F-I(F-I'VO V(X 'KXOCI'li, MAO)'; 
g F-TCXIIYOVF- P(XOF-I(X 11 (MOOEXII; EI(F-I'VII RF-'U(XgF-'XF-I(X, 
F, IEEPVOISCYF, V (XICO TIjv O(XVT(Xcyt, CE Ro-o ý(071p(x 11 Ropoll TIN 
B(x(ytktKll;, [ 
... 
] 'K(Xt OLVOCRAOIS(Ya T(X; (Tl0V(XVT7j(TF-1; ýUxý F-t; TIIV 
T(XP(XT(yo-o'k(XV Tol) pKpo' 7rF-pjpOXjO', IC'CV0VR0I')RTjV [... ] OkOcq 1) 'o 
T(Xq XF-TC'TORFPFt'(X; TCOI) g(X; TC6pt(YTOI'XIý(XV TOTE, -TO-0; OPaxo-o; 
0 (XV T11; (XKPO'Yl)(Xkl(X,;, TTIV XE'O'KIIV OWtV TOU MUITIO', (XgF-(Y(x 
ME, TOI) TCF-Ptpoý. Iou rqv np(x(ytv(ix8(x .... 
Kai Bev ijýe, 6po) ylau 71 
ICOKKtVTI ý(OVIJ Tfl; F-IICOVO; nOU F-IXOC TOPU F-97rPOq 9,0,1)ý (XPXI(YIF- 
V(X ge Cp(XP(X' 7EF (1) 1) pl(y(yo, TEpo, xoCI VCE g0j) O(XJWETalý TC ; V(X F-ITC( , III o^j(X, -07c(o; YV(J)Ptgo), UF, pll, (710900)VOTEP11, gg TTIV tcyToptoc IEOA) (XKO' 
III TCp(j)TIITF-p(X F-7E(XV(I) 01 'KO'KKtVOt KPIVOI '101) P(X' Ux ý010 9E TIIV t(YTOP' 
Til; (DP0C7Kt'CTK0Cq TOU A(XVT9.... K 'E'-ýccovcc To 0'09'q0'jlccc! 
-N(x (You luo, ylopt'ýO) K(xt Xý7(0 TWO rl(OTCO'O, TO TCF-PtPOXt 
T, qq Boc(ytktlcllq 8EV F-t'XF- 'KO'KKtVOU; 'Kpt'VO'O;; (94-95). 
Popos'narration does not follow a cause and effect sequence,, so cannot 
be reproduced as a factual narrative. The story turns this to its advantage and 
once more selects impression (""Eum o Tcovo; T'q; W-oXTI; Tou 8ev gou 
F- 8 F-I'Xvcro ý(oijpWrepa; ") over realistic representation. In this way, Popos' 
turbulent psychology is vividly brought to life for the narrator, causing him to 
delve into his memory and evoke images that lead to the resolution of the 
mystery. Just as in Vizyinos' story the narrator, who listens to Paschalis' 
dream about Clara, is reminded of the impression made on him by the girl in 
the aSylUM, 76 the narrator of Xenopoulos' story ends by associating the red 
lilies with Vasiliki's garden. Accordingly, the mystery of the garden, put aside 
in this part, is united with Vasiliki's story (the particular theme of this 
section), exactly as Paschalis' and Clara's separate stories are united at the 
equivalent point in Vizyinos' text. Interestingly, this realisation 
does not 
75 See Chapter Four, section b in Vizyinos'subchapter. 
76 Vizyinos, NEoElblvoca' 3ttjy77'yaTa, 160. 
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result from a strictly rational combination of facts, but from the contingent 
combination of different intense impressions (the way Popos narrated his 
story and the image of the garden). 
However, if Popos' melancholy is explained as the consequence of an 
old story, the mystery of the garden is not completely clarified yet. Its deadly 
implications, which account for the affinity with Dante's verses, and the 
accompanying aspect of obsession or madness is resolved only in the last 
three pages. There for the first time the narrator is able to take a closer look at 
the flowers; now the mild impression of the previous part regains its initial 
form to become even more intense: 
glEpOß(XX/'ý(XV VX Oý, 0'YEP(X' K(XTUKOKKtV0C XO'UXOI)'Öt(X, (X"'TPTIT(X, 
K 'EGY, 'tlg(XTtý(XV EKEM1 TIJ ý. tgVOOO'CX(XGG(XV TO-0 (Xt'g(XTOý, 
ýf f Ki '(xuT(x' Tu K-o'g(xT(x, icou (xKoXoi)Ool, ")cy(xv aav Eva vogo Ötxo 
'Coug, go-o -0 icap(X E, 5tV(XV Okll TIJV FVT15n(091 TO 'ZOI) 
K'EKEt'VTJ 11 KOKKtV(X'Ö(X 71010 (XXk0'0 Eýd(YllptýE KM 
(XXÄOI)' eßi)Cycytvtýev, golo n(XP()'1)(Yt(XýE T, 9v etKOV(x xelg(Xppcov 
(xtg(xTog unavomov, (XXÄOI) V(OTCOI') Kott ýü)VT(Xvol) (Y. X9ýol) NI-OXPO1) 
KOCt TCF-Üütgg' EVOU (97) 
These fierce images connote abnormality and death, while the metaphor of 
the waves, which obey their own laws, alludes to a realm beyond reason. This 
eerie portrait of the garden strongly anticipates the actual ending of the story 
which confirms both morbidity and madness. 
As Popos leads his friend to a tomb in the garden built in Vasiliki's 
memory (98), his behaviour becomes even stranger. Here the text again comes 
close to Poe's tale. Before his final revelation Roderick has a sickly smile on 
his face and speaks "in a low, hurried, and gibbering murmur". 77 Similarly, 
Popos looks like a madman and speaks in a hollow voice (99). The following 
revelation ending is as terrifying as Roderick's announcement in Poe's tale 
that Lady Madeline has been buried alive. Popos discloses that the tomb is 
not empty, for he has exhumed Vasiliki's body from the cemetery. Madness is 
confirmed and, moreover, interrelated with both Vasiliki's story and the 
image of the garden, the two impressions the narrator has combined earlier. 
The story closes here and the narrator does not comment further on this 
terrifying revelation. This technique, exploited also in other stories of this 
77 Poe, "The Fall... ", 94. 
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group, promotes the notion of impression over that of omniscient authorial 
certainty. 78 
To conclude, all the descriptions of the garden, which consist of images 
of death, paradox and ferocity, suggest the truth long before the actual 
closure. If in "To Miao; " the constant reference to,, and the introspective 
analysis of, the protagonist's sentiment work towards the unity of the text, in 
"0 cpF-XXO;... " an external detail is needed to enclose the protagonist's drama. 
The red lilies concur with the secondary impressions in the narrative (the 
house, Popos' appearance), they are skilfully interrelated with an intertextual 
allusion and are carefully linked to the aspects the author wishes to project 
(madness, guilt due to unhappy love, death, morbidity). Thus, they unite 
everything in a single core and function as the embodiment of the unified 
effect. Their role is similar to that of the house of Usher in Poe's tale and of 
nature in "At Iuvt'irEtut... ": tied to the psychology and the fate of the 
protagonists., they become simultaneously the organising agent of the 
narration. 
By elaborating on the notion of impression and by connecting it with 
the obsessions of strange protagonists in his experimental stories, Xenopoulos 
proves that for him the unified effect goes beyond structural and thematic 
unity and takes on a more esoteric nuance. In this respect, he may also be 
placed in the short story traditioin pioneered by authors such as Poe and 
Vizyinos. 
c. Culmination versus evolution: the short story and the novel 
Etý vIv aTtygliv EKF-t'vllv Tllv T(XXEt'(XV, F-t'8F- 8t(X" TCP(J)'rllv OOP(X'v 
(oq EV TC(XVop(Xg(XTt TIIV ý(OIIV To, ) OXOKXIpOV. 79 
The modern short story writer [ ... ] may give us only the 
key-piece 
of a mosaic, around which, if sufficiently perceptive, we can see in 
shadowy outline the completed pattern. 80 
A comparison of the above quotations shows that Xenopoulos agrees with a 
basic theoretical premise of the short story, which identifies it with a 
representative moment or episode, rendered in such a way that the reader 
perceives a more complete context. 81 Behind this is concealed the special 
78 "To PpaXtokt", "Airavra 10,332. Similarly, the ambivalent character of the authorial 
comment at the ending of "To gtiao; ", 343, serves more the impression of the story 
than the 
clarity of its meaning. 
79 "To Oijk-O", `A7ravra 10,336. Cf. "Kcctv -K(xi 'APEV, Eetpa &VTEpa, 146-147. 
80 The remark belongs to L. A. G. Strong and is quoted in Shaw, 114. 
81 Gerlach, Toward the End..., 108. 
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relation of the short story to time, which is better highlighted through a juxtaposition with the novel. While the novel is associated with evolution (process), the short story is appropriate for revelation (stasis). 82The novel has been traditionally regarded as a genre dealing with long time periods and the development of a series of facts; ideally it aspires to enclose the past, present 
and future. 83 By contrast,, the short story tends to focus on the present and, in 
particular, on a phase of culmination, which it examines in depth in order to 
suggest links with both the past and the future. This influences its poetics and 
especially the modes it employs to achieve characterisation. 84 
In Chapters Two and Three we detected a similar preoccupation in 
Greek short story criticism during the period 1900-1920. The issue of how 
&7V77ya might counterbalance the breadth of yvOtcYTOP77ya with poetic depth 
and thus serve the esoteric demands of the time was cardinal. Although this 
aspect is not traced in Xenopoulos' theoretical discourse, it is prominent in his 
narrative practice. His stories focus on a moment of culmination which leads 
either to the emergence of a general view of the world or to the manifestation 
of the essence of a character's life. 85 Accordingly, in many respects their 
technique departs from that of his novels. An exploration of the influence the 
perception of the story as a culmination has on Xenopoulos' texts may 
exemplify how contemporary critical views on the genre are applied in 
practice. Furthermore, it will enable us to approach elements of poetics that 
diverge from his novelistic technique and give his stories their distinct artistic 
quality. 86 
87 "H ocpX71' K(Xt TO TF', kOý CVO'q Ptpki0l), R010 8EV F-'XF-1 gF-(YT as its self- 
referential title indicates, plays with the discrepancy between the short Story 
and the novel and aptly highlights how the notion of culmination fits the 
short story form. The reference to a book suggests the genre of the novel, 
since this is usually published as a whole book. By contrast,, the phrase "8F-v 
F-XF-t ge(Til" implies a briefer narrative such as the short story. Indeed, the text 
is presented as if it were a book, of which we have the initial chapters and the 
last and all the intermediary chapters are missing. Thus, its brief form 
82 Jean Pickering, "Time and the short story", Re-reading the Short Story, 48- 50. 
83 Cf. Henry James' famous dictum that "the only reason for the existence of a novel is that it 
does compete with life", quoted in Hanson, Short Stories..., 20. 
84 Pickering, 48-51. 
85 Cf. Melas, 169: "Eivat o 7cpo)To;, nou Ko:, rdXo: PF_, ort ro d8o; (x-L)'TO Et'V(XI GUVTOý111 K(XI 
MPIEKTUC71 FIKOV(X ý0)11'; GTO (X7COKOPI')O(j)g(X' T11; ". 
86 Cf. Farinou Malamatari, "I'pil7opto; _--'EvOTcoUo; ", 300, note 6: "To 
8tjjyjjgo: roj) 
NOW0.01) F', XEt, RP6 (X". F (Xrt, AXII EAPFý_XU (Y_Y9 (X 
87 First published in two instalments in Panathinaia E' (1903), 289-292 and 333-336 and then 
included in Txtpa' rPIrj7,95-119, where my references are based. 
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contradicts the manner of its presentation. Before exploring the implications 
of this game for the generic character of the text, we must bear in mind that it 
elaborates on and plays with numerous antithetical pairs: victim - villain, 
reason - insanity, imagination - reality, subjectivity - objectivity, realism - 
symbolism. As some of these intra-textual oppositions are intermingled with 
the antithesis of the title (novel versus short story), their examination 
contributes to its illustration. 
The subject alludes to detective fiction which, as we shall see, is 
parodied in many ways. We have the story of a murder, approached from 
three different perspectives (of victim, public opinion, villain), each contained 
in a different extant chapter of the supposed book. The first chapter is 
subdivided into two sections; the first (97-100) has an introductory function 
and the second (100-104) deals with the murder. The opening displays the 
conventions of a realist story, by economically introducing the time, place and 
future victim, lieutenant Yiannelis- In the first section, apart from the bleak 
atmosphere, which prepares us for the mystery of a detective story, the 
narration focuses on Yiannelis' personality, which does not conform to the 
classic portrait of an officer. This is initially conveyed through the symbolic 
A)GF- ýtF- KuTt detail of his coat ('VKobgPenoý, F-XEb'0F-P0;, F-(TF-'F-'TO K'EOP00 ' 
X(Xp(j)7C0Cq 7MOXGXYUý, TCOU EVOgtýE; 0rt 'YEX611,97) and the presentation of his 
enthusiasm about the invention of a telescope (98). However, we also have 
objective authorial remarks on the paradox between Yiannelis' job and his 
mild and dreamy nature. The narrative itself focuses on such paradoxes: 
nothing is as it seems - if the beginning resembles the opening of a novel, the 
text as a whole will eventually emerge as a short story. 
The section thematising the murder undermines the realist intentions 
of the opening. The narration filters the account of the crime through 
Yiannelis' dreamy idiosyncrasy, thereby providing a subjective approach to 
the truth. Of course, this contradicts the reader's expectations in the most 
crucial scene of a supposed detective story. 88Yiannelis' subjectivity is initially 
reflected in the way he describes his future murderer. He refers to his coat, 
0 E0 'vEro ' npov", and observes that which is such a light grey "nou (TX68'V M OKY 
11F ýI Ut ET ooctVETO 1)V11Xo; " (100). The use of the verb "FO 'v o" twice indicates that 
this is a personal impression and not a reliable information. Ironically, this is 
the only evidence Yiannelis provides about his murderer before his death 
(103) and this guides the police investigation. However, a subjective approach 
88 In a classic detective story there is no room for the fantastic or for psychological insights, 
see Tzvetan Todorov, "The Typology of Detective Fiction", Modern Criticism and Theory: a 
Reader, ed. David Lodge, rev. Nigel Wood, New York, Longman 20002 (first pub. 1988), 142. 
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becomes evident in the way that the attack on him and his subsequent death 
are rendered. As Yiannelis contemplates a trip to Paris, where he can have a 
view of the magical world of the moon through the telescope, the attack takes 
place: 
Kat ov Ov " IP " I)T(j), Re Ropoll Elpolo (XKP (1);, T71V (FTI'YRTIV TEO-() 71,0OX 
71XýOv V(XTCO(yl)pll 'rov ooo(xxgov ano ro xljýXGKOTCIOV, E1,8EV EKEti 
ETCOCVG) K(Xt TO (XV v, Opwnov ýw 'ro F, 7r(xvo4opt 
Eý(xovoc, -'KOCI ORYTO 8F-V O(X flgTCOPOA')(YF- V(X FtTCII 
(xv "ro Tcx ,I fl (X(Y[L(X T11; O(XVr(X(Yt(Xg TO'U 11 TCP(X'yg(X'Et'KO'rflq, -TO-o 
F-O(), CVTI OIrl Irolo K(Xrc, -P(xa(xv E-, V(x 
8-ovouro lcrL, )Tcllg(x POTCOCXOA) OCTEO 
Irl I t(T(o etq 'ro tvtov (102). 
Reality comes as a continuation of the dream and Yiannelis cannot 
discern the limits between the two. Although, as soon as he falls, he returns to 
reality and realises he has been shot, as death approaches, we have an 
antithetical process: dream and imagination take over and complete reality. 
Death comes in terms of a dream at the end of this chapter; Yiannelis walks 
upamairccaand finally re-ache-5 the moon, where he meets his wife and sister 
and fulfils his initial destination. The subjective nuance, underlying the 
presentation of Yiannelis' death, is in keeping with his mode of behaviour. As 
death represents a crucial phase in a character's life, it is explicitly connected 
with the perception of the short story as a phase of culmination, unveiling 
someone's inner self. 89 Thus, although the narrative begins with the aim of 
unfolding like a detective novel,, its first chapter fits the model of an 
introspective short story. 
However,, the second chapter attempts to sort everything out. After the 
reference to the impact of the crime on Athenian society and to the difficulties 
of the investigation regarding its solution (105),, we have an ab initio objective 
representation of facts from the viewpoint of a narrator - detective, who 
knows every detail of the murder, except who did it. He tries to find out the 
truth by combining accounts of eye-witnesses and newspapers. His role 
resembles that of the detective Dupin in Poe's longer tales; 90 yet,, in contrast to 
Dupin, whose instinct guides him gradually to the truth,, the narrator doubts 
assumptions which in the end prove true. 91 
This chapter,, in content and objective tone, not only comes close to 
detective fiction, but is the one that most conforms to the idea of the novel. It 
89 Shaw, 201, Pickering, 48-49. 
90 See "The Murders in the Rue Morgue", "The Mystery of Marie Roget" and "The Purloined 
Letter" in Poe, Selected Tales, 118-153,199-250 and 337-356 respectively. 
91 See his doubt about the assumption that the murderer's house must be close to the site of 
the crime: 710?, ý) 'rokýLIJPCC -L)7EOOFat; " (109). 
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introduces many characters (the policeman, the coach driver and passengers, Yiannelis' family), as if to suggest a longer narrative form. By giving us the first steps of the investigation and the tragic reactions of Yiannelis' family, it 
also prepares us for further developments in the plot lines it has opened. In fact, at the end of the chapter we have dots to indicate that the continuation is 
missing. Accordingly, this part represents the initial stage of the middle of a book, one which corresponds with a phase of evolution, associated with the 
classic concept of the novel. In this respect, the reader expects the last chapter 
to fulfil the aims of a realist detective novel: to solve the mystery, the gradual 
unravelling of which has supposedly taken place in the missing chapters. 
Nevertheless, in the twelfth chapter the realist aspirations of the 
second chapter are downplayed. This part focuses on an unknown character, 
Pisakis, who is linked to Yiannelis' case in an unorthodox way: he believes he 
is the murderer (113-114). As this does not seem plausible either to the court 
or to public opinion, Pisakis is considered mad and is confined to an asylum. 
Thus, the rational point of view, employed in the investigation of the murder 
in the second chapter, proves fruitless. Here the narrator abandons his 
detective-like approach and returns to the depiction of the inner thoughts of 
the character, as he did earlier in Yiannelis' case. The projection of Pisakis' 
subjectivity results in the first illuminating hints. Indeed, although Pisakis 
himself has started to doubt the truth of his claims, the details he mentions 
agree with the victim's subjective perception of the first chapter. 92Yet these 
are known only to the author and the reader, hence they cannot contribute to 
the clarification of the mystery from the objective perspective of the other 
characters. 
As Pisakis' motives have an ideological and psychological basis, their 
subjective nature makes it impossible for the others to consider them as 
convincing reasons for Yiannelis' murder. Besides, Pisakis' mild, intellectual 
character does not tally with that of a murderer, as Yiannelis' personality was 
not compatible with his occupation. Thus, the portraits of the villain and the 
victim converge. Pisakis is presented as Yiannelis' soul-mate; he bitterly 
admits this on realising that his victim was not an ordinary officer whose 
death could function as a symbol of his own hatred for society (115). In fact, 
Pisakis is as dreamy ("Oat8po;, 'K(XI X(X' XO;, 'K(XI OVF_tPO7COXO; "' 117) as 
Yiannelis and experiences a similar confusion to that of Yiannelis: he often 
blurs the boundaries between reality and imagination ("at ccvccýmlaa; [ ... I 
92 See the reference to a grey coat, looking white under the moonlight (114), and the 
information that his house is close to the spot of the crime (116). 
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I tv EPVOA)V TO ax ga F-V' 
, glln(oý F_O(XV'rd(yOn 
o; yryammou F_P(OTIJýmuicoý)' 
it (XYV 11 On 0 oxno; [the real murderer] ', ro (xvw; o 18toc, , 116). Precisely this confusion, which explains his doubts about the murder, is ironically seen by 
others as proof of his innocence. 
The final words of the doctor (118-119), before the closure of the story, 
epitomise the failure of rational approaches in relation to the murder. He 
takes Pisakis' doubt as a good sign, arguing that his eventual certainty he is 
not the murderer will lead to his cure. However, in a separate paragraph the 
author reveals the truth: Pisakis is the murderer. In this way, the objective 
strand of the narrative has led to an impasse, while the solution of the 
mystery becomes possible only by combining the subjective accounts of the 
victim and the villain. 
So does this "book" really need a middle? Its beginning and ending 
contain all the essential details to turn the narrative into a complete 
microcosm. In the beginning Yiannelis experiences death in a way that reveals 
his inner self for the reader. This phase of culmination or revelation fulfils the 
demands of the short story form. In the same way, the ending focuses on a 
fact of major importance for Pisakis; this murder signifies a personal 
revolution and marks his life, therefore, the closure of the text also 
corresponds to the notion of culmination. The convergence between the two 
protagonists results in the convergence between the two ends of the story and 
in its emergence as a singular construction. 
However, the middle, whose sample is the second chapter, suggests a 
more novelistic mode of development. In its context we would follow the 
process of the investigation and the objective exploration of the mystery. Yet 
we know from the ending that this process is covered by "(yicOro; ", since 
objectivity does not hold the key to the solution of this crime. The missing 
middle is therefore unnecessary. Just as the selection of two day-dreaming, 
unreliable protagonists undermines the supposedly realist aims of the text, its 
extant form undermines the genre of the novel, to which it hypothetically 
alludes. 
The constant struggle between subjectivity and objectivity suggests a 
parallel conflict between the short story and the novel. The aspect of 
subjectivity, traced in the first and last part, is linked to the short story, while 
the objective tone of the middle part is connected to the realist intentions of a 
novel, or of a longer detective-like narrative, espousing the notion of 
evolution. Since subjectivity is more dominant than objectivity, the novel 
form gives way to the short story. Thus, Xenopoulos regards the novel as a 
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genre appropriate for representing reality objectively, developing universal ideas and solving mysteries on a rational basis. By contrast, the short story is 
the ideal territory for introducing singular characters and incidents, which are illuminated in the disclosing phase of culmination, for exploring subjective 
experience and for interpreting psychological mysteries. 93 In other words, 
buly77ya becomes a suitable channel for experimenting with trends in vogue 
at the time such as subjectivity and symbolism. 
d. Culmination in stories with symbolist undertones 
The poetics of culmination, as reflected in "H otpXil xut To TE'-ko;... ", lie 
in the exploitation of telling details, which illustrate the psychology of 
characters and preserve narrative economy. 94 Moreover, the mode of 
antithesis, whether in theme or characters, highlights the central point of the 
narrative and matches the intensity linked with the notion of culmination 
and, by extension, with the form of the short story. 95 These devices acquire a 
special significance in stories with symbolic undertones, where they attain 
poetic depth and create a suggestive atmosphere. As such dimensions are 
lacking in Xenopoulos' novels, they are a further token for the distinct quality 
of his short stories. They also indicate that Xenopoulos experimented with the 
"modern", Chekhovian model, which aims more at the projection of mood 
than at factual representation. 96 If we take as an example "H ý(oil K(xt o 
0(x'v(x, ro; T71; Apyupo1A(x; " (1899), published in an era when symbolism was 
gradually gaining ground in Greek literature, we may comprehend how the 
poetics of culmination serve the symbolist aspirations of the text-97 
The title contains a paradox similar to that of "H (xpXil Kott To TE'-ko; ---"; 
the antithetical concepts of the beginning and ending are here replaced by 
those of life and death. The depiction of the protagonist's death epitomises 
her whole life, thus conforming to the idea of the story as a disclosing 
93 For the promotion of subjectivity in the genre and, especially, in the "modem" short story, 
see Ferguson, "Defining the Short Story... ", 220, Hanson, "'Things out of Words'... ", 25: "We 
[ ... ] accept a degree of mystery, elision, uncertainty 
in the short story as we would not in the 
novel". 
94 Wain, 52-53,56. 
95 On intensity as an inherent characteristic of the short story, see Lohafer, 68. 
96 See Introduction, section b. 
97 First published in VXvq, then in EEtpa xpao-r77 and later in ETýAAa BloAdvT77..., 118-125, 
where my references are based. The relation o-r the story with symbolism has been also noted 
by Charalambos-Dimitris Gounelas, H aocTiaAtcTrvc4 avvelbqa77 ar77v EAA77wic4 
AoYoTuvia 1897-1912, KE-'8po; 1984,44-45. 
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culmination. 98 The text, following the "modern" short story model, does not 
contain much action: a family dinner is taking place near the bedroom of a 
seriously ill girl. The scene acquires a significance only for what it reveals of 
her inner world and her relationship with her family. Although the narrator 
intervenes at specific points to comment on these aspects, there is also a 
constant attempt to present them through suggestion. 99 
The first part (118-121) presents the characters and background 
information, but eschews a realist short story introduction. What is projected 
is an overall atmosphere, details of the setting and what they imply for 
Argyroula. In this sense, the story follows Chekhov's short story model, 
which exploits details of external reality to expose complex inner states-100 For 
instance, the red curtain, separating Argyroula's room from the one where her 
relatives are dining, becomes the symbol of their emotional divergence. The 
text itself underscores this in the beginning ("H t5t(x T1 Apyupo^O'X()C 'ro 
1C (XI F, 6'qR1O1OP'Y1J(TC 'UTIV CMEP(XV'rTJ (XVrTJ CWTIOUTI, TqV 
, rF, 4-0, r(Xt, (X1V / 118). A page 
later, the red curtain is compared to a theatre curtain 
and the whole scene is presented as if it were taking place on stage (119). This 
warns the reader that the affection between the protagonist and her family is 
simulated and represents the second antithesis in the composition of the text. 
The thematic contrast between life and death is heightened by this contrast 
which is related to the characters: Argyroula's distance from her family, 
which makes her life and death so tragic, adds to the tension associated with 
culmination. 101 
The details evoked in the presentation of the protagonist's character 
also are suggestive and serve both the introspective aims and the narrative 
economy of the text. This occurs not only in the narrative parts, where the 
author betrays his presence, but when Argyroula herself expresses her 
feelings and thoughts. At the beginning she asks her family to create a special 
atmosphere for her: 
Av(x"VF-, rF- öý. a Tu Kept(X', Öncog (YTil 'ytopTli 0 901)- 92 ccpeaF-t V(X 
Xff (Xgnoi)v T(X icp-ocyT(XXX(X 1. C(Xt mallgta, g' otpe, -CYF-t V(X(YTP(x 0"10»L)V 
T(X xp(Xcyt(x (JUV Tom, ým 1, C(Xt CY(XV poDgntvt(X... 1, roxtI(YE'UF- TO 
,. CP(xn£- 1) 'OXO ' Ötu noxx 
'... K '(x ' ,' ýt ge XO-OXO ' öm, gF- Xo -0 (X gl oail 
98 For other stories by Xenopoulos that focus on death in this sense, see "H F--oXccpt(TTt'(x", 
Eapa' 6, vvTFPa, 148. 
99 Cf. Gounelas, H aoma,; UcTTtYc77' ..., 44. 
100 May, "Chekhov... ", 202 and The Russian Short Story..., 111-112. 
101 For Xenopoulos' use of antithesis in relation to his characters and for the contribution of 
this aspect to the short story device of implication, see 
Zervos Aretas' review on 0 icaicoý 
6poyog, discussed in Chapter Two, section a. 
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gnopF-1, rp-! Na 'yO. ' aýF-Te, voc k", rF- 0(Xtöp UTE 'KM VOC OCt)V 'E (X KM 
(118). 
This evocation of colours and sounds directly alludes to the poetics of 
symbolism and to Chekhov's stories. 102These particulars reflect Argyroula's 
character, since, as she admits, she is made for light and joy (118). Towards 
the end (123) they are exploited and associated with her death, just as initially 
they are linked to her attitude towards life. 
In the narrative parts we have a selection of concrete details, 
portraying the protagonist's psychology. Her hoarse voice and big fiery, 
it R(X1)PocFTFO(XV(OgE, _V(X11 eyes reveal her soul ('VuXil rpF_), oi) nat8tou" 119). The 
description of the way she lies on her bed gives us an idea of her nature. 
There is a notion of lightness ("(xTc(xX(x' icoct (xepticd' ge (TXTJý1()CT(X (Y(XV 
f (n)vveow nou Ta anp(qva o ccF-pag", 119) and of an impending flying 
movement ("O(x Ttv(xXO icat Ooc -0711, Km O(X 7CF-'r4li ... 11,120). The concept 
of flying has clear psychic projections and epitomises her deepest desires: to 
liberate herself from her oppressive family environment. Indeed, a few lines 
further the narrator uses the symbols of a bird and a butterfly to indicate her 
approach to life (120). The first symbol, as we shall see, will be linked to 
Argyroula's death. 
The composition of the first part also exploits suggestion and 
symbolism. Xenopoulos selects a structural pattern alluding to the prose 
poem, a genre that during this period is close to the short story: key-images or 
phrases are repeated at significant structural points. 103 The protagonist's 
words "8F-v F_I[tat Yt 'OW(oaTte; e7w" (118) and the narrator's comment on 
her soul (", rpF_XT1 cy(xv Tcoct&oý)" 119), are reiterated first inside a paragraph 
and secondly at its very end. In the last four paragraphs the poetic undertone 
becomes even more evident. The third paragraph from the ending opens with 
, PF " (120) and the (J)(yreux, F-tKout8loo RF_ "ETat ent'-pa(TEV OXII TTI; 'rflv (XPP 
second with "AX, E,, Tal lwpaae K(X1 Tq ý(071 TIN OXII, tKO(TA XPOV'( 
(120). Accordingly,, their endings emerge as identical through the reiteration 
I OTCO); TOU; F_1)XOCPtCF'T1J(YF- KOCI of the sentence "va 'rilv F_'OX(XP1(TT71(YO1OV9 
Kavq" (120). The structural convergence leads to a correlation of the content 
of these paragraphs. Argyroula's behaviour during her illness is identical 
with that of her whole life and the same is valid for the attitude of her family. 
102 According to Moser, Chekhov "tried to evoke the emotional atmosphere of a given 
moment, blending a few important details with subtle dashes of colour and allusive sounds", 
The Russian ýhort 5tory..., 112. 
103 See Chapter Two, section cL. 
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This parallelism enacts the protagonist's enclosure into a vicious circle from 
which escape seems extremely difficult. 
The last paragraph of this part connects the concepts of illness and life, 
previously presented separately,, thus alluding to the perception of the story 
as a disclosing culmination: "Kat i1mv gia Eticova TTJý ý(011; TTJ; 11 
(XTCPOfOURII, 'q (XVII(YI)XII, 11 K(XT(XV(XYK(X(YUKII EICEIVII (XKtVTICYI(X CYTO K (XTI POP 
, r, q; ccpp(OcTrF_t(x; " (120-121). The whole story is a representative snap-shot 
which gives a full picture of the life of a character through symbolic details. 
What is more, at the end of this paragraph the concluding words of the fourth 
paragraph before the end are repeated: "Ki OTCO); E(TTF_I(Oj)VT(XV F-X(XOP(X' CYTO 
KPF_PP6'Tt E'-T(YI EX(XOP(X ECTTF-KOI)VT(XV IMI CTTIJ ý(0111 ETOIRIJ V(X UVOCXOfl 
KOCI VOC TCFMX'ý71... " (121). However, if in the fourth paragraph flying stands for 
the dream of escape, in this one it becomes clear that this may be fulfilled only 
through death. The poetic recurrence of characteristic phrases and images in 
the overall composition of this part vividly represents the protagonist's 
emotional burden, which might have needed more analysis in explicit realist 
modes. 
Having set the appropriate atmosphere,, the narration proceeds to the 
second part (121-125) which deals with Argyroula's death. Nothing new is 
introduced; previous details are further exploited so as to lead to a notion of 
climax and, eventually, to the central character's death. 104 Thus, the aspects of 
sound, light and colour of the earlier part become more and more intense: 
Kett Etý 'ro UE'-Xo;, F-ýF'-Xcca(xv TCO-O PPt"(YICOVT(xt, I ... 
]. 'Evcc 'UpaTCE', ýt 
X 
'PkFTc(xv, icat rt'Tcor '()Ckko. Kat (xp(Xg, yF-g(Xro koi)kol)8t(x, E- 
ocpXt(y(xv, oTco); F-tXev F-Tct0i)gTI(YFt il Apy-opouka, vcc yF-kolov icat 
va oo)V(40-ov, va XýYo-ov O(xt8p(x, 1-cat Cpocyol), 8t(X... K'Ckagnocv 
T(X l(EPM (XV(XRREV(X, ol[(J)q GTIJ YtOPT71 Tllq* Ict (X(FTP(XO'U(XV 'T(X 
lcplo(y, rOcx, k(x IC(Xt T(X(Fll'Rt(X 'K(Xt T(X KP(X(Tt(X, (T(XV poog7rtvt(X K(Xt 
MXV TOTE4M. (DO)q K(Xt ý0)11 'K(Xt 'YE-'kt(X "K(Xt TC(XVII'yl')Pt (123). 
This moment of culmination epitomises Argyroula's tragic fate. Now the 
contrast with her family is strongly foregrounded; although this atmosphere 
is created for her and her spirit significantly contributes to it ("TO KP(X(Yt 8F-v 
, qx(xv Tinow RTcpo(TT(x (YTo geftat no-o F-axopTco-oau il app(OCYril" [123] is 
repeated twice), the members of her family are completely indifferent. In fact, 
their negligence has something vicious about it, absorbed as they are in their 
104 For climax in stories organised on the basis of culmination, see Thomas A. Gullason, 
"Revelation and Evolution: a Neglected Dimension of the Short Story", Studies in Short Fiction 
10 (1973), 347-356. 
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mundane pleasures and utterly unable to appreciate Argyroula's poetic 
nature. 
As the protagonist tries to make her presence noticed again and in her 
effort to escape from the prison of her sickbed and join the joyful dinner, she 
dies. The presentation of her death reflects her character, as this has been 
described earlier, and, by thus linking the antithetical concepts of life and 
death, the narrative fulfils the expectations raised by its title. Argyroula's 
toast "Iv1v uyetd' r(ov 7co-At(ov" alludes to the symbol of flying, exploited in 
the previous part in relation to her inner self. Moreover, the way she falls at 
the moment of death is described in terms of a fall which, on a symbolic level, 
derives from flying. Since her vivacious nature is unappreciated by her 
f amily, the fate awaiting her is as tragic as her life: there is no chance of 
escape, of "flying", only the solution of death. Just before she dies a reference 
to the symbol of the cross suggests her martyrdom (124). 
So far we have referred to the poetic devices the text adopts to 
represent not external reality, but emotion; in this light it conforms to the lyric 
short story model. However, there are elements that contradict this model, 
such as the presence of an omniscient narrator. Just before the crucial scene of 
Argyroula's death, a paragraph asks and answers a question about her 
family's feelings ("Tilv (xyccno, 0(Y(xv; ", 122). The answer is negative: what 
follows is a reference to how Argyroula feels about them and a description of 
their apathy, which approaches dislike. A similar authorial intervention 
occurs at the closure. While in a Chekhovian story, the narration would be cut 
off, when Argyroula falls or perhaps when her husband runs over to her 
(125), leaving the reader to draw his own conclusions, Xenopoulos turns to a 
more definite closure. He employs his favourite mode of encapsulation and is 
explicit on the attitude of Argyroula's relatives: her death does not trigger 
their love, but their "Oki'Agt" and "ot'KTog" (125). Similarly, grief leads to the 
protagonist's death, because "KocvE':, v(Xq 6F-V TIIV EtXF- K(XT(X/%(X' PEt, K(XVE, -V(xg 8F-V 
xflv F-tXF- (xyanflaF-C (125). Thus, through its ending the story explains the 
reality behind its symbolism and leaves the reader with a lucid account of 
what has taken place. 
Despite the presence of an omniscient narrator -a remnant of realism - 
symbolism dominates in this text and serves the poetics of culmination. The 
exploration of a single moment so that a more general insight is rendered is 
better accomplished through the suggestiveness of symbolic details and the 
juxtaposition of opposed characters or themes. By contrast with Eftaliotis, 
who also practises the genre in a brief form, Xenopoulos does not use speed 
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in his narratives, since his aim is not the representation of time length, but of 
time depth. The former task appears to be served by his novels, which present 
a different treatment of time, dealing with longer chronological periods and 
displaying ample space for external information and exploration of side 
issues. Using telling details in them would be pointless, because they would 
have been lost in its wider canvas. Furthermore, the constant promotion of 
subjectivity and the complete dependence on poetic devices would contradict 
the traditional perception of the novel as a form ideal for the objective 
representation of social reality. The universal ideas related to it emerge from 
the notions of plot and development and therefore the novel is more suitable 
for the poetics of realism. 
* 
The examination of Xenopoulos' 6t77y7J"yara gives us a more rounded 
portrait of an author who has been mainly viewed as a realist novelist, while 
his more experimental aspect as a short story writer has been neglected. Yet 
6t4y, qya offered Xenopoulos greater freedom than yvOtcyroprlya, as the 
adoption of aestheticist and symbolist elements in its context indicates. As we 
argued in Chapter Two, the innate character of the genre offers appropriate 
ground for such experimentation. The elements of obsession and mystery 
found in Xenopoulos' texts which play with aestheticism tally with the 
inherently intense and enigmatic short story form. The use of the subjective 
perspective of an obsessive narrator or the recurrence of a mysterious 
impression, embodied in a concrete symbol, become the basis for the unified 
effect of these texts. As for the symbolist stories, their suggestiveness and 
adoption of poetic devices serve the double need of the genre for narrative 
economy and introspection. 
However, the common backbone in Xenopoulos' stories, regardless of 
realist, symbolist or aestheticist orientation lies in the aspect of form. All of 
them exhibit a complete balanced construction, in which the events are 
organised progressively and proportionally, as it is required by the brief form 
of the genre. Moreover, they focus on a moment of culmination, which is 
presented in such a way as to allude to a wider context, and usually base their 
composition on a conflict. 105 The mode of antithesis may operate on a 
structural level, by connecting the different sections of a text,, or it may 
effectively project its central theme, by serving the combination of density 
105 According to Ejxenbaum, 4, "the story must be constructed on the basis of some 
contradiction, error, contrast". 
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and intensity, required by a proper short story. Thus, we are dealing with a 
classic type of short story which uses experimentation in favour of the formal 
features of the genre. In the next section we shall see what happens when 
experimentation is stretched to the limit and the sine qua non formal 
properties of 6t i7, y'qya are undermined. 
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2. Voutyras: the poetics of "formlessness" 
Voutyras,, characterised by Nirvanas as "o (X'VOpwno; &117TIgu ti . 
106was 
a key-figure in the development of the Greek short story in the period 1900- 
1920. He made a living from exclusively cultivating this genre'107while the 
press of the time was full of his stories. In particular, the years around 1920 
marked a culminating point in his career. His work was published in short 
story collections108and aroused critical interest, starting with an article by the 
Alexandrian Petros Alitis (P. Panayiotou, 1917)109 and continuing with the 
most notable examples of Xenopoulos' (1920)110 and Paroritis' reviews 
(1924). 111 As the circumstances, which gave rise to these phenomena, go back 
to 1900, the exploration of Voutyras' work falls within the province of this 
thesis. 
Despite the diversity in critical views on his short story writing, there 
is a consensus regarding the puzzlement this provokes. The so-called 
it 7cpoPXTIg(x Bo-oTupd" stems from different aspects of Voutyras' stories, and 
depends on the perspective adopted by each critic. For Xenopoulos, it 
originated in the paradox between Voutyras' sketchy mode of writing and his 
positive reception by both the critics and the reading public. 112For Paroritis, 
it was epitomised in the lack of a specific (socialist) ideological orientation, 113 
while for others it may also be due to the fact that his texts resist strict literary 
classification (subjective, critical, psychological or social realism, naturalism, 
symbolism, impressionism, primitivism). 114 However, regardless of the 
multilateral character of the "TcpOpkilgu Bovrup(X"', one of its parameters is 
particularly useful for the scope of this thesis: it is often used as a starting 
point for the formulation of more general speculations on the generic 
106 Pavlos Nirvanas, "0 div0p(onoý-& ', yijým", reprinted in H KaO77yepmj, E7rra H pEý 
(8/11/1998), 31. 
107 Vera Vasardani, "EkicuaniM OEý(rroyp(xoti(x", H KaOt7yEpw7j, E7rra HyE'peý (8/11/1998), 
11. 
108 Vera Vasardani, "Epyoypocofcc AijgocFOE-'Vij N. Boinupoi K(xE(x' XpovokoytKil vx'ýTj% 
Aiqg4w 298 (1992), 58. Between 1920-1923 thirteen short story collections were published, 
while in the period 1900-1919 we have only the editions of 0 AaylCag (1903) and 0 Aayicag 
n cUAa &77 1 am (Alexandria, 1915). 
109 Published in the Alexandrian periodical Fpagga-ra, reprinted in A77yoaOiv77g Boinvpaq, 
'A7ravTa B', ed. Vasias Tsokopoulos, AF, 4tvt 1995,449-468. 
110 See note 2. 
Ill Kostas Paroritis, "To npopkilg(x Bovn)p(X", reprinted in A77yoaO9v77g Bovrvpa'g, , Anavra 
E', ed. Vasias Tsokopoulos, 1'rciXu 2001,469-483. 
112 See Chapter Three, section b. 
113 Paroritis, 476-479. 
114 Cf. Vasias Tsokopoulos, "Etaccywy7j", A77yoaO9v77g Bovrvpaq, A7ravTa A', 24 and Yiannis 
Baskozos, "H iceptimm)(Yij A. Bovrup(X: H 'Kpt'CYTI T11; KPtTtKT'j; 
", Atqgaýw 298 (1992), 46. 
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character of 6trj'y7jya. 115Thus, an examination of Voutyras' stories will reveal 
innovative short story techniques, which put to the test preconceived ideas of 
criticism on the poetics of a proper short story. 
The discussion about Voutyras was not confined to the 1920s. 
Although from 1930 on he was overshadowed by the dynamic writers of this 
generation116 and systematic references to him remained sporadic, 117 the 
1990s saw a revival of interest. Some modern critics believe that his position 
in the history of modern Greek literature is underrated and his stories are 
particularly modern. 1180thers, re-examining the "npopkilgot Bo'un)p0c", 
maintain that we have to do with "7cpoXF_tpoyp(xOt(x" which touches on 
"n(xp(xOtXo7W". As Moullas puts it: " 'Ev(xq ýteuoq (xv0po)7coq gc'(771; 11 
C(TOI)q (X (OTCO XOCg1j? '71 q 7cm8et, (Xý gtX(X' Et CFE 9' VOP -Og 'Y1(X gE(70-0ý 
(XVOP(0'71o'U; 11.119 
Such sweeping characterisations prevent a fair assessment of Voutyras 
historical position in the modern Greek short story. Moullas underestimates 
Voutyras' reading public, which was not confined to the average reader, but 
included distinguished intellectuals such as Palamas, Xenopoulos, Nirvanas 
and critics from the Alexandrian circle. Moreover, Voutyras had significant 
admirers in later generations, including Tsirkas and the avant-garde writers 
of the Thirties, Pentzikis and Skarimbas. 120 Stories that appealed to 
perspicacious critics and writers of modernist orientation must contain 
aspects of value. If we also bear in mind a fact commonly accepted by critics, 
namely, that his stories are intrinsically linked to the atmosphere of their 
time, 121 we realise why he is such a significant case study for the formation of 
51 77p7ya between 1900-1920. 
115 See Xenopoulos, A7ravra 11,156-179, Kostis Palamas, Airavra ZT, 422-428, Pavlos 
Nirvanas, "' Ev(xq &1jpjg(xcoyp(x0o; ", Aijyoa0&77g BovTvpag, 'A7rav-ra A', 469-472. 
116 Stylianos Alexiou, "Ailgo(YOe'vil; Bovripig", Aotepcolia aTov LM I7avaytcoT0'7r0u; Lo, ed. 
E. Kriaras, Thessaloniki, MocXXt(x'pij; -rl(xt8Et(x 1990,27, Vera Vasardani, "A. Bovrup(x';: 
11, Atap 'ýco 279 (1992), 51-52, Yiannis Baskozos, "Ft(xrt 8Fv Tcpcmicopo; mxt dcyvco(TTog a 
ocpF, (YF- o Aijgocr0F'-Vijg Bovn-pig", Avy77 (17/06/2001), 34. 
117 See, for instance, Angelos Terzakis, "Aijýto(TOE-'V% Boijripig", Nýa Eaua 190 (1934), 
1015-1022, Stratis Tsirkas, "0 8tij7ijg(xcoyp(x'0o; Ailgo(y0ml; N. BouTi)p(x'; ", A)x4av(5ptvt7 
Aoyo, rE, ZvI'a 1948,28-48, Vasos Varikas, "AijRo(F0E'-Vij; BouTup(Xig", ATlRoaft'-vil Bourupdi, 
EmAoy77' airo ra , Axavm A', Atiopo; 1958,7-33, Petros Charis, 'EAA77veg lwýoypaooi B', 
E(YTt'(x 1969,79-106. 
118 S. Alexiou, 25-33, Vasardani, "A. Boi), Ti-)p(x';: icpurompo;... ", 51-55, Tsokopoulos, 
"Etmxy(oyll", A77yoaWvi7ý Bourppag, "AiravTa A', 21-50. 
119 Moullas, "Et(y(xy(oy H pecco7rolleptic I iwýoypaoia A', 37. Cf. Voutouris, 0ý Etg 77 
Ka0pgKTi7v..., 273-282. 
120 On the intellectuals, who valued Voutyras' work, see Angeliki Passia, "(DiXot Kat 
H Ka077YEptv7j', Eirm HpipEg (8/11/1998), 28-30. 
121 See Terzakis, "Aijgo(Y0E-'vTj; BovT-op(X'; ", 1015,1017, Varikas, 9-11,33, Moullas, 
"Et(yocyoyyll", H, uEcyo7ro, ^t, egiic77'7rEýoypaota A', 35. 
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By way of contributing to the recent re-evaluation of Voutyras, this 
sub-chapter will try to pinpoint the techniques that brought his stories close 
to parallel quests of the European short story of this period. Whether this was 
done consciously or unconsciously is of secondary importance; we aspire to 
focus on the texts rather than on the authorial intentions. What is also 
important is the renewal of the perception of 8t4plya; despite the critical 
controversy over his stories, Voutyras' dcoou" is rarely oo(x 8t, 177IR(ruoyp 
disputed. 122 Xenopoulos observed that "Av banp '(xTco Til yFVF, (x T(OV 
OF, gF, kj(o, ro)v ro-o veoekkqvjKoj) 8jij-yij'ýt(xro;, rol) Btý'O'qvoi)', rol) 
Hana8tagairrij, rou Kapiaxptiracc, 7capowndaTflicF, Kt F-V(X; gF, (XkTjOIVo 
, r(xk&To, Kat 8j(xOopF_TtKO, avw; Clivat o Aqgo(TOE'-V'qq Bovri)p '; (X 11.123 In this 
light, we will approach Voutyras' texts as attempts at continuation as well as 
departure from the short story tradition shaped by the previous generation of 
writers. 
a. The short story as an inconclusive fragment 
One major objection of criticism has to do with the absence of 
organised design in Voutyras' stories. 124 Their rejection of the traditional 
completeness formula is a significant factor in these accusations. As we have 
already demonstrated, this is a familiar tenet in Greek short story criticism of 
the time, followed with lesser or greater deviation by authors such as 
Vizyinos, Eftaliotis, and Xenopoulos. However, Voutyras' stories project their 
fragmentary character through several devices. Their beginnings and endings 
are exploited in this way, and therefore differ from those in stories that 
espouse the autonomous form. 125 Nirvanas employed an interesting 
metaphor to describe the manner Voutyras begins and ends his texts: 
"Avot7et ank(bg nIq [sic] TcopTeq Two 8tiyplýt(no; Toi), oico); O(x (xvotyF- TTJý 
, XOPTEq Tou (77nnol) Tol), aotva F-V(X MORU ý(Ollq V(X 7rEP(X(TTI EýITCPOq (YT01-)q 
]CWXURE'-V01. )ý TOU, 7[01) Et'REOU Ot (XV(XYV(O(YTFq TOU, K(Xt VIg ýMCCKWiM. 
122 Xenopoulos spoke about "(7, r0ooc 5t'qyijg(xToyp(x'OoV' as early as 1903, when reviewing 0 
Aayicag, Panathinaia IT' (1903), 507. 
123 Xenopoulos, "Airav-ra 11,178. 
124 ibid., 166-168, Rigas Golfis, "A. Boi)Tl, )pCC: '0 A(xyKCC; 'Kt dckka 8TjYII9(X'T(X", A77YOUOýV779 
Bov, rppag, 'Airavra A, 468, Nirvanas, "'Eva; 8vjyijýt(xcoypccOo; ", 471 and "0 (X'VOp(t)no; - 
5tilyi1ga", 31, Varikas, 18,26-28. 
125 Some texts, especially Voutyras' first stories, published in To HEpto6w6v yaý, stand as 
complete constructions; however, they represent isolated cases, not affecting the general 
f it tendency towards openness. See "H F-i)Xq vj; gava; , "0 F-nCcI"rIj; ", "H aydinil T11; 
vF-P(X*tS(x; ", A, 414,421,430 respectively. 
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1801)' E'VOC 8t11, y, 9RCC'1.126 Indeed the stories open and close in a rather 
ingenuous way, without pretending to be more than excerpts from the wider 
canvas of reality. This brings them close to the "modern" short story which 
calls for openness in form. 127 Thus, an examination of techniques that 
contribute to this effect will highlight aspects associated with this model. 
Voutyras' openings depart from those of conventional stories in that 
they either eliminate or play with exposition. The smooth introduction to the 
fictional world is beyond the authorial intentions. 128The inherent anti-closure 
elements of short story beginnings are emphasised instead of suppressed. 129 
Even when background details are given, they do not provide systematic 
information about basic issues. Moreover, the frequent use of dynamic modes 
of speech130 and report, 131 linked to openings of "modern" stories, 132 further 
startles the reader, since they do not always function as "modal facades'. 
itt Akk(x Kouod'pux" (B', 69) is a typical example. The opening hints at 
the setting (a deep cave close to the sea) and time (a dark night) and 
introduces all four main characters as early as the first paragraph. However, it 
does not inform us who they are and why they are there. We just have a 
panoramic depiction, which presents through the mode of report the actions 
of the characters; it is a cinematographic, in medias res opening-133 Further 
into the narration the reader will be able to guess the protagonists' intentions, 
linked to the discovery of an old treasure. Nevertheless, he will never learn 
who exactly they are and the real story behind this treasure. Thus, the queries 
raised at the beginning are never answered and the text retains its openness. 
There are also stories, particularly longer ones, that contain expository 
passages; yet the idea of proper exposition is undermined, either because they 
are scattered at points other than the opening, or because of their partial or 
even misleading information-134 After a separate prologue in "0 
126 Nirvanas, "0 aV0pwno; -8tIIpj[t(x", 31. 
127 Lohafer, 82, Baldeshwiller, 231. 
128 Cf. Varikas, 20: "X(optiq npokOyoug g(x; F-t(y(X, YF-t Uro ftgoc 'rou". 
129 Lohafer, 54. 
(X (X ij(TF-tq rou (xral y(xvou", B', 7, "Ot 'KOPF-; TOU 130 , rl()Cn j; F-t&okok iTpij; ", A', 324, "Ot 8tily iy 
ti I Epp(Xlio-o", B', 86 Y(TrF-pcc (xnO XpOVt(x", B', 153, "Mt(x entOL) i(x", B, 158, "To 4F-X(XpP(x 
IF, 133 , 
To rý(XKV, IF, 194. 
tI i 131 "To ýttiaog cou K(xgE'2-v(x", A', 155, "0 x%tnoi')pij; ", A, 181 ,0 Onctcyvj; 
", A', 379, "To 
nockto antu", B', 53, "H no), 11 uq; K(xT6Cpcc; ", B, 78, H Fp%týwrtKil", B', 100, "'Evo:; yoCgo; ", 
B', 125, "H evr-oXtkx", B', 194, "M(xyF-Rmj F-v0i')g7j(TIj", A', 181. 
132 Bonheim, 99. 
133 Tsokopoulos remarks on Voutyras'use of cinematographic techniques, without, however, 
discussing their exploitation in the beginnings and endings of the stories, "EtaccyWyn"', 
At7yoa09vr7g Bovrvpag, 'Airavra A', 44-47. 
134,, 0 ic(xgnoi')pq; ", A', 191-192, We r(x XF-ki8ovux", A', 295,298-299, "0 Kup Bokpij; ", A', 
310,317-318,71=6; F-18G)XOXXi'1PIjq", A, 327-329, "Ki 11, caw, gia PpOm", B', 129. 
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(TuRpoukewcIN" (A', 240), we return to the narrator's past and his visits to 
Sinekas' house. The people he used to meet there are presented, along with 
background details about their character and habits. This would suggest that 
they are important for the narration, since in the openings of traditional 
stories we have exposition about key characters. But when the story has 
ended, we realise that only Arkopoulos is significant; all the others are only 
figureheads in the portrait of the narrator's past. Thus, the exposition proves 
false and the reader's expectations of a conventional narrative are not met. 
Moreover, some of Voutyras' openings deliberately project the fact that 
the narration begins in medias res, via appropriate words or phrases. In this 
way, even openings, using the static mode of description, acquire a sense of 
abruptness. Since this technique is extensively exploited, we realise that it 
does not derive from a sketchy mode of writing, but represents a conscious 
choice. Thus, while in a traditional story the narration usually opens with the 
characters about to start something, in Voutyras' case it often opens precisely 
after something has been completed. In the first line of "0 -lEpo Mobycc; " (A, 
ff 81., f U11.135 Similarly, in 143) we read the phrase: "0 Wapdcq F-TcocVe vi ii7ilml 'co 
other stories,, the time indicators give us the impression that the narration 
continues something that started outside the textual JiMitS. 136 "'Evcc; YCWý" 
(B, 125) opens with the sentence "Et'X(XV (OP(X TC010 XOPEI)(XV 'K(XU(O WC T(X 
nk(x, roWtoc, . 
Voutyras further exploits the notion of abruptness by creating 
analogous endings. Consequently, the idea of completeness is subverted and 
the form of his texts emerges as open, in the sense that "conflicts [ ... ] are left 
unresolved" and "the action is suspended rather than concluded". 137 Even 
though we find techniques favoured in the endings of closed stories such as 
natural termination138 or completion with antitheSiS, 139 they become 
interwoven with modes opposed to completeness. 
1 135 -rtoc v1v nacpt'W', B', 104, " fl(At XTI'm1(ye", B', 109, "ATIagovid", B', 135, "H Evriqux", 
B', 
194, "0 'KXEO'rOKOT(X'; ", A', 248. 
I11 136 ', ME vx XF-WoMa", A', 269, "H Fp%tg(xnK7"', B', 100, 'Ev(x PpapEtio", B', 150, Abo 
OA')eXXz; ", B', 163, "To -Koptc(Y(x'Kt pE vx icomctva", IF, 60. 
137 Bonheim, 119. 
138 For closures with death, see "To '(Yoq cou K(x ' d', A', 158, "Me vx Xext8ovm", A', 
308, ILI Rev 
"To nat8i vq; Poupijg", A', 377, "0 OCcd(Yrfl; ", A', 408, "Ot rpet; yplt'; ", B', 41, 
"0 
Oil(TaupOg", B', 68, "Aflagovilgevoc", B', 145. For closures with departure, see "0 mxýmoiqq; % 
'If Ev 1^ 
0,, Dr A', 220 0 neOag' 0; Oiko; ", A', 238, "H Fpaggauiaj", B, 103, "0 epXog'ý, B', 183, ' ov 
F, Pxogo rfl; Evruxtoc; ", B', 313, "To anin gE uou; nokkol'); votKapoctiou; ", 
B', 333. i 
139 "Kat Tj(Tb'Xoc(ya", A', 171, "0 A', 408, "I'm vIv ncapti&x", B', 108, "MF-'r(x 'ro 
mmo", B', 120, "To gocya t cou mrrava"', B', 124. 0 
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Reading the ending of "H EuTuXm" (B', 194) in a self-referential way, 
we approach Voutyras' view of an appropriate short story closure. The 
protagonist, after defining his personal idea of happiness, concludes: 
I Na, (ximl O(x"r(xve yt(x RE', v(x vuTi)Xt(x!... Ki i)'(yrep(x; 'YaTepa, gF, 
' O(X RE III TOV 'K(XIPO, (XOOA) 'V(XRF, XPOVI(X K(XI XPOVUX ET(YI, OX(X V(X 
X(Xvov, r(XVE, va (Tpnv(xv (TE Rux (YTI'YRII OXG)v 11 ý0)71, OTI(Oý 
UP71VEI Rla (T"Vll (TE 'U(XIVIOC lavilgovroypocool)l... (197). 
The character's preference for this end to life reflects the author's preference 
for fictional endings. The concept of extinction -a sudden disappearance 
without definite conclusion - is Voutyras'favoured mode of closure. Even the 
presence of dots, implying continuation outside the textual limits, alludes to 
an ending device which he used extensively. This parallel . 
between the 
short story and the art of film echoes an idea prevalent in the theory of the 
"modern" short story. 140 In her introduction to The Faber Book of Modern Short 
Stories (1936), Elizabeth Bowen, after stating that the short story (in its 
it modern" form) is a product of the twentieth-century, remarked that in the 
previous thirty years the cinema and the short story "have been accelerated 
together" and outlined their common characteristics. 141 By employing 
cinematographic techniques in their openings and closures, Voutyras' stories 
conform to this model, whose development is contemporaneous with their 
composition. 
Thus, we have a plethora of endings, particularly in longer stories, 
with panoramic report or description, in which the author's camera is steadily 
withdrawn until the reader is left in front of a blank screen. 142Such endings 
imply closure, but not completion; the frequent use of the verb "X(x'OTIKF- if in 
combination with the adverb "ý(xovtxd"' indicate abrupt termination. In this 
respect, although panoramic report is associated with closed endings in 
narrative theory, 143Voutyras exploits it to achieve the opposite effect. For 
instance, "0 K(xgno0p'q; " (A', 181) closes as follows: 
0 jc(xgno, 6pijq E-'Oi), yF-. H aicta' 'ro-O Tov (XKOXOIOOII(YF, TCO'O 
(Xnx(O, vo, r(xv UUTI P(Xplc(x Eqv n(xxt(x. mt(x (T(XUpOC 
P771'KF- OCTE T(X 
X(XR'-KX(X8()C 'K(Xt CYT(X ýOvvxq 
kiyo F-nF-t'r(X (XVCPII RE '071"KE 'KOtr(X 9 
I, 
0 
(XPK(X (F(X va 'OF-4 V(X 861 TOV Ktvll[t(x, r(x ICOAl)gRtG'r(X 
II pt '. 0 K(xg7rol), Pllq go, ktq icupco, upil, Tco-o X(Xvor(xv Irepa R(XIC (X 
140 Bates, 21. 
141 Bowen, 152-153. 
142 -0 (TugpouXEvr jq", A', 268, "To noct8i vIq Poup J; ", A', 378, "To mxicobpyijýta Tou 71 t 71 
PpOm"', B', 134, "0 cpyoýw; ", B', 183, "M(XKpt(X WE "TOV tepco); ", A', 413, "Kt ilr(xvF- gm 
x6ago", P, 132., "Au'roli F-tivect ot m0p(o7cot", A', 113. 
143 Bonheim, 147. 
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O(Xtvo, r(xv. Kp(xco^o(YF- wcoga To icanEko To-o ar(x XE'pt(x Iccc, P(X'61ýF- MX GICI(X' n0l) nk(XVIjO'qKF-, WO E'-O-O'YF- OUCTO 8POgO rTl;. 
(220). 
'Aýaovoc X(x'OqicF-, F-V(X; G(OPO; K-OTC(XpICT(YI(X TOV FKp-L)W()cV 
Interestingly, this ending also combines the closure signals of natural 
termination and completion with antithesis. The protagonist departs from a 
place of both introspection and disappointment for him; he often visits this 
seascape to speculate upon his physical deformity and has also witnessed 
there a love scene between the woman he cares for and another man. His 
return to this place towards the end reinforces the impression that nothing 
has changed in his life. However, if life continues in the same way, a fictional 
construction cannot follow it. The author's camera slowly, but steadily, moves 
away and, after giving us a panoramic view of the character merging into the 
landscape, shuts down. Consequently, the story is more a fragment of life 
open to future possibilities than a complete microcosm. 
Voutyras' perception of the story as an open form is more sharply 
reflected in his shorter texts, which are characterised by sudden closures that 
not only lack epilogues or encapsulating statements, but frequently fail to 
clarify basic issues-144 In "Eva; yago; " (B', 125) villagers are celebrating a 
wedding. The whole narrative revolves around this happy occasion until the 
last lines, which introduce an unknown man who points a gun at the bride. 
Her death (128) comes as a shock, as the reader has been accustomed to a 
festive atmosphere. This may be considered as a variation of the surprise or 
plot impact ending of the classic short story. Nevertheless, Voutyras subverts 
its basic premise: the closure does not account for everything beforeit. 1450n 
the contrary, apart from the appearance of a red sun, which metaphorically 
alludes to a bullet ("nup(oRE'-V1J (YO(Xtipoc"ý just before the fatal incident, the 
reader is not even implicitly prepared. Moreover, he has not been given the 
background information to figure out the identity or the motives of the 
murderer. All the story gives us is a sketch of various moments, the 
impression we would have, if we were ignorant viewers at the scene. 
Such endings frequently employ the dynamic mode of speech, which 
transfers us to the realm of subjectivity. A mode characteristic of open 
endings, it undermines the knowledge of absolute truth and, by extension, 
completeness. 146 In "T(yrFp(X alco Xpovia" (B', 153) the old protagonist falls ill 
144 "Toicoq VI)Xcov", B', 47, "'Or(xv (YicccvF- r(x kou, %olý)&(x", B', 99, "MET(ix ro lCocK60", B', 120, 
"A, q(TgovljgE'va", B', 145. 
145 Ejxenbaum, 6. 
146 Bonheirn, 159-160. 
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and reveals to his wife his suspicion that she has been unfaithful. The story 
concludes with the plea of the wife (a minor character) and her attempt to 
prove that his suspicions are groundless. Thus, we have her subjective 
account, but we are given no clues either for the validity of her claims or for 
her husband's reactions. We are left with an unconfirmed impression, which 
neither reveals the truth, nor stands as a resolution for the protagonist's 
sorrow. 147 
This elimination of explanatory comments has led critics such as 
Xenopoulos to criticise Voutyras' closure techniques. In particular, 
Xenopoulos objects to the implicit presentation of the protagonist's death in 
both "Me ra Xekt8ovw" (A' upflq" (A', 360). 148The ,, 
269) and "To Tcat& rqg Pw 
equivalent scenes in these stories display striking similarities: the use of the 
adverbs "ý(xovtxd-F_ý(xova", the placing of the characters in front of a flowing 
river, which is described in close-up after their death, and the presence of 
dots to denote missing information. In "To Taxt& rTI; Pouplig" the depiction 
of the river makes us assume that the protagonist, Fykos, has committed 
suicide: "To vFpo To Ooko eTpEXE, ETpEXE CF(X VOC 971 GuVE'-071KE T1'7[OT(X, TI 
Ria Vo, T(X 7U(XP(X, O(OVTJ VOC C, TCF_(TE yt(x pu (TTlYRTI CYTTIV (Xpgovt(x TO-L), (YTIJ 
goi)(7tK71 ro-o" (377). The dissonant note is Fykos, who is disregarded by the 
others as "ypoijaouýilý", hence he causes the fear of a negative supernatural 
intervention in the flow of their ordinary lives. Thus, the ending carries a 
metaphor which may be deciphered, if the reader has closely followed the 
unfolding of Fykos' misfortune throughout the narration. 
In "Me r(x XEXt8ovtcC there is greater ambiguity: the central character 
stands in front of the river and only puts his hand into his pocket. After that 
we have dots and the text closes with the fierce image of the flowing river and 
11voq rcov 8c'z-, vrpo)V' (308). If this with the enigmatic phrase "EiXF- apXtiaa 0 OP ' 
last symbolic detail is combined with the factual information given three 
pages earlier (304), namely, that the protagonist took a gun with him on 
leaving his house, the reader can guess the tragic ending. However., in both 
stories there is a notion of vagueness, stemming from the use of poetic 
devices in place of the explicit statement found in a traditional story. This 
might have confused Xenopoulos and other critics who would never have 
approved of the existence of such devices at the closure of a story and in 
i 147 See also "'0ri ýaiet Kcct o, Tt ntF-t", A', 178, "0 'Kup BoXßllý", A, 323, "Ot Ötilyil(Yetý Tou 
(x, r(Yty, y(xvoi)", B', 33, 'go) (xn0 rov n(xpCCÖF-tao", B', 52, "Akk(x icoi)ý(x'ptcc" B', 77, "Ot Kopeý 
, cou EßpCCtoi)", B', 95, "rl(X'kt B, 112, "Ft(x £'-'-V(x zpccyol')öt", B', 149, "H ai)v(XVrilail", 
B', 186, "0 KumpagE', voý 5pOgoý", B', 190, "Tot Äoyt(x croi) r(x OacC, B', 263, "M(XL, )pil 
ýopeam', F', 213, "Ecyi') gnopF-t'ý; ", F', 250. 
148 Xenopoulos, "Aicavra 11,167,174. 
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association with a crucial fact such as death. 149Yet, this preference for poetic 
ambiguity consorts with the "modern" type of story which promotes the 
exploitation of poetic techniques. 150 
Our discussion of the beginnings and endings of Voutyras' texts 
demonstrates that he regards 8tify? 7ya as a genre appropriate for the 
depiction of slices of reality. In this respect, there is no need to create an 
artificial completeness. The convergence between his opening and closure 
techniques (dynamic beginnings and endings, elimination of exposition and 
encapsulation, phrases underlining an abrupt start and an inconclusive 
ending) shows that he works systematically to organise his fragmented 
microcosm. Interestingly, the devices he employs are parallel to those of 
"modern" stories. The aversion to the "rounding out" of the conventional tale 
has been associated with Chekhov's narrative modes. 151 The elimination of 
exposition and the use of inconclusive endings characterise modernist stories 
such as those of Joyce. 152The elements of subjectivity, ambiguity and the use 
of poetic techniques are integral parts of the poetics of "modern" stories. 
Above all, the ideology behind the rejection of the finality of the traditional 
story is common to Voutyras and writers of modernist orientation: the 
completeness of the tale carries a misleading notion about a definite and 
totally understood reality. 153 
b. The short story as an "objectification" of subjectivism 
Dismissing the autonomy of the traditional short story with its totality 
of experience, Voutyras' stories explore limited accounts of experience, in the 
shape of subjective responses of individuals to the external world. This 
approach was a wider literary phenomenon of the time and gave rise to 
literary trends such as symbolism, subjective realism, impressionism, 
modernism, all of which contributed, as we have mentioned, to the formation 
149 A similar ambiguity in relation to a character's death occurs at the ending of 
"H 
F_micllpuýif, F', 235. 
150 Baldeshwiller, 231. 
151 A. B. Derman, "Compositional Elements in Chekhov's Poetics-, Anton Chekhov's Short 
Stories, selected and ed. Ralph E. Matlaw, New York and London, Norton 1979,304-307. 
152 See James Joyce, "The Sisters", Dubliners, ed. Terence Brown, London, Penguin 1992,1-10, 
"Eveline", ibid., 29-34, "Counterparts", ibid., 82-94, "Clay", ibid., 95-102. Cf. Hanson, Short 
Stories..., 59, Morris Bej a, Epiphany in the Modern Novel, London, Owen 1971,48-49. 
153 Hanson, Short Stories..., 55, Dominic Head, The Modernist Short Story: a Study in Theory and 
Practice, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press 1992,1. According to Head the short story 
"encapsulates the essence of literary modernism" by enclosing "the episodic nature of 
twentieth-century experience". 
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of the "modern" short story. 154 In order for subjectivity to be rendered 
persuasively in its framework, the writer must dispense with the role of the 
omniscient narrator and express complex inner states through selected details 
of external reality. In the Introduction we pointed out that this method, 
known as subjective objectivism, was originated by Chekhov and was later 
successfully exploited in modernist stories. From subjective objectivism also 
stems the technique of "objective correlative". 155 which in short story theory 
stands for "a detailed event, description, or characterisation that served as a 
sort of objectification or formula for the emotion sought for". 156 
Since subjective objectivism causes image to dominate over discourse 
and the omniscient narrator, who would supply explanations and organise 
everything logically, is absent, we have omissions and narrative 
disharmonies, incompatible with the notion of a classic story. 157 This formal 
disruption158 becomes the landmark of the "modern" short story and entails a 
reinforcement of the role of the reader: he is the on- e who fills in, -ga-ps and 
provides missing links. 159 If we explore Voutyras' stories from the'ýerspective 
of subjective objectivism, not only do we understand a significant parameter 
of his poetics, but we realise how his alleged formlessness actually represents 
a different approach, comparable to the developments delineated above. 160 
Voutyras' ability to reveal a character's subjectivity through selected 
images was praised by critics as early as his first appearance with 0 Aaylcag 
(1903). 161 Particulars of external reality operate as an objectification of the 
inner world of the characters and sometimes even function as "metaphoric 
154 See Introduction, section b. 
155 The term was coined by T. S. Eliot in relation to poetry, see "Hamlet", Selected Essays, 
London, Faber 1934,145-146. 
156 May, "Chekhov... ", 202. 
157 A. L. Bader, "The Structure of the Modem Short Story", Short Story Theories, 110, Ferguson, 
"Defining the Short Story... ", 220-224, Ian Reid, " 'Always a Sacrifice': Executing Unities in 
Two Stories by Katherine Mansfield", Journal of the Short Story in English 4-5 (1985), 78-79, 
Head, 7. 
158 1 borrow the terms "formal disruption" and "formal dissonance" from Head's discussion of 
the modernist short story. According to Head, 1-36, they represent the polar opposite of the 
formal unity of the classic short story and suggest an alternative path in the short story form. 
159 Bader, 110. 
160 Both Vasardani and Baskozos remark on the influence of subjectivity in the organisation 
of the narration; however they do not support their point with a closer analysis of the texts 
and do not connect it with the method of subjective objectivism, see Yiannis Baskozos 
"EtuaywyTI: H pEi)(Yv1' np(xyR(xruc6v1, r(x imt o Ailýto(TOE'-vq; Bou-Tupd'; ", AqyoaOevqý 
Bov, rvpa91`Airav, ra A', ed. Vasias Tsokopoulos, AF-Xotivt 1999,12-13, Vera Vasardani, 
"AilgoaftVq; BourupdC; ", H iraXatorEp77 ireýoypaota gag... F (1900-1914), IoKokil; 1997, 
308. 
161 Palamas, "AiravTa IT', 427, Xenopoulos, 0 AayKag, 508. See also Vangelis 
Athanasopoulos' recent article "lg7rpF-(T(TtovtartK6; pmktaýto; K(xt TCot71TtKT1 T71; 
(x0atipwil; ", Avy77 (17/06/2001), 34. 
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plots" / 
162 allegorically replacing the incidents that might occur in a 
conventional story. "flapapkaiga" (1908), a story particularly favoured by 
critics, 163exemplifies this. The text is a protest against the exploitation of the 
working class; despite its explicit ideological point, the objective style of its 
composition protects it from didacticism. It may be regarded as one of 
Voutyras' smoother texts, in the sense that its tripartite structure follows the 
normal progression of events. The first unit (139-140) gives us the rhythm of 
Farmas' ordinary life, the second his realisation and reaction (140-141) and the 
third the impact of his act on the others (142-143). Nevertheless, we may still 
trace elements of formal dissonance that stem from the method of the 
narration. An external objective point of view presents indicative details 
about Farmas' personality, without explaining his acts or giving personal 
interpretation. 
The first unit corresponds to the expositional part of a classic story and 
renders Farmas' portrait through selected images. He is presented as a man 
with almost no past and no present. From his past he remembers only certain 
incidents and his present is characterised by two repetitive motifs - his job, 
associated with boredom and entrapment, as the phrase ", ro y-opt(y[m Tflq 
pO&xý" (139) indicates, and his visit to the tavern. His attitude towards 
everyday life is apathetic; he neither speaks nor laughs at work and in the 
tavern is a "Poupo Tcpoa(ono" (140). His only human sentiment is an 
unexpressed hate, and his only attempt at communication is an 
incomprehensible raving, which resembles the ", yk6J(T(T(x 'r119 po&xý". These 
two aspects in combination will become the outlet for Farmas' revolutionary 
reaction. 
The second section opens with an incident central to the text: Farmas 
listens to the biblical tale of Belshazzar's feast. In it incomprehensible words 
are written on the wall by an unseen hand, filling the guests with terror. 164 
The impact this biblical incident has on Farmas is rendered through a close- 
up on his face, as he listens to the story, and through the sentence Hr(xvF- ro 
I CYTO Vou TOU R(X I RE Touý XPOTOU; TTJý ROVO nou RTCOPE(Te V(X Xapax0e, 
po&xý" (140). The protagonist's absorption in his boring work (implied by the 
image of the wheel) and his passive attitude towards life undergo a change. 
However,, the narrator does not explain how and why Farmas has such an 
162 See Ferguson, "Defining the Short Story... ", 221. 
163 Alitis, 461-462, Sotiris Skipis, "ATjRo(YOE'Evfl; Bovoup6; ", A77po 0v Bo pa, "Airavra a9 77 VTV 
B', 472-473, Xenopoulos, *AiravTa 11,159, Terzakis, "ATIgoaft'vil; Bovripi; ", 1019, N. 
Katiforis, "0 npononopo; Bounpi; ", A77pocOgv77 Bovrvpd EmXoy I air6 Ta 
`Anavra B', a, 77 0 
Mop; 1960, y, S. Alexiou, 30. 
164 Daniel 5.1-9. 
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illumination. What follows is an external description of his acts, not directly 
related to the incident of the tavern. If we approach the text in terms of a 
traditional story, we might argue that we have an omission, followed by an 
unjustified digression at a vital narrative point. However, the details in this 
seeming digression, when associated with Farmas' portrait in the first part, 
function as an objectification of the process in his mind. Thus, external reality 
becomes an objective correlative for the character's inner reality: 
JU, V(X kl)XV(XP(Xxt E-K(Xtc Ir(XV(O aro Tpune, ý 
,' IL-- ' ýt 1. C(Xt ocoTtýF- E'-, VU 
ýEPO Koggo'CTI vcogt, 'KM TPElý ß(Xxg£, "VF-ý (XVTI GE 
7[t(XTO CY F-V(X X(xpTt xtTptvo. MM gloy(X9 (xyv(»CYTO yt(XTt', 
ýEV'OXTOI)'(YF-, K(XOOT(XVF- lt(X'VW CYTO ýEPOKOggUT0 TOU y(0g10-0 
G-OXXoytcyge-, vll. 
0 (DüCpg(Xg E"gF-tVF- (XPKF-Tll Cüp(X (Y1)A, ý. O'yt(YgF-VOý KM (X'OTOý, 
"01)'YF, yp 0go Tol) Enelm 9 11'YOP(X KM 7ZTJPF- TO ÖP' (myTilguToý 
IZOI) 'KOIT(XýOVT(Xg K(X'TCOTF-, K(XOG)'g nlj-Y(XIVE, TTJV 
ljgtackilvo, noi) Tou 0(XtvoT(XVE G(X xpl)(yo X(XgnEpo Y(Xpt 
oTepcoT0 (140). 
This is Farmas' room, which displays striking similarities to its 
occupant. The dry piece of bread and the rotten olives allude to a worker's 
poor meal and, by extension., to the degraded condition of those who belong 
to this social category. The colour of the piece of paper symbolises Farmas' 
hate, the only emotion he feels. As for the fly, its parallelism with Farmas 
becomes explicit in the second paragraph: both are in deep speculation. 165 
Reading this as a metaphoric plot, we might say that Farmas is thinking about 
the harsh conditions of life of workers and their exploitation by more 
powerful humans. The rush in which he abandons the room implies that he 
has taken a decision and his view of the moon as a gold flying fish anticipates 
its positive result. The change effected in him becomes evident in the next 
paragraph, where it is suggested that he has rid himself of the burden of 
inactivity: "o (X'VOP(OTCOq T1Jq P08(Xq 'K(Xt TOU 'KP(X(TtOA') EXOCOPOq n11871(ye GrqV 
woký" (140). 
The association between the biblical tale and Farmas' change is 
revealed in the way he expresses his protest, as this copies the incident in the 
bible. The word he invents, "n(xpccpXccgd', does not bear any particular 
meaning, but for him echoes something negative. Thus, it plays the role of an 
objectification of his inner aversion to his oppressors. If we attempt to 
165 Voutyras often uses images of insects or animals to indicate a character's inner state or to 
anticipate a future situation. For instance, in "To 7roct8ti ril; Poupll; " (A, 368,372) we have a 
butterfly, which initially symbolises Fykos' hope, but eventually through its death stands for 
the loss of the girl, with whom Fykos is in love. Cf. the scene with the cow in "0 0-T(Xt'GT7J; ", 
A', 406-7, anticipating Soursoulas' violent murder of his mother. 
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interpret it,, we see that its first part "napa" alludes to the words "naPUTCOVO", 
it 11 it it n(XP(XXO'yo / TcapagUot , or even "Tc(xp(X'; ", all of which are thematically 
related to the story. The text focuses on the way a biblical tale influences 
someone in voicing his complaint about his financially powerful exploiters 
through an irrational word. "r1(xp(xpX(x'g(x" also resembles a tongue-twister 
and, thus is linked to Farmas' ravings, which allude to the ", yWamx T71; 
Po'8(x; " (139). As the biblical tale is imprinted on his mind it I RE Tol); R4, 
KpoTo, oq T'q; po8cc; " (140), the word inspired by it imitates the sound and 
movement of the wheel. Thus, it is not merely a random invention of the 
author to highlight Farmas' strange reaction, but an expression intrinsically 
related to Farmas' life and social position and also interwoven with key 
aspects of the narrative. 
In the last section the response of the others to Farmas' word resembles 
the reaction of the people in the bible. The style of this part also alludes to 
older types of narrative, such as fairy-tales or parables: the magical number 
three is connected with the number of times the incident is repeated, while 
speed is employed in the presentation of facts. Farmas is again viewed from 
an external perspective as someone who observes the terror of the others and 
remains ironically unsuspected because of his previous passivity. Only at the 
end the moment of realisation that his protest has been successful is conveyed 
through a powerful image: "mi7E KOVT(X (YTT1 P' 05(X, KI EKEI KP(XT(0VT0C; TO 
XF_PO'0 At T71; 7E_'X(X(TC1 'OCFTEP(X OCIC T 00C XPO F-V(x at(OTC 0 F, 00 'VICCý IIX' y'Xio" (142). 
Since aspects of Farmas' personality presented in the first part are 
antithetically reflected here, the story closes with a mode alluding to the 
classic type of story: completion with antithesis. 
However, does it display the unity associated with this model? We 
may trace further omissions, if we contrast it with a traditionally organised 
narrative. For instance, we are not told if the mystery related to the word 
it napapxa is resolved or what happens to Farmas. The strange effect this R(X 
word exercises on everyone is not adequately explained. Yet these signs of 
formal dissonance serve specific narrative purposes. The text does not 
emphasise the external rational sequence of facts, but Farmas' psychological 
portrait. This is best presented through objective correlatives, the strongest of 
which is the word 11n(xp(xp4(x'g(x" itself, to which, in essence, every aspect of 
the narrative alludes. In this respect, what the story misses in unity of plot, 
because of the objective style of its composition, is gained in unity of 
atmosphere, which is epitomised in the inexplicable word "Taxpapka4t(x ". 
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In other stories subjective objectivism provokes greater formal 
disruption. An indicative example is "To Fpligo'amro" (1910, A', 149); if in 
"flapapk6ga" there is a third-person narrator striving to render the 
character's subjectivity from an objective point of view, in "To F_pqRO(Yn1, ro" 
the opposite is true. A first-person narrator imposes his subjectivity on 
objective reality, therefore the "formlessness" of the story becomes more overt. 
The text represents an interesting case study for two further reasons. First, it 
is in dialogue with the ethographic short story. We have reference to a folk 
myth, which is inserted in the form of an embedded narrative and connected 
with a specific place. 166 Since the ethographic material is fused with the 
narrator's inner condition, this leads to the construction of a text echoing and 
at the same time departing from the tradition of ethography. Secondly, the 
story highlights a significant parameter of Voutyras' poetics: how nature and 
weather phenomena become a useful source for the depiction of a character's 
inner state. 167 This gives us the opportunity to challenge critical views, which 
downplay the significance of nature in Voutyras' fiction168 and regard his 
attitude as revolutionary, compared to that of the previous generation of 
authors such as Papadiamantis. 169 As we shall see, Voutyras' innovation lies 
not in the rejection of natural landscape, but in its distinct exploitation as a 
mere reflection of a character's mood. 
The story is divided into two structural units: the first (149-151) focuses 
on the description or, better, the conveyance of the atmosphere of the place 
and the second (151-154) narrates the tradition linked to it. The first part 
defines an occasion typical of a story containing a folk tradition. The narrator 
is travelling around, accompanied by a local guide, who is familiar with the 
landscape and the stories related to it. 170 However, the information one 
would expect to find in an ethographic story, composed under the influence 
of conventional realism, has been eliminated. Anonymity and vagueness 
prevail regarding the characters and place. This undermines the importance 
166 For a similar case, see "0 yEpo-Mol' )yccý", A', 143; for other stories appropriating elements 
from folk tradition, see "H (xyc'cTcTl TTI; vF-p6ct8(x; ", A', 430, "Ot rpaq yptE'-; ", B', 34, "Tono; 
Nnq OV , B', 42, 
"To ico Oto 8' rpo", r, 227, "H [tocyF- ' il Xigvij", A', 265. 1) EV REV 
167 Cf. Xenopoulos' comment on "(TovveOoyp(xOt(x", , Airavra 11,174-175, Katiforis, 
168 Alitis, 467, remarks that Voutyras' stories do not have descriptions of nature. Varikas, 20- 
21, observes that, since nature is neutral and decorative for people living in cities, Voutyras 
either ignores or modifies it. By contrast, Katiforis, 71', underlines the role of nature in 
Voutyras'work- 
169 Varikas, 20-21. 
170 For a parallel case, see Eftaliotis, "H ITpcCPOI((L')GT(xtv(x", N77m(tJ)nICE9 tawpi, -ý, 32-46. 
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of an objective external reality and paves the way for the subsequent symbolic 
exploitation of the landscape. Moreover, although the "F_pTIgOaRtCo it is 
introduced at an early stage and the narrator has a chance to recount its story, 
he by-passes it. 171When the guide points to the specific sight, we are 
informed that its sad story has already been told outside the textual limits. 
This second sign of formal dissonance suggests that the depiction of the 
landscape has a more important role in the text than the mere insertion of the 
tradition related to it. 
The opening introduces the reader to the atmosphere of this location. 
We have more of an impressionistic than realistic description of a seascape, as 
it is rendered in terms of sound rather than of vision. 172 The abundance of 
sound words (", rpouyou8(x", "aKob', yerat", "Oop-opo; ll / lloUpkiauga") creates a 
terrifying effect, vacillating between complaint, cry and destruction. In this 
atmosphere the "F-pilgOantro" appears; it is described through selected details 
if it flop /I TCOCP(X, ýEva xopr(x I (xXot gwopot") and, above all, through its 
personification as a guard desperately waiting for someone to end his 
loneliness. Soon we realise that these impressions have a specific perceiver 
who, when his presence becomes clear, expresses his negative mood and deep 
loneliness ("Oko; o Koago; (Y(x va EtXE apilaa Tct(x laxt Rovo; 8t(XP(X, T7J; 
Tou Ko'(Ygou F-'pilgo; va il[touv 6, y(b, ", 150). Thus, the objectivity of the 
preceding description is undermined, since it displays a striking affinity to 
the narrator's inner state. This transformation of objective reality through the 
narrator's subjective camera and the author's intention to project this fact lead 
to a series of formal dissonances. 
It is in this light that we should see the temporal inconsistencies of the 
text. After the revelation of his emotional distress and, along with the 
information that he has already learnt the story of the house, the narrator 
confesses that it has actually soothed his grief. Therefore, as he approaches 
the desolate house, he gives a second objective description that contradicts 
the impressionistic portrait of the first paragraphs (150). This implies that 
neither the landscape nor the tradition linked to it have yet been associated in 
his consciousness with his own condition. Thus, the emotionally charged 
atmosphere of the first paragraphs is explained only if we regard them as the 
last temporal point of the text. They follow both the protagonist's passage 
171 Cf. -0 yEpo-MoI')y(x; ", A', 143; the text starts when the fisherman has just stopped the 
narration of his story, which is continued one page later, after extensive references to the 
terrifying setting. 
172 For the association of literary impressionism with sensory experience and, in particular, 
sound, see Stowell, 26-28. 
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from the house and his recollection of its story. This mixture of time levels, 
incompatible with the narrative techniques of a typical ethographic story, 173 
clarifies the aims of the text: what is important is not the rational 
representation of facts, but their effect on a perceiver. This is revived by the 
description in the opening, which may also be read autonomously as an 
objective correlative for the narrator's mental state, after the experience 
presented in the story. 
The narrator's psychological affiliation with the landscape consists of 
two stages. The first is his realisation of the intrinsic connection between the 
location and the story that took place in it. Only when the atmosphere 
becomes menacing, does he perceive their mysterious affinity. Although in 
his conversation with the guide he gives a sound explanation for the eerie 
whistling of the wind, later he discloses his impression that it resembles a 
human cry. Thus, the narrator, initiated into the atmosphere of the place, as 
he abandons it, he is no longer indifferent to it: "I(x v(x E'-P'Y(Xtv(x Wr 'TO 
Pu(TUX10 'rol) rIX0I)T(0Voq Rol) OCCV11KE, 11 OCIE0, K67coto K(XKo OVF-tpo" 
The second stage of his realisation comes after a pleasant and quiet 
interval, when, alone at night, he becomes painfully aware of his loneliness. 
Now he is in the mood to correlate the bleak scenery and its story with his 
own psychology. Although, when the guide told him the story, it made him 
forget his own sorrows, at the present moment it has the opposite result ("(F(x 
V(X go-O 01), g, ýF 7C0. X, X(X 7co-o Xflcygovo, 6a(x', 151). Accordingly, the earlier 
objective depiction of the house is replaced by its subjective image, which 
emerges from the narrator's imagination. The personification of the house 
here alludes to its personification in the opening; both depictions are symbolic 
projections of the character's inner desperation, evoking loneliness and futile 
expectation. 174 
Since this part closes with the narrator's declaration that the story of 
the house has made him recall things he has forgotten., the reader naturally 
expects from the next section to present the narrator's personal story or at 
least to elucidate his grief. After all, the chance to insert the tradition linked to 
the 'IF-pflgoantro" has twice been missed, the second time when the guide 
connects the noise of the wind with the cry of the old woman of the folk-tale 
(150). However, another formal disruption occurs: instead of the narrator's 
story, we are told about the "F-pilgoaTcuo", and it is also suggested that this 
173 Notable exceptions are Vizyinos and Papadiamantis, who in any case may not be 
considered as typical ethographic writers. 
174 For Voutyras' exploitation of personifications and similes, see Vasardani, "ATgto(TOEV11; 
Bo'u, CI)p(X'; ", 310-312. 
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may replace his story. After all, the phrase 11RO'O 7COU(X 7EOI) 
X'q(TRomoacc" indicates that there are aspects of similarity. Moreover, 
although the guide's voice is echoing in the narrator's mind, the story of the 
house is filtered through his memory175 and this means that it reflects his 
inner condition. 
The way in which the story of the house is told recalls ethographic 
tradition. The repetition, vagueness and retardation, characterising the 
preceding part, are now replaced by speed and action. The story is typical of 
those traced in the ethographic texts of the previous generation, its content 
resembling that of the folk song "Ta aymnlýte'va OE'. poux i-cat fl (x7rICYTfl 
'y-OV(XtK(XII. 176 What dominates in it is the presence of a girl of probably 
mythical origin, Melpo, who brings destruction to the old inhabitants of the 
it F-p7lgOaTcuo", leading two brothers to death and their mother to madness. As 
the scene of the catastrophe is located at the place described in the first part, 
the reader comprehends why its atmosphere is so eerie. 
But the precise elements linking the narrator's mental state with the 
story of the house remain obscure. They are known to him, but are never 
disclosed to the reader. Nevertheless, as the story of the "F-pqRO(Tnvro" 
functions as a metaphoric plot for the narrator's emotional distress, the reader 
may make his own assumptions, which, however, will not be confirmed by 
the text. These formal dissonances have led critics such as Xenopoulos to 
observe that Voutyras' stories are VVJr(XpC'J(P(X(T'q (X7CO TIJV 'K6 'OPI(Y- YPU9971 TWO 
I (yXF8toI)II. 177 By eliminating the connective bonds between the narrators state 
and the story of the place, Voutyras shows that his intention is the 
unmitigated promotion of the character's subjectivity. Both the landscape and 
its myth are subordinated to this. Thus, external objective reality is 
07ro VDX(, tf, as the title of one story indicates, and the transformed into a ", r' 6V 
ethographic material is exploited in an impressionistic way: 11metaphorically 
to substitute for representation of action or analysis". 178 
Although Papadiamantis and Vizyinos, whose names have been 
connected to ethography, link the landscape with a character's psychology in 
some of their stories, their treatment differs from that of Voutyras. Let us 
remember the affinity between Yiannios and the rock of "M(X-OPo9(XV'r7IXO1U" in 
175 For a parallel case, see "Tono; iyuX(ov", B', 42. 
176 To 3, qyorvc6 -rpayov'6i, HapaXoYog, 88-90. For the exploitation of the same song in a 
clearly realist story, see Chapter Four, section b in Eftahotis' subchapter. 
177 Xenopoulos, "Airavra 11,166. 
178 Ferguson, "Defining the Short Story... ", 225. 
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Papadiamantis' story, 179 or between the grandfather and "Micalipu" in 
Vizyinos' "To 
... rCCý61&OV11.180 The relation between these characters and the location is made clear for the reader, through various explicit or implicit links 
present in the text, but also characterises their life and idiosyncrasy in 
general. In Voutyras' case rather than psychology mood is reflected: 
something related to the present experience, therefore fleeting and unstable. 
Voutyras' distinct approach to ethography and the presentation of 
nature are further specified, if we contrast "To F-pilgounvro" with a story by 
Papadiamantis, an author with whom Voutyras felt an artistic affinity. 181 
"T 'ccyvdcvrEggoc" (1899)182presents thematic and technical similarities with 
"To ep7lgoanvro": we have an extensive reference to a wild landscape and the 
delayed insertion of its tradition. However, the "F-p7lýtoKKk7lul" of 
Papadiamantis' story is more of a collective than a personal symbol and 
definitely related to a time, place and life of a community. In Voutyras' text 
such elements are missing; things exist only in relation to the protagonist's 
subjectivity. The tradition in Papadiamantis' text also centres on a woman 
whose destructive behaviour caused the landscape to become wild. However, 
this happened in pagan years and things changed with the arrival of 
Christianity and the building of the church. There are no such remedies in 
Voutyras' story; the place remains haunted and the story closes with the 
mysterious image of a lost ship, perpetuating the mystery beyond the textual 
limits. By contrast, "T '(xyvCCvcFgg(x" ends with soothing images for the 
sailors' destiny in this wild setting. If for Papadiamantis and other 
ethographic authors there is a stable point of reference (whether religion or 
the Greek countryside with its traditions), for Voutyras there is nothing 
beyond subjective experience. 
To sum up, the depiction of nature acquires subjective undertones in 
Voutyras' fiction: the external locale exists exclusively for the representation 
of the internal locale. This is the point of departure of his texts not only from 
conventional ethographic stories, but also from those by authors such as 
179 Alexandros Papadiamantis, Airavra B', ed. N. D. TriantafyHopoulos, A6goq 1982,153- 
168. 
180 Vizyinos, NEoEW7vtKa 45o7Y77'*YaTa, 168-201. 
181 Voutyras' contemporary critics often compared him with Papadiamantis, who also did 
not follow the accepted rules of short story writing, see Xenopoulos, "Alravra 11,166, 
Nirvanas, " 'Evoc; 8t7j'y7jg(x'ro-yp(x'Oo; ", 469,471. Cf. the recent article by Kostas 
Yeoig ousopoulos, "ME TOU9 (xXO(VtO'(P7j8F-; ", Ta Nga (12-13/1/2002), 26. Voutyras' standpoint 
towards Papadiamantis is revealed in his long satirical story Mýaa au7v Kollaa77 (1927), in 
which Papadiamantis is one of the few positively presented Greek intellectuals, see S. 
Alexiou, 30-31. 
182 Papadiamantis, AiravTa r, ed. N. D. Triantafyllopoulos, A%toq 1984,199-205. 
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Vizyinos and Papadiamantis who use more complicated techniques. Yet 
nature constitutes a significant parameter of Voutyras'poetics; 183 the changes te -- 
in a landscape through seasons, the transition from light to darkness or the 
influence of natural phenomena become the ideal means for the depiction of 
the changeable mood of his oversensitive protagonists. 
On the whole the presentation of external reality acquires 
impressionistic nuances in Voutyras' fiction: the distance between subject and 
object is reduced and the former imposes upon the latter qualities deriving 
from its own memory or mood. 184 As the "modern" short story has been often 
regarded as a "manifestation of impressionism", Voutyras' stories belong to its 
context. 185 However, as the method of subjective objectivism provokes formal 
disruptions, the texts eschew the unity required by a conventional 6tjJ,, y77ya- 
The suggestiveness of objective correlatives and the narration from the point 
of view of a single subjective perceiver bestow upon them a different type of 
unity: unity of mood or atmosphere. 
c. The short story as the art of the present moment 
Having explored how subjectivity affects the representation of space, 
let us now examine its influence on the factor of time. Tsirkas gives us a 
perspicacious insight into the relation of Voutyras' stories with time: 
]o (yvyyp(xoE', (xq Bouri)p(x;, 
, ro-o va vto)aet oiro)g aicptpo)g 
, yeyovo; 11 'ro Moollga EIC-CIV77g T71g 
Xpovo Tov avayv(t)aT? 7, -K(XI TO', 
Tov 77p(oa Tot). 
[ 
... 
]0 Bo-L), r-op(X'; cyrqptiýct rilv 
(F'CO 7r(xpov, RF- 8I)o TEPOEK'T(X(yEtg: 
41(X TcpOq TO RE, kkov. [ ... 
] 11 (XI'(TOIICFII 
I TOV (xv(xyv(ocyTll 
Vl(t')OE-l KI 0 iI'P(O(), Cq TO-0 TO 
avyy4ý. Kkýpa 8Tj, 'koc8ij ro 
(xv, rtx(xot(T, T(x, RE ro xpovo 
(XI(7011(711 'rou XPOVOI), 
gj(X npo; 'TO n(XPF-kOOV 'K(XI 
, ro-o "F-tg(xt,, F-tV(Xt G(X 
ät(XYpäoF-t TTJV 
gtoc t7iT(xgF-Vil ßogß(X (TO notpov) no-o Ewo 
All Tilý (gýkxov), 0 icanvoý TÜ)V (XF-Pt, (OV 
ý(0'YP(XotýF-1 nt'(Y(i) 
lc(Xgnil) 9 IM Tilý gt(XV (XXXII lc(Xgni)kij, noi) 0X0 Km g(XKP(XtvF-t 
gF- 
(xvTiüe, ril K(xuF-60-ovail (To n(xpF-kO6v). Ta Tpi(x: ri ß6gß(x, 11 t 1) 0t0 
, rpoxt(X Km 11 01)P(x, g(gt Kect mecia erT77v Kiv17cr77 TO14 
5t'VO'üv 
183 See, for instance, "To nm& nj; poupij; ", A', 360, OTOW GKOWE vx 
koukol')8toc", B', 96, 
I'M 71, r(xvF- gm PpOW", B', 129, Ai')o Oi')F-Uzý', B', 163, 
"H gm, )pil yptcc", B', 350, "M(xxpt(x (xTE 
cov Koago", 1", 97. 
184 Stowell, 32. The critics of Voutyras' time also stressed his impressionism, see 
Alitis, 460, 
M. Valsa, "To VF-OFXXTjVt'KO nVEUýWCTUCo 'Kt'V%LCC", `A7ravTa B', 512, 
Leon Koukoulas, "Eý 
(x0opg1l; rq; 'Zml; Appo)(: vrEWVij; ' ", ibid., 
522. Cf. Athanasopoulos', Ignpeamovtarmo; ...... 
32. 
185 May, "Chekhov... ", 208. For the contribution of impressionism to the rise of this model, see 
Hanson, Short Stories-, 13, Ferguson, "Defining the Short Story... ", 219-220. 
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Voutyras' tendency to depict a present moment, as it is actually 
experienced by a character and not altered to fit ulterior authorial intentions, 
differentiates his stories from the norm of their time. We have already 
examined how Xenopoulos' stories focus on a moment of culmination, 
suggesting links with the past and the future and conveying an impression of 
totality. For Voutyras., bujyj7pa is the ideal territory for the reconstruction of 
the fleeting present; the past is important to the degree that it has shaped the 
present, while the future is less significant, since neither the characters nor the 
author can know it. Accordingly, his stories do not exclusively deal with 
aspects that render an overall life portrait. Every minute detail of the reality a 
character experiences is included,, as it contributes to the faithful 
representation of his psychology at the given moment-187Thus, the notions of 
speed and compression, associated with the classic short story, are alien to 
Voutyras' narrative aims. In his texts and, particularly, in the longer stories, 
the narrative pace is slowed down to follow every twist and turn of the 
protagonist's feelings. 188 
This once more brings Voutyras' stories close to the "modern" short 
story, which has been defined as "the art of the present moment". 189When 
this model first emerged, the notion of character as something stable and fully 
comprehensible began to be questioned, and literature duly tried to portray 
the elusiveness of human nature, best captured through the reflection of the 
present. This suits the short story, which, due to its brevity, concentrates on 
the present, and may retain an ambivalent stance towards past and future, 
since both extend beyond its limits. 190 Linked to the depiction of character 
through the reconstruction of present time is the moment of epiphany. Joyce 
defined epiphany as "a sudden spiritual manifestation, whether in the 
vulgarity of speech or of gesture or in a memorable phrase of the mind 
itself". 191 Beja,, a critic who has extensively dealt with epiphany, adds "the 
manifestation being out of proportion to the significance or strictly logical 
186 Tsirkas, 40-41. 
187 Cf. Tsokopoulos, "Et(myWil", Aj7yoaO9vqg Bovrvpaý, "Airavra A', 27: "... OX(X r(x 
yF-yOVO, T(X KOU Ot F-tKO, VF-; F-IVCCt tOOMPE; 0); A)Xtl(O vq; OCý11YTj(Tq; ...... 
188 Cf. Varikas' opposite view that on the longer stories there are elements that do not serve 
any aesthetic purpose, Varikas, 18. 
189 Nadine Gordimer, "The Flash of Fireflies", Short Story Theories, 180. 
190 Hanson, Short Stories-, 56. 
191 Quoted in Hendry, 449. For Joyce's influence on the use of epiphany in the "modem" 
short story, see section b in the Introduction. 
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relevance of whatever producesit'l. 192The "modern" short story concentrates 
on a single moment of intense awareness of the truth behind trivial reality 
(usually placed towards the end) and aspires to prepare it artfully throughout 
the narration and to render it as a transient experience. 193 
Voutyras' stories, due to their plotlessness and focus on trivial reality, 
are rarely structured around moments of culmination. 194 Instead, we have 
moments of realisation or internal revelation,, orientated towards the 
protagonist or the reader. Some of them occur suddenly (the frequent use of 
the word "ý(x0vtK(x" is typical) and are not the result of a rational process. 
Often triggered by something trivial (a scene,, a discussion., a visit), they have 
psychological., subconscious or even metaphysical roots and may be regarded 
as epiphanies in a broader sense of the term. 195 Of course the self-educated 
Voutyras had neither the literary background nor the aesthetic formation of 
an author like Joyce; he was not aware of the theory of epiphany and did not 
have in mind examples of authors who used this device. 196We may correlate 
his appropriation of epiphany to his experience with epilepsy: his fits are 
described in terms of lost memories that blur his sense of surrounding reality 
and lift him to a different realm-197 Some of the epiphanic moments in his 
stories are presented in a similar manner. 198 Besides, epiphany is inherently 
linked to the type of story he cultivates, which aims at the reconstruction of a 
fleeting present, relies on associative mechanisms and portrays oversensitive 
characters, often striving to unveil reality and perceive its hidden essence. 
The protagonist of "Mxv(o cyTij y(AilV7111, experiencing his epiphany, becomes 
X OC &0... " (B, 281). explicit: "(Toc VOC TP40I)CM MX710t0v TEEE'TEXOV KL 710F (V 
To explore Voutyras' treatment of 6tijyqya as the "art of the present 
moment" and his use of epiphany, we will discuss the longer story "0 
Z, U[tpo-o4j), rTj; " (1910, A'/ 240-68). On a surface levet, as its title implies,, it 
satirises the figure of the advisor, represented the disagreeable Mr Sinekas 
192 Beja, 18. 
193 ibid., 14,51. 
194 This is mainly found in his early stories, see "To 1c(xKoI)pyTjR(x cou tept'-wg", A', 411, "0 
F-n(XI, T%", A, 421. 
195 The most clear epiphanies are those of "0 K(xRnoI)p%", A', 219-220, "0 neOccgvo; Olkoý', 
A', 238-239 , 110 (TuýtPou4vr'q'; 
", A', 265-266, "0 F-pXogO; ", B', 182-183, "H(X'V(o cyrij y(A'vTj", TI 
B', 281-282, Drov F-pXogo 'Ell; evnqvxý", B', 306,313, "H F-OficTlail Tcou O(x E'pftt", F', 193, 
"Mocyc ' il F-vOA'*ij(Yij", A, 198-199. WV 
196 Cf. Tsokopoulos, "Etawywyij", AqyocrOgvqý Bovrvpag, '*AiravTa B', 12-13. Tsokopoulos 
discusses only "Biwo (TTfl 70olvil" and remarks that, although Voutyras did not have the 
appropriate theoretical background, he treated epiphany "ýte rnv 7ckIjO(J)pu(oTflT(x Tflq 
8wt(TOij, rwj; 'rol) OXE'(YTI; ge To 'ypo'cWtgo" (13, note 3). 
197 See ApovtKO 'rij; ý(011; 'rou Aijgo(YOEEVij Bovmp(X"', 12. 
1 198 See "Y'rov EPXORO 1,9; F-inuXux; ", B', 306,313, "M(xyFgEvq EvOugflalf, A', 184/ 190,198- 
199. 
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(his name ironically echoing that of the Latin philosopher Seneca) and the 
protagonist's friend, Arkopoulos. However, in essence, the story focuses on 
the psychology of the narrator, Pidalis, who views reality in a more complex 
and intuitive way than both Mr Sinekas and Arkopoulos, for what 
particularly troubles him is its fleeting nature. 199 The text thematises the 
sweeping power of time and the human inability to bestow ever-lasting 
quality upon rare moments of happiness. This aspect of time preoccupies 
Voutyras, since it is also found in other texts and, as we shall see, is explicitly 
related with the poetics of his stories. 200 
"0 lugpoOxuvjý' displays a complex relation to time, with multiple 
time levels, which often intermingle. The opening, given in the form of a 
separate preamble, by comparing the waves of the sea to the flow of the 
narrator's memory, introduces the central motif of time's instability. 
Furthermore, the parallelism of the motion of the waves to Tantalus' torment 
shows that the narrator's mood, as reflected in this past story he reconstructs, 
has remained the same. The time level of the preamble may be defined as the 
present of the narration. However, it is gradually abandoned and replaced by 
the present of the story narrated by the protagonist. The text may be divided 
into six parts (excluding the prologue), only the first of which is clearly 
rendered as a flashback. All the others are given as a "here and now it 
experience. Thus, it would be useful to regard as present what the story 
promotes as such, and to view the time level of the preamble as a future, 
influenced by the past and present that the narrator strives to recapture. 
In the first part (240-245) a mixture of several layers of the past 
concludes to what we have termed as the present of the story. This is the most 
expositional section: it sets the background so that the reader may follow the 
narrator's psychology. His visits to Mr Sinekas' house are depicted as an 
idealised past time, full of people he has now (present of the narration - 
future of the story) lost, and dominated by the presence of Mr Sinekas' 
daughter, Elli, with whom he is in love. This pleasant period is eventually 
spoiled by the appearance of Ginozis, who provokes Pidalis' strong aversion, 
10 as we infer from the characterisations he attributes to him (`rE', Pccý', 10'80Cý", 
,, Oj8t &7cXwgývo"., 242). The narrator's emotion leads to conflict and to his 
temporary withdrawal from Mr Sinekas' social gatherings. 
199 Tsokopoulos, "Etamywylf, Aj7gocTOgvi7g Bovrvpag, Airavra A', 28-29, connects this story 
with Marcel Proust's A la recherche du temps perdu. 
200 See "K(xI 7j(n')X(x(T(x", A', 159, We 'roc XF-?, t8ovtd', A', 269, "Ot aicoaicvoe; 'TO)v VFKp(ov", B', 
137, '116WO (YTq Y(Xkllvll ...... B, 264. 
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A second time level refers to the more distant past and revives Pidalis' 
acquaintance with Elli, which goes back to his childhood, another period of 
idealised happiness. After presenting briefly the development of his feeling 
from friendship to love, he proceeds to an illuminating comment: "E'rut 
II CCOIIV(X TOV K(XIPO V(X 7EEPVOC K(X1 O(X 110Ek(X OUCOVUX EMY1 V(X ý0), P'001(ygevoý 
(YT(x gocua njq... " (244). This not only throws light on his idiosyncrasy, but 
stands for the thematic pivot of the story. His ultimate reflection is how we 
may make moments of happiness last by protecting them from the corruptive 
influence of time. What follows functions as an answer to his futile wish: 
(XV(O G GR)Tq g010 T11V EUTUXUX '9POF-, gF- PpijKc il Komx(TTpooq" (244). 
Thus, the parallelism between the protagonist's lost happiness then and the 
threat of losing his second chance on his visits to Mr Sinekas' house is 
inevitable. If in the first case the catalyst was family misfortunes, in the 
second it takes the form of the mysterious Ginozis. Indeed this part closes 
with Ginozis' appearance in Mr Sinekas' house; two more (one explicitly and 
one implicitly) of the six units of the story conclude by referring to Ginozis' 
destructive power in relation to the tranquillity of the old times. 
The following five parts focus on the present of the story and include 
two visits to Mr Sinekas' house (249-258,263-266), two scenes anticipating 
them (245-249,262-263) and an intermediary section (258-262), elaborating on 
Arkopoulos' emergence as a "a-ogPo-o4-or%". The opening of the second part 
(245-249) defines the time as after the narrator's quarrel with Ginozis and 
estrangement from Mr Sinekas' family. However, when he decides to revisit 
them, his excitement over his encounter with Elli is underscored. This 
moment of anticipation is reconstructed in its totality, but at the same time the 
motif of its elusiveness reappears. The narrator, lost in his thoughts, observes 
every detail of the physical environment in his route to Elli's house, aware of 
his happiness ("evmpjý E-'Pkencc", 246). Nevertheless, this is instantly 
overshadowed first by an unexplained fear ("Mq O(x im'O(nvoc KocvE-'v(x K(xKo 
I[Ptv OO(X, (T(O; 11,246) and secondly by the figures of the "manic" Mr Sinekas and 
the disagreeable Mrs Sinekas. Consequently, we have the following 
meditation: 
f ;: 7(x OVIK(X' 0 EV001)(TUXURO; ROI) E'-7tF, (YF-. Ft(XTt X(XIPOgOI)V; 
M, qv Tc(X, xt 8E 00C PPF-O(o govo;, govo;, E-'Pllgo;, g(xKpt(X Tll;! 0 
K(XtPO; O(X TCF-P(X'(YF-t 'Ypll7op(X 'ypil'yop(X TCOJ) O(X F-t'R(Xl KOVr(X Tq; 
Koct Tcockt (247). 
A similar reflection occurs in the next part (249-258), which deals with 
the narrator's visit to the house. Again the situation is fully portrayed; people 
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he has not seen before are described, Mr Sinekas is presented analysing his 
cheap philosophy, and meanwhile the narrator feels like an outsider and 
particularly disappointed by Elli's preference for a newcomer, Mamidis. Yet 
inside this frustrating atmosphere there is a moment during which he ceases 
to be aware of this negative reality and becomes absorbed in his dreams. It is 
when he plays on his violin a piece of music composed for Elli, which 
expresses both his passion and complaint, and is acclaimed. Nevertheless, he 
breaks off and reflects: 
"E)(x 7cF-p(X(YFt Kal wovi ii gF-p(x o7c(og ot Tom; ocXXE;!... 
rl(XIVT(X RF- PWY(XivlýE 11 (YKF-Wll WOTIJ OT(XV llgol)v KOVT(X Tll;, 
n(xv'u(x 0 oopo; 'rol) Xwptagob gF- gzX(x7XoXob(YF,. Ki epXor(xv Tt; 
I, x1o , x1j; TCPOGOX ,I anygcý ro-o YF- -0, gla; Rvy(X ll;, (TF- GTVYýtE; TCOI) 
kTl(ygovo^O(Y(x Oka Yt(X voc Pxýno) (xl), UTI govo!... (254). 
This time we have an attempt at defining the roots of this sentiment. In a 
phase of self-analysis the narrator realises that it is at moments of heightened 
bliss that he becomes aware of the fluidity of time. 
The idea conveyed through the narrator's stream of consciousness at 
these two points is also elaborated throughout the story in the form of a 
biblical parable. 201 In the scene, where the narrator enters Mr Sinekas' garden 
and meets Arkopoulos (248-249), nature is depicted in terms of paradise, 
exuding love and tranquillity. Not only is there a parallelism between Mr 
Sinekas' garden and that of Eden, but each of the main characters is identified 
with a figure from the relevant incident of the Old Testament. The narrator is 
compared with Adam, Arkopoulos with God, while Ginozis is satan and this 
has been foreshadowed by his prior comparison to a snake (242). Elli is 
viewed as an angel; however, her portrait as a femme fatale throughout the 
story suggests that the role that best suits her is that of Eve. Moreover, on 
leaving Mr Sinekas' house in the last scene, Pidalis feels like a "&O)yRE-'voý 
u. yyF, Xo; " (266). Since before the Fall man lived in Eden in a heavenly state, 
unaffected by the influence of time, the biblical tale functions as an objective 
correlative for the narrator's existential speculation. What he longs for is to 
regain this idealised state and to be liberated from time. 
Nevertheless, just as Adam had to reconcile himself to the idea of the 
Fall, the narrator has to come to terms with reality (the possibility of losing 
Elli) and the flux of time. At this point the concept of epiphany intervenes and 
leads to his illumination. As we have already mentioned, an epiphany is not a 
gradual experience, though it may be prepared suggestively throughout the 
201 See also "rl(Xpccpk(x'g(x", A', 140, "0 'K(Xgnol')pilý", A', 183-184, "0 ýwiarqý", A', 396. 
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text. Pidalis' self-analysing remarks, discussed above, serve this purpose. 
Additionally, there are two further points related to the moment of realisation 
he experiences towards the end. The first occurs before the end of the third 
part, after his observation about Elli's flirtatious attitude towards Mamidis. 
Apart from his disappointment over her betrayal, another feeling arises: 'I(T(xv 
(XTI K(XKo 7rol) YkEl 6 011ptio 'Oet TO 81KO 'TO-0 (XquX RF_ 118OVII, gux 
F_I_)X(XPICFTIjCFIj 'Yt(X (XIMI T11V IMMUMCF71, Ti1v EyK(xT(xkF_tAVTj" (257). His 
indulgence in self-pity indicates that his fear of the instability of happiness 
has lessened. Thus, what distresses him is more the anticipation of the loss of 
love than its actual occurrence. 
The second stage in the preparation of his epiphanic realisation takes 
the form of a dream. Dreams play a significant role in Voutyras' storieS202and 
are also extensively used in "modern" stories as a means of revelation of a 
character's real self. 203 This nightmare occurs in the fifth part (263), when 
Pidalis contemplates his next visit to Mr Sinekas' house, and has a double 
function. First, it foretells the negative outcome of his relationship with Elli: it 
depicts someone else playing on the violin the piece of music he composed 
for her and closes with Ginozis. Secondly, by portraying a group of hostile 
people chasing the narrator, his fall into a bloody sea and surrender into its 
depth and darkness, it reveals his subconscious fears of the inevitable flow of 
time. 204The dream through this psychological undercurrent points to how 
the narrator will eventually accept the loss of Elli, which, as we shall see, 
becomes clear during his epiphany. 
This is placed in the final part (263-268), which includes the narratorls 
last visit to Mr Sinekas' house, which is again reconstructed in all its nuances. 
When the narrator sees Elli's eyes on Mamidis (264), he realises that his 
expectations will be deluded. This realisation has a rational tangible basis, 
hence it is not an epiphany. However, a sudden twist follows the narrator's 
desperation and his decision to beg for her love: 
H 'E. X, /Xil E', Tcatýc lut(X'vo. la V(x To EK(XVE FTct'TOI)TO 7t(x V(x 
R71 RE KotT 'ýE il dwouyav. Eyoo' PoOt'(YOiIK(x (X EA. Ot (X, /%Xot Rtkol), (T(XV ," 
ac gt(XV (XV()Cgvll(yll 7CO-0 71POE (T(X PY(XkgE"VTJ an 
2 ro (T(XKO T11; 
, kocall, RE rqv (XV ,II V)xqq. 'EytvF- gt(x Taxpe (XRVTI(Fll (Xl, )TTI, TEPO(Torc(ov 
Rpo(yotx(ov go-o' XOCREVG)V r(op(x!... (265) 
202 See, for instance, "0 Kaýtnob'pij; ", A', 183-184, "To mxt& rfl; Poupij; ", A', 363, "0 
A', 401-402, "flavo) (YTll yakývij... ", B, 279-280. For Voutyras' use of dreams, see 
Vasardani, "AijRo(TOE-: v7j; Bourupd'; ", 306-308. 
203 May, "Chekhov ...... 205-207. A good example 
is Chekhov's story "Sleepy" (1888), Anton 
Chekhov's short stories, 64-69. 
204 For the connection of the flow of time with the motion of the sea, see the previous 
discussion of the story's preamble. 
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Despite Pidalis' earlier overwrought state, this moment appears in a trivial 
context, accompanied by the sound of music and the others' conversation. It 
does not result from a logical process, but originates in his subconscious and, 
moreover, occurs suddenly and is of brief duration. Immediately after that we 
have the phrase "' Or(xv auvflp0a... " (265), indicating that the narrator has lost 
the sense of time and place and delved into a different realm. This privileged 
moment, in which memory plays a major role, 205 meets the typical 
conventions of an epiphany and may be conceived as such. 206 
The effect of the narrator's realisation is revealed later, when he 
suddenly leaves Mr Sinekas' house and states: "' HOF-X(x va O-O"Y(O, 11 
(XV / '8com ril Uvagq" (266). The contradiction between URVII(T11 EICEIVII RO-o 6 10 
this act and his earlier decision (to stay and insist on his intentions) shows 
that a transformation has taken place inside him during that brief time span. 
He has realised that the flow of time, associated with loss and decay, is 
inevitable and, since he has survived this experience before, he can confront it 
now. just as in his nightmare he surrendered himself to the bloody sea, in his 
epiphany he surrenders to the flow of time. The loss of Elli, now almost a 
reality, redeems him from the fear thematised throughout the text and makes 
possible the preservation of the happy moments they had together in the only 
lasting dimension of time - memory. Thus, Pidalis' previous self-analysing 
comments and his agony to reconstruct the present of his experience are 
brought together in this epiphanic realisation which proves that the present of 
an experience may be regained through memory. 
If this is the solution proposed for individuals, there is a further path 
for authors. Reading the text through a self-referential prism, we may argue 
that another way of recapturing time is literature and, more specifically, the 
short story. Due to its brief fragmentary nature, it is the ideal form for 
enclosing the fluid present and underlining moments when one can 
il " indicates that for Voutyras apprehend its hidden essence. "0 1, ugPo'04^0, T '; 
the genre is not identified with a solid moment of culmination, rendering 
through selected details a stable character portrait. It is a form reconstructing 
with "scrupulous meanness"207 the present moment one experiences. 
205 For the role of memory in Joyce's epiphanies, see Beja, 76-77. 
206 For an epiphany presenting similar characteristics, see the ending of Joyce's "The 
Boarding House", Dubliners, 64. 
207 The expression belongs to Joyce, see Hanson, Short Stories-, 61. 
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Voutyras' perception of 6177"yqya as the art of the present moment also 
accounts for the poetics of his texts. Present experience does not display a 
concrete shape - hence the genre representing it cannot emerge as a complete 
construction. Moreover, because of the introspective aims of his stories, the 
present moment is perceived from within. The rzarW rarely betrays his 
presence and the characters cannot undertake his omniscient role. Their task 
is to unfold the fluctuation of their soul; the text, following this internal route, 
is affected by the subjectivity and inconsistency of human emotion. Only the 
reader may impose an order on this deceptive chaos, or he may accept it as it 
is, sharing the author's point of view about the fragmentary nature of reality. 
Thus, the "formlessness" of Voutyras' stories derives from his views on 
the role of 6t4p7pa in the representation of reality. 208 His disregard of 
established short story rules was conscious and not a sign of authorial 
ineptitude. The harmony between the form and content of his texts 
corroborates this argument, a fact which did not elude the attention of earlier 
critics. 209 Entering the literary field without any experience and writing to 
earn his living, Voutyras might easily have conformed to the norm. 210 
Instead, he continually subverted the conventions of the traditional short 
story and worked systematically to form his own model. 211 
The comparison between Voutyras' work and that of major foreign 
writers such as Chekhov and Joyce is inevitable, as their stories display 
similarities. The aspect of incompleteness, the promotion of subjectivity and 
the formal disruption it entails, the focus on a fleeting present, broken-up by 
epiphanic moments, all represent characteristics of the "modern" short story 
model, to which the above foreign authors and Voutyras gravitate. This does 
not mean that Voutyras is necessarily familiar with their work, or that he has 
the same aesthetic formation. 212 It rather reveals that he views reality and the 
relation of the short story with it in a similar manner. 
208 Cf. Tsirkas, 43. 
209 Xenopoulos, Airavra 11,164,168. 
210 According to a testimony, Voutyras, after the negative reception of his first texts, 
published in To 17Epto3ticov pag, wrote stories conforming to the norm. However, the 
publisher of the periodical, Skipis, advised him to return to his idiosyncratic mode of 
writing, see Varikas, 17-18, Tsokopoulos, "0 flapmdc; K(X1 TO &71774W T71; nokq; ", H 
KaO77yEpt v77, E7rra Hy 'P-69 (8/11/1998), 16. 
211 Nirvanas, "0 OCVOpWTcoq-8t'qyijýLcc", 31: "o (Ti)yyp(XOF, 1)'; (XI)To;, TEOU nEMPOVF-ti 71 (XYV 
/0 
Et' 
0(yol'); IC()Cvov(x;, &&-t E-Nocv icav0v(x 81KOV cou". Cf. Terzakis, "A71ý10GOE--V71; Bolnupd 
1018. 
212 Gounelas argues that Voutyras in the poetics of 0 Aayicaq might have been influenced by 
some stories by Chekhov, see H coari aXt an ic I ..., 17 1. 
Indeed, as we discussed in Chapter 77 
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Conclusion 
The clash between Xenopoulos and Voutyras brings us to the core of 
the contrast between the traditional and the "modern" short story. 
Xenopoulos perceives the interaction between the genre and reality 
differently. The chaos prevailing in real life must not be transported into 
fiction, which should try to impose an order and make external reality more 
comprehensible. In particular, the short story, the brevity of which makes it 
susceptible to fragmentation and obscurity, must adopt appropriate poetics, 
to preserve the clarity and completeness of a proper artistic construction. 
Xenopoulos orchestrated every last detail in his tales, whereas 
Voutyras let his characters lead him wherever they like. 213 Although 
Xenopoulos adopted techniques from the "modern" short story, he 
subordinated them to his more general poetics, which, by placing emphasis 
on the form, conformed to the classic short story model. The poetic devices he 
employed did not get in the way of thematic clarity; his promotion of 
subjectivity did not dispense with the existence of an objective reality. Even in 
his more experimental stories, where ambiguity dominated, it was 
interwoven with an ironic and satiric vein and did not entail an undermining 
of the rational organisation of facts, as it was often the case with Voutyras. 
Xenopoulos' and Voutyras' views on the most decisive trait of &77yllya 
- brevity - were also different. Xenopoulos, writing both novels and short 
stories, viewed brevity as a challenge and a chance to use different 
techniques, preserving narrative economy. We had unifying details, contrasts 
vividly promoting the central point, and extensive exploitation of the device 
of implication. By contrast, Voutyras took brevity for granted and chose the 
genre precisely for this fact, since it matched his ideology about the 
fragmentary nature of reality. We might assert that, even if he had written 
novels, their form would have been similarly plotless and incomplete. His 
main aim was to give a portrait of certain moments and project in an 
unmitigated manner the subjective impressions of his characters. The use of 
images and suggestive methods served this purpose and did not become the 
means for an adaptation of experience to the restricted spatial form of a story. 
This brings him close to the framework of modernism, in which the poetics of 
Two, Chekhov was repeatedly translated in Panathinaia, where Voutyras also published 
stories. 
213 Nirvanas, "0 MOP(OnN-8tIlyliga", 31. 
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the short story and the novel are not so different: rather in the brief form 
specific techniques become more visible. 
Thus, paradoxically, although Xenopoulos was familiar with the 
developments in European literature and appropriated modern elements in 
his 6t77, y77'yara, in essence, he followed a more conservative path. Voutyras, 
strikingly ignorant of such issues, cultivated a type of story more intrinsically 
linked to the new trends in the field of the genre. Guided by his instinct and 
free from established traditions, he approached the "modern" model in a more 
original and unbiased way. 
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CONCLUSION 
Our exploration of the development of &77, yi7ya between 1880-1920 
reveals the great adaptability of the genre, which apparently accounts for its 
stable and central position in Greek literature of the time. It kept reinventing 
itself, by adjusting to the prevalent literary trends, by borrowing features 
from other genres (Xpovoypd077ya, poetry, drama) or even from different arts 
(painting, cinema). The general distinction followed in this thesis between 
two separate short story models has helped us to perceive better the constant 
alterations of the form during this whole period. 
This protean character of the short story complicated the approach to 
its generic features, as our discussion of the critical attitudes towards it in the 
first part demonstrated. The misuse of the term &77, y77ya, which was stronger 
in the period of the rise and establishment of the genre, but occasionally 
accompanied it up to the 1920s, is the most evident token of the confusion 
caused by its generic identity. However, we traced a process from ambiguity 
to critical consensus in the critical perspectives on & i7"p7pa between 1880 and 
1920. Our examination of the Estia competitions of the 1880s showed that the 
genre did not display a concrete character during this decade. It rather set out 
as a narrative that eschewed the negative implications attributed to 
yvOtaTOP77ya in the years of Romanticism and, therefore, was viewed as the 
ideal vehicle for a new start in Greek prose fiction. We are dealing with a 
genre under formation, whose thematic and ideological parameters were 
promoted at the expense of its generic ones. 
The situation tended to become more clear in the 1890s, by which time 
a distinct short story tradition had emerged. The last Estia competition, by 
liberating 8t77, y'qya from the ideological constraints of the previous ones, and 
by promoting it as a brief form, marked a sign of progress. Moreover, we had 
the first critical voices, which attempted to approach the features of the genre. 
Xenopoulos emerged as a key-figure, discussing its special demands with 
theoretical perspicacity: the prerequisite for unity and completeness, the 
dependence on the device of implication, and also the active role the reader 
must undertake in its context. 
In the period 1900-1920 the critical stance on the short story became 
more mature and the discussions around it more frequent, as we deduced 
from the examination of influential publications like Panathinaia and Noumas. 
The development of a metaphoric discourse was a step towards a greater 
generic awareness, as it represented a tangible basis for dealing with 
delicate 
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issues of generic definition. Moreover, the comparison with other forms of 
literature such as poetry and drama recalled similar speculations in foreign 
short story criticism and highlighted the intrinsic affinity of the short story to 
these genres. The parallelism with poetry illustrated the potential of 61ij1p7pa 
to enclose subjective experience and pinpointed the usefulness of symbolic 
and suggestive devices in its composition. As for the relation with drama, it 
underlined the demand of the short story for an objective mode of narration, 
which left things in inference and minimised authorial interventions. 
However, it was the comparison, or, more precisely, the juxtaposition 
with the "rival" genre of the novel, that determined the attitude of many 
critics of the time towards the short story. This solid and easy mode of generic 
distinction also presented a contradictory aspect. On the one hand, it resulted 
in the occasional underestimaým of & jft77ya, since it was considered as 
simpler form with less potential. On the other, paradoxically, it projected it as 
a demanding and artful type of fiction. By exploring the different effects of 
the two genres, critics perceived the need of the short story for narrative 
economy and recognised its ability to combine density with intensity. 1 
Through these comparisons and their occasional involvement in the 
metaphoric discourse mentioned above Greek critics perceived the most 
essential characteristics of the genre and used them, if not in the assessment, 
in the discussion of short stories. However, this critical consensus also 
displayed significant limitations. More specifically, the strongest evaluative 
criterion in short story criticism for the whole period 1880-1920 was that of 
form. This directly takes us to the fundamental distinction between the 
traditional and the "modern" formless short story. The emphasis placed on 
the formal properties of the genre favoured the first model and obstructed the 
positive reception of texts that belonged to the second. Thus, the elements of 
structural coherence, narrative symmetry and formal and thematic autonomy 
were singled out as tokens of a well written short story. Aspects associated 
with "modern" stories such as symbolism and suggestiveness were positively 
accepted, provided that they did not undermine the ideal of form. By 
contrast, when the discourse of image and association prevailed in a text and 
the rational order was disturbed, it was excluded from the genre or 
confronted as a borderline case. 
Characteristic were the examples of Mitsakis, Papadiamantis and 
Voutyras, whose stories came close to the "modern" short story. Mitsakis' 
texts were classified as miscellanies when published in Estia. Papadiamantis' 
1 See Lohafer, 68. 
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stories puzzled the critics of the time, who could not easily recognise the rules 
determining their composition and accounting for their artistry. As for 
Voutyras, his stories were designated as imperfect samples in the process of 
becoming proper 6t77y77`yaTa. We have also argued that some of the hybrid 
narratives (EvcovEg, aictaypaotat,, or even ZpovoypaO77yaTa) published in 
Estia and Rambagas could qualify as "modern" short stories. Yet their 
plotlessness resulted in their exclusion from this narrative category. 
Apparently Greek criticism of the time, with a few exceptions such as 
Palamas, having covered the distance from generic ambiguity to generic 
awareness,, was not ready to overstep a concrete, clear-cut account of &77p7ya 
and accept it as a dynamic concept. Typical were the discussions around the 
"npopkqga Bo-wmpdc", which took place as late as the 1920s, the period that 
marks the end-limit of this thesis. 
The poetics of representative authors we examined in the second part 
also exemplify the protean character of &4p7ya. Not only were the changes 
in the critical development of the genre reflected in their narrative practice, 
but also each of them adopted a distinct approach to it. Eftaliotis identified 
the short story with a simple taTopta, the poetics of which were based on an 
anecdote, often appearing under the guise of an embedded narration. The 
concepts of speed and linearity underlay the composition of his stories, while 
their debt to folk culture was evident. Several of the conventions of oral story 
telling were adopted and narrative economy was organised according to the 
model of folk genres. Behind the use of telling images and the dramatisation 
of the narration the reader might easily recognise a single precept. 
Xenopoulos also viewed the short story as a singular construct, which 
may illustrate through the indicative a more general aspect. However, this 
was not identified with a moral precept, but rather with an insight into 
human behaviour and psychology. Here the linearity and speed of Eftaliotis' 
stories were replaced by the poetics of culmination and the potential of the 
genre to combine intensity with density was exploited. Short story techniques 
such as implication, antithesis and the use of telling details were employed, 
so4hcý-the reader might fathom into the fictional world and perceive a wider 
context through a moment of culmination. Thus, not only the narrative 
economy of the genre was served, but also the introspective aspirations 
required by a proper &77yi7ya in Xenopoulos' time. 
In contrast to both E* ftaliotis and Xenopoulos, Vizyinos did not see 
&77, yi7ya as a singular, but as a complex narrative. Writing in a period when 
the concept of the genre had not been yet shaped, he cultivated it in its longer 
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form. According to modern criteria, his texts lie on the borderline of 6177'Y? 71-10C because of their length,, ýy-e-+ they fulfilled in an exemplary way the short 
story principle of the unified effect. Not only were they constructed upon the 
notion of a particular impression, which had to be transported to the reader, 
but disparate recurring motifs, eventually linked through the device of 
correlation, alluded to this impression. In this respect, his stories combined 
the intensity linked to the short story with the multiplicity associated with the 
novel. 
Voutyras, on the other hand, writing both long and short stories, 
aimed to present slices of experience. The inherently fragmentary nature of 
the genre here was provocatively unveiled and not disguised to give an 
illusion of totality. What was emphasised was not the representation of 
external objective reality, but its projection as an objective correlative that 
existed only in association with the psyche of the protagonists. Therefore, 
Voutyras' stories exploited to the full poetic devices such as symbols, 
metaphors and suggestion, which did not serve narrative economy, as in 
conventional short stories, but the faithful rendering of the characters' 
subjectivity. 
If we wish to specify the position of these authors in the double 
tradition of short story writing, Eftaliotis and Voutyras are the most clear 
cases,, as they stand at its antithetical poles. Eftaliotis' stories applied the rules 
of the traditional short story in the most simple manner. There is a formal 
smoothness in them; we have narrative balance, completeness, and the 
projection of a unifying idea, which becomes easily perceptible through a 
closed definite ending. Voutyras, on the other hand, best suits the demands of 
the "modern" short story. He did not conceal the "formal recalcitrance'12of his 
texts through an illusion of completeness. As poetic techniques dominate in 
his texts, the rational order is undermined and this results in narrative 
omissions and disharmonies. His stories display both the formlessness and 
the lyric composition of the "modern" short story. 
Xenopoulos and Vizyinos occupy an in-between position in relation to 
the two models of the genre. Vizyinos retained a perfect balance in his 
amalgamation of elements from the traditional and the "modern" short story. 
His texts displayed formal and thematic completion, -ie+ the 
complicated nature of the reality behind them suggested openness. Moreover, 
they followed the conventions of narrative symmetry and plot, but at the 
2 For the notion of formal recalcitrance, see Austin Wright, ITRecalcitrance in the Short tory II , 
Short Story theory at a Crossroads, 115-129. 
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same time external action always existed in association with inner experience 
and sometimes was used precisely for its representation. 
For Xenopoulos the short story became a genre appropriate for an 
experimentation that could not fit the scope of his novels. Recognising its 
poetic potential and its suitability for the rendering of subjectivity, in several 
of his &qyWara he came close to the aims of the "modern" short story. Yet he 
could not abandon the aspect of a tight form, based on the elements of 
narrative balance, structural unity and autonomy. Hence, his adoption of 
poetic devices did not undermine the rational organisation, required by the 
rules of classic prose. 
Although the four authors we examined exploited 8tTlyi7ya for 
different effects, their poetics also reveal some of the permanent features or 
tendencies of the genre. Thus, because of its small compass, the short story 
presents a sense of "formal recalcitrance"; the organisation of the constituent 
parts of the narrative becomes more difficult in its context, since formal 
imperfections are more easily discerned. Some authors attempt to conceal this 
"formal recalcitrance", while others provocatively unveil it. Furthermore, the 
short story indeed exhibits a unified effect; this may result from the structural 
and thematic unity that is more easily achieved in a short narrative. However, 
it may also appear in the form of an actual impression, which is constantly, 
though implicitly present and is skilfully transferred to the reader, or under 
the guise of an enigmatic unconfirmed impression, with which the reader is 
left, after his encounter with the text. In addition, the short story emerges as a 
genre suitable for the representation of subjectivity. Its brevity matches the 
scope of individual experience and its appropriation of poetic techniques 
shows its potential for the presentation of subjective world-views. 
Our exploration of the critical and narrative formation of &77yill-ta 
contributes to the illustration of an uncharted, yet extremely important issue, 
of Greek literature of the years 1880-1920. The genre remained in the 
foreground during the whole period and became the chief means of 
expression in mainstream prose fiction. Aspects justifying the durability of its 
prevalence are its adaptability, its fragmentary nature, which matched the 
turbulent and rapidly changing Greek way of life during these decades, and 
perhaps its affinity with poetry, which concurred with the general inclination 
of the Greeks to lyric forms of expression. Moreover, the fact that the "rival" 
genre of the novel was initially viewed with prejudice and afterwards with 
awe as a more synthetic narrative contributed to the flourishing of 6tilyWa- 
Although the genre was occasionally underrated and in the 1920s we had 
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strong claims for its displacement by the more "ambitious" novel, the picture 
of 3tijp7pa we get from the period 1880-1920 is not at all that of the "poor 
relative" of the novel. By contrast,, its critical and narrative history proves that 
we are dealing with a highly demanding form, which puzzled the critics of 
the time with its fluidity, and in the hands of capable writers gave rise to 
extremely significant texts that marked the course of Greek prose fiction. 
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